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The central problem of the thesis is to determine why

exegetes interpret texts in radically different ways when

they have the same historical and philological information

available* I try to show that the determinative factor is

pre—understanding. The procesB of understanding is

circular; we approach the text with presuppositions which

are related conceptually and experientially to the way we

see the world. When we interpret a text our pre-understand-

ing of the content of that text effects and affects the way

in which we interpret it. But then our understanding of

the text reflects in a circular manner on our pre-under-

standing and either confirms it or criticizes it as being

deficient in some respect.

In New Testament interpretation our pre-understending,

it is suggested, is made up of a series of concepts which

include 'revelation1, 'history', 'resurrection',

'eschatology' and 'miracle' among the more important.

We also approach the text with a prior practical interest



which is derived from our social and political (i.e.

practical) life. The way in which we understand these

concepts and the nature of our practical interest

determines in part how we understand the New Testament.

Our pre—understanding of these concepts, however, can be

modified in the light of our interpretation of the text,

i.e. if our interpretation does not ring true. Practical

interest opens a perspective and provides motivation for

understanding the text, but the perspective is necessarily

a limited and limiting one.

Various ways are summarized in the thesis in which

these concepts have been understood during the course of

this century by several systematic or dogmatic theologians.

This shows what variations of pre—understanding are

possible. A number of practical interests are also

described which have been used by rion—theologians to

interpret texts from the Old Testament. In the second

part of the thesis X have tried to reconstruct the

pre-understanding brought to the New Testament by two

exegetes, T.W.Hanson and R.H.Lightfoot, and I have tried

to show by the use of selected examples how in each case

their pre-understanding has determined the character of

their interpretation.

I suggest, finally, that a critical use of the idea

of pre-understanding will help in some cases to remove,

or at least make more transparent, differences of

interpretation in New Testament exegesis.
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INTRODUCTION
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lNTHOkftTION

In this thesis I am concerned basically to understand why

an excrete interprets a particular text as he does rather

than in souse other possible way, Ur to express the problem

another way, why do two or more exegetes interpret the

same text in fundamentally opposed ways, when they adopt

the same methodology and have more or less the same

historical and philological evidence available. To some

extent these differences result from the evidence having

been assessed rather differently, but this is only a part

of the answer because the fact remains that exegetes often

adopt totally opposed outlooks in their interpretation of

Kew Testament texts which results in different types of

exegesis. In this thesis 1 shall examine, in part at least,

the basis of these fundamentally opposed outlooks. The

difficulty presented by this situation is that, as the task

of the exegete is to clarify the meaning of the text,

each exegete evidently thinks that the text means something

different from the meaning expounded by some other exegetes.

It may be that some interpretations are mutually exclusive

as would be the case, for example, with an existential

interpretation of the resurrection appearances and a more

traditional historicizing interpretation. Or it may be

that a particular text contains multiple layers of meaning

which are not mutually exclusive. But in either case we

must ask, why has the exegete produced Just this interpretation?

Moreover, this question is preliminary to our determining

whether this particular interpretation represents a correct
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(if partial) undorslanding of the text*

All this necessarily calls into question the objectivity

of understanding* This problem* furthermore, is only a

partial representation of the viler problem of deteraiining

vhy ve understand reality as we do* This general problem

of understanding leads to the task of philosophical

hermeneutics* which is to analyse critically the general

structural dynamics of underslanding. Theological hermeneutics

and biblical hermeneutics have an analogous but more

restricted scope* All understanding takes place in language,

whether this be language in the ordinary sense or In the

metaphorical sense of the language of music or the language

of ritual* Cither way meaning is communicated by means of

an objective code of socially accepted signs* The reader

receives the message encoded by the author and understands*

hut how objective is this code? How closed is the process

of understanding? Certainly the elements of the code

do not refer to 'things' in any simple sense as in the
2

tradition of X,ocke* The more convincing view is that

language reveals a world, a world which we inhabit, and

this is the view of the later Wittgenstein and the later

3
Heidegger. language is not a set of tools we use as a

1. See P.Uollen, hign» and Leaning in the Cinema, pp.158-04

2. J.Locke, An i-ssay concernix^ human tndoratanainr » nook 3»

lor a destructive criticism of this model of language see

the early part of I•Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investi¬

gations »

3* I . i\err, 'Language as liermeneutic in the later Wittgenstein'
T1Jdachr111 voor >ilo»oile. 27, 1965, pp.491-520.
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convenient moana of communicating meaning to others, but

it structures and reveals the world in which we live. We

do not control our world objectively, we enter into it in

language. Lriders tending a text presupposes that we understand

the words (or signs) and these have to be learnt in a

social context. Understanding, then, presupposes the

social and personal world we bring with us to the text.

And each time we read a text we have to relearn tho signs

which constitute it; understanding is a process which is

never complete. Kichard Hoggart suggests the restlessness

of understending when he says s

we can and should push more and more towards objectivity,
but we can never reach it.... 1 am pointing to an

inescapable fact of our lives. I say 'ours' since it

is, phrased rather differently, a fact of the writer's
life also. We none of us 'know* anything in the blue,

we know things in the conceptual and imaginative frames
L

available to us.

holaud barthea, the French literary critic and structuralist,

expresses the same judgment about texts. "how can anyone

believe", he asks, "that a given work is an object

independent of the psyche and personal history of the

critic studying it, with regard to which he enjoys a sort
«S

of extraterritorial status?"

When we read a text we bring to bear on the text a

4• H.Hoggart, bpeaking to ,ach Other. Vol.2t bout Literature

p.247.

5. K.barthes, 'Criticism as Language' in critics Abroad,

a special issue of the Times literary buppl eu-ent.

27 bept, 1963, P.739.
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personal and social world which Is made up, in part, of our

conceptual understending of that world. Furthermore, when

we read a text we integrate that text, if we are able, into

our understanding of the world. Our understanding of the

text is structured by our prior understanding of the world.

John Berger has explained how this is true when we look at

a work of arti

ho other kind of relic or text from the past can offer
such a direct testimony about the world which surrounded

other people at other times. in this respect images are

more precise and richer than literature. To say this
is not to deny the expressive or imaginative quality of

art, treating it as mere documentary evidence} the more

imaginative the work, the more profoundly it allows us

to share the artist's experience of the visible.

Yet when an image is presented as a work of art, the

way people look at it is affected by a whole series of
learnt assumptions about art. Assumptions concerning}

Beauty
Truth

Genius

Civilization

Form

Status

Taste, etc.

Many of those assumptions no longer accord with the

world as it is. (The world-as-it-is is more than pure

objective fact, it includes consciousness.) Out of
true with the present, these assumptions obscure the

past. They mystify rather than clarify. The past is
never there waiting to be discovered, to be recognized
for exactly what it Is.

The first chapter of this thesis discusses one of the

major gains of philosophical hermtsneutics: the hermenautical

6. J.Berger, ways of beeing. p.lOf.
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circle, the analysis of the process of all understanding as

circular* The herraeneutical circle supposes that the act of

understanding does not take place in a vacuum; meaning is

not an object which can be read off in a purely objective

fashion* bach act of understanding is preceded by a prior

understanding, which the reader brings to the text, and this

pre-uncierslanding both affects and effects subsequent

understanding, but, provided that the pre-underbtanding

is an explicit pre-understanding, the subsequent understanding

can reflect back upon that pre-understanding which gave it

birth and can modify that pre-undorstanding in a circular

manner* The character of the hermeneutical circle, however,

has appeared in a number of guises and the more important

ones are described and discussed in the first chapter* as

we shall see, Paul Ricoeur's version of the harmeneutical

circle, after it hue been modified somewhat, seems to offer

the most help in understanding what takes place in the

interpretation of a biblical text*

This attempt to oppose the naivet^ of 'objective*

Interpretation does not necessarily relativist© the truth

of understanding, but it does presuppose that understanding

is a very complex, hidden process in wnich we must develop

fresh criteria for ascertaining the correctness of

understanding* The next task, in the context of this

thesis, is to determine precisely which concepts - parallel

to those concepts listed by John iierger - make up the

pre-undcrstending which is presupposed in Isew Testament

exegesis* for we must be clear that berger has not advocated

that our learnt assumptions about art should be excluded*
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We cannot help but have some assumptions. The problem is

to criticise our assumptions so that we may be satisfied that

they are justified assumptions* because of this, chapter

two will analyse the concepts which make up the pre-under¬

standing of hew Testament exegesis as they have been

discussed by six major German dogmatic theologians of this

century. This will give us some idea of the range of

possible understandings which are available for these

concepts* The difficulty is that while a limited number

of concepts make up prc-understending, these concepts can

be understood In a theoretically unlimited number of ways*

While the first and second chapters will attempt to

lay bare the conceptual content of pre-uuderstanoing, the

third chapter will attempt to uncover a second level of

pre-under#tending, that of 'interest'* We shall look at

the episteniologicai work of Jurgen liabermas who has related

knowledge to practical cognitive-interests* This operates

in a general sense whereby scientific knowledge results

from technical interests, Interests in the control and

exploitability of nature, and whereby humanistic knowledge

results from an interest in cultural communication and

maintaining a viable social lile* It operntea at a more

detailed level in each science or field of knowledge, and,

as wo shall see, we may expect an Individual practical

interest in each man's life-work*

In the second part of the thesis we shall examine the

work, the total output, of two hew Testament exegetcs t

T.W.Hanson and K.H.Lightloot* There will be two chapters
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devoted to each* In the first w© shall offer a general

account of each exegate's pre-understending} his particular,

individual understanding of these concepts which make up

that form of pro-understanding which operates in Now

Testament exegesis, together with a brief account of each

exegete*s practical Interest in interpreting the hew

Testament. This first chapter will be drawn largely

from the general remarks and general publications of each

man. In the second chapter we shall expound and analyse

a number of selected examples of each wan * a exegesis in

an attempt to show the interconnection between exegesis

and pre—understanding. These last four chapters will have

two purposes) firstly to examine in a rather new way the

exegesis of Hanson and iightfoot, and secondly to Justify

in a practical way the theoretical ideas expounded in

the first part of the thesis.

Two works have already been written which have touched

on the fundamental problem of why hew Testament exegetes

interpret the texts as they do. They are history and

Christian Apologetic by T.A,Robert®, published in 19b0,

in which the author examinee the historical methodology of

i> tree tor, Todd, and f'arrerj and uhria toio^.y and nistory.

art unpublished thesis at Cambridge tniversity by P..4.Lynn

who has related the assessment by btreoter and jjultmann

of the gospels as historical records to their respective

christologics. These are two valuable works, but this

thesis attempts to go beyond them in a number of respects,

first, neither itoberts nor Lynn tackled the problem of

pre—under®tending as a whole} Roberts restricted himself
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to historical methodology arid I.yrui to christology, Second,

neither examined the role of practical kncwledge-conrtitutive

interests. Third, neither paid much attention to exegesis,

the interpretation of texts. Fourth, each selected his

examples from theologians of different generations, almost

from different theological epochs - certainly that is true

of Dr Lynn who contrasted Streetor with Bultmann, 1 have

attempted the trickier task of analysing critically two

contemporaries! Hanson and Lightfoot knew each other,

they were friends, they taught in the same country at the

sane time (though not in the ©amo University even though

Hanson was encouraged to move to Oxford) and they died

within five years of each other. This makes all the more

poignant the problem of why their Kew Testament work is

so different,

I must add finally that while 1 insist that the

analysis of pre-understending is of crucial importance in

hew Testament interpretation, and while I have attempted

to take (x step forward in the critical work in this area,

I cannot pretend that I have given a full account of

pro-understanding, 1 am sure there is much more at stake

than 1 have so far perceived. But to extend further the

critical analysis of pro-understanding must oe the work

of another thesis by another author.



PART ORE

CHAPTER ONE
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C h A f'f t, H OWE

THE BERHEKEUTICAL CIKCLE

1 Formal iieraeneutiCB

Schlelernt'acher and Oil they

Aristotle understood that the

first requirement of any hermeneufic is the formal analysis

of a literary work, which allows the clarification of

meaning on the basis of the style and structure of the work,'
This led to a system of hermeneutlcal rules aimed at the

exposure of meaning in the same way as the syntax of language

is laid bare* kith this came the realisation of the

development of language and the awareness that all literary

documents are conditioned historically* The hermeneutical

task became one of placing the document in its historical

context and understending the document within the framework

of its cultural background* The hermeneutical circle was

present even in this relatively primitive hersoneutic,

even though the circular structure of understanding was

not made explicit until the nineteenth century* Bultmann

points out that a text can be understood only on the basis

of its age and environment, and yet that environment can

only be understood on the basis of the witnesses of that

1* See K*K*Bulttt.ann, 'The Problem of iiermencutics * in

Essays x-hllosophical and Theological, p.235f» Buitir.ann

is himself referring to Liltbey's article 'Der i.ntst Chung
der liermeneutik' in Gesatatnelte Schriften % 317-338*
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2
age of which the text itself is one,

Schleieruiacher( the first to present a general
3

heriaerieutiC| saw that these traditional hero>eneutical

rules could only be formulated if a more fundamental stage

of understanding was reached* tchleierawcher'a task was

to expose this fundamental process of understendingt and

to do this he separated hen .enemies proper from linguistic

and historical study on the one hand and frost modern

interpretation and application of the traditional meaning

k
on the other hand* iiy separating the fundamental under¬

standing of the text from historical study bchieicrmocher

was able to express the herwienouticai circle in a form

which is confined to the text itself and the understanding

of it which is possible when it alone Is read* dchleieriuacher

said that in order to understand a part of the text we must

first have a provisional understanding of the whole * and

yet the whole Is an amalgam of parts and to understand the

whole we must first understand the parts* There is a

constant interaction between the part and the whole of a

text in an attempt to extend our understanding of the text*

iians-Georg G&datner has pictured this as a movement in

concentric circles where the test of understanding is the

unanimity of meaning between parts and wholei

bo lauft die dewegun& des Verstehena stots voa banaen

2* Ibid. p*247f.

3, F ,D,b«Schleler»acher, iiermoneutik (1838)

H •Kisuwerle , 1 iiermeueut ische Theorie oder ontologi.- che
ilerBieneutik* , ZThK. LIX, 19&2, p. 115
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zuiu Tell unci zuruck zum Ganzen. Die Aufgabe ist( in
konzentrischen kreisen die kinheit des verstandenen

binnes zu orveitern, Dinstimmung aller hinzelheiten
zuai Ganzen 1st das Jeweilige Kriteriuiii fur die Kichtigkeit
des Veratehens. Das Ausbleiben solcher ninstimmung

5
bedeutet bchelterrt des Verstehens,

furthermore Schielermacher differentiated between the

objective and subjective in this circle. Objectively,

the single word is heard out of the collectivity of sentences

in the text, the individual text is part of the totality of

an author's work, and this in turn is part of all literary

works both of the period in which the text itself was

written, and of the whole of literary history. on the

other hand, subjectively, the text is a "Manifestation

eines schopferischen Augenbiicks in dies Gauze des

beeleniebens seines Autors."6 Whereas the objective aspect

of the hormeneutical circle was explained by Schleiermucher

in terms of the Interaction of the part and whole of a

text (and where 'whole' could ultimately be taken to refer

to the totality of literature), the subjective aspect was

seen as a circular interaction between the psyche of the

reader and the psyche of the author. The external form

of the work both paves the way towards our grasping and

sharing the psychical life of the author, and at the same

time can only be fully understood when we re—experience,

so to say, the life-moment of the author when the text came

to expression. j or Schleiermacher, such shared spiritual

experience is possible because both reader and author share

human nature in a general way, because both are historical

5. H-G.Gadamer, Wahrheit unJ frvethode. p.275

6. Ibid
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creatures with a social, linguistic existence.

Dilthey's work was guided by his desire to place the

knowledge acquired in the humanities on as firm a basis as

the knowledge of the natural sciences, and to do this he

tended to distinguish between erklarunt by which natural

facts are explained, and verstehen where past history is

understood and not merely known (wlaseni. He saw historical

understanding as a personal art: "Its most consummate

execution is conditioned by the mental make-up of the

exegete) and so it rests on af1Inlty. Intensified by a

7
thoroughgoing cowmunion with the author - by constant study."

lor Dilthey, unuerstending is a matter of the communion of

souls. it is something like this which influenced

Collingwood*s view of historioiogy as the re-enactment of
8

past experience in the mind of the historian, and, as we

shall see, it has had a considerable effect on ilultmami* s

view of understending being dependent on a common

self-untierst&ndlng shared by both exegete and author.

It may seem more appropriate to call the approach of

Dchleierinacher and oilthey in particular a * psychological

hermeneutic', but the fact is that even for Dilthey

hermeueutics is concerned with 'menumen Is' - texts,

inscriptions, works of art, archaeological discoveries -

so that for the most part the exegete's attention is fixed

on the content of a specific text, and so is better called

a * formal heruieneutics * •

7» W,Dilthey, op. cit. p.329, quoted in Bultmann op.cit. p.238

8. K.G.Collingwood, The Idea of history, pp.282-302
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Such a psychologicatXy dominated h*r»«n«utic, however,

tends to lose sight of the subject matter of the text, and

deeper than that, it fail® to take account of the objective

dimension of rauaxiing which had in fact boon observed by

Schleierumcher in the first place* Gadax&er points out

that the wonder of understanding is that it is not a

mysterious communion of souls, but that the author and exegete
9

are sharers of a common meaning, in order to achieve

understanding we submit ourselves to an argument which is

under®tandaoie in itself, and we do not shift ourselves

into the subjectivity of the author, Gadamer introduces

the Vor^rlff dor Vollkomtaonheit as an explicit dimension

of the pre-understending which we bring to tho text,'^
The "anticipation* or *preconception of perfection* not

only contains the assumption that a text will express its

purpose perfectly, but also tnat what it says will be the

full (perfect) truth, i.e, there will be no gap between

what the author wanted to say and what the text which we

read in fact says, ».e meet the author in the objectivity

of shared meaning in the text. The object of every act of

understanding is the unity of understanding which we can

share with another in the text itself, Gadamer aa> s that

♦the preconception of perfection* presupposes the immanent

unity of meaning and guides tho transcendent expectation

of meaning for the reader, bo the reader of a text first

9, H«-G,Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methods, p,276i
Lb 1st die Aufgabe der hermeneutik, dies Uunder dea
Vor®tokens aufzuklaren, das nicht eine gehei&nisvolie
Koramunion der Seele, sondern eine Teilhabe am

geiucinsaxuen Sinn 1st,

10. l£)ld«f P»277f•
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understands Its content and then sees with the eyes of the

writer| he does not need to understand the writer's intention

in order to understand the content of the text*

In achleiormacher, as one becomes increasingly

familiar with the text, the circular structure of under¬

standing is gradually dissolved in full understanding! the

distance of the author and all strangeness within the text

are disposed of, ior Heidegger, however, understanding

of the text remains conditioned by the previously grasped

movement of pro-understanding, so that achieved undorstancling

is always dependent upon pre-underst&ucing and, in some

measure, we are always distanced from the text ana its

author. The circle of part and whole, of self and author,

is not dissolved in full understanding because understanding

is always conditioned by pro-understanding, iuli

understanding is not possible. ior Gadamer, the heriBeneutical

circle is not formal in nature and it is neither subjective

nor objective as bchleiermaeher characterised it, It is

the ineinanderspiel of the movement of tradition of which

the text is a part, and tue movement of the interpreter, in

which subjective creativity and abjective moaning coincide.

The circle is not a metnodologic&l circio but describes

"©in ontoiogisches btrukturmoMent des Verstehene",*' In

any moment of unclerstanning, what is to be understood is

both familiar and strange, it is both partially understood

and yet not fully understood. Our understanding of the

tradition of which the text is a part stands "between"

11, Ibid,, p.277
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familiarity and strangeness and, writes G&damer, "In
12

dieaem bwischen 1st der wahr© Ort der Heriaeneutik" *

It is at this locus that Heidegger situates hie hernaeneutic

within a broader existential context*

II hxia tentiul JUermeneuttc®

Heloeiu «r

Towards the end of his life Husserl contested

Dllthey*® attempt to provide for tho humane science® a

method as objective as that of the natural sciences, and

ho drew attention to a stratum of experience, the ieber.svelt«

which was prior to tho conscious relationship between a

subject and an object* Heidegger had already gone furthest

in this direction when he extended this to cover "the

13
primordial relationship between life and meaning"* lor

Heidegger, the methods of historical criticism do not

determine our relation to history - which was Bilthey'a

position ~ but presuppose such a relation* This relation

is ontological and mu* t be explored by ontology, beinr.

and Time (1927) was Heidegger*® unfinished attempt to allow

man to rediscover his primordial relationship with Being*

Before aian takes part in any particular objective activity

he already finds himself in the world, a world of personal

experience which is bounded by that man's vision ano alms*

Heidegger wants to make it possible for Being to show

itself once more and the point at which the quest for

,2» JLJbid-* P»279

13* P.hann, 'Signposts through the Hermeneutical labyrinth*
in hew Blackfrlars* Feb 1972, p*8b
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Being must begin is at the particular locus where Being,

can be locatedj that locus is the 'there' point of Being,

ba-Sein, which is the human person himself. By analysing

the ontological character of what it is to be human (Daaeins-

analyae) Heidegger hopes that Being will show itself in

the primordial relationship which Basein ha® with has Bein.

In Heidegger this interpretation of Daeein'a Being, this

exposure of the axistentiality of what it is to be human,

is the primary context for his meaning of 'hormeneutic*, and,

so far as this hermeneutio works out Dasein's historicality

ontologically as the ontical condition for the possibility
of hlstoriology, it contains the roots of what can be
called 'hertiioneutic' only In a derivative sense: the

methodology of those humane sciences which are historio-
15

logical in character,

So hernumeuties is now the analysis of the exietentiality

of human existence from which the various pi-ocedures of

the humane sciences can be derived, Hermeueutics is the

process of articulating the relationship with Being in

which basein finds himself prior to any objective moment of

thought.

It is at this point that Heidegger introduces the

notion of the circularity of usderstanding. The circularity

exists in the relation between basein and Sein - that is,

we understand ourselves only in terms of the relation we

have with Being, but we understand Being only in so far as

we understand how Being discloses itself in our own human

14* M,Heidegger, Being and Time. p,26f,

15# Ibid.. p.b2
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person* Heidegger suggests that to understand ourselves we

have to presuppose an understanding of Being which can only

be adequately expressed in the light of the way in which ve

understand ourselves*

Is there not, however, a Manifest circularity in such an

undertaking [the explication of Dasein's relation to

Being]? If we muat first define an entity in Its neixn:.
and if we want to formulate the question of Being only
on this basis, what is this but going in a circle? In

working out our question, have we wot •presupposed*
e jC

something which only the answer can bring?

han is a iielng-in-the-world with a relation to Being from

the very first moment of thought, and the kind of world

that man inhabits will form an horizon for ail subsequent

thought* Of course, this circle cannot preclude understanding!

understanding does take place and so the problem becomes

one of how man enters into this circle of understanding in

the first place* Tor Heidegger, wnat we presuppose is a

self-evident concept of Being which is grasped, consciously

or not, by everyone, "and which in the end belongs to the
17

essential constitution of Uasein itself*w ' That there is

such a self—evident understanding of Being is a conclusion

we may well want to question, but Heidegger later makes it

clear that it i© not only our primordial relationship with

Being that constitutes the hermenouticai circle but that all

forms of subsequent undex-standing have this circular

structure,

Heidegger marks out three aspects of pre-undex*8tanuing

16. Ibid., P.27

17. Ibid * « p* 28
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which precede arty act of understanding, though the first

of these can be called a form of •understanding1 only in a

derived sense. The object which is to be understood can

only be understood when we have grasped provisionally the

totality of involvements which that object has already

formed with other persons and objects in the world. This

totality of involvements forms a background to the under-

standing of the object Itself, and our provisional grasp

of this totality is called by Heidegger a fore—having

(Vorhabe), we focus on the object frora a particular

direction, we approach it in a way which is predetermined,

and this is called fore-sightl

When something is understood but still veiled, it
becomes unveiled by an act of appropriation, and this
is always done under the guidance of a point of view,
which fixes that with regard to which what is understood

is to be interpreted, 1© every case interpretation is

grounded in somethinf. we sec in advance - in a fore-sight

(Vorsicht),

Finally and most importantly, Heidegger thinks that how we

conceive of an object is decided in advance by a fore-

conception (Vorgriff) of that object. This fore-conception

can be modified by subsequent criticism, but at the outset

we have a preconception of what the object is like before

we can be said to understand it explicitly. Whether this

fore—conception will need to be modified will depend on

whether the conception can in fact be drawn from the object

or whether it is opposed to the object's manner of being,

Heidegger goes oni

Whenever something is Interpreted as something, the

18, Ibid,, p,191
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interpretation will be founded essentially upon

fore-having, fore-sight and fore-conception. An

interpretation is never a presupposltionless

apprehending of something presented to us. If, when
one is engaged in a particular concrete kind of

interpretation, in the sense of exact textual

Interpretation, one likes to appeal to what 'stands

there', then on© finds that what 'stands there* in
the first instance is nothing other than the obvious

undiscussed assumption (Vormelnung) of the person

who does the interpreting. In an Interpretative

approach there lies such an assumption, as that
which has been 'taken for granted' (^esetzt") with
the interpretation as such - that is to say, a® that
which has been presented in our fore-having, our

19
fore-sight and our fore-conception,

Heidegger maintains that ail understunding and

interpretation operate within this fore-structure. Any

interpretation which is to mediate understanding must have

already understood, in a provisional way at least, what Is

to be interpreted, and the fact that our provisional

pre-unrierstanding can be deepened to constitute a more

perfect understanding does not remove the circularity,

Heidegger admits that this has always been recognised in

derivative ways of understanding and Interpretation, such

as philology, and w© can Illustrate this with a quotation

from A,L,IIouh man on the process of discovering the

grammatical rules of an ancient language t

The manuscripts are the material upon which w© base
our rule (of grammar), and then, when we have got our

rule, we turn round upon the manuscripts and say that

19. Ibid., p,191f•
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the rule, based upon them, convicts them of error. tee
are thus working in a circle, that is a fact which
there is no denying) but, as Lachomim says, the task of
the critic is just this, to tread that circle deftly
and warily,^0

21
( ft.ii.Calmer, from whom 1 derived the aoove quotation,

thinks that this circle is in fact a spiral, which seems

to be a reversion to Schleiermaeher•s view that the circular

structure of understanding disappears in the moment of full

understanding, whereas Heidegger insists that the fore-

structure of understanding always conditions our

interpretations.) Yet if ail the historioiogical sciences

achieve their knowledge within the hermeneutlcal circle,

is not their claim to provide objective knowledge vitiated?

Scientific proof cannot presuppose what it is our task

to provide grounds for. But if interpretation must operate

in that which is already understood, how can an htstorio-

logicai science produce scientific results, especially if

this pre-undorstanding concerns our common information

about man and the world. tee seesu to be trapped within a

logical circle. If this is so, "historiology must then

be resigned to less rigorous possibilities of knowing",

20. A.L.iioueman, •The Application of Thought to Textual
Criticism' from tTOcectlln,',6 of the Classical asocxutlon.

XVIII, 1922, in A.b.houaman: delected 'Prose, ed. by

J.Carter, p.143*

21. ft .H.Palmer, The Logic of Criticism! .in analysis of the
Methods of Textuai and documentary Critics, with

-special Kt-fe fence to Cpiatemolo, leal Problems in

Biblical Historiography. An unpublished thesis at
University of wales, Cardiff, 1$rbb. This was later

published as The LokIc oi Gospel Criticism, but the

quotation from Houseman has disappeared.
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and historiology can only be "permitted to compensate for

this defect to some extent through the 'spiritual significance'

of its 'objects22

This scientific challenge to historiological knowledge

is based on the view that the presuppositions within the

hermerieutical circle take the form of axioms from which

various propositions are derived deductively, in the manner

of the systems of symbolic logic* Heidegger denies that

this is the correct model, and says that if we sea the

circle as a logical circle "then the act of understending

23
has been misunderstood from the ground up"* The basis

of this 'scientific* challenge is a false ideal of knowledge,

or at any rate an ideal which is inappropriate for the way

in which we exist in the world* It is a mistake to suppose

that objects are essentially unknown and must become known

in a way which does not presuppose what is to bo known*

Understanding does take place, and the task of hermeneutics

is to recognise the conditions under which interpretation

can be carried outi

khat is decisive is not to get out of the circle but to
come into it in the right way* This circle of under¬

standing is not an orbit in which any random kind of

knowledge may move) it Is the expression of the existential
fore-structure of Dasoin Itself* It is not to be

reduced to the level of a vicious circle, or even a

circle which is merely tolerated..,* The 'circle* in

understanding belongs to the structure of moaning, and

the latter phenomenon is rooted in the existential

22* ►S.Heidegger, bain;, and Time* p» 19k

23, Ibid*
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constitution of Tasein - thut is, in the understanding
2k

which interprets.

That is to say, to be human is to be a linguistic animal

and linguistic meaning is rooted and develops in the world

as we experience it - taoaningfulness does not stand outside

the way we exist in the world. We need not be alarmed that

understanding ie circular, but we must enter into this

circle in the right sort of way, with the right sort of

pre—understanding, Heidegger says that we must "leap

(springen) into the 'circle', prlmordially and wholly, so

that even at the start of the analysis of basein we wake

25
sure that we have a full view of Daseln's circular Being,"

Hermeneutics will never want to deny its presuppositions

nor simply be content with just admitting that they are

there, lierioeneutics must grasp these presuppositions and,

together with the analysis for which they are presupposed,

bring these presuppositions to a store penetrating elucidation.

Finally Heidegger says that each specific form of interpretation

and the existential analysis of Casein in particular. If

it is to provide an authentic interpretation, must elucidate,

clarify and secure in advance the totality of those presupp-

27
ositlons which make up pre—understanding.

This is how Heidegger talks about the herineneutical

circle in the existential analysis of Being and Time, but

Heidegger's philosophy has changed over the years so that

24. Ibid,, P.195

25. Ibid.. P. 363

2b, Ibid., P.358

27. Ibid.. P.275
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his ideas fail into two phases with a transitional period

between them, In the 1930*s Holdover became less happy

with the immediate intuition and everyday understanding of

Being as it shows itself in the human person's world of

everyday objects. He began to look for the rarer Insights

which coute with the great historical philosophers and poets,

notably Holderlin and Kilke. let he was unable to provide

any philosophical criteria for Judging the reliability of

the 'call of Being* which is heard in these works, Heidegger

had to invest these writers' works with an authority akin

to that of biblical authority without being able to provide

any rationale for such an investiture of authority. So he

moved into his last phase where he has become a quasi—prophetic

figure through whom suprahuman messages of Being are passed.

He claims to hear calls of Being in language Itself which

has led to some interesting, but entirely unreliable

etymologies often confined to the peculiarities of the

German language. And yet the hermerieutical circle is

to be found in this later philosophy also as the following

quotation, which was written in 1952, shows t

Alleln die 1 rag© **aa helpt OsnkeaV iat nicht
voraussetzungslos, tie 1st es so venig, daft sie

gerade auf das, was man hier Voroussetscung nenncn
29

mochte, zugeht und tiarauf sich einlapt.

Even though the word 'hermeneutic' i» no longer used, the

28, This final phase of hearing the calls of Being has been
a particular inspiration for the theology of Heinrich
Gtt, tee The Eater Heidegger and fhcolo, yt how frontiers

V plume 1 . ed, by J.H.hobinson and J.Cobb.

29, M,Heidegger, Uas Molest benken?. p,162
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hermeneutlcal circle forms a conuectinc link throughout

Heidegger* s work,^° and it can bo claimed that this use of

the circularity of understanding; will bo the abiding value

of his work* However, whether the hermeneutical circle as

it appears in the later Heidegger allows a genuine disclosure

of Being or whether it is the product of the fancifulness

of Heidegger's imagination is matter for further criticism.

But we can at this point introduce hlcoeur's basic criticisms

of Heidegger, criticisms which will be only too willingly

supported by those who axe involved with biblical exegesis,

Quite simply, Hicoeur says that Heidegger's analysis of

human existence does not solve the problem of interpreting

texts, gives no methodological basis for the historiological

sciences, and carmot decide between rival interpretations of

texts. There remains a gap between Heidegger's original

ontological under® tending and historiologicai interpretation
31

as practised in the humanities,

Bultmarm

Bultsann's interest in hercionoutics is not primarily

philosophical, but comes from his bork as a .New Testament

exegete, that is an interpreter of historical documents which

claim to speak to us in the present about God, His attempt

to cope with the problem of hermeneutics is directed by his

30, i'.Hicoeur, 'Heidegger ©t la Question du Sujet* in Le
Confiit dos Interpretations. p,230

31, 'existence ©t Hermlnoutiquu' in L© Confiit des

Interpretations, p,1^
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aim of preserving speech about Godv and the success of this

attempt will depend on the extent to which and the mariner

in which he i» able to speak of God* This mean® that

Bultmami is not ultimately interested in what the text

say® of itself| he is rather concerned with the nature of

reality to which the language of the text is a witness*

Paradoxically, as we shall see, the reality behind the

text is not what we would normally call 'divine reality*

so much as 'human reality',

Collingwood understood that historical documents

only yield information to the extent that the enquirer

questions them, and they only yield valid information to

the extent that the enquirer asks them the right questions,

questions which the document was originally intended to

32
answer, Uultoiaiui uses the same insight which he may well

have derived from Colliugwoodj

A comprehension « an interpretation - is«,.consistently
orientated to a particular formulation of a question,

33
a particular 'objective', ^

If questions are not asked of a text, the text remains dumb*

But when texts are approached with some particular objective

in mind, some particular point of view, the questioning of

the text isi

governed always by a prior understanding of the subject

32, H*G*Collingwood, The Idea of history, pp. 269-7** » 278-82j
Autobiography, chapters 5 and 11,

33. K.K.Buiti&ann, 'The Problem of hermeneutics* in assays

rhiiosopnicul and Theological, p,239» 1 have removed

a number of italics in quotations from Buitmonn'8
collected articles.
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in accordance with which it investigates the text* The
fcrntulatiora of & question* ami an interpretation, is

possible at all only on the basis of sucn a prior
3l»

under* tending .

Of course, a text is capable of offering a variety of

interpretations depending on the predetermined purpose of

interpretation* The problem is to question the text in a

manner which is appropriate to the answers which can be

legitimately obtained from the text without doing violence

to it* Given the fact that we must not ask questions of a

text which it cannot legitimately answer, we still have to

demand what JLs the presupposition which determines the sort

of questions we do in fact ask*

Bultmarm says th&t the formulation of a question is

based on an interest in the life of the enquirer, and the

presupposition of all interpretation is that this interest

is also to be found in the text* It is the relationship

between the author and interpreter which conditions any

understanding of a text* This need not result In a

psychological examination of the author ami interpreter,

but simply in the acceptance that "the presupposition for

understanding is the interpreter*s relationship in his life

to the subject which is directly or indirectly expx'essed
35

in the text", ' It is precisely thiB prior relation to

the subject under investigation which the enquirer takes

with him to the text ae a pre-underotending, and this

relation to the subject under investigation is a matter of

34* ibid.

35m ibicu . p. 241
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lived experience for the enquirer. Interpretation always

presupposes a living relationship with the subject under

review, and the text only speaks to the enquirer in so far

as there is such a relation. The example that Buitmann

offers at this point is that many passages of Thomas Mann's

Doctor i austus are incomprehensible to those readers who do

not have an interest in music. This is coupled with

Bultiaunn*® assertion that we do not read historical documents

primarily ae testimonies for what they record but for what

they tell us about their time and how reality was understood

by the author at that time. So that what is of primary

interest is not what is recorded but the recorder, and that

in so far as texts are read for the purpose of historiography

the primary interest of the text is left out of consideration.

Bultmann presupposes that the intention of a text ultimately

is to communicate an understanding of the human condition,

and that our primary interest in reading it should be to

©lucidfite our own understanding of human existence, i.e.

ve read a text with an existential interest. One commentator

on bultmann has writtenj

Our putting of a question to the text therefore presuppose®

a certain interest in the matter of the text, which

obviously cannot occur without a certain understanding

thereof, which Is thus a *prior-underatending'. This

understanding is interested under*tending and so is part
of the complex of choices and decisions that is our

37
movement through lllet it is existentieli. '

Bultmann supposes that the reader can have a relationship

with the text because both he and the author share a life

36. Ibid., p.2^5

37• H.W.jenson, ihe Tnowleofce of Things hoped lor, p.1o2f .
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of comparable choices and decisions* For Bultmann

interpretation is existential interpretation* And it

is in this existentiality that the hermeneutical circle

appears* fee question a text so that the text may speak

to us, but for that question to be an appropriate one we

must already understand that w© share with the author of

the text an interest in the subject of the text - in

order to come to understand the text, we must already

understand* The circle of understanding is deepened

by Bultuiann's use of the idea of * self-understanding*,

We are able to understand a text to the extent that we

share a common self-understanding with the authors the

text will speak to us to the extent that it provides

answers to the questions which are raised by the problems

of our self-understanding* But to ask these questions of

the text is to presuppose that the text will answer them

and that the author does share our self-understanding*

M.F.Schroder uses the image of a strait-Jacket to picture

our relationship with the text, in which we are the

strait-Jacket where the relationship w© have with the

text is one of our own choosing*^®

It may legitimately be argued that Bultmann does

38, ft,F.Schroder, Kudolf iiultu-anne hermoi eutik und ihr
Apologetisches lnteresse* a dissertation presented at

the University of Urlangen-hurnborg in iy63» "Us soil
mit dem Vorverstandnie also nicht d&rumgehon, dap das
Veratehen und das zu Verstehende in eln Korsett

gozvangt warden, das man sich nach do in eigenen lie lie ben

wahlt, aondern es geht durum, deutlich zu machen, daft
und auf welche Weiae wir selbst das 'Korsett' sind."(p.8)
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violence to history in his insistence that historical

documents are to be interpreted in their relevance to the

present* And tiultmann does have a special concept of

•history* which has a crucial role to play in his interpretation

of the New Testament, an examination of which must be delayed

until the next chapter* Yet Bultstann thinks that existential

Interpretation is the only genuine historical use of history

as it alone circumscribes the essence of Stan's historical

nature* Man's historical existence is present existence

and his movement into the future calls for decisions based

on his present self-understending* The purpose of existential

interpretation is to clarify seif-unders tariding for the sake

of these decisions for the future* But of what value, it

may be asked, are decisions which are formed on the basis

of an understanding which is, in the first instance,

presupposed by the one who makes the decision'* Bultiaann

insists that we do not approach a text with a dogmatic or

39
practical purpose in mind, ' nor can we presuppose the

LQ
results of our enquiry* The presupposition which v>e

take to the text is our self-understending, but it always

takes the forts of a question, a question which we take to

the text* Vhat is brought to the text is the self-questioning

character of human existence* flultmann brings an a priori

existential analysis to bear on the text by supposing that

the text is primarily concerned with human self-questioning,

and when he comes to the New Testament he seeks to carry

out "the inquiry into the understanding of human existence

39, HiK«Bultmnn, *The frobleat of herwwieutics' in Lssaya

Philosophical ant: Theological, p. 239 **.2

ibid., p.235
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L 1
which finds expression in the Scriptures•" nhen man

questions a text about God he must presuppose what is

meant by 'God* - but only in the form of a question:

Is he acquainted with God because he has a concept of God?
Not in the least* in it he has only reached the stage of
an inquiry about God; and the knowledge contained in this

inquiry is fundamentally none other than man's knowledge
of himself} a knowledge about what he has not and is not*

k 2
and yet of what he would like to have and to be****

In such an existential hernier.eutio* to ask about God is

an indirect way of asking about oneself, about the

inadequacies of one's own existence* The enquiry about

God is Initiated by general questions which arise from the

(partial) absence of meaning in our life, which may take

"the form of the inquiry about 'happiness', 'salvation',

the meaning of the world and history| and the inquiry into
k3

the real nature of each person's particular •being*,w

This latter remark suggests that iiultaiann thinks that

any sufficiently broad oxietential-philosophioul enquiry

is an oblique raising of the tod—question, and this stay

lead us to wonder whether Bultmann is prepared to give a

traditional meaning to 'God'* Especially as Bulttuann's

hermeneutic further suggests that the New Testament speaks

about God to the extent that it answers our questions

about 'happiness', 'salvation*, and generally how to

achieve authenticity (klgentllchkeit) of being. We may

J»1* ibid*. p*k58

k2» 'The question of Natural revolution' in i.ssays

Philosophical and Theological. p*9^

U'J* 'The Problem of Heimeneutics ' , ibid* * p,257
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wonder whether Heidegger's Being; and Titae would provide for

Bultsnnnn a sufficient account of what constitutes 1authenticity',

It may be, however, that bultwaan wants to insist that only

the hew Testament can adequately lead one to authenticity,

but Buitmann could only do this by presupposing that

scripture is the authoritative word of God, Buitioann

does Just this, but the legitimacy of this claim to

authority itself requires justification and Buitmann has

consistently refused to provide this. The point to be

remembered her© in our examination of the herneneutical

circle, is that in Bultiaann all enquiry is initiated by

a self-understaruJin&, and the circularity of understanding

is constituted by the self-understending of the author and

of the interpreter,

i originally suggested that the success of Bultmann's

herweneutic would depend on the extent to which and the

manner in which Bultmann was able to speak of God, Both
44

Heinrich Ott and Schubert Ogden have pointed out that the

result of bultmami's existential analysis is that he

"cannot speak of God directly, bus, only indirectly by

speaking of man and his possibilities of existential
45

self-understanding," ■" This criticism seen*© to be perfectly

44, H.Ott, * Ob ject .il icat ion and Existentialisis** in Kerygma
and hyth, ed, by h,W,Bartsch, vol,2, p,320ff„| and
Geachichte unci hcilageschlchte in dcr Theoiogie

HudolX iiulti..arms . pp, 194-203,

45, S.Ogden, 'The Understanding of Theology in Ott and
Buitnionn* in The later Heidegger aim Theology, ed, by

j.M.Hobinson and J.Cobb, p,1,
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justified. (Jut tiultmarm has been challenged on other

grounds. Wolf'hart 1'annenberg has pointed out that in ignoring

the direct content and intention of scripture (intentio

recta) which speaks about God and the world, in favour of

the indirect intention (intentio oblluua) of scripture,

that is scripture as an expression of the author's

self-understanding, Bultmann is interpreting scripture

anthropocentrically and oxistentially in a way which would

have been quite foreign to any of the hew Testament authors.

Is such an interpretation an accurate reflection of the

author's self-understanding? Could the author have understood

himself without reference to God and the world?

Kicoeur has offered criticism on a similar level. He

has alleged thats

D'abord son travail coiuiae ex£gete du Nouveau Testament

ne trouve pas dans sa philosophic une base adlquute.^'''
Kicoeur agrees that a text can only be understood in a

comprehensive relationship with an interpreter, but when

Buitmaim suggests that we move straight to the self-under¬

standing of the author to provide an answer for our own

need to take decisions in the present and for the future,

Hicoeur accuses Bultmenn of having omitted a linguistic

and semantic reflection on the text which will allow one

to grasp the actual sense of the text;

line th^orie d© 1 • interpretation qui court d'embloe au

46, k.Pannenberg, 'llermeneutic and Universal history' in
Basic questions in Theology, Vol.1, p.110.

47. P.Ricoeur, 'Preface & Bultmann' in to Conflit dec
Interpretations. p.388
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moment do la decision va trop vitej alia saute 1© moment

du sens, qui est X*^tape objective, dans 1'acceptation
non mondaine du Riot* Pas d*excite sans una 'teneur du

48
sens* qui tient au texte, non a i'auteur du text©*

It is this too rapid movement in Bultmann which Hicoeur

tries to overcome in his reflective herweneutic* But it

is Cadaster who finally knocks away all support from Bulttaarm,

The problem for Gatiasier is who titer the primary self-under¬

standing in Bultmann is, as it were, of a neutral value

which could be accepted by anyone* Gadomer denies that

this is soj he says that Bui tnmnn*s pre-understending is

a peculiarly Christian pro-understanding which would itot

be shared by, fox* example, a Jew who would refuse to identify

himself with the pre-u»t«retrntaing of the New Testament

authors* At one further remove the Marxist,

wird doch gewip die Voraussetxung nicht akxeptieren,
daft das menschliche has©in als solchc von der Gotteafrage

bewegt ist* hints eolche Voraussotzung gilt offenbar nur

fur den, der darin die Alternative von Glauben oder

tngluubon gegenuber dem wahren Gott schon anurkotmt.

So seheint iair der hermeneutische Sinn d©a theologischen
Vorverstandnisses seiber ein theoiogischer su sain****
Die modern© Hermeneutik als protestantisohe iiziplin ist

offenkundig als Kunst der Schriftauslegung auf die

dogmatiecho Tradition der katholischen fdrcUe und ihre

Lehre von der kerkgerichtigkeit poloiuisch bexogen*
49

Sic hat eeXbor einun dogmatieoh-konfessionelXen Sinn* ^

Gadamer* s last remark, interesting as it is, cannot be

accepted because not all theological hersieneutic need be

identified with Bultmann's existential hertueneutlc , but it

4®* Ibid*, p,389

49* H—G*Gadai»er, wahrho.it und Method©« p»31 5
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does show that dultmann has failed to use the hersieneutical

circle to provide an adequate basis for the interpretation

of the hew Testament* buitmann's hermeneutic, as Hicoeur

has said* stoves too quickly and assumes too much*

III deflective Hermeneutics

Kicoeur

The task Kicoeur has set himself is to graft - more

successfully than Heidegger - the problem of hermeneutics

onto phenomenology* That is to say* Kicoeur wants to

produce a general heriueneutic of comprehension, a hermeneutic

which will form a matrix for all varieties of interpretation,

but to do this he has taken Into account the multiplicity

of methods used in particular projects of interpretation*

He says that we must remember that the hermeneuticai problem

was posed in the first place as an expression of the limits

and difficulties of exegesis* exegesis is a discipline

for understanding a text, its intention, what it wants to

say, and so is directed to the objective meaning of the

text* Within the multifold activities of exegesis Kicoeur

is aware of a plurality of methodologies, so that, for

example, Kabbinlc commentaries on the Torah are carried

out on a different basis from Christian exegesis of the Old

and New Testaments, which is in turn quite different from,

say, Stoic use of ancient Greek myths*'° In addition

there is a plurality of possible interpretations of any

50, J?*Kicoeur, *Existence et HerBi^neutiquo1 in I.b Conflit
dea Interpretations* p,7
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single text or of a passage within a text - witness the

various views expressed in hew Testament commentaries.

hicoeur wants to draw henaeneutics back to this actuality

of exegesis, to the actual understanding which takes place

in the various humane sciences. This is also what baduiaer

has tried to do in what he calls "ontological hermeneutics"(

where he wants to avoid deciding in advance what authentic

understanding can take place, but rather to observe what

understanding actually does take place. only within that

context is he prepared to develop criteria fox- the

verification and falsification of interpretations.

Hicoeur believes that there are two possible methods

of grafting heriueneutics onto phenomenology. There is,
51

first, Heidegger's method which he calls "la vole court©".

Heidegger's "ontologie be la comprehension" is not concerned

wii6 methods« but wants to carry out an ontology of what it

is to be human by looking at the act of understanding, not

as understanding, but as a way of 'being*. It is not a

method which moves gradually, by degrees, by deepening the

contingent methods of exegesisj it moves straightway to

the question: What kind of being has the being which

consists in understanding? And so the baseinsanalyse

takes no account of what Is actually understood. hicoeur

does not repudiate Heidegger's aim of providing an ontology

of comprehension, but he thinks that the content of such

an ontology can only be supplied by a semantic analysis

of texts and by reflection on the significance which the

51. Ibid.. p.10
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objective meaning of the text has for personal self-under-

standing, Only such a detour can allow a satisfactory

self-understanding within the plurality of all possible

forms of human understanding, Hicoeur proposes a second

method, "la vole longue*, which is "un chemin plus d£tourn£

et plus laborieux, amorc& par dea considerations Unguis tiques

et simantiques,"^2

Hicoeur realises that interpretation always takes

place in language which is why he takes account of the

semantics of understanding in a philosophy of language, a

task which tries to satisfy Kicoeur's criticisms of

Heidegger which have already been remarked upon (see p,25)«

There is indeed a philosophy of language in the later

Heidegger, but this does not answer Kicoeur's critique,

as the function of language in that philosophy is always
53

"global, undifferentiated and 'mystical'", bach text

and each symbol (for hicoeur is frequently interested in

symbolsi dreams, works of art, sacred symbols, etc,) has

various layers of meaning| there is an outer layer, as it

were, which allows immediate understanding and which in turn

veils deeper hidden layers of meaning, hicoeur locates

his analysis of language in the semantic of the

revealed-hidden duality, in the semantic of multiple moaning,

and it is this which he thinks will provide an axis of

reference for the whole of the hermeneutical field. All

symbols have hidden meanings and the task of interpretation

52. Ibid.

53, P.Mann, Op, cit,. p,87
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is to reveal systematically this hidden meaning, in a

process of understanding and interpretation which is always

linguistic in character*

Ricoeur proposes that hermeueutica should first give

an enumeration of types of symbol and then a criteriology

for dealing with the truth value of each type. We cannot,

however, here follow Ricoeur in his sketch for a general

heruieneutic, important and interesting as that may be, for

we must not lose sight of the particular type of

interpretation which deals with scripture* On Rlcoeur's

basis, then, a semantic of biblical language will lead us

to the objective meaning of the language of scripture*

The significance of the text will, however, only be

appropriated in the further process of reflection,

Ricoeur'a problem at this point is how to connect the

understanding of signs with an introspective understanding

of the self* Yet the self only understands itself when it

understands something outside itself, namely "documents

de la vie", and reflection is the link between the two.

Reflection is a process of critical meditation and

contemplation in which our understanding of texts illuminates

our understanding of ourselves, and vice versa. So we are

still in the hermeneuticai circle. Self-unuerstending is

not immediate as it is in Heidegger and Bultmann but comes

indirectly in a double fashioni

Ainsi, la reflexion doit etr« doubloment indirect®,
d'abord parce que 1*existence ne s*atteste que dans les

documents de la vie, mais aussi parce que la conscience
est d'abord conscience fausse et qu'il faut toujours
s*©lever par une critique corrective de la m4compr4he«sion
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a la comprehension,'**
uch particular hermeneutic focuses Itself on a

particular aspect of existence which forms the basis for

its method, and yet the interest in this aspect of existence

is always that of a, provisionally at least, interpreted

being. The being which develops a hermeneutic of the

Bible is a being which interprets itself as being dependent

on, shall we say, the 'religious1. The use of the

methodology of biblical hermenentic# does not allow us

to be without presuppositions as there must always be a

point of departure which is "interpreted being", Kicoeur

says that}

The illusion [of understending] is not in looking for
a point of departure, but in looking for it without

presuppositions. There is no philosophy without
55

presuppositions,

The "living and stimulating circle" in which all understanding

takes place is stated as follows: "We must understand in
e f

order to believe, but we must believe in order to understand",

Bermeneutics proceeds from a prior understanding of what is

to be understood in interpretation:

But thanks to that circle in heruieneutics, I can still

today communicate with the sacred by making explicit
the prior underslanding that gives life to the

57
interpretation.

What is required in the first instance is that we believe

54. JP.jkicoeur, 'Existence et Herm&neutique' in Le Con ill t
dee Interpretations, p,22

55. The Symbolism of Kvll. p.348

56. Ibid., p.351

57. ibid., p.352
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what the text has to say, for only then do we have sufficient

affinity with the text for understanding to take place•

Hicueur says that the procedure is An#el«iian in character,

one of faith seeking understanding, so that a dialectic of
Kg

belief and reflection leads to understending* But the

problem of the validity of the initial act of faith remains,

the problem of how to enter the circle, Kicoeur speaks in

terms reminiscent of Pascal and Kierkegaard of a wageri

I gamble that my Initial movement of understanding will

lead to intelligibility|

1 wager that 1 shall have a better understanding of man

and of the bond between the being of man and the being of
all beings if X follow the indication of symbolic thought.
That wager then becomes the task of verifying my wager

arid saturating it, so to speak, with intelligibility,
In return, the task transforms my wager* in betting
on the significance of the symbolic world, 1 bet at the
same time that ray wager will be restored to me in power

59
of reflection, in the element of coherent discourse,

Kicoeur presents the heriseneutieal circle as a simple

reciprocal interaction between faith and understanding.

This seems to require modification, however, because there

must be a difference between the initial act of faith and

the ultimate act of faith which is informed by understanding,

just as there is a difference between our initial, superficial

and provisional understanding and our final deepened

understanding, Kicoeur himself seems to have some residual

awareness of this difference when he writes in his work on

58, Freud aim Philosophy, p,525

59« The symbolism of hvll, p,355
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Freuds "to believe is to listen to the call, but to hear

the call ve must interpret the message,To listen to a

call is not the same thing as to commit oneself to the

veracity of the message one hears. So in biblical exegesis

ve need not presuppose the truth of the message ve hear in

the text| ve must listen sympathetically, prepared to believe

that it may be true, so that our criticism of the objective

meaning of the text, and the text's criticism of our

provisional self-understanding, in the prolonged process

of reflection, may lead us to a personal commitment to what

ve hear in the text, i.e. ve may be brought to religious

faith. It would seem then that the hermeneutical circle

does not involve a simple round-and-round movement, but

contains a shift of movement within the circle. This does

not bring the dissolution of the fundamentally circular

structure of unuerstanding, but it does widen the

circumference of the circle, so to say, as the area of

understanding is increased. The circle begins with an act

of submission which is a sympathetic and trusting hearing

of the message. This submission leads to a provisional

understanding, which may lead in turn to some personal

commitment to the message if the message is true and merits

commitment. This commitment of faith should lead by

further reflection to a more penetrating understanding,

and this in turn to a more transparent and firm faith.

This again may lead to something approaching fuil

understanding. Llearly this circle has many gradations

and, as Ricoeur has pointed out, it is a long and arduous

60. Ireud and Fhi1o»ophy. p.325
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business requiring many readings and much reflection.

Another point of crucial importance is that the circle does

not spiral out of existence. Our understanding is always

limited in some respect} there will always be an element

of strangeness between the self and the text.

In order to prevent hicceur's faith degenerating into

fioeisoi (and in view of kicoeur's admiration for Bultmann

it is by no means clear that this would not happen) it

must be possible to withdraw one's belief in the text * e

veracity should the truth of its content at any stage be

seen to be unjustifiable. One's original faith in the

text must be provisional, and only later after a provisional

understanding has boon achieved does this faith become

justifiable faith or, alternatively, only then does it

cease to be faith at all, «e must differentiate in the

first place between faith as existential commitment and

faith as empathy with, and receptivity and submission to,

the critical potentiality of the text. On the whole

Hicoeur would seem to imply the second of these,

Even after our modification of Hicocur's model of

the hermeneutical circle two difficulties remain, first,

his insistence on the objectivity of the semantics of

biblical language. con agree that language is objective

to the extent that words have specific determinable meanings

in so far as they arc used in particular linguistic contexts.

That is to say, the meaning of a word is not arbitrary,

hut neither can the range of a word's meaning be narrowed

artificially. The meaning of a word is like a field with
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imprecise boundaries. So we must oppose the view of the

total objectivity of language in so far as a word*s meaning

has been abstracted from social use, Hicoeur, however,

would presumably not accept this narrow sense of ^objective*

in view of his use of the idea of 'reflection*• The

second difficuity is that the faith of Kieoeur's circle

is in reality the faith of a believing subject. It is the

faith of an individual with a personal and social history

and with a predetermined understanding of the world. So

while the polarities of faith and understanding in Hicoeur*s

circle may form one valid model for the hermeneutical circle,

ve still require a second model. We require a circle with

the polarities pro-understanding - understanding, for the

task of understanding is to integrate the meaning of the

text into an individual's predetermined understanding of

reality. To the extent that there is not immediate

agreement between these, the one criticizes and questions

the other.

Having outlined the structural dynamics of the

understanding of texts, we must now specify the content

of pre-underetending in so far as it concerns the interpretation

of the New Testament, Pro-understanding here refers to a

whole conceptual world which the exegcte brings, of necessity,

to the text. This conceptual world is a personal world,

determined by the exegetc's own experience and the culture

to which he belongs. He reads the text as a member of the

second half of the twentieth century, and as a Scottish

Presbyterian or a German Catholic or whatever. But to say

61, L.Wittgenstein, Philosophical investigations. 1,71, 76, 77,
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this does not take us very far. Gadatuer and Fannenberg

mean something like this when they speak of the necessity

of the * horizon* of the understanding of the reader merging
A2

with the horizon' of the toxt. This is true enough}

there must indeed be couuaon ground, for understanning to

take place. But if heraeneutioaLdiscussion of the problem

of pre-understending is to have practical relevance for

hew Testament exegesis, if it is to cease being a

non-historical abstraction, we must aralyoe and specify

precisely what it is that constitutes pre-unciera tanding

and the role it plays in the interpretation of the hew

Testament. in order to fill this exegatical vacuum 1 want

to suggest (and in the second part of the thesis, to

justify) that pre-understunning consists of a series of

concepts} the meaning of each of these concepts is ambivalent,

i.e. they can be understood in a variety of ways} the text

cannot be understood without reference to these concepts}

and how the reader understands these concepts will affect

the way he understands the text. The concepts which make

up pre-understanding in hew Testament work include. amongst

the more important, •history*, 'revelution•, *resurrection*,

'eschatology* and *niiracle*. These concepts together

form an intricate conceptual matrix and it i® quite

impossible to understand the hew Testament as a whole

without first having some understanding of those concepts.

But it is the specific unci era tending of these concepts

62, H-G.Gadainer, *»ahrheit und hethude. pp.286—90} and

M .Pannenberg, 'liermcneutic and Universal History* In
Basic questions in Theology, vol 1, pp.117-20.
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question*

There is a second set oT concepts in addition to

those mentioned above, which forms a further layer of

pro-understanding. The distinction between these two sets

of concepts is rather artificial, but while the concepts

of the first set give rise to considerable dispute among

Christian theologians, the concepts of the second set are

more general (and in on© sense store fundamental) and are

more likely to be a matter of dispute between Christian

and non-Christian exegetes, even so, they are disputed

often enough by Christian theologians. This second series

of concepts would include •knowledge * (a presupposed

epistemology), 'man* (a presupposed anthropology), 'God1,
/ rv

•world1, ♦spirit1, * and possibly some others. It can

reasonably be claimed that other hermeneutically based

sciences which are concerned with the problem of

interpreting texts, such as historical criticism, literary

criticism or jurisprudence, will be controlled by their

own form of pr©-understanding. This would be similar to

the pre-understending which operates in Mew Testament

exegesis, but would be made up of a different range of

concepts - students of Jurisprudence, for example, are

unlikely to be interested in •revelation* and •eaeh&tology*

j're-under*tanning is like a permutation of filters

63, Observe, for example, the way in which nineteenth

century German theologians used Ceist to interpret
rrvfcGp5*-.



through which the light of the text of the New Testament

must pass to reach us, The point is, however, that each

individual filter and the permutation of multiple filters

is of our own choosing. The concepts of pre-imdorstaacling

can be analysed, criticised and changed if necessary. For

this reason wo should have some idea of the range of

possible understandings of these concepts. This we shall

try to fulfil to aome extent in the following chapter.
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E X C V U JL£

HU.SUfPOSITIONS IN HlSTOhlOGRhFHY

The hermeneutlcal circle is not only t© be found in

the historiological sciences. E.ii.Carr quotes the following

passage from a standard book on scientific metnod to show

that the natural sciences too are "essentially circular"s

be obtain evidence for principles by appealing to

empirical material, to what is alleged to be "fact*!
and we select, analyse ana interpret empirical material

64
on the basis of principles.

Carr quotes this sentence to snow that historians, like

scientists, do not deal with raw data when they writ©

history and, because historiography occupies a central

place among the historioiogical sciences, it may be useful

to note some of the culturally determined presuppositions

which have been at work in the writing of history.

It hus by no means always been accepted, nor is it

still always accepted, that history cannot be performed

without any prior decisions about the nature of history,

about man as an historical being, about society and the

role of the individual within it, about politics, and so

64. M.R.Cohen and k. .bagel, inti-oouc t i on to logic ana

Scientliic Method, p.596, quoted in E.H.Carr, What
is liistoryV. p.59*
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forth, Ae a reaction against the caoralizing histories

which had been written in the eighteenth century, Hanke

established the objective approach to history known

subsequently as 'hlstoricism*, in which historians were

to preclude any axiology and where they were only to

collate the facts of past history. History dealt with

the past *wie ee eigentlich gewesou', Acton held a similar

view at the beginning of this centuryt

Ultimate history we cannot have in this generation}
but we can dispose of conventional history, and show
the point we have reached on the road from one to the

other, now that all information is within reach, and
65

every problem has become capable of solution,

Mr Gradgrind in hard Times said that, "Facts alone are

wanted in life", and Acton wanted to serve them up plain

in history books, hut while nineteenth century historians

in general, and Hanke in particular, wanted to document

history as it really happened there is in fact no single

major historian who did not approach history without a

number of crucial presuppositions which structured the

whole of his historiography, ftanke himself had the

grossest and, for the present-day mind, the most unpalatable

presuppositions. He thought that politics alone

constituted true history because politics alone were

dramatic. And within politics there seemed to be a

mysterious balance which held the aggression of opposing

forces in check, Pieter Geyl goes so far as to say that

65. The Cambridge Modern History: Its origin, Authorship

and Production (1907), p»10, quoted in h.H.Carr,
op, cltii p.7.
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Ranks vats quite naive to believe, as he did, in the

salutary nature of the struggle between opposing imperialist

powers, in the good intentions of the Prussian government,

and that the Prussian citizen could best preserve this

equilibrium of power by submitting himself in obedience

to his governmentHanke also saw history as a scenario

for God and his actions, and his decision to withhold

value judgments allowed despicable acts to go uncondemnned}

he had, for example, no strictures to pass over Philip

of iiesse*s bigamy.

For most of the nineteenth century the charting of

facts was a record of •progress*, "The history of England",

wrote one such historian, "is emphatically the history of

progress," The same author on the some subject goes ont

The greatest and most highly civilized people that ever

the world saw,,,which have spread their dominion over

every quarter of the globe,,,which have carried the
science of healing, the means of locomotion and

correspondence, every mechanical art, every manufacture,
everything that promotes the convenience of life, to
a perfection which our ancestors would have thought

magical) have produced a literature which may boast
of works not inferior to the works which Greece has

bequeathed to us; have discovered the laws which

regulate the motions of the heavenly bodies, have

speculated with exquisite subtlety on the operations
of the human mind, have been the acknowledged leaders

of the human race In the career of political improvement,
67

That was Macaulay, And yet he was quite unaware that he was

66, P.Geyl, Debates with Historians, p,Hf,

67* kuoted in P.Geyl, ibid,, p,37»
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not viewing history as it actually happened* Geyl says

that his is a view of history which makes one shudder as

the enormities of nineteenth century imperialism are

glossed over in the name of liberty and progress*

In the twentieth century Toynbee has charted the

movement of civilizations in a cyclical manner because of

a present historical trend which he considers to be the

decline of western civilization. It is only recently that

b.H*Carr has been able to point out that historiography

is a matter of the "selection and arrangement of appropriate

facts." The selection and aran&em at is based on a

preconception of what constitutes history and the historian's

task* lie continues t

The historian is necessarily selective. The belief in
a hard core of historical facts existing objectively

and independently of the historian is a preposterous
68

fallacy, but one which it is very hard to eradicate*

We may well wonder, if the historian must interpret his

facts, and if historians have produced results like those

of hanke, Mac&uiay and the rest, whether the interpretative

faculty should not be reduced in influence as much as

possible* Certainly the presuppositions which Macauiay

brought to history wore of the crudest sort and can only be

called prejudices* And yet the task of hermeneutics,

as X have pointed out, is to expose these interpretative

presuppositions and subject then to criticism* Carr says

that "the historian is engaged on a continuous process

of moulding hie facts to hi© interpretation and his

68, h*H,Carr, "What is History?, p.12
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69
interpretation to his facts." The one does not have

primacy over the other.

It its obvious enough that if the historian can only

do hie Job on the basis of presuppositions about history

and society, then the theologian and exegete will find

that his own work is based on similar preconceptions in

his own field. But there is on® further corollary of what

Carr has said. Larr has made it clear that the material

the historian deals with and the books he eventually writes

are always an amalgam of fact and interpretation. It

follows that hew Testament documents are likely to be the

same. Because the primary purpose of the evangelists

was to write kerygma and not historiography, we must not

therefore assume that the Gospels have no historical

value. They contain both fact and interpretation, both

history and kerygma, though the Gospels are likely to

include more interpretation and less factual Information

than more conventional historical documents.

69. Ibid., p.29
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EXCURSUS li

PKn-UXDnKbT>thL*lhd Ahb Tiin THnuU)Ol,.Xd i

TILL1CH « JBULXMAfch AhU CULLHANK

The hermuubutical circle hue not been taken up and

used to any large extent in dogmatic theology, and the

idea of 'pre-understending* has been discussed, it would

seem, by only throe theologians of the front ranks Tillich,

dultmann and Cullsaan,

Paul Tillich

Tillich has not actually used the word

• pro—underaSanding* but ho has spoken of a "mystical

a priori" in "the theological circle", which would seem

70
to come to the same thing,' His starting point is that

all attempts at an empirical-inductiv© or a metaphysical—

deductive 1 scientific' theology have failed.

In every assutuedly scientific theology there Is a

point where individual experience, traditional valuation
71

and personal commitment must decide the issue,*

ho matter where a theology begins, "an a priori of experience

and valuation is implied", ouch an a priori is an

expression of ultimate concern and title Is a metaphysical

and religious ultimate. He says that such an a priori

70, P,Tillich, Systematic theology, vol,1 , pp,11-14

71. ibid., p.il
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is "a type of mystical experience", and includes •being-

itself*, *univ«rsRl substance*, 'absolute spirit*, and so

on, Tllllch goes om

And if in the course of a 'scientific* procedure this
a priori is discovered, its discovery is possible only
because it was present from the very beginning. This
is the circle which no philosopher can escape. And it
is by no means a vicious one, is.very understanding of

spiritual things (Geisteswissenschaft) is circular,^2
Tillich then says that the circle for the theologian is

narrower because he adds to the mystical a priori the

criterion of the Christian message: Hiie enters the theological

circle with a concrete commitment," One enters this circle,

then, with an existential decision for faith, Tillich's

circle resembles Kicoeur*e where the foci are faith and

understandings theological understanding cosies only as the

result of faith. It follows, then, that theological under¬

standing is simply not possible outside a hermeneutical

circle which dues not include faith, fee can always insist

that the unbeliever does not understand, because of the

structure of the theological circle. For our purposes

we may also notice that the circle is not brought to bear

on the interpretation of texts, and does not solve the

problem of why Christian, i,e, believing, exegetcs differ

amongst themselves in their understanding of texts,

Kudolf Bultn.anr.

Bui ttuann has focussed the idea of pre-umier-

standing onto the interpretation of texts, but the background

72. ibid., p.12
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for his exposition is always, as vith Tillich, existential.

his basic problem is to clarify the existential nature of

faith, so in fact isultmann is not concerned vith vhy theologians

differ in their interpretation of scripture. For example.

Bultmann says that in order to understand a text one must

have a prior understanding of the subjects discussed, so

73
that if the text speaks of life and death or of sin and

7k
forgiveness the reader must first understand the meaning

of life end death, sin and forgiveness. But the use of

* meaning' here is not the ordinary use, for it means

something like 'existential significance for my own life'.

The pre-understanding which we bring to the text is a living

experience of the subject matter of the text; we have a

prior interest in the text which arises from our life-

experience and from our pro-knowledge of the content of
75

the text, tiultmann makes it clear that pre-understending

does not presuppose the results of an interpretation,

though the appropriate methodology - the historical-critical

method « la presupposed,^ Our life-relation to the text

instigates an investigation which manifests itself in a

77
series of questions which are put to the text.

73* K.N,Bu1.1usenn, 'The Significance of Dialectical Theology'
in Faith and tinier:'tanning, p, 156

7k» 'Church and Teaching in tho New Testament' in ibid,, p,192

75, 'The Problem of Hermeneutica• In essays Philosophical

and Theological, p,240ff,

76, 'Is exegesis Without Presuppositions Possible?' in
existence and faith. p,342ff,

77s 'The Problem of Hermeneutics' in dsaqys Philsophical
and Theolof.ical, pp.24 1-2 & 252.
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Fre-uiiciera tending, then, for Bultmann, is a series of

indeterminate questions related to our self-uiwier&taading

wiiicii are put to the text in the hope of finding a

satisfactory answer there. And Bultwann further presupposes

that the hew Testament is the only document that can

provide satisfactory answers for questions of self-under¬

standing. The presupposition for these questions being

answered by the text is that the interpreter should share

acrolt the centuries a common self—understanding with the

author, and it is here that Bultmarm comes close to

bilthey's description of understanding as a "communion of

souls". Again we find that while this may or may not

be suitable as an existential analysis of faith it is

not directly related to the problem of Interpreting texts

and solving disputes of understanding. This is because

Buitmann has failed to give pre—understanding any specific

content which can be related to texts.

Oscar Cullaann

Cullmann has given a thoroughly negative
78

account of pro-understanding,' He has criticized

Bultusann's supposition that one can only understand the

text of the hew Testament after one has committed oneself

in faith. culltaann wants to distinguieh two phases t "a

simple listening to the content of the proclamation, and

then the encounter of faith, that is, the existential
79

decision," But the consequence of this is that Cullmann

78• O.Cullraann, salvation in history, pp.6^-7*4

79. ibid., p.66
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proposes Ma simple listening" to the content of the text

in which we aust strive for pure objectivity. That we do

bring presuppositions to the text siay be unavoidable but

it is nonetheless regrettable, Ue must aim to reduce then

to a minimum*

The fact that complete absence of presuppositions is

impossible must not excuse us from striving for

objectivity altogether, going so far as to regard such

striving primarily as an outmoded standpoint, and
80

making a necessary fact into a virtue,

Cullmaiiii suggests that the inotrumcmt by which objectivity

will be attained and subjective elaegesis avoided is the

81
philological, historical—critical method. The suggestion

is that a rigorous use of thia methodology and a careful

•listening* to the text will preclude major exegetical

disagreements. But such a hope is illusory. To all

intents and purposes all nod«rn exegetes do adopt the

philological, historical-critical method and yet there is

no unanimity of understanding, tullmann has avoided the basic

problem with a pious hope.

8°, Ibid.. p.67

Ibid., p.73
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HKKhhfrbliTlC COhdnPTS AM/ DOGMATIC ThnOLUCY

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the various

possible vaye in which the philosophical one! theological

concepts can toe understood which run through dogmatic

theology and waled forw a framework for and control exegesis*

I do not propose to follow the tedious path of plotting

the many logically possible ways in which those concepts

can be understood, but will adopt the more relevant and

interesting method of looking at the actual ways in which

they have been understood by a number of particularly

important dogmatic — or systematic — theologians of this

century. Obviously it will not be possible to look in

great detail at how these concepts have been understood,

nor, for my purposes, would It be particularly important

to do so. Ultimately Hiy purpose will be to reveal the

preconceptions which T.W.Sanson and K.H.Lightfout brought

to their exegesis by examining the relationship between

their understanding of these concepts and the various

alternatives proposed by these dogmatic theologians. bo

a relatively brief discussion of each of these dogmatic

theologians will suffice. An examination of the variety

of ways in which these apparently straightforward concepts

can be understood will further help to entrench the argument

put forward at the close of the first chapter that an

exegete must consciously choose, or at least unconsciously

accept, a particular understanding of these concepts,
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and so, by implication, reject a number of other possibilities*

Seeing these hermenautical fore-concepts in action among

dogmatic theologians may help the reader to see that an

exe&etc must have such a prior understanding, for this is

a form of demonstration which is not open to rigorous

proof - it is something which must be seen by intuition**

harnack

That concept which outweighs all others, that concept

which forms the basis of any pre-underatending in theology,

the correct understanding of which is a si tie qua not for

authentic exegesis, is the concept of 'history** The

importance of history comes to the fore with the first of

our dogmatic theologians, Adolf von iiarnack, because he

was the last major exponent of a nineteenth century

Protestant theology which identified theology with history,

where 'history* is synonymous with the historical-critical

method as a strictly scientific procedure* The complexity

of our understanding of the concept 'history* is indicated

to some extent by the fact that the German language has two

words for 'history'* This distinction was first established

t* Without, it would sect.;, having the specific intention of

demonstrating it, ludwig Wittgenstein at several points
in his Philosophical Investigations shows that understanding
comes often at a moment of intuition, at a point where
we can say, "Now I see it," See for example JKL 1*131*
Indeed the whole of that posthumously published work

puts this into practice by offering no proofs and by

inviting the reader to think out problems with the

author*
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by Martin Kahler in 1892 when he published Per sofenannte

historiccite JoavtB und tier »«sch.ichtl iciio. biblische Ihrlstua

where hietorie is taken to refer to the objective paatness

of history which is open to the scrutiny of historians

through texts (and by derivation it can also refer to

critical historical research), and where Geachichte refers

to history in its existential significance, in the way the

past affects our existence in the present and as it creates

our future* history can bo understood in cither manner,

or as an integrated concept of the two, or by placing some

special stress on either dimension of history. In Being

and Time. Heidegger offers four quit© distinct meanings for

'history', and clearly any number of subtle variations is

possible.*^

Harnaok came at the end of a long tradition stretching

back to Semler in the eighteenth century, a tradition which

saw history as a scientific procedure for establishing what

happened in the past in its objective reality, in so far as

the past can still be reached. This is the tradition of

historiclsm, the tradition which included Kanke with his

slogan "wie ©s eigentllch gewesen", and Hitachi the teacher

of Harnack. In this tradition history was robbed of any

existential significance, and was reduced to historiography

(Historic ). After the onslaught of the bnlighteament

which discredited any 'knowledge* which had not been

established after the manner of the natural sciences,

history had to pose as a strict science in order to maintain

2. M.Heidegger, Being and Time. p«*i29ff.
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any academic respectability* This is beat shown by two

quotations from Ernst Troeltscht

The solo task of history in its specifically theoretical

aspect 1b to explain ©very movement, process, state
and nexus of things by reference to the web of its
causal relations* That is, in a word, the whole function
of purely scientific investigation.

Historical knowledge selects its materials as it may

require**,and seeks, by means of the individual causality
proper to history, to make it as intelligible as if it

k
were part of our own experience*

From this view of history as a strictly scientific procedure

for establishing the reality of the past, there emerges a

jiresupposition of enormous proportions for hew Testament

exegesis which is common to ail forms of liberal Christianity}

it is a presupposition which, as we shall see, emerges even

in Hultmann's theology. It follows for someone of Harnack's

persuasion that if history has a scientific methodology

then any ©vent which cannot be understood in terms of natural

science, any ©vent which cannot be incorporated into a law

of nature, any event for which there is no analogy In
5

experience, cannot by definition be an event which lias

happened in history and so cannot be verified by the

methods of critical history. liarnack drew the logical

conclusion from this by excluding the concepts of •revelation',

3* J£,Troeltsch, 'Historiography' in encyclopaedia of Religion
and Ethics* ©d, by James Hastings, Vol 6, p*718b.

Ibid.» p.720a.

5, That Troeltsch held this view is clear from 'iiistorische

und bogmatische hethode * in Gesammelte bchriften. II, p*732*
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•miracle' and 'resurrection' from history, and so from

theology, because they were all unscientific concepts.

Of revelation, Harnack said:

Revelation is not a scientific concept} science can

neither draw together under one generic concept nor

explain in terms of 'revelation' the God-consciousness
of the paradoxical preaching of founders of religion
and prophets (and religious experience in general),^

It is small wonder that Harnack thought that Barth's concept

7
of revelation "stays under the cover of a heavy fog".

Harnack thought that history gives "not the least cause

g
for the assumption that Jesus did not continue in the grave",

but in fact he had disposed of the possibility of the

resurrection in advance because such a concept is 'unscientific'

and outside the laws of nature. In the same way Harnack

could make no sense of eschatology, neither in the hew

Testament nor in dogmatic theology. In fact Torrance goes

so far as to say that Harnack detested anything in religion

9
which vas corporeal.

Such a one-sided view of history is not only open to

6. Harnack's final letter to Karl Uarth from their corres¬

pondence of 1923 originally published in Die Christliche

Welt, and now available in a translation by H.M.Rumscheidt,
Revelation and Theology: An Analysis of the Barth-Harnack

Correspondence of 1923, p•53•

7. Ibid.. p.36

8. A. von Harnack, History of Dogma, I p.86

9. T.F.Torrance, Karl Barth: An Introduction to his Karly

Theology 1910-1931, P.73
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philosophical and dogmatic criticism, but also fails to do

Justice to the New Testament as a whole. Harnack, as may

be imagined, had a distinct preference for the straight-

forward biographical accounts (for so he thought they were)

of the synoptic Gospels, and especially for the hlstorlcixlng

approach of Luke, He believed that the Gospels present

the reader with a relatively uncomplicated account of the

life of Jesus,There is a small amount of myth in the
11

Gospels but this is confined to the birth narratives

(though a little reflection would have made him include

the resurrection narratives, the miracles and all eachatological

passages, but the point is that Harrtack was conscious of the

Gospels only as uncomplicated historical documents), And

yet, it seems that Harnack emptied the New Testament of its

most significant events} it is difficult to see how he could

base faith on history as he must if he is to maintain that

12
theology and history snare an identical scientific methodology, *

The relation between faith and history is a strange one in

Harnuck because on the one hand he limits scientific theology

to the historical-critical method, and on the other hand he

is dominated by Lesslng's verdict that the contingent facts

of history offer no basis for absolute Judgmentst

Accidental truths can never become the proof for the
13

necessary truth© of reason.

10, A, von Harnack, What it Christlanlty?. p,20

Ibid.. p.23f.

12, H,K,Humscheidt, op, cit,» p,36

13* G,L,Lossing, 'On the Proof of the Spirit and of Power'
in Theological Writings, ed, by Henry Chadwick, p,55



Harnuck overcame the gap between historicis© and faith

by means of a psychological bridge between ourselves and the

Jesus we meet in the bible* In the first place the

historical-critical method is used to clarify the precise

nature of the ^accidental truth* of the past* Historiography

reveals the real Jesus of Nazareth rather than some figment

14
of the imagination* What emerges next is the psychological

impact that Jesus had on his disciples* and this second

stage reveals a general religious a priori* In other words

in the historical encounter with great figures from the

past like Christ there unfolds the psycho-Dioral experience

of * the religious'* Kumscheidt commentst

'..hat Overbeck denied was what harnack had spent a lifetime
in demonstratingt that historical events as such contain
in themselves a reference to a final and all-embracing

1 5
reality, the divine*

The mediation of the religious always comes through persons

and the trxith of religion is contained in our experience of

such persons!

There has never been progress in history without the
marvellous intervention of a person* It was not what
he [Jesusj said which was new,,.it was rather how lie
said it, how his words became in him the power and

strength of new life and how he made it grow in his

disciples**** About the content of his life it is

rightly said that even if one were able to refute all

objections to the bible, religion would nevertheless
remain unshaken and Intact in the hearts of those

Christians who have obtained an inner feeling of the
16

essential truths of that religion*

14* H.M.Rurascheidt, op* cit,, p*31 q»14

13» Ibid * * p.67

16. A, von Harnack, has Christenturn und die Geachichte« p*9
and p*18. quoted in Kumscheidt* op* cit*. p*108
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liarnack buttressed this psychologist with his idea of the

two gospels of the hew Testament* He supposed that any

reference to dogma in the hew Testament had been introduced

by the Apostolic Church, so that any reference to incarnation,

resurrection and eschatology could bo discounted as a

secondary gospel* Behind this lay the simply gospel

devoid of dogma* A gospel which tells ue of the Kingdom

of God (in a purely non-esohatological sense), God the

father and the infinite value of the human soul, tho
17

higher morality and the commandment to love, ' M&rn&ck

reduced the content of the Gospels to Jeaus's teaching,

Jesus*a psychology in terms of his vocation, and the
18

effect he had on his disciples* He then reduced the

content of Jesus*s teaching to the three simple truths

mentioned above* For after alls "The personal, higher

life and morality are the sole areas in which we may be

19
able to encounter God",

Far from uncovering some hidden pre-dogmatic gospel,

Harnaek took to the text a dogmatic preconception of what

the gospel is, and he interpreted the text accordingly.

And we can see that it is by no means an easy matter to

reconcile iiamack's simple gospel with the text of the

New Testament* It may be noted that as a New Testament

17, What is ChristianityV« p*51

18* ibid*, p.31

19« Das doppelte hvaiigeliuia in Neuen Testaments* p*223f«,
quoted in Humscheidt, op, cit.t p*83»
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critic Harnack had already been left behind by the demonstration

of Johannes Weiss and Albert Schweitzer that Jesus could

not be isolated from eschatology, fee are now in a position

to sum up the nature of the preconceptions which Harnack

adopted in interpreting scripture, and we can now sketch

the principal characteristics of his exegesis* for Harnack,

•history* has almost exclusively the character of Historic.

it is positivist and historicist. Hast historical events

have no inherent effect in creating the present and can

only have effect in the present when sotue past personality

encounters the psyche of the present historian, so to speak.

Few would now accept this understending of history in Kew

Testament work, but it remains one possibility which is

open for the exeget© and the general course of Harnack's

theology shows where such an understanding of •history*

can lead. *Resurrection•, for example, is emptied of all

possible objective significance and is said to be no more

20
than an interpretative category for the death of Jesus.

The concept of •miracle1 is also emptied of significance

and in what is Christianity? harnack disijosod of the

miraculous element in the Gospels by suggesting that the

primitive pre-scierttific imagination regarded certain

ordinary natural events as •miracles' (a judgment which

is quite independent of the content of the miracles in

20, For a similar view see b.Hnrxsen, 'The Resurrection
of Jesus as a Historical and Theological Problem1 in
The Significance of the Message of the Resurrection

for Faith in Jesus Christ, ed, by C.F.U.houle, pp.15-50.
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21
the hew Testament)* hantack similarly disposed of

* revolution*, and If this concept can be said to have any-

content In Harriack it must refer to the eternal truths of

the simple gospel of which one may become aware through

the psychological impact which Jesus may have on one.

We way now suggest what type of exegesis would

result from such a pooitivistic approach where many of the

conceptions which must be used in hew Testament theology

are emptied of content, and where the remaining concepts

are given a scientific slant* Such exegesis would emphasize,

we would expect, the biographical aspects of the Gospels

with especial emphasis on the psychological content, and

yet the authenticity of no particular biographical event

would be insisted on, Lachatological concepts such as

* Son of Man* and *Kingdom of God* would be devoid of any

future reference and would be idealized in the present.

There would be emphasis on the teaching of Jeaus with an

ethical interpretation of the parables. The significance

of the Lord's Prayer would be for the present, it would be

moral and psychological and not ©schatological. We would

expect hamack to approve of the synoptic evangelists and

especially luke, he would approve of the moral and spiritual

emphases of John, and he would have little or no time for

the evangelism of Paul,

21, A, von Harnack, What is Christianity?, p,26i M,,,we are

firmly convinced that what happens in space and time
is subject to the general laws of motion, and that in
this sense, as an interruption of th© laws of Nature,
there can be no such things as 'miracles *,M
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darth

It can truly be said that twentieth century theology

proper began when Karl iiarth reacted with the utmost vigour

against everything that harnack stood lor* Yet iiarth was

even lees aware than Harnack of the gulf between ourselves

and the world of the hew Testament* For iiarth, the text was

contemporaneous with the rentier* in the preface to the

first edition of his commentary on homans he wrotet

If we rightly understand ourselves, our problems are

the problems of Paulj and if we be enlightened by the
go

brightness of his answers, those answers must be ours*

And in the preface to the second edition, he wrote of Calvin*s

exegesis,

how energetically Calvin, having first established what
stands in the text, sets himself to rethink the whole
material and to wrestle with it, till the vails which

separate the sixteenth century from the first become

transparentJ Paul speaks, and the man of the sixteenth
century hears, The conversation between the original
record and the reader moves round the subject matter,
until a distinction between yesterday and today becomes

21
impossible*

And yet while Harth experiences no strangeness in the text,

rather as Harnack saw nothing alien in the evangelists1

picture of Jesus, Barth feels confronted by Paul's

scandalous and terrible message that Cod has acted in

Jesus Christ and that he will justify those who respond

22* K.iiarth, The hpistle to the noroans* p*1, writ ten in 1918

23» Ibid*« p,7, written in 1921* Evidently he had shifted
from this position somewhat by 1924 when he wrote in
The Heaurraction of th» head* p,118t "We are probably

(and not only historically) too far away from Paul to
be able to approach him here, even approximately,"
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to this act with faith* Barth sees scripture as a testimony

to an act of God, to a revelation, which lies behind

scripture# This act of God is very closely identified

with Jesus Christ and is called the Word of God# But the

Word of God can be viewed in three different ways. In the

first place it is scripture; in the second place it refers

to Jesus himself; and finally it is the timeless act of

Cod on the individual when he is justified by hearing the

testimony of scripture# But only rarely does Barth call

scripture the **ord of Cod because he insists that the

revelatory Word of God lies behind the text of the hew

2k
Testament! "The Scriptures then witness to revelation".

This "act of God" which liarnack found so unscientific and

unhistorical, does indeed transcend history in its supra-

temporal significance; it belongs to •primal history*

(Urgeschichte), a term borrowed from overbeck, of whom

Barth had been a pupil# Yet Barth is not prepared to dismiss

the Word of God simply because it does not fit within the

canons of the historical-critical method* It Is the Jesus

of faith who ijs this act of God; Jesus is perceived by

faith to be the Word of God and as such cannot be discovered

by critical history (Historic)# The Jesus of faith is not

historical, just because he cannot be understood by the

scientific historian as such.

In the early part of hi© career, while he was in

conversation with harnack, Barth could find no constructive

role in his theology for •history'. It is true that both

2k» H#M#Kuiascheidt, op# clt,. p*kk
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*-n il0iMan8 ail<3 his letters to Harnack he declared that

historical methods were art indispensible part of exegesis,

but these methods have only a negative rolet

The reliability and communality of the knowledge of Jesus
Christ as tho centre of the gospel can b© none other

than that of the God—awakened faith. Critical-historical

study signifies the deserved and necessary end of those
1foundations1 of this knowledge which are no foundations
at all since they have not been laid by God himself.
Whoever does not yet know,,.that we no longer know
Christ according to the flesh, should let the critical
study of the Bible tell them so. The more radically he
is frightened the better it is for him and for the

matter involved. This might turn out to be the service
which "historical knowledge' can render to the actual

25
task of theology.

Critical-historical method throws us back on faith as the

only foundation because it is God's foundation. berth's

depreciation of iiiatorie led him to reject any quest for

the historical Jesus and this is an opinion to which he

has stuck throughout his career despite the many shifts

within hi® theology, In 1923 h© said that the Jeaus discovered

by history was "a banality", and in I960 he wrotes

To me it is significant that presont-day Old Testament

scholars, especially in regard to the old, yet always

new, theme of 'faith and history', are on the whole on

much better ground than the authoritative hew Testament

men, who to my amazement have armed themselves with
swords and staves and once again undertaken the search

for the historical Jesus' - a search in which I now as

27
before prefer not to participate,

25, Ibid., p,35 answer no,14

26, Ibid.. p,k6

27• K.berth, The Christian Century. 20 Jan I960, p.74f,f
quoted in T,F,Torrance, op. clt.. p.208.
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The chief characteristic of the theology of Barth and all

those who have followed his Theology of the Word of God is

that, under the Judgment of Leasing, faith has been cut

away front history as its foundation and has been forced

to stand alone* In the Barthian tradition faith is

self—authenticating, because nothing else can authenticate

it. How then can we know the Word of God if not by means

of historiography? Barth does not allow that this is a

legitimate problem} we just know that it is the Word of

God which we encounter when we read the testimonies of

scripturei

I see the theological function of historical criticism

especially in making clear to us a posteriori that there
is no road this way,,,. The acceptance of this

unbelievable testimony of the Scriptures X call faith,,,
the ground for knowing both Justifying faith and
revelation would be God's action on us through his
^ ^ 28Word,

Barth is clear that our knowledge of the Word of God is

not a matter of psychological experience, it is Just -
29

knowledge, Because scripture witnesses to the Word of

God and offers a sort of primary knowledge, Barth is neither

prepared to mark off this knowledge from any other, nor is

he prepared to subject scripture to a general secular

hermeneutic* It is secular knowledge which must rather

be subjected to a hermeneutic derived from the Bible,

28, H*M*Kumscheidt, op* clt*. pp.46 and 48

29* R* iiarth, iiomans« p,2?7

30, Ghurcti bogmatics, 1,2 p,465f»i auct 'Hudoif dultrnaim:

An Attempt to Understand Hits' in Keryr.ma and Myth*

II P.125,
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When Barth wanted to sever all connection between

faith and history he took the whole content of revelation

out of history* ilarth has located, for example, the

awareness Abraham had of God outside the course of history*

When he comments on Romans 4«16» "Abraham is the father of

us all", he quotes Nietzschei

The non-historical resembles an all-embracing atmosphere
in which human life is conceived and apart from which
it shrivels up* lor the actions which men propose take

shape first in this dim and non-historical vapour. If
it were possible for a man to penetrate with his

understanding the non-historical in which every great

episode of history had its origin, he might by raising
himself beyond the sphere of history, attain to that

knowledge which would absolve him from the necessity of
31

taking serious account of the actual facts of history*

ilarth goes on to say that we must not relapse into mythology

or mysticism in order to express the non-historical, for

we see at the critical moment "the light of the Logos of

ail history**.and this is the non-historical, or rather

the Primal History (llrgeschichte ) , which conditions all
32

history." The non-historical is that which transcends

time and can give significance to the transience of historyi

History reveals its importance, when, through such

communing, the present becomes aware of the unity of

meaning that is in all history* If, however, the
unhistorical is removed, the past remains dumb and the

33
present deaf.

The locus of the penetration of revelation into history

3'« Romans. p , 14 0

32. Ibid.

33. Ibid,* p.145
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comet* with the incarnation, but it is not the man Jesus

who is the Jesus of faith* Jesus* as the word of God* can

only be believed and obeyed* The resurrection is the

non-historical moment when Jesus returns to his urgeschichilich

origins s

The Resurrection i» the non-historical relating of the
34

whole historical life of Jesus to its origin in God*

In the early Barth, the resurrection has nothing to do

with the empty tomb but is the symbol for the revelation

of Jesus as the lord* berth calls the resurrection an

'event* but only by giving that concept a strange meaning*

An 'event' is something which happens, it can be known and

understood* but it need not be a part of history and so is

not open to verification or* of more importance from

Berth's point of view* falsificatiom

The resurrection of Christ* or his second coming* which
is the same thing* is not an historical event; the
historians may reassure themselves - unless, of course*

they prefer to let it destroy their assurance - that
our concern here is with an event, though it is the

only real happening >in, is not a real happening of
history •"*"*

Only until about 1^30 did Barth use the concept of

brgeschichte to isolate revelation from ordinary history*

It appears in his first attempt at a dogmatics* lie

Christliche Dogaatik in i.ntwurf (I927)» but after receiving

heavy criticism he had dropped it by the time the first

volume of the Church Dogmatics was published (1932)*

34• Ibid.* p.195

35* The uord of God and the uord ol Ban, p.90
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Even in The Hesurrectlon of the Dead, which first appeared

in 1924, he had been able to speak of the bodily resurrection

of Jesus as an historical event, or at any rate as the
36

frontier of history in history. He took this to be an

anticipation of our own resurrection, but in no sense could

he regard it as a proof for faith. As he became more

distant from his controversy with Hamack and nineteenth

century liberalism (which he store than anyone else had

destroyed), and as he became more involved with the issues

raised by Bultmann, iiarth came to give a much more positive

account of 'history1. berth's early theology was an attack

on history as hlstorle as much as anything, but when he saw

the Bultmannian implications of history as Ceschichte he

attempted to reintegrate the two dimensions of history into

a single homogeneous concept.

The clearest account of Berth's more mature conception

of 'history* comes in the Church Uoi-icaatlcs 3,2 which was

completed in 1948. Here, as in his earlier works, Burth

sees the relevance of history, not in its objective pastness,

but in its significance for the present. However, whereas

Bultmann cut significance away from the past, Barth felt

the need to reintegrate the past event with present

neaningfulneae. He wanted to ground Geschlchte in Historic.

This is clearly of great Importance for textual exegesis.

It controls the results of interpretation} either we

interpret historical narrative as a mythic expression of

existential significance, or we see such narrative as an

36, The Resurrection of the Bead, p.141
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account of past events which create our present existence.

And the precise nature of this existential significance

could vary in each case,

la the Church Dogmatics Jesus Christ is described as

the Lord of time, but Berth now insists that we would lose

him as Lord of time if we ignored him as a man of his own

37
time, Whereas in itomana he could speak of Christ's

38
"non-historical radiance"^ this radiance has now become

trans-historical, /'.eachlcntlich. Hut this radiance is

geschlchtlich only because it is also historlsch«

The eternal content of his life must not cause us to

miss or to forget or to depreciate this form, separating
the content from it and discarding the form, as though
we could see and have the content without it. For

while the content Is eternal, It is his human life,
the action or series of actions of his human subject,
which could not take place unless he had his own particular

time.

The eternal salvation of all men is absolutely dependent

on our being able to recount this history: "Once upon

a time there was.,," Note the "once", "Once" means:

"In his time". The hew Testament ootoc.% or etytxn&.e,
certainly means "once for all", hut the event thus

designated - the death of Jesus as the climax of his
life - could not have happened once for all if it had
not happened once, in its own time. It Is in this

history, and there!ore in time, that the fulness of time
39

is reached, and only so,

Barth still sees history as being bounded by death, but for

37.

38.

39.

Church Dogmatics, 3.2, p,kkOf»

Romans, p•1k5

Church i.-Oftics « 3.2, pp.**40-1
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Jesus a second history began on the third day after his

first history had ended* This second history happened in

time and was witnessed by the disciples* Like Uultmann,

Berth wants to exclude the mythic from Christian faith*

but Berth sees myth as the expression of timeless truths

and an escape from myth necessitates involvement in time,

in history* Iven the resurrection is historical in this

sense »

No, it happened "once upon a time" that he was among

the® as the Resurrected * * * * It was by this specific

memory, and not by a timeless and non-historical truth,
that the apostles and the Churches they founced lived
in all the relations between Jesus and them and them

, , 4oand Jesus*

Berth sees the totality of faith resting on the historicality

of the resurrection just as, in his earlier commentary on

1 Corinthians 15, he saw the whole of Paul's gospel bound

up with his assertion of the resurrection of Jesus and of
4 1

all Christians* He even goes so far as to speak, not
42

only of the "bodily", but of the "physical" resurrection.

And yet having said all this, Barth can still maintain

that the narratives of the post-resurrection appearances,

are not meant to be taken as 'history' in our sense of

the word*,,* For they are describing an event beyond
the reach of historical research or depiction* Hence

43
we have no right to analyse or harmonise them,

60, . p.442

41* The Hesurrectlon of the Dead, p,125f*, and Church
hogmatlcs, 3.2, p»443

42* Church Boraiatics. 3.2, p#451

43. Ibid., p.452
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He declares the narratives to be "fragmentary and contradictory",

and that it is "impossible to extract from the various accounts

a nucleus of genuine history"# Clearly# while he was opposed

to Bultmann's reduction of history to no more than existential

significance# Jiarth got cold feet at the prospect of allowing

secular historians to decide for themselves what# if anything,

had happened after the crucifixion* Of course# Barth wanted

to preserve the insights of faith# but it is also clear that

he failed to work with a truly integrated and viable concept

of •history1« At the last there remains an element of

contradiction* He had to argue against Hultmann that faith

could know of historical events for which there is no

empirical evidence - the resurrection happened but there

is no evidence for it, there is only the claim of the Word
Uli

of God that Jesus has been raised*

The pre-unoeratending of 'history' which Harth brought

to the text of the bew Testament, that is the extent to

which matters of faith can be exposed to historical criticism#

did not go through any fundamental change during the

development of his theology* In his later work Barth

used what he hoped was a homogeneous concept of history

but when it was pushed hard enough it did not prove to be

substantially different from the concept he had used in

uotnans* berth's lord of time was the historical Jesus, but

historical research cannot see this. The resurrection too

was the sort of event which could happen in history, it was

a physical act at a particular place and time# and yet it is

44* Ibid*, p.446
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screened off from the historian, it is not historiach. The

resurrection of Jesus has indeed happened, hut the historian

cannot know this. The miracles of Jesus have happened,

but the historian cannot allow this. Revelation happened

in history in the life of Jesus, but Barth sought to protect

revelation from any possibility of falsification by denying

that any revelatory significance can be perceived within

the course of history. To this extent 'revelation' is

non-historical; it calls us to belief and obedience from

outside history. Scripture testifies to revelation, to

the Word of God which lies behind scripture, yet scripture

is the sole channel of the Word and it is small wonder that

Barth made the closest identification between the words of

the hew Testament and the Word of God: the whole of scripture
4 *S

is to be identified with the Spirit of Christ, Although

Barth says that he has no objection to the use of historical-

critical method, In fact it has little or no place in his

exegesis. There is no serious Sachkritlk in Barth, his

concept of 'revelation' would not allow it. Berth's

exegesis is for the most part an uncritical acceptance of

what the text says and, as we would expect, he is more at

home with the gospel of I'aul than with the historical

complexities of the synoptic narratives. But while his

understanding of 'revelation' does not allow him to question

the text, he does allow the text to speak out as it is with

all its difficulties in a way which Harnuck could not do,

Kow we must see what it was in Uuitmami that Barth reacted

against so strongly in the 194o's»

45, Romans. P»16

46, Barth did deny that the Serpent in Gen.2 actually spoke,
and he ran into strong opposition for saying even this.
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Bultroann

Despite the many important differences between

iiarth and Hulteiann, Bultaiann too is a member of the Theology

of the Word of God tradition of which Berth was a founder

members This is because he too stands under the influence

of Leasing* Revelation has to be self-authenticating

because it can have no basis in contingent fact* But

whereas iiarth made faith part of a history which is not

open to historiogr&phy, bultmann has abandoned ail serious

interest in factual history. He has accepted modern

scientific positivism by excluding from his theology the

central events of the New Testament as past historical

events* Miracles are, by definition, non-hlstoricals

The historical method includes the presupposition that

history Is a unity in the sense of a closed continuum
of effects in which individual events are connected by
the succession of cause and effect**** This closedness

means that the continuum of historical happenings
cannot be rent by the interference of the supernatural,
transcendent powers and that therefore there is no

tairacie* in this sense of the word* Such a miracle
k7

would be an event whose cause did not lie within history, *

kj, R»K,Bultmann, 'Is Lxegesia without 1'rosuppoeitions Possible
in hxistence and I-aith, p*3^5» The sort of miracle
Bultmann does allow Is described in * The question of

Wonder* (, ur 1- rape dee hundera) in lalth and Understanding,

pp,2^7-61 in which Bultmann accepts the wunder of what
God has done for us hidden in faith, while rejecting
Mirakel as mythic and unscientifict

The idea of wonder as miracle hue become almost

impossible for us today because we understand the
processes of nature as governed by law* Wonder, as
miracle, is therefore a violation of the conformity
to law which govenis all nature, and fox- us today
this idea is no longer tenable.(p*Zk7)

"Almost" in the first line of this quotation is not in
the original German*
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For modern man, resurrection is meaningless and impossiblet

An historical fact which involves the resurrection froia
48

the dead is utterly inconceivable}

However* Buitwarm ia prepared to let historical science

threaten faith because this threat will simply expose faith

as being radically different from anything that can be known
49

empirically* laith is one of the exist en tlo.lia of man and

is immune from such attack* Buitmaim throws the whole

weight of revelation and history onto the present existence

of man and so cuts faith loose from the objective past

and the objective future*

The central concept around which all else circles in

Bultmami's theology is that of Self-understanding1,

bultmann believes that the presupposition of all hermeneutics*

and ©sxjecially hew* Testament hermeneutica« is that the

reader approaches the text with the self-questioning

character (Fraglichkeit) of hi® own human existence* He

brings an a priori existential analysis to bear on the

text by supposing that the primary interest of the text

is that of self-understanding* Buitsiann undertakes "the

inquiry into the understanding of human existence which
50

finds expression in the scriptures*" The text must be

interpreted existentially, in terms of human self-understanding*

48, •New Testament and Mythology' in Kery&wa and Myth* I p*39

49« 'The Crisis in Belief in r.ssaya Philosophical and

Theological * p»19

50, 'The Problem of Hermeueutics• in ibid*« p»258
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Anything which dots not deal explicitly with the understanding

of human existence is labelled 'myth* and is to be cast off

or, better, interpreted in terms of self-understanding

(though by definition it will resist such an interpretation).

It can be seen then that bulttnann's demythologixing programme

is merely the negative aspect of his prime concern which is
51

the existential interpretation of the hew Testament, His

scheme for demythologizing is grounded in his view of

language as the objectiiication of understanding, an

objectification which hides the understanding which seeks

expression through language. So he describes the purpose

of myth in this vayi

The real purpose of myth is not to present an objective

picture of the world as it is, but to express man's

understanding of himself in the world In which he lives.

Myth should be interpreted not cosinologically, but
52

anthropologically, or bettor still, existentially,

Yet Kultnaann believes that not only myth but language as

a whole is inadequate for expressing man's understanding

of God, ho one can speak of the subject matter of revelation

in a pure foria because the feord of God attempts to "utter
53

the unutterable", ' Theological language, for Bultmann,

has an ambiguous and relative relation to the essence of

revelation, Understanding has to break through language

51, H,Ott, 'Objectification and existentialism* in herygma

and Myth, 11 p,312

52, R,K,Buitntann, 'hew Testament and Mythology* in ibid
I P.10

33. from Pie Christilche selt. 3h, 1922, p,3?2f,, quoted

by J,M,Robinson in *Hersten«utic since Barth' in The

hew hermeneutlc, p«31.
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becausei

from the fact that theological statements are by nature

the explication of believing comprehension it also

follows that these statements may only be relatively
5L

appropriate, some more so, others less so,

Because bultmunn's quest Is for the understanding which

lies behind language he can radically criticize not only

the language but also the content of the hew Testament*

The language of the hew Testament hides an understanding

of human existence which is trying to break through it*

The way is open for thoroughgoing Sachkrltik,

•Revelation' in liultmann• e theology refers to the

moment when the one who questions from his self-understanding

responds in faith to the answers provided by the understanding

of human existence which is contained in the hew Testament*

Faith is not a response to reports of historical events but

to the proclamation of God's answer to the questions of

self-understanding* That this answer comes from the historical

past is a stumbling block because,

every phenomenon of history is ambiguous, and none

reveals God's will in itself*

We cannot demonstrate to anyone that God's revelation
is there in Jesus Christ* The hew Testament and the

Word of preaching proclaim God's forgiving grace in

Christ, and man is asked whether he is willing to
understand himself in the light of the Word - whether

he will believe* The natural man has the stumbling
block to overcome of a chance historical incident coming
forward with the claim that it is the revelation of God*"***

5^* Theology of the New Testament* II p*238

55» 'The question of Natural Revelation' (originally
•offenbarung und heiisgeschehen') in hasays Philosophical
and rtitjoloe-ical. u.lOS and v,.111.
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But in the same article Uultmann says t

Christian belief cannot simply speak of the revelation
56

of God in history.

This is because revelation is not to be identified as the

saving event which took place in Jesus in the past, but the

saving event which is the moment of our present existence,

God *s revelation is not to be sought in the past,

Revelation is geachichtlich, but in no sense is it

historisch. The saving event of God is present in the
57

preached words "Die Predigt ist das Heilsgeschehen," '

The historical Jesus acts as an existential authentification

for the kerygma and ensures that it is gospel, but the

historical Jesus does not provide a proof for the gospel

character of proclamationt

Xt is the historical person of Jesus that makes Paul's

proclamation the Gospel, lor Paul proclaims neither
a new idea of God nor a new concept of the Messiah)
he proclaims an act of God in history, the coming of

58
the Messiah who is identical with the person of Jesus,

While Hultniann maintains a minimal reference to the objective

past of Jesus, it is no longer possible for the historical

Jesus to have any relevance for u®t

Christ meets us in the preaching as one crucified and

risen. He meets us in the word of preaching and nowhere

56. Ibid,, p.103

57. 'Die iledeutung des geschichtliclien Jesus fur die Theologle

des Paulus' In Glanben unci Verstehen. I p•209, translated
as 'The Significance of the Historical Jesus for the

Theology of Paul* in lalth and Cnderstonuing. p,242*
"The preaching is the saving event because it is not

merely a communication of history,"

58. Ibid,, p,235
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else* The faith of mter is juat this - faith in the
59

word of preaching,

berth's belief in and obedience to the Word of God, a Word

which was. substantially identified by berth with the text

of scripture, has been transformed by i>ultmaun into faith

in the preached word, which is in the first place the

apostolic kerygmai

Preaching is itself revelation and does not merely
60

speak about it.

Proclamation, for Hultruann, must in effect be self-authen¬

ticating, though he presents faith as a special existential

noetic structure in which the proclamation is authenticatedt

Outside of faith revelation is not visiblef there is

nothing revealed on the basis of which one believes*
Xt is only jUi faith that the object of faith is disclosed}

61
therefore faith itself' belongs to revelation.

As Duitmann orients his whole theology towards

self-understanding he has, as with his concept of 'revelation',

to use a concept of 'history* which refers exclusively to

the present moment in which understanding takes place.

History is seen exclusively as Geachlchte. It does not

matter if one cannot see any meaning in past history

because this can paradoxically have the positive advantage

of freeing on© from the past so that historical meaning taay

59. 1 New Testament and Mythology' in Kcry^,ma and Myth, X p,41

60, 'The Concept of Kcveiation in the New Testament* in
existence and faith, p,91

6l« Ibid,, p.93
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be seen in the present moment of existence* fast history

has only one existential values

The real relation of our life to history is made in the

fact that the history from which wo come gives us In
advance the possibility for our action in the present,
with regard to the tasks which the future has in store

for us. That is, we receive from our history so*""*
63

inheritance which is binding on us in the present,

Bultaiann has not dissolved historic entirely. He maintains

a minimal reference to the fact of the death of Jesus and

his having preached) this is the scandal of Christianity,

that revelation originates in an historical fact. Our

knowledge of Jesus*s past, however, is negligible,

Bultmarm has remained faithful to his early opinion that we

can know almost nothing about the life and personality of
66

Jesus, iiultmann does not reject past history simply

because v© do not happen to have sufficient evidence to

uncover the past, IJultuiann rejects the past because it

has no relevance for the present, and because the text of

the hew Testament, which might look superficially like

a collection of historical data, is In fact a proclamation

that Jesus is lord, a fact which remains outside the scope

of history. It is for this reason that Bultmaim can sayt

It is therefore illegitimate to go behind the kerygtaa,

using it as a •source', in order to reconstruct a

'historical Jesus' with hio 'messianic consciousness•,
his 'inner life' or his 'heroism'. That would be merely

62, History and Ischatology« p,156f,

63, 'The question of Natural Revelation* in Jgasuy s Philosophies]

and Theological, p,1Ok

66# Jesus and the teord, p,16
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•Christ after the flesh* who is no longer. It is not

the historical Jesus, but Jesus Christ, the Christ,
65

preached, who is the Lord.

If the pa81 is not open for significant examination and

cannot be revelatory then the whole of history must be

concentrated in the presentt

but the *Christ after the flesh' is no concern of ours.

How things looked in the heart of Jesus 1 do not know
66

and do not want to know.

One critic of Hultuiann, commenting on his article •The

Primitive Christian kerygma and the Historical Jesus1, has

writtenj

Thus the facts that research can discover about Jesus of

Nassareth, the what and the how of his life, arc not
67

essential to proclamatory speech about him.

The way in which Bultmann cleaves Geschlchte from

Historie is best seen in the way in which he speaks of the

cross of Christ. Bultnann has not said that we can discover

nothing about the historical Jesus{ he has said that we can

discover very little and what we can discover is of no

interest to him. Hultmann insists that the 'cross1 of

Jesus happened, but by this he does not mean the crucifixionj

In its redemptive aspect the cross of Christ is no mere

mythical event, but a historic (geschichtlich) fact
originating in the historical (hlatori&ch) event which

/g
is the crucifixion of Jesus.

65, 'The Significance of the Historical Jesus for the Theology
of Paul* in i aith and Cinders tending:, p. 241

66, 'On the question of Christology' in ibid., p.132

67. ll.Jenson, The Knowieune of Thinfcs Hoped Por. p.172

68. K.K,Bultmann, 'New Testament and Mythology' in Kerygma
and Myth. I p.37
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The *fact* of the cross is the trans-histoxucal significance

of the crucifixion derived from the grace of Cod which has

been made available in the "©vent" of the crucifixion*

Bultmann'o dualistic language leads him to treat "fact" and

"event" as two quite separate matters. The crucifixion is,

in principle, datable ana locatable in the past, but the

cross is geschlchtlich and points to the significance of

the crucifixion for me in the present. The cross (iiultiaann

often speaks of the "meaning of the cross") furthermore,

is the same thing as the resurrection. The proclamation

that Jesus is risen is the announcement of the permanent

significance oi the cross of Citrrist. Xt is the announcement

(and it is a mythic announcement in so far as it needs to be

interpreted existentiaily) that we can achieve authentic

seif-understanaing through the grace offered in Christ.

The crucifixion and the resurrection are a single event,

the latter being the traits-historical significance of the

formeri

In this way the resurrection is not a mythological event
adduced in order to prove the saving efficacy of the

cross, but an article of faith Just as much as the

meaning of the cross itself. Indeed faith in the

resurrection la really the same thing as tuit«* in the
saving efficacy of the cross. faith in the cross as the

69
cross of Christ.

This is why Jultmaun cun say that Jesus "rose into the
70

proclamation." The proclamation is the continual

re-presentation of the Geschichtlichkelt of Jesus after the

69. Ibid., p.41

70, 'The Primitive Christian Kerygma and the Historical Jesus'
in The Historical Jesus and The Kerygnatic Christ, ed.

by C.Braaten and R.Harrisville, p.42,
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crucifixion* But Bultuiann refuses to objectify this

Geachlchtlichkelt. for,

side by side with the historical (historisch) event of
the crucifixion is set the definitely non-historical

71
event of the resurrection*'

The concept of •resurrection* is not, for Bultmann,

one which is open to philosophical modification or analytical

description* It is unscientific and has no place outside faiths

But to see the resurrection at all requires faith, for
72

the resurrection is in no sense visible to the unbeliever**

Yet if resurrection has no ueanlng outside faith how can

belief give it meaning? Only because Bultuiann sees resurrection

as a symbol of Christ's victory over death, and this victory

can only be seen in faith* Be says that belief in the

resurrection of Christ is identical with the belief that

God speaks to us in the preached word* And yet what does

all this amount to? Not that any objective change has

occurred in our relations with God, but only that we now

understand ourselves in terms of authentic human existence*

Not only is Christ's resurrection de-objectified and

brought forward into the present, but our own resurrection

is de-objectified and dragged back frost the future into

the present!

Christ is not the cosmic ground of a future condition
of existence, but the historical foundation of our

present life* In a certain sense, i*e* in so far as

we belong to Christ, we are the resurrected, are the

71* 'New Testament and Mythology* in Kerygma and Hvth. I p*3^

72* 'The Significance of the Historical Jesus for the Theology
of Paul' in Faith and Underatanding. p*240f*
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•first fruits1 (^mcn-p™ )« are a *new creation* (Kaivrj
KTi'cr.s ), cf II Cor. 5.14-17.

But this resurrection life is never something objective.
73

It is between time and eternity,

•hschatology* no longer points to the distant future,

the end of time. In Bultaann it points to the next instant}

and yet it does not even do that. It refers to the present

moment in so far as it looks towards the next instant and

decides for that instant, There is to be no *last day*,

no future Judgment, no general resurrection*

I maintain that the *last day* is a mythological concept,
74

which must be replaced by the language of death,,»,

Ultimately history is absorbed by eschatology, eschatology

as the ever-present moment of decision introduced by Cod

in Christ, This is best summed up in *History and

hschatology in the hew Testament**

The true solution to the problem [of the non-appearance

of Christ at the ParousiaJ lie® in the thought of Paul
and John, namely in the idea that Christ is the ever

present or the ever becoming present eschatological
event. That is to say, that the How gets eschatological
character by the encounter with Christ or with the word
which proclaims hiin, because in the encounter with him
the world and its history comes to its end and the
believer becomes free from the world by becoming a new

creature,

Christ is the eschatological event not as a figure
frost the past,,,but as the Christua Praesens«

73, *Karl Barth, The Resurrection of the Dead* in ibid., p.93f,

74, *A Reply to the Theses of J.Schniowind* in kerygma and

Byth. I p,114
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In Paul history is swallowed up in eschatology.

Thereby eschatology has wholly lost its sense as goal
of history and is in fact understood as the goal of the
individual human being,••• While the history of the

nations and the world loses its interest, another

phenomenon is detected, the true historical life

(Geschichtlichkeit) of the human being. The decisive
history is not the history of the world, of the people
Israel and the other peoples, but the history which

everyone experiences for himself. For this history the
encounter with Christ is the decisive event, in reality
the event by which the individual begins really to exist

historically because he begins to exist eschatologically,

The paradox of history and e&chatology is that the

eschatological event ha® happened within history and

happens everywhere in preaching. That meanst eschatology
in a true Christian understanding of it is not the

future end of history, but history is swallowed up by
75

eschatology.

Now that we have seen something of the individuality

of the interpretation which Bultmann gives to those concepts

which make up pro-understanding, we must offer a general

indication of the character of fiultmami•s exegesis as

controlled by that pro-understanding. Because Bultmann

reduces the significance of history to the present he is

not prepared to devote very much time to the history of

Jesus in the synoptic Gospels, In his Theology of the New

Testament he allows 30 pages to the message of Jesus,

151 pages to the primitive church, 165 pages to Paul, and

90 pages to John, His clour preference for Paul and John

is governed by his understanding of •history* and by the

75, •history and hschntology in the New Testament*, NTS,

1» 1954, pp,15, 13 & 16,
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way in which he aligns other concepts with this understanding*

All references to the objective past end the objective

future are interpreted existentially for the present*

Jesus did not perform miracles, he was not raised from the

dead} all we can say is that he preached and was crucified

(though one even wonders whether Bultmann might be able

to speak of the •cross* without any reference to the

crucifixion). It is interesting that in his review of

Earth's The Resurrection of the Dead, IJultmann agreed

with berth's objective account of Paul's •mythological*

description of the resurrection, but then he dismissed this

on the grounds that Paul did not fully understand the

subject matter of the gospel* Qui tetania evidently claims

to understand the gospel better than the authors of the

New Testament, even though he hear© that gospel only as

it is refracted through the New Testament authors, liarth

has pointed out that Bultmunn has a hard time of interpreting
76

the Old Testament because it is all too historical for him,1

And one could say the same of Romans 9—11 where Paul has a

genuine difficulty about understanding the history of Israel

(compare this with Bultmann•s statement on the previous
77

page, n*73) Yet wuen it comes to preaching, duitmann has

said that the preacher must forget everything that he knows

about historical criticism and he must take the bible as It

78
stands, as though it vere a book fallen from heaven* And

76, K *Barth, •Rudolf bultmannt An Attempt to Understand Him'
in Kerygma and Myth. II p,111

77* See Lrnest Best, •Recent Pauline Studies*, LxpT,

LXXX, 1968-9» p*16k

78, R*K.*Bultmann, 'On the Question of Ohristology* in Faith
and Understanding, p,131
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iieirts; Zahrnt saye that his published sermon® are both
79

spiritualistic and pietistic* If this is the case one

begins to wonder what is the purpose of critical theology.

Kucha and labeling

Bultmann had originally referred to biblical

history as Heilageschichte but he came to reject this term

at least by 1948 when he reviewed Oscar Cullnanti's Christ
80

and Time. he seems to have rejected this expression

because it tended to separate biblical history from secular

history, and by this time he had come to realize that those

events which are 'subjective saving facts' for the Christian

are only the reverse side of what are 'objective worldly

facts' for the unbeliever* So he later came to use the

expression 'saving event's Heilageachehen* or sometimes

heilserelanls. The modifications which Fuchs and Ebeling

have brought to Bultmann's position are largely connected

with the way they have remoulded the concept of 'history'*

both see history as the history of language* Ernst l uohe,

wider the influence of the later Heidegger, has come to

see the whole of human existence in terms of language*

It Is only in speech that history cornea to expression and

acquires meaningf so he sees "the hiatoricality of existence

79« h*Zahrnt, The question of cod* p*244f*

80* H.K. bultmaiui, 'Heilsgeschichte und Ceschichte' in

Theolofische Litcraturzeitung, LXXI1I, 1948, pp,659-666,
reprinted us 'History of balvation and History' in
Existence and Faith* pp*268-284*
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81
as the language-character of existence'*. The Word of God

encounters man as the spoken word which calls him to

authentic existence. What dultmann called Heilsgeschehen

or Heilsereignis is now called aprachereignis by Fuchs,

•language-event*, because God always comes to man in

language, Gerhard Lbeiing uses the expression Wortgeschehen

but this only reflects hie attraction to the alternative

terminology of bultmann, both Lbellng and Fuchs have used

toprtecherel&nis and Wortgeachehen interchangeably which

suggests that they have the same meaning.

The remoulding by Fuchs and Lbeliitg of Bultaann's

understanding of •history1 is best illustrated by their

joint attitude to the quest for the historical Jesus,

After about 1930 the baneful influence of hudolf bultmann

had made it almost impossible for Gorman theologians to

write anything about the historical Jesus, Lbeiing thought

that this was an illegitimate restriction on both historical

and theological method, lie felt ttie need to lay bare the

facticity of Jesus*® life for a number of reasons*

Now there are in fact two very closely connected

theological reasons (which Lultmunn seems to overlook)
which do indeed provide strong arguments for the theological

necessity for the quest for the historical Jesus, In

the first place the mere fact that the korygma speaks
of Jesus, imposes a strong obligation on the theologian
to take this speech about a historical person seriously

by making an enquiry about his personal history.

The other consideration,,.concerns the interpretation

81, &.Fuchs, 'What is a Language-eventV' in studies of the
Historical Jesus , p.211
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of the primitive christian kerygma,... In the first

place it ia the primitive christian kerygma which w©

have to interpret, tor this is in an historical sense

primary* Yet the way in which the kerygma concentrates
attention on the name of Jesus, that ia to say on his

person, poses the question to what extent the kerygroatic
statements about Jesus, or rather the faith in hist
which they express, are grounded in him**** If we

could ascertain nothing historically authentic concerning
the person to whom the kerygsaa refers, then the relation
of Jesus to the kerygma would consist in nothing more

than a series of assertions for the understanding of
which Jesus himself would have no more Importance than

that of a random and meaningless cipher. In this sense

the kerygma, if such it could be called, would be no

more than a mere myth. Nor would the matter be basically

any different if all we could discover about Jesus,,,

was the mere fact of the existence at a certain time

and place of an otherwise completely unknown person by
the name of Jesus,

It is clear that ibeliitg's intention at this point is to

put the broken pieces of history back together again. He

want® to ground Oeschichte (and the kerygma) in illstorie«

and not only in the minimal sense of Bultmann. bo Lbellng

says of the origin of Chx^istianitys

Christianity stands or fails with the tie that binds it
to its true historical (historisch) origin. That means

first of all * Christianity is a historic (geschichtlich)
phenomenon, it derives from a definite historical

(historisch) past and therefore stands in historical

(historisch) relation to that past,,.the historical

(historisch) origin of Christianity is assigned the
83

character of revelation.

82, G.Lbeling, Theology and Proclamation. p,02ff*

83, 'The Significance of the Critical historical Hothod
for Church and Theology in Protestantism' in word
and 3aith. p,28f.
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Ebeling's purpose Is to let Jesus count as the sole basis

for faith as it finds expression in the kerygma# This is

why he can say*

The search for the historical (historisoh) Jesus is a
84

search for the hermeneutic key to Christology#

Ebeling in no sense confuses theology with historiography#

But when he says that if it could be shown that Jesus never

existed or that chrlstological language had fundamentally

misunderstood him then the ground would be taken from under

Christlanityv it seems that unlike Bultmann and Berth he is
8

prepared to put faith at risk* J Theology must stand or

fall on whether it does justice to the facticity of Jesus#

And yet Historic. in the sense of historiographyy has an

unusual sense# There are certain * events' which critical

history cannot examine even though they may have taken

place in the objective world# Historians cannot examine,

those statements in the tradition which seem indeed to

have the character of historical reports, yet cannot by

any means be considered as histoxical statements about

Jesus, such as above all those on the resurrection,
86

the risen appearances and the ascension#

Ebeling adds most pertinently in a footnote*

Death is the boundary of historical statements# For

the rest, the modern view of history cannot make an

exception even in the case of the historical Jesus# ^
This arbitrary concept of historiography means that hboling

84# Theology and Proclamation» p#55

85, The Nature of laith# p#46

86# 'The Question of the Historical Jesus and the Problem

of christology' in t>ord and Faith# p#292
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need not really put Jesus's resurrected life (and by

implication the Jesus of faith) at the risk of falsification

by historical method, and the reason for this is that

Fbeling is still working within a dichotomy in the concept

of history which he has inherited from Bultmann, hbeling

may hope that he has improved on Hultmann's understanding

of history, but in fact he seems to have failed to have

worked with a truly integrated concept of history, and this

may be because he has failed to produce a viable conceptual

analysis of •history*. The connection h© has made between

historic and Ceschichte is purely nominal; it stays at the

level of assertion,

kbeling admits explicitly that in pursuing a new

search for the historical Jesus he is not seeking to uncover

an irrefutable historical picture of Jesus, >*hat is needed

is a new concept of 'history1. This concept in the first

place is not his attempt to reintegrate Historic and

Geschichte, but comes with his view of history in terms
88

of language, the handing on of linguistic tradition, fce

must discover the historical Jesus not in objective factuality

but as 'word of address', because human significance is

said to lie in language and not in bare facts which have

been divorced from language. So Fuchs speaks of hermeneutics
89

as "faith's doctrine of language," ■* Human reality is

88, 'Word of God and Hermoneutic* in The New Hermeneutlc,

ed, by J.H.Hobinson, p,113

89, F.Fuehs, Hermeneutik, p»10lf*t "Finleitung in das heue
Testament nicht unerwunscht sein mag und den Gharakter
der gaussen Hermeneutik als eine Sprachlehr© dee Glaubens
sin wenig bestatlgen kann,"
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identified with linguiatlcality and the historical Jesus is

now able to be examined as that which caiue to expression in

tho kerygiaa. For Fucha, what came to expression in the

kerygtaa was, primarily, Jesus'a language of love, which when

appropriated by the believer overcomes the contingency of

human existence. It is faith which nbellng sees as the

primary expression of kerygma, the faith which derives from

Jesus, This is clearly not the liberal nineteenth century

search for the historical Jesus, Ebeling has accepted

Barth's doctrine of the Word of God which demands obedience,

and the new quest is carried out not "by seeking to get

behind the Word of proclamation, but on the contrary, by
90

penetrating further into the "word," In this context

historical criticism is seen as no more than a necessary

method for fixing the exact text of the New Testament and

as a means for excluding any patently false interpretations
91

of the purpose of the Bible, Historical method has a

tendency towards irrefutable fact but eventually the

exegete must decide whether this particular text makes a

claim on his understending which transcends historical method,

Fuchs would maintain that the hew Testament's language of

love makes such a claim, and i.baling would make the same

claim for the kerygtna's language of faith. At this point

we cease to be master of the text} it becomes our master

92
with a claim on our self-understanding.

90, G.Ebeling, Theology and Proclamation, p,7<>

91, 'Discussion Theses for a Course of Introductory Lectures
on the Study of Theology' in Word and Faith, p,428

92, K.Fuchs, 'Das liermeneutlsche Problem' in Zelt und
Geachichte t Dankesgabe am HudoI f Hultraann zurn 8<J

Geburtatag, ed, by E,Dinkier, p,3<>5f»
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Fuchs* and bbeling's concept of •resurrection* Is

vague, and this may veil be deliberate# They do not exclude

the possibility of factual resurrection a priori as an

unscientific concept, as iiultsaann did, though they admit

the difficulty of believing it# Fuchs allows that it was

93
a firm fact for Paul, ' and £baling admits that the apostles

really did experience the appearances of the risen Jesus and
94

not as mere insubstantial visions. Yet neither seems to

be quite sure what might have happened if it had been an

historical ©vent# We have already seen (p#95) that Lbeling

makes historiography close with death, so that what lies

beyond death cannot be historical# Christianity can never

95
get back to the fact on which it rests/' Fuchs identifies

96
the resurrected Jesus with the historical Jesus, but the

purpose here seems to be to show that the Jesus who is

proclaimed as having been raised is the Jesus who was on

earth. The key word here is •proclaimeo» because it is

this which gives Jesus a continued existence# Fuchs says

that the stumbling block of the resurrection Is the stumbling

block of accepting the crucifixion as the Cross of Christ#

And the abiding significance of the Cross (for it is this

which appears to constitute the resurrection, as it did for

Bultmann) is a linguistic event, namely, the continual use

of Jesus*s language of love;

93* 'The q.uoat of the historical Jesus* in btudles of the

Historical Jesus# p#27

94# G.i-beling, The Mature of Faith# p#65ff#

95. Theology, and Proclamation# p#56

96# fc.Fuchs, 'Jesus and Faith* in studies of the historical

Jesus, p#49
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Does our entire time therefor© depend on this event of
love? Certainly, Love alone makes our time the present.
And death? It is abolished, where love is an event,
have we| then, to proclaim the resurrection of the dead?

97
And before that, the resurrection of Jesus? Of course, '

In the end their concept of 'resurrection' does not seem to

be so very different from Duitmann's, Jesus is risen in so

far as he is proclaimed as such, and we have been raised in

so far as we experience love as the forgiveness of sins.

The raised Jesus is not the object of faith but the witness

to faith in God's forgiveness; to believe in Jesus and to

believe in the Risen One are one and the same thing.

The Jesus discovered by historical research is in no

sense independent of the proclaimed word. The search for

the historical Jesus will help,

not by seeking to get behind the Word of proclamation,
but on the contrary by penetrating further into the

Word, buch an enquiry is made, not to avoid the

challenge of the Word of God, but so that one can truly
hear the challenge and understand the kerygma as the

Word of God,^
Ebeling does not quite identify the Word of God with scripture,

nor does he quite agree that it lies behind scripture. He

says that the Word of God lies in the movement from the

text to the proclamation which we hear. The aim of the

Word and the text is to be heard, and so the Word is a

spoken 'word* in a real and not only in a metaphorical

sense. It is a word which makes a unique claim on our

97* 'Jesus* Understanding of Time* in studies of the historical
Jesus, p,165

98, G,Lbeling, Theology and Proclamation, p,76
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understanding.

libeling and Fuchs have both left room for historical

research, but on the whole one would expect their exegesis

to be rather conservative as they both see scripture as

providing the basis frota which the \>ord moves out to make

its claim on the hearer. Fbeling's understanding of the

text, in his few remarks on the meaning of the text of the

New Testament, is fairly straightforward, lie thinks that

the evangelists* chronological and geographical framework

is their own, but he also thinks that generally speaking

Jesus's conversations and sayings have been accurately

reported. He accepts that Jesus was baptised by John the

Baptist and that he expected a catastrophic end to history.^
Fuchs * s exegesis, like his literary style, is really rather

extravagant. Fuchs believes that translation and interpretation

should try to create the same space that the text sought to

create when the Spirit originally spoke in it,*00 An

example of this is the way Fuchs has dealt with Jn, 1.1,

After a complex process which has been summed up by James
101

Robinson, Fuchs finishes with: Min the beginning was the

Yes, and the Yes was love, and love was the Yes," This

kind of exegesis is so extreme that Kasemann has objected

99. The Nature of Faith. p.52f.

100, F.Fuchs, 'Translation and Proclamation' in Studies of the
Historical Jesus, p.194

101, J.H.Robinson, 'hernwneutic since Earth* in The hew

iiermeneutlc . p.&Of, , referring to k.Fuchs , Heraieneutik.

irganxungbeft to the 3**d edition, PP.9-13.
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102
to it as a rap© of the text* Yet this rape does not seen

to b© a necessary consequence of the pre—understanding which

Fuchs shares with Ebeling* There seems to be a radical

inconsistency, for what reason I do not know, between Kucha * a

pre-underslanding and his exegesis. Such a pre-underetending

ought to lead to a moderate interpretation of the text, as is

the case with Gerhard EboJing, The principal failing of

this pre-understending is that it fails to plot the relation

between language and history because history has simply been

absorbed into Unguisticality.

Ott

Heinrich Ott htis seen the need to overcome the duality

of history which is to be found in hpltmaiui, but whereas

Lbeling tried to bring illstorle and Geschlchte closer

together Ott has tried to exclude illstorle entirely* Ott

certainly recognizes the importance of understanding the

reality of history correctly because of the influence this

will have on the theologian's exegesis of biblical texts,

particularly those which deal with the person of Jesus*

he points to the Inadequacy of bultuann's concept where part

of history consists of "certain facts of past history [which]
can be objectively established" and whore part consists of

"the genuine knowledge of history" which can b© gained only
103

through "participation", "dialogue" and "encounter"*

102, JL.Kasemann, 'Euro Thetaa der urchristlichen Apokalyptlk' ,

2ThK, LXX, 19b2, p*259 «»2

103* H«0tt, 'The historical Jests and the Ontology of History'
in The Historical Jesus and the i.oryt.Riatic Christ, ed,

by 0.E.Braaten and H*A.harrisville, p«1^5
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Within this dichotomy Ott seeks to discover what is the

reality of history, for he finds it absurd that it is

possible to explore the facts of past history and yet ntiss

the real importance of history if the past is not engaged

in dialogue* How can past events be historical and yet

lack intrinsic importance for the historian? "How does it

happen that one part of historical reality eludes objective
104

observation and the other not?" Of the two dimensions

of history, Ott says that objectively verifiable phenomena

do not concern him. If they did concern him they would

make sorue demand on him, he would no longer view them as

a neutral observer but as an active participant, and so

they would no longer be objective,

Ott proposes to reduce this dichotomy,

by proving first that the objective mod© of knowledge is

entirely inappropriate to historical reality because

there are no such tilings as objectively verifiable facts

and, secondly, that all true knowledge of history is
105

finally knowledge by encounter and confrontation, "

He attacks the positivist view of history - the view that

history is made up of facts and that these facts are in

principle determinable - because of its view of time.

Scientific history sees its subject as the "self-enclosed,

dynamic continuum of events which can be fixed as points

of time," Positivist history presupposes that there are

facts, that a fact is an event which can be pinpointed in

time, and that the historian can state that "a certain event A

104, Ibid, , p. 146

105. ibid. , p. 148

106, Ibid.. P. 154
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occurred at point fi in time," This necessitates an "intellectuaJ

transcending of time in the direction of timeleasness". In

other words« the historian has to move vertically above time

so that he can look down on the continuous line of history

and fix points of time along that line* In fixing any event

at a point in time the historian is neglecting the trans-

historical significance of that event* Ott argues, and

rightly, that any historical event contains a background

of significance and meaning, a background of intentions,

motivations and connections with other events, But Ott

seems to have moved to the other extreme by supposing that

history deals only with significance and never with 'facts*,

because there are no facts (see note 103 above).

The antipositivietic concept of history which Ott

proposes insists that when we approach the past we do so

through evidence from the past, Ott is not saying that

there never was a past, that would be absurd. But h© does

say that we can only meet the past by means of evidence

which is itself an interpretation of the past. He agrees

with hartin hauler that we can never get oehind these

interpretations to bare facts because all we have are

interpretations. Whenever we meet a person or observe an

event our meeting or observation is always an interpretation.

We see the person or event in on© way and not in some other

possible way, W© have a *picture' of that person or event.

In this way the apostolic church had a picture of Christ,

Even the disciples themselves had a picture of Christ (the

Pharisees, of course, had a different sort of pictui'e), We

cannot get behind the Gospels to the real historical Christ
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because there is no such 'real* Christ, there are only

pictures, interpretations, of him:

there are no such things as historical facts at allj

rather, the very nature of historical reality is to be
107

an appearance, to be a picture*

Ott claims that it is not possible to have knowledge of

facts on the basis of historical sources, and he quotes

Nietzsche approvingly:

To positivism which simply looks at phenomena and says,

♦Only facts exist*, my repiy is: *No, not facts at all,
10B

but only interpretations exist**

Ott adds that "historical reality, perhaps all reality, is

disclosed as an endless field, an endlessly surging and

109
rolling sea of interpretations *" The consequence of

this is that it is significance, it is interpretation,

that constitutes historical reality*

Ott finally asks how w© are to know which are the

correct interpretations of reality if reality always shows

itself in pictures? How, for example, do we choose between

the disciples* and the Pharisees* picture of Jesus? If we

no longer have access to specifiable facts to act as a

legitimation of a particular interpretation then w© are

left with a blind choice between alternative pictures*

All historiography is relative* Ott admits all this, but

adds that reality is not relative because it is the way

God sees it, from the end of timo as it were, sub specie

107. Ibid.. p.150

108, Ibid.. p.152

109# Ibid.. p*166
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aeternttatls* * liow then do we know that the Christian

picture of reality i® God1® picture? toe do so by faith*

Faith assure® us that we share in sonic partial sense God's

picture, the authentic picture, of reality* But faith here

must mean blind trust, because no criteria have been

introduced by Gtt for verifying or falsifying pictures of

historical reality*

tohat would be the consequences for exegesis of such

a concept of 'history'? The facticity of the historical

Jesus would be of no consequence because such facticity must

remain unknown* toe can only accept the various interpretations

of him which we find in the hew Testament* Because there

are no criteria for judging the reliability of those

interpretation® (other than self-consistency) we can only

accept them as they stand* Ott's pro-understanding would

seem to lead to a biblical positivism. Ott has in fact

attempted the very unhistorical practice of trying

to weld the four Gospels into a single picture of Jesus*

But such a picture could only be a picture for existential

encounter without any reference to past events* It should

also be said that this theology is in the Darthian tradition

that speaks of the primacy of the toord of God which calls

for faith, where there is no basis for verifying the

authenticity of the call for faith.

toe must now ask whether this account does justice

to Ott* The reason for examining Ott is that he represents

110* Ibid** p*167
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on© possible though extreme understanding of history which

can be used for New Testament exegesis, hy reason for

suggesting that this may not be a fair interpretation

(despite ail the quotations) is because utt introduces a

number of qualifications on the last two pages of his article

which, if taken seriously, contradict much of what has gone

before. For example, he pleads that in order not to be

misunderstood the readex' should not think that the historical

quest for what really happened should be wholly excluded.

What really happened must include Mth© deeds actually done

and the words actually spoken" as well as "hidden backgrounds,

motives and spiritual forces", Ott goes oni

When we say "there are no such things as facts" we only
mean that "there are no naked facts" not that it can

never be established what has and what has not occurred,
or that it can never be decided which accounts are to

111
be trusted and which are not.

But these remarks run counter to what he has been saying

in the earlier part of the article, as well as what he has
112

written in a latex- work, Despite the difficulty of

understanding Ott, it would not be unfair to presume that

he has completely collapsed the pastness of history into
11*1

the present, J

111, Ibid.. p,1?0

112, See Theology and Preaching, pp,37-9

113, There is not sufficient space to expose in full Ott*s
confused language but two examples can be mentioned.
On p,170 the expression 'what really happened* is

given two meaningsi a) what happened objectively in
the past, and b) the objective event with its full

background of significance. It can be observed that

Ott begins on that page with meaning a), then he
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114
Fannenberg

Wolfhart Pannenberg is the only theologian who

has attempted to work out a conceptual framework for dealing

with the hermeneutical problem, and who at the same time has

tried to produce a radical alternative to Dultmann.

Pannenberg has not reacted only against a duality within

the meaning of 'history', but against the whole Theology
115

of the Word of Cod as it has been inherited from Karl Barth.

Whether the "Word of God* is identified with the Bible

as in nineteenth century theology, or with the kerygma as

in Bultaann, or with Jesus Christ as the originator of the

kerygma and the Bible as in Barth, each represents a claim

to authority which is supposed to be self-authenticating,

Each represents a call to obedience. It is precisely this

call to obedience which Pannenberg is not prepared to

accept, and he thinks that before the text of the New

Testament oan be demythologized it must first be depositivized

so that it may be made approachable for present day man with

shifts to meaning toj, and finally returns to meaning

a) without indicating that he has shifted hie meaning*
In my second example X should like to compare two

quotations: p. 150 "«,.there are no such things as

historical facts at all..."| p.161 "...facts are a

secondary abstraction,"

11h* For a more complete account of Pannenberg's theology
see my article 'Wolfhart Pannenberg and the Hexmueutical

Problem* in the Irish ideological quarterly, April
1972, pp.107-129,

115, W.Pannenberg, *Hesponse to the Discussion' in Theology
as History. New Frontiers in Theology Vol III, ed. by

J.M.Hobinaon and J.B.Cobb, p.227,
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his post-Enlightenment sensibility*

The question concerning the revelation of God, as it has

been reformulated on the basis of the Enlightenment, is
not seeking for some authoritarian court of appeal which

suppresses critical questioning and individual judgment,
but for a manifestation of divine reality which meets

the test of man's mature understanding as such,

he writes elsewhere* "What is needed are the reasons for

117
the decision of faith," it is these reasons which

Pannenberg has tried to provide in dealing with hermeneutics

and, as we might expect, •Word of God' is a concept he

prefers to avoid,

Pannenberg has been much influenced by Gadamer's

philosophical analysis of hermeneutics ana has listed three

ways in which Gadamer has made an advance on iiultmann*

(1) While Gadatuer accepts that a reader approaches a

text with a prior interest in what the text says, he denies

that the reader shares a common sell-understanding with the

text, interpretation must first accept the historical

strangeness of the text and must even emphasize the distance

between the horisson of understanding present in the text

and the horizon of understancing which the reader brings

to the text*

(2) Understanding is characterized as a merging of what

are at first alien horizons into a comprehensive horizon

of understending,

(3) The us© of 'horizon' has overcome the difficulty of

lib, ibid,, p.229

117. Ibid., p.270
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bringing one's self-understanding to the text as a preconception

because it recognizes the partial nature of understanding and

demands that it is broadened in the creative act of meeting
118

the horizon of the text*

Gadamer has used the image of conversation to show how the

two horizons encounter each other. The text and interpreter

question each other until agreement is reached $ the text is

an answer to a question which remains hidden* but the text

acts as a question which is designed to bring out the

interpreter's presuppositions* Pannenbexg, however, sees

this only as a stylistic device for showing that we must

respond to the text* The model of 'conversation' is

rejected as a bud metaphor because the text does not in

fact pose questions but only stands as u statement, in the

light of which the reader can question himself* The

interpretation of the text only becomes a language-event

(dpracligeschehen) when the interpreter finds a form of

language which unites hicu with the text* The content of

the text must be formulated as an assertion (Aussage) in

language which unites the content of the past text with the

present reader* What is said in the text has an infinite

background of unspoken connections of meaning, and the

purpose of hermeneutics is to restore this unspoken context

of meaning - but in assertions, for underotaiiding is always

explicit linguistic understanding, An understanding which

cannot be made explicit is no understandings

Precisely by means of interpretation, to the extent that

118* 'Herneneutic ©rid Universal History' in Basic questions
in Theology* vol 1, p*1l8f*
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interpretation really intends to understand the author,
everything must be turned into assertion; everything
that was involved in the formulation of* the text -

nuancest or frames of reference, of which the author
119

himself was partly unaware - must be made explicit*

Consideration of these horizons of understanding

necessarily leads to the understanding of history; "the

heriuoueutically schooled consciousness will*~ include
120

historical consciousness . " Consideration of the pas tries s

of the text makes one aware of one's own historicity*

A text can only be understood against the background of

how that text has been understood from the time of its

composition to the present day, and against the background

of the history which led up to its composition* The

infinite unspoken background of meaning which surrounds

the text can only be the totality of history, arid this

must include the futurity of meaning which the text ha& not

yet appropriated* The full meaning of the text will be

available only if a projection of future history can be

made, not in the sense of restricting the novel possibilities

of history, but of making the end of history known

provisionally in anticipation of its occurrence* P&nnenberg

believes that Christianity can make, and does make, such an

historical projection*

Pamienberg has criticized the critical-historical

ibid,* p. 126f*

120* H-G,Gad&£ser, op.clt,, p,282, quoted in V.Pannonberg,
(fiermenoutic and Universal history', Basic questions
in Theology* vol 1, p«H6
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method on two counts* The first is for using the idea of

•analogy1 for determining whether a reported event is

authentic or whether it is the product of an imaginitive*

primitive consciousness* Pannenberg wants history to be

able to throw up completely original events which lie
121

outside the limitations of our present experience* lie

has further criticised critical-historical method for

supposing that it can arrive at bare objective facts

independently of the linguistic traditions in which they

have been passed on* Yet he has also maintained that to

preserve a history of meanings (Oescnichte) which is

independent of past events is simply to accept the threat

of critical history to discount all knowledge of the

historical Jesus* while attempting to preserve Jesus's

significance for the present* Pannenberg passes beyond

libeling*s acceptance of both Historic and Geschichte by

denying that any such distinction can be madet

Against this we must reinstate today the original unity
of facts and their meaning. Lvery event* if not

artificially taken out of context (out of its historical

environment* stretching into the past and the future)*
brings its own meaning for each particular inquirer*
brings it with its context* which of course is always
a context of tradition* Admittedly not every event
has equal clarity of meaning* This differs from case

to case* But, in principle* every event has its original

meaning within the context of occurrence and tradition

121* V *Pannenberg* 'Redemptive bvent and History* in ibid..

PP*^3*"7* Pannenberg attacks Troeltsch for postulating
"a fundamental homogeneity of all reality within the
current range of experience and research," (p*45)
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in which it took place and through which it is connected
122

with the present and its historical interest*

Pamienberg uses bnlversal&oschichte for 'history1, a word

he has coined as a specific alternative to historic and

Geachlchte, He has also used it in contrast to Berth's

lirgeschichte (though Garth himself now disapproves of hi®

earlier use of this word). He has used linlversalKeachichte

as an alternative to Cullm&nn's distinction between and

123
separation of, Heils* eschlehte and *»eltgeschlchte, The

concept also includes future as well as past history,

Pannenberg's main concern is to present history as a unity

which, when taken with its full historical context of meaning,

will have a clarity which is available for all who care to

look. In other words there are no facts or meanings which

are hidden from the historian and open only to the eyes of

faith, Pannenberg writes (very provocatively)*

When these [events] are taken seriously for what they
are, and in the historical context to which they belong,

12k
then they speak their own language, the language of facts.

We meet historical occurrences in so far as reports

and interpretations of them are transmitted to us through

history. History is the hermeneutical bridge between the

past and the present, but only to the extent that history

122, 'Focal Fssay: The Kevelation of God in Josus of fcaasareth'
in Theology as History, ed, by J,M,Kobinson and

J,B,Cobb, p,127

123, 'Response to the Discussion* in ibid,, p«247f« bee
also 'keltgeschichte und Hellsgeschichte' in Probleiae
Biblische Theologie, Gerhard von Had zuni 70 Geburtstag,

ed, by H,W,Wolff, pp»3J1*9~366,

12k, Revelation as History, p,137
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provides a continuity of consciousness between past and

present* History as the unity of event and meaning is

* the history of the transmission of traditions*

(Cberlieferungsgeschichte)* To investigate the life of

Jesus we must investigate the traditions which mediate

Jesus to us through history, which traditions are in

scripture and lie behind scripture* The history of

dogn>atic theology is the history of the interpretation of

these traditions* There is a continuity of understending

which lies between the life of Jesus and ourselves!

The relationship just noted between historical experience
and language makes it comprehensible that history takes

place as history of the transmission of traditions * In
the individual ©vent something of general import is

experienced, something relevant for other Individuals*
Therefor© it is passed on in tradition and is received

by others* But because these others experience the

general differently in new events, tradition is

continually modified, ©von when, as is usually the case

in archaic cultures, these alternations are repressed
from consciousness* It is a consequence of the language
character of historical experience that human history

always accomplishes itself as history of the transmission
of traditions, in dialogue with the heritage of a past
which is adopted as one's own or else rejected, and in

anticipation of a future which is more than the future
125

of the individual concerned.

This view of history is certainly 'traditional* in the sense

that it always looks to the past and the traditions which

mediate the past, but it does not follow that every form

of understanding in these traditions must be accepted

125* 'Response to the Liscussion' in Theology as history*

ed* by J.Robinson and J.B.Cobb, p,23b
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uncritically. Present interpretation must always criticize

previous forms of understanding so that our understanding

of those traditions will become clearer, deeper and more

precise. It may be that some earlier forms of understanding

are so inadequate or (Mistaken that they must simply be

rejected. The aim of the history of the transmission of

traditions is to uncover the relation between the original

tradition and the individuals who held them and formed them

and, further, to discover why these traditions have been

understood and developed as they have. Why has Christianity,

for example, held to some traditions and rejected other

possible traditions?

Pannenberg originally abandoned the Theology of the

Word of God because his faith required reasons. He says

that these reasons can be found in the resurrection of

Jesus as a past reality, the significance of which is

contained in the traditions which mediate that event to

present inquiry, Pannenberg, unlike ail those theologians

we have examined so far in this chapter, with the exception

of &beling, thinks it reasonable to ask whether the

resurrection of Jesus actually happened, and what it was

that happened, if anything. He wants to authenticate (or,

if it is necessary, reject) early Christian traditions about

Jesus by relating them to the events of Jesus*s life, so

far as this is possible, Pannenberg denies that * resurrection*

is something which could not happen, or which, if it did

happen, could not be examined by the secular historiant

Whether or not Jesus was raised from the dead is a

historical question in so far as it is an inquiry into
what did or did not happen at a certain time. Such
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questions could only be answered by historical arguments
unless we had present experiences of the resurrected
Jesus from which we could conclude that he did not

126
remain dead. But obviously we have no such experiences.

As a matter of fact Punnenberg thinks that a serious

consideration of the separate ana independent traditions

of the empty tomb and the post-resurrection appearances

127
make it very probable that Jesus was raised from the dead, *

l-anneiiborg is eager to point out that * resurrection* is a

metaphor for an event which cannot be known directly by

observation. He points to l'aul*s metaphorical use of the

language of waking from sleep to characterize resurrectiont

We can speak of what is totally different and

extraordinary by drawing something apparently similar*
even though perhaps only remotely similar* out of the

sphere of what is known to us* so that we can at least
characterize metaphorically what is otherwise unknown
and remains mysterious.

The objection that faith cannot bo grounded on the

probability of historical knowledge ie dealt with by pointing

out on the one hand that the resurrection of Jesus is very

probable and not just a weak possibility* and on the other

hand Pannenberg accepts that if a future generation is no

longer able to accept that the resurrection of Jesus has

happened then history would no longer be the ground of faith -

and the implication is that faith would no longer nave a

126, 'The Hevelation of God in Jesus of Huxareth* in Theology

as History, ed• by J*M,Eobinson and J,B,Cobb* p,128

127, Jesus, God and Han, pp,88-106

128, 'Hesponse to the Discussion' in Theology as History, p,26k
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ground* Yet despite this the resurrection of Jesus demands

a total response because his resurrection represents

proleptically the final general resurrection.

This special eschatological character of the history of
Jesus demands and undergirds unrestricted trust! because
in Jesus it is a question of the whole, here total
trust is required, despite the relative uncertainty of

129
our historical knowledge of Jesus*

Faith, then, is the only appropriate response to the knowledge

that Jesus has been raised from the dead - there is no

disjunction between faith and knowledge*

Pannenborg has claimed that his concept of universal

history as the history of the transmission of traditions

guides one through the basic difficulties presented by the

hormcncuticai problem, and the same could be said for the

problem of the nature of revelation. Revelation is universal

history, th© history of the transmission of traditions! this

is where God reveal® himself* Certainly Pannenberg

has removed any positivistlc claim to authority in his

concept of 'revelation** Th© perception that we come to

a knowledge of God from our experience of the course of

history comes from von had*

in principle Israel's faith Is grounded In a theology
of history* It regaros itself as baaed upon historical

acts, and as shaped and re-shaped by factors in which
it ©aw th© hand of Jahweh at work»'^

Von Rad's interest has been to relate Israel's interpretation,

and subsequent re-interpretation, of her history to the

129* Ibid.. p.273

130* G, von Had, Old Testament Theology* vol 1, p*106
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actual course of history as disclosed by critical historical

method* Von Had has always refused to separate these two

dimensions of history* and it is this which gives a unity

to Israel's history and the historical consciousness

which emerges from it in the Old Testament* Pannenberg

maintains that God has not shown himself in his full

reality, but that his presence is mediated through history!

The self-revelation of God in the biblical witnesses

is not of a direct type in the sense of a theophany,
but is indirect and is brought about by means of the

1 *51
historical acts of God*

In addition this revelation is not private, it has a

universal character, it is open to anyone who cares to
132

investigate it* .and yet It is because iannenberg

realizes that the ancient Israelite traditions can no

longer communicate directly with us as revelatory mediations

that he concentrates on the history, and particularly the

resurrection, of Jesus for confirmation that God is at

work in history*

Pannenberg insists that Jesus's resurrection must be

understood in the first Instance within its original

historical context, which was the eschatologlcal expectations

of first century Jews and the eschatological message of

Jesus* That Jesus should have been raised from the dead

at that time is a ratification of the life and preaching

of Jesus of Nazareth, and a confirmation, though an

unexpected one, of contemporary eschatologioal expectations.

131* "» *i'nnnonborg, Hcvelation as history* p, 125

132. Ibid*, p.135
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It is also an anticipation of* the final resurrection of the

dead and, as such, it is a confirmation that there will be

a final resurrection, Pannenberg writes:

It is true that the unaurpassibllity of the history of
Jesus as the revelation of bod was not yet decided by
his earthly ministry, but by the event his disciples

proclaimed as the resurrection. The earthly ministry
of Jesus was burdened with an ambiguity which was

dispelled for the first time by his death and resurrection

The raising up of Jesus implies a confirmation by God
himself of his pre-Laster appearance and that the

pre-Easter Jesus remained dependent on his confirmation,
so that no position in regard to the pre-Easter Jesus

and hi® message can bo justified without regard to the
1 34

cross and resurrection.

The primitive Church, and possibly Jesus himself, took this

raising up to be the inauguration of the general resurrection

but when this general resurrection did not happen escha-

tologicni consciousness fell increasingly into the background

but Joeus's resurrection can only be properly understood

If it is seen as the prolepsls of the general resurrection,

qualitatively undifferentiated from the final resurrection.

It is the anticipation of the end of history when God will

reveal himself as he really is:

The universal revelation of the Deity of God is not yet
realized in the history of Israel, but first in the fate
of Jesus of Nazareth, in so far as the end of all events

is anticipated in his fate.'"*"'

133. 'On Historical and Theological Heriaeneutic * in Basic

question* in Theology, vol 1, p,179

134. Revelation us History, p. 193

'35. Ibid., p.139
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It is because the end of history has happened proleptically

that Pannenberg can speak of *universal history* in a way

which does not restrict the scope of the future content of

world history. And because he has obviated any authoritative

claim from the Word of God or scripture, he can speak of

the essential nature of scripture as "foretelling,

forthtel.ling and report" which means that one can speak of

scripture as *revelation* only in a derivative sense, *****

By seeing how Pannenberg puts these various concepts

to work we can sec the kind of understanding he has of theia.

One way of testing their suitability is to imagine what kind

of exegesis would result from them, and whether such exegesis

would have the deficiencies that 1 think we find in the

different types of exegesis we have looked at earlier in

this chapter, I cannot see any major aspect of New Testament

theology which could not be reconciled with Pannenberg*s

pro-understanding, Whether Pannenberg*s pro-understanding

is really adequate for the task of exegesis only the future

oourse of theology will show. At any rate there are serious

reasons for supposing that he has provided an advance on

other extant forms of pre-understanding. Anyone who cannot

accept this pre-understanding must be able to criticise

Panncnberg'# understanding of those concepts on philosophical

and theological grounds, and he must be able to crlticisse

Pannenberg's (fragmentary) exegesis on exegetical grounds.

It is not my purpose, however, to discuss Pannenberg*s

theology here in great detail, I want only to provide a

136, Ibid., p,152
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matrix, a ground plan, for the possibilities in modern

dogmatic theology of understanding the concepts which make

up pre-understanding for hew Testament interpretation,

Whether we shall find any close agreement between any of

these German theologians and T,W.Hanson and R.H.Iightfoot

remains to be seen in the second part of this work.

At least as we disclose the pre-understending which is at

work in Hanson and Lightfoot we shall be able to situate

them in a broader context and that in itself will take us

part way in assessing the legitimacy of their pro-under¬

standing.



CHAPTER THREE
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C H A F T t, H T H K h E

KNOWLEDGE AND INTEREST

Cognitive Interesta

There is one further dimension of

pre-uniierst&iiding of which wo muat take account , and this -

as we shall see in the following chapter - has a very close

bearing on the work of T#W#hanson. We must now discuss the

relationship between knowledge arid interest* Jurgen uabern.as,

Professor of Philosophy and Sociology at the Lniversity of

Frankfurt~am»Main, and a member of the Frankfurt circle of

Marxist critics* has plotted in his book Knowledge and

human interests the disintegration of classical episteiuology

under the attack of nineteenth century Positivism#

Habermas's basic argument is that classical eplstemology

reached its zenith with Kant and held the knowing human

person at the centre of its analysis# Xt did not seek

to manipulate the process of kuowied&e, but allowed the

human subject to know whatever there was to be known# Xt

analysed the conditions under which knowledge was acquired*

and reflected on the relationship between the knowing

subject and known objects# Positivism, by contrast,

originating with Auguste Comte, saw the knowledge gained

by the natural sciences as the only legitimate form of

knowledge, and epistemology became reduced to the philosophy

of science# Haberaae sees the reign of positivism as the

abandonment of reflection,' which in effect is also the

1# This is precisely the word used by Paul Kicoeur, see p#38
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abandonment of philosophy, Habermas hopes to encourage

the phoenix of classical epistemology to rise from the

ashes of positivism (though not necessarily in its kantian

form) by reflecting on the processes in which knowledge is

acquired, iiabermas's chief contention is that there is no

such thing as pure, objective, 'scientific* knowledge)

knowledge is gained only where there is some prior practical
2

interest. Let us now examine tiabermaa's critique in a

little more detail.

2, toe also W,Polanyi, Personal Knowledge, pp«.13A-9 where,
in a different context from that of Habernias, i'olanyi
discusses how scientific knowledge is controlled by
"intellectual passion". The acquisition of scientific

knowledge is guided by a "vision" and this vision
leads a scientist to us© data in a highly individual
and sometimes arbitrary manner)

scientific knowledge reveals now knowledge, but
the new vision which accompanies it is not knowledge.
It is less than knowledge, for it is a guess, but
it is more than knowledge, for it is a foreknowledge
of things yet unknown and at present perhaps
inconceivable. Our vision of the general nature
of things is our guide for the interpretation
of all future experience, bucb guidance is
indispensible. Theories of the scientific method
which try to explain the establishment of scientific
truth by any purely objective formal procedure
are doomed to failure. Any process of enquiry
unguided by intellectual passions would inevitably
spread out into a desert of trivialities, (p,135)

bee also JPolanyi's article • knowing, and being * in
Know inn and being, pp,123-»137*
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how is reliable knowledge possible'/ This, writes

habermas, is the single decisive question for philosophical
3

discussion in the modern period# At the beginning of

the nineteenth century the critique of knowledge was still

associated with practical Judgment and reflective reason,

and it had not at that stage been reduced to a set of

methodological principles# But since Kant, Hahennas

suggests, "science has no longer boon seriously comprehended
L

by philosophy"# During the last century and a half the

natural sciences have been supposed to be the exclusive

possessors of reliable knowledge# The critique of knowledge

has resigned itself to the function of the philosophy of

science, which in turn has restricted itself to "the

pseudo-normative regulation of established research#

Science is no longer seen as one form of possible knowledge,

but is simply equated with knowledge as such. The philosophy

of science renounces any inquiry into the knowing subject

and reduces epistemolegy to the methodological procedure

under which we can have knowledge of objects# The general

aim Is to produce pur© objective knowledge and as such it

ignores, in 2%antian terms, "the synthetic achievements

of the knowing subject#On Kant's critique of the

subject's role in the process of acquiring knowledge,

Habermas writest

Positivism loses sight of this dimension, because it

3# J #iiaberiu&8, Knowledge and Human Interests. p#3

Ibid#. p#4

5. Ibid#

6. Ibid., p,68
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conceives of the fact of modern science not so much as

eliminating the question of the meaning of knowledge in

general but as prejudging its answer* Positivism

certainly still expresses a philosophical position with

regard to science for the scientist self-understanding
7

of the sciences' that it articulates does not co-incide

with science itself* But by staking a dogma of the
sciences* belief in themselves * positivism assumes the

prohibitive function of protecting scientific inquiry
8

from epistemolo&ical self-reflectIon.

The beginnings of self-reflection within the sciences*

however* which could transcend the restrictions of positivism*

are to be seen in Charles Sander® Pierce and Wilhelm bilthey.

Yet neither finally freed himself from the objectivism

imposed by positivism* bilthey is the more interesting

from our point of view because his attempt at self-reflection

took place within the historiological sciences* whereas

Pierce was mainly concerned with the natural sciences*

ft!1 they was aware of the psychic basis behind any written

text and he sought to understand the psyche of the author*

an understanding which he regarded as a personal art that

required skill and intuition* He was also aware of the

social nature of understanding! "The experience of community

is the presupposition of urideratending*Yet embedded in

this experience of community is a whole range of practical

7* This odd language is the translator's own* X do not have

the original German available* but 1 assume that

"scientistic self-understanding of the sciences" would

have been better*

8, Jdiabermas, op* cit*. p.b7

9* V .biithey * Gesnmmci tc :-chrlf ten. 7*141, quoted in Jiaberaas
op* clt* * p.159
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interests* difficulties and problems. It is in the context

of these colostoma1 interests that understanding is pursued!

Luderslauding first arises in the interests of practical

life. Here people are dependent on Intercourse with
one another* They must make themselves understandable

10
to one another* One must know what the other wants*

The cognitive interest which lies behind the herraeneutic

sciences as a whole is that of preserving communication

within society and thereby preserving the structure of that

society from violent disintegration* * 1
Life and the experience of life are the continually

fresh-flowing sources of the unoerstanding of the
social-historical world,,»j only in their reaction in life
and society do the cultural society attain their highest

significancev and this significance is in constant

increase*

And yet while Dilthey recognized that whoever practises

one of the cultural sciences, whether he be an historian*

a philosopher* a theologian, or whatever, he will want to

affect society in some way* Li1they finally wanted to

free hermeneutic understanding from such cognitive interests.

Dilthey wanted to shift heracneutic knowledge into the

contemplative dimension where it would adopt a role of

pure description. At the last Dilthey adopted the scientific

model of objective knowledge as the model for the historio-

logical sciences* Habermas comments:

Like Pierce, Dilthey remains In the last analysis so

ihld,« 7*207» quoted in Habersuas, op* cit,« p,177

11, J .llaberraas * or, cit. . p*176

12* k.Lilthey, op* cit*. 7*178, quoted in habermas, op*

cit., p.177
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much subject to the force of positivism that he leaves
off the self-reflection of the cultural sciences Just

at the point where the practical cognitive interest
is comprehended as the foundation of possible hermeneutic

13
knowledge and not as its corruption, *

Habermas himself uses 'interest* as a quasi-technical

expression and he defines it in terms of life experience in

society, an experience which provokes a search for that

knowledge which would satisfy the interest,

I term interests the basic orientations rooted in

specific fundamental conditions of the possible

reproduction and self-constitution of the human

species, namely work and interaction.

Knowledge-constitutive interests can be defined exclusively
as a function of the objectively constituted problems of

the preservation of life that have been solved by the
Ik

cultural form of existence as such.

Interest in general is the pleasure that we connect with
the idea of the existence of an object or of an action,,,,

hither the interest presupposes a need or it produces

one.15
Habertnas's task is to uncover the cognitive interests which

lie behind the methodologies of the various sciences and

he thinks that there are three categories of processes of

inquiry where it is possible to demonstrate the relationship

between "logical-methodological rules and knowledge-
4 /

constitutive interests," These three categories are

13, J.Habermas, op, clt.. p,179

Ik, Ibid.. p.196

*5. Ibid., p.198

16, Ibid.. p,308
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the 'empirical-analytic sciences' (Maturwissenschuften),

the 'historicai-hermeneutic sciences' (beisteswissenachaften)*

and the 'sciences of social action' (social sciences}*

Habertuaa says that the empirical-analytic sciences

restrict in two ways and in a prior fashion the knowledge

which they present* These sciences prejudge the meaning

of possible scientific statements by establishing rules

for the construction of scientific theories and rules for

their critical testing* Scientific theories are made up

of "hypothetico-deductive connections between propositions*

which permit the deduction of lawlike hypotheses with
17

empirical content," These theories make predictions

possible* but the meaning of these predictions is established

only by the rules according to which we apply these theories

to reality* And the purpose of these predictions is the

technical exploitability of reality* Theories are tested

in controlled experimentation* but statements derived from

such experiments do not represent facts as such but express

the success or failure of theae experiments* «e may like

to think that we apprehend facts descriptively* but in

fact "the empirical sciences are first constituted through

an a priori organization of our experience in the behavioral
18

system of instrumental action*" The cognitive interest

which Habertaaa recognizes behind this personalized

appropriation of knowledge is that of the technical

control and exploltability of reality*

17*

IS,

Ibid.

ibid * , p»3v)9
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The his torical-nertaeneutic sciences operate in a

different methodological framework* whereas the empirical-

analytic sciences work within a framework of lawlike

hypotheses confirmed by observation, these other sciences

use the interpretation of texts to provide the understanding

of meaning. The rules of hermeneutics determine the

possible meaning of the validity of statements of the

cultural sciences. Just as the natural sciences acquire

knowledge only as it is mediated by the scientist's own

control of feed-back monitoring, so the interpreter's

pre-understanding controls hermoneutic knowledge, Pre-

undcrstanding, then, in the hermeneutic sciences should

not be seen as a corruption of knowledge but as a necessary

precondition for knowledge, Habermas sees hermeneutic

pre-understandirig grounued in the interpreter's social

situation. Traditional meaning only reveals itself to

the extent that the interpreter has his own personal and

social world clarified. The interpreter establishes

communication between the traditional moaning embodied

in the text and his own social world.

If, however, methodological rules unite interpx*etation
and application in this way, then this suggests that
hermeneutic inquiry discloses reality subject to a

constitutive interest in the preservation and expansion
of the intersubjectivity of possible action-orienting
mutual understanding. The understanding of meaning
is directed in its very structure toward the attainment

of possible consensus among actors in the framework of
a self—understending derived from tradition. This we

shall call the practical cognitive interest, in contrast
19

to the technical.

*9. Ibid,, p,3lO
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finally habermus considers the systematic sciences

of social action (among which he includes philosophy and

psychology)# He see® here an emancipatory cognitive

interest at work which, through a process of self-reflection.

seeks to free the subject from "dependence on hypostatized

- 20
powers"#

toy purpose in introducing this very generalized

discussion of cognitive interest is to bring out the fuct

that knowledge derives from Interest and that a particular

type of interest will lead to a corresponding form of

knowledge. The clarification of tills is preparatory to

an analysis of the role of Interest In T#W,Hanson and

U#H#Lightfoot, for I perceive a single dominating practical

interest which has acted as a controlling factor in the

shaping of Hanson's prc-underatending and large parts of

his exegesis# In a slightly difforent way this is true of

i<#H.Lightfoot too# In order to bridge the gap between

Habermas's generalized analysis of interest and my analysis

of Hanson's very particular interest 1 want to introduce

a brief description of three examples of Old Testament

exegesis by three non-theologians# here we will see that

the introduction of unusual and unexpected interests leads

to some very unexpected, but perfectly legitimate and

revealing, exegesis# The three non-theological interests

are respectively those of literary criticism, Marxist

philosophy and structural anthropology#
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Auerbach on Abraham

i^rich Auerbach was Professor of Romance

languages at Yale University until his death in 1937* in

the first chapter of his great work on the history of

western literature he contrasted two forms of epic poetry

which lie at the foundation of western literature, the
21

Hellenic and the Jewish, He compared the nineteenth book

22
of the Odyssey with the biblical account of Abraham and

23
the sacrifice of Isaac, The nineteenth book of the

Odyssey tells how Odysseus at last returns to Penelope

but disguised as a stranger. The old housekeeper is commanded

to wash the stranger's feet, in great detail we are told

how the water was fetched, hot and cold water were mixed,

while the housekeeper, luryclea, lamented her master's

long absence, suddenly, while washing the stranger's feet,

Luryclea recognizes Odysseus'a scar and she drops his foot

into the basin in excitement, Odysseus grabs her by the

throat and warns her not to reveal his identity to Penelope,

In the middle of this very detailed and tense narrative, at

the point where Luryclea first notives the scar, Homer

introduces seventy lines recounting the origin of the scar,

which have the effect of relaxing the tension - what

24
Schiller called the "retarding element". This "retarding"

21, L.Auerbach, 'Odysseus' scar' in Mimesist The Representation
of Reality in toestorn Literature, pp»3-23

22, Homer, The Odyssey. Loeb Ldition, London, 1919» V°1 2» PP«
228-273.

23, Genesis 22,1-14

24, L.Auerbach, op, cit.. p.5
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passage tails how Odysseus received the scar in a hunting

accident while on a visit to his grandfather Autolycus.

We are told who Autolycus was, we are told about his house,

his kinship, his character and his behaviour after the

birth of his grandson. He then hear of Odysseus's arrival,

the greetings, the banquet, sleep and waking, the early

start for the hunt, the tracking of the animal, the struggle,

Odysseus's being wounded by the boar's tusk, his recovery

and his return to Ithaca, All Is narrated in great detail,

Auerbach sees this narrative as being typical of the

Homeric style, the chief characteristic of which is

externalization, Lvery detail lies on the surface; nothing

is obscure, nothing is hidden. Every private thought and

psychological motive is explained, Everything is in the

foreground, there is no background in Homer,

by contrast, the story of Abraham and Isaac externalizes

very little. Details of location, chronology, motivation

and personal character are almost all hidden, A very great

amisount of possible uarratable material lies behind the

surface, obscure, puzzling and mysterious. The narrative

beginst "And it caine to pass after these things, that God

did tempt Abraham, and said to him, Abraham} and he said,
2 K

Behold, here 1 am,"(Gen, 22,1), Auerbach continues!

Even this opening startles us when we come to it from

Homer, Where are the two speakers? We are not told.
The reader, however, knows that they are not normally
to be found together in one place on earth, that one

of them, God, in oixior to speak to Abraham, must come

from somewhere, must enter the earthly realm from some

25. Auerbach uses the King James translation.
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unknown heights or depths* Whence does he come, whence
does he call to Abraham? Ve are not told* He does not

come, like Zeus or Poseidon, from the Aethiopian®,
where he has been enjoying a sacrificial feast* Nor
are we told any of his reasons for tempting Abraham so

terribly#2**
Nor, Auerbach points out, are we told anything very much

about Abraham* Was he at Beersheba or elsewhere? indoors

or out of doors? We do not know what Abraham was doing

when God called him, nor what form the call took* Then

the story continues* They begin a three day Journey, but

the landscape is not described, nor are the servants and

retinue* In total obscurity God has commanded that a

sacrifice take place at a particular location though we

do not know where - we are told that Abraham went to

27
Jeruel in the land of Horiah, but where was that? Isaac

is described in the barest of terms: he is Abraham's son

and Abraham loves him* Yet this does not account for

Isaac's character, but only for the relationship he has

with his father* When everything remains in such obscurity

we see how terrible Abraham's temptation was, and nothing

has been introduced into the narrative to distract our

attention from the present crisis* When characters speak

in the Bible it is not to externalize thoughts as in Hooter,

but only to hint at thoughts which remain unexpressed*

The chief characteristics of the two styles are described

as follows:

It would be difficult, then, to imagine styles more

26# ii#Auerbach, op* cit«* p»8

27* We later discover (2 Chron* 3*1) that it is the site
of the Temple at Jerusalem*
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contrasted than those of these two equally ancient
and equally epic texts* On the one hand, externalized,
uniformly Illuminated phenomena, at a definite time
and in a definite place, connected together without
lacunae in a perpetual foreground} thoughts and feeling

completely expressed; events taking place in leisurely
fashion and with very little of suspense* On the

other hand, the externalization of only so much of
the phenomena as is necessary for the purpose of the

narrative, all else is left in obscurity; the decisive

points of the narrative alone are emphasized, what lies
between is nonexistent; time and place are undefined
and call for interpretation; thoughts and feelings
remain unexpressed, are only suggested by the silence
and the fragmentary speeches; the whole, permeated with
the most unrelieved suspense and directed toward a

single goal (and to that extent far more of a unity),
28

remains mysterious and "fraught with background".

That so much remains in the background in the Elohist

narrative adds depth, a third dimension, both to the story

and to the characters in it! "but even the human beings in

the Biblical stories have greater depths of time, fate and
2q

consciousness than do the human beings in homer*"

Human relations in the Bible are "entangled and stratified",

and the individuals develop whereas Homer*s characters are

static* The consequence of homer's work being Unguistically

highly developed but psychologically simple is that! "Homer

can be analyzed, as we have essayed to do here, but he
30

cannot be interpreted," By contrast the Bible demands

28. E.Auerbach, op, cit.* p,11f.

29. ibid.. p«12

3°* Ibid*, p. 13
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interpretation:

Let no one object that this goes too far [Auerbach's
assertion that the Bible declares * truth* and demands

obedience], that not the stories, but the religious
doctrine, raises the claim to absolute authority;
because the stories are not, like Homer*s, simply
narrated "reality", Doctrine and promise are incarnate
in them and inseparable from them; for that very reason

they are fraught with "background" and mysterious,

containing a second, concealed meaning. In the story

of Isaac, it is not only God's intervention at the

beginning and end, but even the factual and psychological
elements which come between, that are mysterious,

merely touched upon, fraught with background; and
therefor® they require subtle investigation and inter¬

pretation, they demand them. Since so much in the

story is dark and incomplete, and since the reader
knovs that God Is a hidden God, his effort to interpret

31
it constantly finds something new to feed upon,

While Homer seeks merely to make us forget our reality for

a few hours, the Bible seeks to overcome reality, and it is

in this purpose that its claim to autnority lies. It is

because of the Bible's relation to reality that it is so

much more closely bound up with history than Homer, and it

has a claim to historical value even where the content Is

obviously legendary. This is why Auerbach believes that

characters like Abraham, Jacob and Moses produce "a more

concrete, direct and historical impression than the figures
32

of the Homeric world,"

Auerbach doe® not interpret the Abraham story In any

31. Ibid., p.15

32. Ibid., p.20
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ordinary sens© of the word, but by means of a judicious

comparison with Homeric poetry he succeeds in bringing out

a number of the characteristics and subtleties of the

biblical narrative which are often taken for granted, or

simply not noticed.

Gardavaky on Jacob

A very striking interpretation of the

story of Jacob has been suggested by Vitoslav Gardavsky

who is a Marxist artd an atheist and was formerly Professor
33

of Philosophy at the Drno Military Academy."'"' Gardavsky

points out that book of Genesis does not contain a cosmogonic

theory and that the causal element plays only a secondary

role in the Old Testament. Like Auerbach, he too compares

the Old Testament with classical Greek literature and

33* V.Gardavsky, 'Jacob' in God is Got Yet Dead, pp.21-33*
The Czech edition duh xieni zcela mrtev first appeared

irt 1967 a year before Professor Gardavsky, as the

biographical note in the cnglish edition so tactfully

puts it, "retired from his post as Professor of

Philosophy at the xirno Military Academy." In reality

Garduvsky was one of the first academics to lone his

Job when the Lubcek regime in Czechoslovakia fell in
the autumn of 1968. The last 1 heard was that

Professor Gardavaky, who is not an old man, was

employed emptying dustbins in Prague.
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emphasizes that the Jews did not write an Orestes» a Medea

or an plectra, and that they could not have done so* Greek

mythology was not interested In history, it is full only of

cosmic energyi

in the field of man, of personal identity, 'fate* or

taoira is the ruling elements man's achievements are

subject to fate, and he can only act in the same sort
of way as Odysseus, wandering between Scylla and

Charybdis, unable to avoid them as they appear before
him with ail the static immobility of natural forces.

In contrast to this classical Creek anthropology, Jewish

anthropology places man in a time system rather than a

cosmic system, and the Jewish God is a God of history

rather than the Cod of natux-al theology* The Creek Is sure

of himself in what ho undertakes because experience has

taught him that techno . ability, skill, is what solves

life's problems* But the Jew knows that his position is

insecure and that his existence is uncertain* This is

why the Jew takes refuge in Cod, a Cod whom he recognizes

as a model of what he might become* The Jew knows that he

must take control of his destiny and wrest it from the

movement of history. Carduvsky sees the dominating theme

of the Old Testament as that of choice and personal decision*

Gardavsky writest

If we look at the Old Testament in this light, we soon

realize that the central figure is not Adam, Abraham
or Kosesj nor bolomon or King David* Adam is far too
blind and too passive* The others have already been
initiated into the secrets of human existence and are

bettor or worse according to how magnanimous they were*

But the figure who stands at the focal point, at the

34* Ibid*, p.27
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point where the crucial choice is made, is Israel himself
or - as he is known on less solemn occasions - Jacob,

Gardavsky summarizes the story of how Jacob obtained

Esau's birthright by means of deception* In attempting

to trick the now very old Isaac, Jacob was running an enormous

risk:

If he wins, he wins everything, but then if he loses, he
also loses everything,•••

Ao Jacob hesitates, his mother intervenes. It is at
hex* insistence that he goo© to his father, trembling
with fear, to force his option - in the face of all the
possibilities open to him.*^

Jacob has taken advantage of Isaac's blindness but he has

not won. In what follows Jacob is cheated and deceived

Just as he has cheated and deceived. Blinded by darkness

and passion he takes a wile whom he does not love but who

has been slyly substituted for the woman he does love.

Yet Jacob does not give up, he persists and eventually

he wins kachel, lie serves Laban for a second period of

seven years in order to win her, he becomes rich, and

finally he decides to x*©turx» home to where his roots are.

And yet he is afraid that he will be killed by Esau and

that his destiny will b© lost. Everything is at stake

once more, lie guides his family and hi® possessions over

the river and leaves them in Esau's territory while he

remains overnight in safety on the other bank to make his

urgent decision whether he should return, Hhe must choose

between hanging on to his peaceful existence lived out in

35. Ibid., p.29

36, Ibid.
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happy anonymity - and a name which might win some time from

death. Gardavsky then quotes Genesis 32.22-29 where

Jacob's night of decision is pictured as a wrestling bout

at the end of which his opponent blesses Jacob. Gardavsky

concludes s

I feel that this scene provides the key to an understanding
of the Old Testament; it tells how man becomes a subject,
a person. Adam, whom God created from a lump of clayt
was not an individual person. Adam is not even a proper

human name. but a label denoting a whole species,
mankind in general. And Lve merely denotes the division
into two different sexes. From the point of view of

personal identity 'Adam and Eve' are merely neuters they
are a specific entity, it is true, but they are not
real people yet.

Jacob is utterly different. He sets little store by

promises, and does not believe in gifts. He knows that
anything offered as a gift is the result of chance.
He disregards his natural destiny and is determined to
override it by means of his own actions. By making a

choice beyond the possibilities open to him, he emerges

from the general run of his race and wins himself an

individual name and a series of individual features.

His action is the first action to have any sort of
historical status, it is the first authentic human action.
Israel becomes the Lord of Time....

But this idea which is so fundamental to the Old

Testament - the idea of choice and personal identity -

and which is exemplified by Israel and its twelve tribes
in all its manifold variety is basically quite different
from the classical idea of a predestined system and a

cosmic harmony, God's 'chosen people' arc given nothing
at the outset, and are granted no special exemptions.
First of all, the system must be created, the Promised
Land must be wrested from their enemies. The outcome

37. Ibid., p.30
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of any decision is always in doubt. And when the Old
Testament commanders take counsel with the lord before

the decisive battle, they are simply making a realistic
appraisal of their own prospects which will form part
of the basis of their decision, as in Jacob's struggle.
The children of Israel are never quite sure whether

their decisions will even prove to bo lasting. They
are always being made aware of how precarious and dramatic
their beginnings are, and in spite of this, or perhaps
because of it, they allow all their decisions to be

guided by their consciousness of the infinite possibilities
38

which lie within them and represent their secret hopes.

l.each on bolomon

idmuud leach is a pupil of livi-btrauss the

founder of structural anthropology, and was Header in

Anthropology at Cambridge until he became Provost of King's

College, Cambridge in 1966, leach has analysed a number of

parts of the bible structurally but the one we shall be

concerned with is his very complex analysis of the stories

which deal with the legitimacy of Solomon's succession to
39

the throne. leach acknowledges that his subject matter

is that of theology, but whereas the theologian will be

concerned with some hermeneutic message for the whole of

mankind, he will be dealing with the patterning of arguments

38. Ibid.. pp.31 a»d 32

39. 1.Leach, 'The legitimacy of Solomon* in Genesle as Myth
and Other Issays. pp.25-83. This paper first appeared
in the European Journal of : ociolofiv. vol 7» 1966,
pp.58—101. There is an Interesting structural analysis
of the Holiness Code of Leviticus in Mary Douglas,
Purity and Danger, pp.54-72.
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about endogamy, exogamy, legitimacy and Illegitimacy as

reflected in the work of the final editors at a comparatively

late date* The idea central to structuralism is that the

structure as such (i.e* the Juxtaposition of elements of

content) mediates meaning* At the end of his paper Leach

presents a number of conclusions, but these are in fact

presuppositions for any structural analysis of the Bible*

First, the chronological sequence has, in part at least,

structural significance. becond, geographical and genealogical

Information has very great importance) they are •remembered*

only because they act as a justification for the assertion

of certain political rights. Third, the whole text forms

a unity so far as the final editors are concerned irrespective

of the complex origins of the Integral parts, and the
40

structure of this unity has its own characteristic importance*

Leach describes the object of his analysis in the

following manner:

My purpose is to demonstrate that the Biblical story of
the succession of Solomon to the throne of Israel is a

myth which •mediates' a major contradiction* The Old
Testament as a whole asserts that the Jewish political
title to the land of Palestine is a direct gift from
God to the descendants of Israel (Jacob)* This provides
the fundamental basis for Jewish endogamy - the Jews

should be a people of pure blood and pure religion,

living in isolation in their Promised Land* But
interwoven with this theological dogma there is a less
idealized form of tradition which represents the population
of ancient Palestine as a mixture of many peoples over

whom the Jews have asserted political dominance by right
of conquest* The Jews and their •foreign* neighbours

Ibid*. p.79f*
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Intermarry freely. The synthesis achieved by the storey

of Solomon is such that by a kind of dramatic trick the

reader is persuaded that the second of these descriptions.
which is morally bad, exemplifies the first description,

41
which is morally good.

Leach shows how this contradiction between endogamy and

exogamy runs through the Old Testament. On the one hand

Bara and Neheutiah insist that Israelites reject all foreign

wives and offspring, and yet the tradition of the half-

Moabite origin of David empuasizes the debt they owe to

their foreign neighbours. Lzra is opposed by the authors

of Jonah and Ruth and there are tendencies here which are

incompatible. Various editors have attempted to overcome

this contradiction and Leach tries to show "how the editorial

ammendments of various hands have become woven into an

involuted network which can convey a Message * which was

not necessarily consciously intended by any particular

editor."42

The contradiction between the practice of sectarian

endogamy to preserve religious purity on the one hand

and the political expediency of exogamous marriages on

the other hand emerges in a number of Old Testament stories.

Tha story of Dinah (Gen.34) unambiguously affirms the

sinfulness of allowing an Israelite girl to cohabit with

a foreigner (a Shechemite-Canaanlte) because of ensuing

political difficulties, even when the foreigner is prepared

to adopt the Israelite faith. Abimelech (Judges 9) is a

Ibid.. P.31

42. Ibid., p.45
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half-blood Israelite-Shechemite by a Shechemite mother who,

on the death of his fattier, Joins his mother's people,

kills all his pure blooded half-brothers except one and

is himself killed, Jephthah (Judges 11) is a half-blood

Israelite by a foreign mother who, after his father's

death, is chased away by his father's people but is

eventually called back to be their leader. His pure

blooded relatives are saved, but his only daughter is

sacrificed and he dies without descendants, Samson

(Judges 13-16) i» » pure blooded Israelite who has a

series of liaisons with foreign, Philistine women, who

are treacherous and eventually bring about his downfall.

Of course, some of these stories are opposites, but the

point is that a fundamental contradiction is displayed

throughout. The ensuing problem Is what it is that

43
constitutes foreignneas, 'How foreign is a foreigner?*

Traditional genealogies are introduced into the text in
44

order to establish 'degrees of foreignness'• biblical

texts also, notably Judges 14-22, specify very precisely

which territorial areas in Palestine are to be the hereditary

land of each tribe, and the fundamental division between

43. Ibid., p,40

****• Ibid,, p.46$ "Thus from the viewpoint of members of
the tribe of Judah, the hierarchy of social distance
should be: (1) Fellow members of the tribe (lineage)
of Judah| (2) Other tribes descended from Leah} (3)
Tribes descended from Zilpah; (4) The tribe of

benjamin; (3) Tribes descended from Joseph; (b) Tribes
descended from Bilhah; (?) bdomites; (8) Ishiaaeli tea;

(9) Mo&bites and Ammonites; (10) Canaanites; (11)
Other Gentiles; (12) Kenites."
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the two kingdoms in the north and south with a portion

reserved by benjamin in the middle is treated as a

"segmentary opposition" between the descendants of Leah

and the descendants of Rachel. In reality the division

between the tribes must have been exceedingly difficult,

but the point is that Saul and Jonathan received the

kingdom as descendants of Rachel, while David and Solomon

received the throne as descendants of Leah. Leach remarks I

"any attempt to synthesize into a unitary whole a set of

stories which purport to provide historical justification

for rival political positions must end up as a text full
k •>

of paradoxical contradictions." J The final text will

then say something wnich was not necessarily in the inind

of the editors but which was embedded in Jewish culture

as a whole. Religious doctrines will have to be fitted

into a tradition of dual monarchy In a land where the

population is very mixed and where the Israelites, narrowly

defined, are not in full political control.

The final editors [who had to reconcile these contradictions J
of the Biblical texts were members of an established

Jewish church whose members thought of themselves as the

direct successors to the House of Judah (as manifested
in David) and of the Kingdoot of Judah (as governed by
Rehoboam and his successors). In polar opposition to
the Jewish church stands the world of the Gentiles.

In polar opposition to David and Rehoboam stand Foreigners

(as exemplified by e.g. Philistines). Hut just as in
the real world there were intermediate categories such
as Samaritans who were neither Jew nor Gentile, so also
traditional * history* provided Intermediate categories,
•the descendants of Rachel*, *the House of Joseph*,

^3. Ibid., p.53
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•the tribe of Ben J amin* t 'the Kingdom of Jeroboaia',
* the Calebites', 'the i,douiites' • It in in the ambiguities
of the relatione betveen the Men of Judah and these

other historical-legendary-mythical peoples that we

see the •resolution* of the endogamy/exogamy
46

incompatibility described above*

In order to work out this thesis concretely Leach

proposes to tackle the following problem) khat was the

legal basis of Solomon's kingship over the whole land of

Israel? Solomon's title does not derive from military

conquest because in the Bible this alone is not sufficient*

Land is an inalienable possession (i*e* if it is taken

from you it is still yours by right) and must in the first

place be given by bod as it was to Abraham in Gen* 17*8*

The possession of a grave site or the purchase of the land

is similarly inadequate (Lev«25,23-4)• The only fully

legitimate form of acquiring title to land is by inheritance

(Lx*32*13)« Land was normally in the possession of men

and was inherited by the nearest male patrilineal kin butt

in the absence of eons, a man's daughters inherited before

his brothers (see fmm.27*7-11)• The rule of endogamy

then had the purpose of prevtmting the loss of land to

non—Jews in the ca&e of women who were land owners*

Conversely it had the disadvantage that Jewish males

could not acquire foreign land through marriage* But if

legitimacy of title depends exclusively on inheritance,

Solomon's genealogy will be of crucial importance for

legitimating his title* The Old Testament genealogy of

46, Ibid.* p.55



the House of David is only given piecemeal but it agrees

with the continuous list given in Matthew*s Gospel (because

of course, Matthew derived it front the Old Testament)

listing fourteen generations between Abraham and bolotuon.

The only difference is that Matthew includes the names of

four of their wives. Leach assumes that these four names

must have had some special importance for Hellenized Jews

in the first century A,D, These four women are Tamar,

Kachab, Uutii and iiath-Sheba, The stories about these four

women move round a single question of whether it is possibl

for a pure blooded Israelite to have legitimate children

from a woman who is not an Israelite, or conversely whether

it is possible for an l8X*aelite woman to have an Israelite

child after cohabitation with a man who is not a pure

U7
Israelite, btrictly speaking in both cases it is not

possible, but by means of the legal fictions of levirate

rule and the principle that 'the child of a harlot has no

father* the issue becomes obscure. The reason why these

strange women have been mixed up with the genealogy of

bolomon muat be that in later Lalestinean politics a

doctrine of narrow endogamy made no sense. In addition,

these stories, when taken together, show that Solomon is

directly descended from Jacob, and also from Lsau the

Ldomlte and even from Heth the Canaanite which shows

that he is the legitimate heir of all forms of land title.

Leach finally shows that the structural order of

the chronological sequence of events from 1 ba.m,k to 2 kings

U7• The detail of Leach*s argument about these four women

may be found in ibid,. pp,58-63
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which covers the reigns of Saul, David and the succession

ol" Solomon, betrays a pattern of sexual and political

relations. This forms the pattern of a three act play

where, in each scene, an anti-King (usurper) supported

by champions struggles for supremacy against a legitimate
48

King who is also supported by champions. This opposition

is related to various sexual relations which illustrate

a pattern of endogamy/exogamys Israelite/Foreigner, for

48. Ibid.. p.75i

Act I

Prologuet David-Abigail-Kabal (Adultery)[1 Samuel 15
(inserted)j.

Scene X : David and Saul (Judah v, Benjamin [l Samuel
4-31],

Scene IX* David and Ishbosbeth (Judah v, Benjaaiin ♦
adultery with former King's concubine)
[2 Samuel 1~1o],

Act II

Prologuei (a) David-Bath-Sheba Uriah (Adultery)
(2 Samuel 11—12],

(b) Aiiinon-Tamar-Absolofli (half-eibling Incest)
[2 Samuel 13],

Scene 1 : Absolom and David (Son v. Father, ♦ adultery
with Father's concubine)[2 Samuel 14—19J,

Scene lit Sheba and David (benjamin v, Judah)
[2 Samuel 20-24],

Act III

Prologues Davld-Abishag (Impotence) [l Kings 1,1-4],
Scene t Adonijah and Solomon (Half-brother v.

Half-brother, + attempted adultery with
former Father-King's concubine) [l Kings
1.5-11.46],
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each anti-King is tainted with foreignneas which is

illustrated by exogamou® sexual relatione, When the

rightful King (Solomon) is finally established his first

acts are to resolve this * play* by killing the surviving

usurper (Adonijah), the surviving champion of the House

of David (Joab)f and the surviving champion of the house

of Saul (Shiraei),

At the end Leach pleads that anyone who remains

sceptical about this form of analysis should compare it

with the exposition of a standard introduction to the Old
49

Testament, that of Hobert i'felffer, who sees in these

chapters nothing more exciting than a prosaic account of
50

a sequence of actual historical events,'

We can see from these various examples, then, how

specific interests both yield knowledge for the interpreter

and limit the range of knowledge. Knowledge-constitutive

interests open up knowledge but also act like a pair of

blinkers locating knowledge in a fixed direction. Cognitive

interests are both revelatory and restrictive. In analysing

New Testament exegesis it will be important to specify any

such interests, and this we shall do in examining the work

of Hanson and Lightfoot,

49* Deach describes ffeiffer as "a modern orthodox Biblical

historian of the first rank" which is a judgment that
not every Old Testament scholar would agree with,

50, D,Deach, op, clt,« p»83
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duuuaary

At the close of the first part of the thesis,

the following ground has beer, covered:

1) »e have seen that all understending presupposes a

pre-underetending.

2) The pro-understanding operative in hew Testament

exegesis is made up of a range of concepts which can be

understood in a variety of ways in modern dogmatic theology*

3) Pre-understending also includes practical social

interests which form a perspective for the acquisition

of knowledge*



PART TWO

CHAPTER FOUR



CHAPTER POUK

T.W .HANSON t PHh-UNBhRbTANblNG ANALYSED

Pre-understending

Pro-understanding is the necessary

presupposition of all understanding) knowledge is possible

only because of the synthetic knowledge-constituting

ability of the knowing subject* This has been the point

of focus in the first part of the thesis* But to what

extent was T.W,Hanson aware of this?* In I958 he wrote}

We have» of course, to reckon with the fact that every

serious student of the Gospel will reach his own conclu¬
sions on matters of literary and historical criticism,
and the views put forward will inevitably be coloured

by these conclusions* There is an inescapable element
of subjective choice and interpretation) but that is

something which applies to any investigation of matters
2

of history and we must Just put up with it*

1, My choice of Professor Hanson (and later, Professor

Lightfoot) for this analysis is arbitrary# It is not

likely that he responds either better or worse than any

other scholar* But he remains a suitable choice because

ho represents traditional British hew Testament

scholarship at its best, and because there are no

obvious illegitimate subjective prejudices to mar his

work. If Hanson responds to such an analysis it Is

likely that other scholars could be analysed in a

similar way, so that their pre-ur»der» tending may be

brought to light*
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It may seem surprizing that Hanson should have shown such

sophistication on this matter of pre—understanding because,

although he took an M*A » in philosophy at Glasgow University

during the First World kar, it is not likely that he would

have been familiar with philosophical hermeneutics which

has so far been confined to continental philosoi>hy, and

the importance of pre-understanding is still not a matter

which is generally accepted toy British hew Testament

scholars* The above quotation, however, is an isolated

reference in Hanson's work. For the most part, Hanson

spoke of the meaning of a text in terms such as, "the plain

meaning"* In his Presidential Address to the Oxford

Society of Historical Theology in 1941 he commended

Friedrich Baur for letting the documents of the New

Testament (the Acts of the Apostles, in this particular

case) speak for themselves and for accepting the plain
3

meaning of their words. In a lecture on John's theology

he wrotet

It is therefore first of all necessary to let John

speak for himself and try to discover fro© his kpistle
4

what he thought about the Christian revelation*

3* 'Tubingen Revisited' (Presidential Address to the oxford

Society of Historical Theology) in Abstract of Proceedings
for the Academic Year 19** 1-1942, "The plain meaning"
occurs near the beginning of the lecture, but I cannot

give a page reference because the paper is difficult to

get hold of and I have only seen the original manuscript
which is in the care of Principal Matthew Black at
St Mary's College, St Andrews University,

4. P&J, p,88
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Yet it should now be clear that texts do not speak quite so

plainly as that* Hanson seems to have shared* though he

was almost certainly not conscious of the fact* the

psychological heriueneutlc of Schleiermacher and hilthey.^
By that I mean that he does not seem to have been aware of

the* in certain respects* unbridgeable gulf between himself

on the one hand and the evangelist and Jesus on the other*

He thought that - in principle at least - simple communication

was possible between the author and the reader* In undated

lecture notes for a talk which he gave to the British and

Foreign Bible Society he wrotet

to find the Jesus that the disciples knew* the Jesus who
walked among men and showed them the light of the glory
of God in his own face — for that the only thing you

need is a Bible,,.,^
In an article written in 1935 (before most of Bultmaim's

work on the problem of the kerygma as the mediation of

knowledge about Jesus) Hanson wrote:

And if we can get an answer from the words and deeds

of Jesus himself [about Jesus*s identity],,.alongside
the answers of the first Christians and see how far

they agree* how far the Christology of Paul and John
is directly confirmed by our Lord* or how far they
have merely made explicit what was already implicit

7in His own self—consciousness***,

Scholars would now agree that we can have no such answer

from Jesus about his own identity* but the point here is

5* See above pp.12-16

6, These notes are in the possession of Principal Black

7* *The Christology of the New Testament*, C^, 13, 1935* P»153
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that Hanson seemed to think that there was a way through

to Jesus *s self-consciousncss.

Professor Hanson was certainly aware that we can

make our own ideas intrude in our interpretation of the

New Testament when he says that,

perhaps the chief [difficulty} among them is the
inveterate tendency in us to read our own pet ideas
into the Gospels, to make Jesus in our own idealized

image, to claim his authority for those beliefs and
g

practices that we ourselves hold so dear*

Hanson's best criticism of such intrusions occurs in a

lecture/sermon which lie gave on the bible as the »ord of

God, and which is in effect an attack on nineteenth century

9
liberalism* Hanson's complaint was that liberalism had

"succeeded in watering down the plain meaning, until all

the characteristic flavouring of the biblical teaching had

disappeared,"Hanson discerned a fundamental Kantian

presupposition in liberalism, which remained unstated,

that the essentials of religion can be subsumed under the

three categories of the nature and existence of God, the

moral freedom and responsibility of taan, and the immortality

of the soul,'* He mentioned other liberal presuppositions

8* 'The foundation of Christianity', Ctj>f 11, 1933» p*14f*

9* 'The Failure of Liberalism to interpret the bible as

the Word of God' in Duk. pp,92-107

Ibid * * p*106* Hy Italics.

11, Ibid.. p.92. See also Kant, Religion within the Limits
of Reason Alone* p,145»

Natural religion, as morality (in its relation to
the freedom of the agent) united with the concept
of that which can make actual its final end (with
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drawn from the confident scientific thought of the- nineteenth

century, "in particular, the doctrines of the universal
12

reign of natural law and of biological evolution,"

The effect of this was to discredit all miracle stories,

the resurrection, cosmic esohatology and private prayer,

because all these tamper with "the endless chain of cause

13
and effect". The effect of this, Hanson says,

is to establish a thick plate-glass window between

God and the world. The eye of faith can see through
the window and observe that there is a God and that

he appears to be benevolently disposed towards men|

but nothing more substantial than signals of paternal
14

affection and filial trust and obedience can get through,

Hanson condemns liberalism because of the effect which

these presuppositions had on exegesis: "By their lives of

the concept of God as moral Creator of the world),
and referred to a continuance of man which is
suited to this end in its completeness (to immortality),
is a pure practical idea of reason which, despite
its inexhaustible fruitfulness, presupposes so
very little capacity for theoretical reason that
one can convince every man of it sufficiently
for practical purposes and can at least require
of all men as a duty that which is its effect,

12, Ibid., p.93

'3* Ibid. Hanson quotes the following paragraph from
A, von iiarn&ck, v<hat is Christianlty V. 2nd edition,

1901, p.28f:

We are firmly convinced that what happens in space
and time is subject to the general laws of motion,
and that in thia sense, as an interruption of the
order of Nature, there can be no such thing as
*miracles•*

It is in precisely these •scientific' presuppositions
that Bultiuann has inherited part of the legacy of

liberalism, see, for example, 'Is hxegesis without

Presuppositions Possible?' in existence and i'aith. p,345*

14, ibid.. p.93f.
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15
Jesus ye shall know them," In bousset's book Jeaua only

one third of tho book w&s devoted to the life of Jesus;

the rest described the teaching of Jesus anu Christology.

And that teaching was in turn reduced to, in il&rnack's

own words, "the kingdom of God, God as Father, and the

infinite value of the human soul, and the higher righteousness
16

shoving itself in love," Christianity is presented not

as the final revelation of God (we may remember that Harnack

17
could make nothing of the idea of 'revelation* '), but as

the highest religious achievement to date of the progressive

nations of Vcsteni Lurope. dous&et's progressive heroes

were Jesus, Goethe and Uismarkt Hanson's final Judgment is}

In a word, the attempt of Liberalism to deal with the

history of biblical religion was vitiated by its

dogmatic presuppositions. Having taken up its axioms,
which were at variance with the fundamental ideas of

the Bible, there was no way of carrying the business

through which did not involve picking and choosing

among the biblical material on a scale and with an

arbitrariness quite impossible to Justify, and then

imposing Interpretations on what was accepted which
were very far indeed from the original intention of

1 8
the words.

The fault of liberalism, of course, was not that it had

presuppositions, but that it had the wrong ones, and Hanson,

by contrast, it may be argued, had hotter ones. Me seems

15. Ibid., p.92

16. A. von Harnack, What is Christianity?. p.51f., quoted

by Hanson in bug.. p.96

17. Bee above p.62

18. Dug., p.102
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to be aware of this when he says that the dogmatic presupp¬

ositions of Christianity cut across the dogmatic presupp¬

ositions of natural science (and by implication those of

liberalism)»Yet Hanson trusts that ultimately the two

sets of presuppositions will be reconcilable#

Nor is this the only place where Manson expressed

suspicions about the presuppositions of others# In Bultroann's
20

book on Jesus the repeated use of the words Cntgcheidung

anti Gohorsam# Manson remarked, reflected a form of

neo—Calvinism which was running through Germany at that

21
time, and which still exerts enormous influence# What

Hanson objected to was Bultmann's use of the ideas of

•decision' and 'obedience* as substitutes for the historicity

of God's acting in history in Jesus Christ, as will become

clear in our discussion of Hanson's concept of 'history*#

Again it is a case of "By their lives of Jesus ye shall

know them#"

We can see, then, that Manson had some understanding,

a pre-critical understanding, of the place of pre-understanding

in the process of understanding, the need for presuppositions,

Ibid., p#103

Jeaus (1926), translated as Jeaus and The Word (193^)

21# T#*#Hanson, 'The inundation of Christianity*, CO.#

11# 1933# P»15» Hanson repeated his remark on the

frequency of Bultmann's use of Cntschelduun in his
review of Theologie des Neuen Testaments Vol 1 in

JTS, L, 1949# pp.202-6.
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but the need for legitimate presuppositions. It should

also be pointed out that he had some rudimentary idea

of the circular, dialectical structure of understanding.

Hanson said that in order to knov what the early Church

did to traditions about Jesus we must first understand the

mind of the Church, but in order to understand the mind of

the Church we must know what they did to the traditions
22

about Jesus. At first sight this may look like a vicious

logical circle. But in fact the procedure is first to

propose a thesis of what the mind of the early Church

might have been like (i.e. the self-consciousness which

would have shown Itself in certain practical redactional

activities), and then we take this thesis to the texts to

see whether we can find evidence to support or destroy

this thesis. There results a constant interaction between

hypothesis and text, which - if it is fruitful - will

produce a progressive refinement of the hypothesis and a

heightened understanding of the text. This is to some

extent an interpretation of Hanson and clarifies what is

implicit in his thought. We can, however, see this process

at work in the following passage in his review of Jeretaias*s

book on the parables of Jesust

Every authentic parable once had its own unique Sltz
im Leben Jesut but not every parable has succeeded in

keeping it. Hany have been given a new bitz im Leben
der alten Kirchei and this transplantation has involved

sundry other modifications. This way of looking at the
matter - and naturally It is on© which must justify
itself by results, that is by giving a reasonable
and self-consistent explanation of the data - is more

helpful than most. It relies on assumptions that are

22. E&G. . pp.93-**
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credible in themselves* It assumes* for example* that
the men of the early Church did not usually invent

sayings of Jesus to express their own convictions or

answer their ethical problems* but rather that they
selected from the mass of available material what they
deemed relevant* It allows that the chosen words of

Jesus may have been misunderstood and made to speak to
new conditions in ways that were not intended by Jesus,
but that is to say that the early Church remembered
better than it understood. And the better we understand

the mind of the early Church, the more likely it is
that ve shall be able to reverse the process that went

on in the first decades* to strip off mistaken
interpretations and applications* and see the utterances
in their original intention, fee may not be able to

reconstruct the actual situation in which any one was

uttered; but we may readily conceive the kind of
23

situation in which it would bo very much to the point, *

Interest

There is a single dominating interest which forms

a continuous thread throughout the work of T.fe.Manson,

That cognitive-interest is 'ministry•j in the first place

this means the ministry of the Church with which Hanson

was so closely involved, and in the second place it means

the ministry of Jesus which Manson saw as the archetype of

the Church's ministry. That Maason should have been

dominated by this interest need not be surprizing; he was

ordained into the ministry of the Presbyterian Church of

England in 1925 the age of 32, he spent seven years

23, Review of the second edition of J*Jeremias* Die Gleichnisse
Jesu, in NTS* 1* 1954-5, p,58* This review first

appeared in the Oottingiache Gelehrte Anzeigen, 207»
1953, PP.141-7.
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working in parishes in Sethnal Green and Falstone,

Northumberland, and in 1953 acted as Moderator of

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Cngland#

Despite the fact that he spent most of his life as a

student or as a teacher in various academic institutions,

he never lost contact with the practical business of the

Chureh*s ministry, and there is no doubt that he sew his

own academic career as part of that ministry# (Of courso,

this ministerial experience was not the cause of his

cognitive-interest - if it were, similar experience would

* cause* a similar interest in all other minister-theologians —

but it does illustrate an inner connection between Manson'a

life and theology#) This interest in the Church's ministry

was in fact Hanson's motive for devoting his life to the

study of the life of Jesust

The ministry of Jesus is the standard and pattern of
the Church's task| but, more than that, the Church's
task is the continuation of the ministry of Jesus#
All our ecclesiastical designs are to be tested against
the master plan depicted in the Gospel# All our
endeavours are to be understood as ways in which the
Hisen Lord continues his work in the world# If we

want to have right conceptions of the Church, what It

is, and what it has to do here and now, there Is one

way and one way only by which we can get them, and that
is by considering oeaus of Nazareth as he is portrayed
for us in the gospels, what he is and what he does

24
there and then#

The key for understanding the ministry of Jesus, thought

Hanson, was that of 'servant'* The Messianic Ministry

is "to help the helpless, to release the captives, to seek

24. MAP., p#14
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and to save the lost," Jesus's ministry was an "unwearied

giving of divine service to men in body, mind and spirit",
25

which culminated in Jesus giving up his life* The mark

of Jesus, of his disciples and of the Church today is that

of 'service'i

But if the Messianic career has to be worked out in

terms of service and sacrifice, the followers of the
Messiah must find their destiny along the same lines*

hvery function of the members of Christ's Body is a

diakonia, and Christ himself is the primary holder
of every diakonia.

It was in this context tket Hanson discussed the problem of

when the Church began) was it with the calling of the

disciples at the beginning of Jesus * s ministry, or was

27it at Pentecost? Manson says that the answer we give

to this question will decide what conception ve will have

of the ministry - whether we see the ministry as a life

of service, or as a community of the redeemed — and so

will decide what conception we will have of the Church,

But in practice the matter is the other way round. The

view Manson had of the Church's ministry at least predisposed

him to accept a particular view of Jesus'a ministry, which

in turn predisposed him to accept that the Church began
ofi

its life during the ministry of Jesus and not at Pentecost*

25. Chin., p»18

26. Ibid., p,24

27* Tor a full discussion of this see 'The hew Testament

Basis for the Doctrine of the Church', J&li. 1, 1950»
PP.1-11.

28* See, for example, CKin., p.49»
The death and resurrection of Christ have made a
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Manson'» views on the beginning; of the Church's

history and the importance this has for the nature of the

Church's ministry comes out most clearly in a review by

Professor Bauson of a book by C,K,Barrett, The holy dpirit
29

and the boapel Tradition. Barrett's book falls into

two parts) the first deals with the place of the Spirit

in the synoptic record of the life and teaching of Jesus,

and the second part is an inquiry into indications of the

activity of tho Holy Spirit among the followers of Jesus

during the Biinistry of Jesus which might imply the gift

of the Spirit to the disciples during that ministry,

Barrett thought that there was no indication that anyone

other than Jesus had the Spirit during his ministry, and

that there was no Church before the death of Jesus,

Banson agrees that we must concur with Barrett that

vital difference to the men who are sent out and
to the content of the message. This difference
can be summed up by saying that new power has been
released, Pentecost is the proper sequel to the
Cross and Resurrection; and the immediate result
of Pentecost is new fervour, new courage, new
confidence manifested in the conduct of the Twelve,
At the same time a new and better understanding of
the meaning and the purpose of the Ministry became
possible,,,, But the character of the Ministry
itself had not changed, its pattern had been laid
down once and for all by Jesus, The Apostles had
been the witnesses of the Ministry, They were now
in addition the witnesses of the Resurrection,

Also, 'The hew Testament Basis for the Doctrine of
the Church', J£11. 1, 1950, p.3s

We begin with the fact that Jesus did gather a
community round himself during the course of his
minis try s and we may well ask what it was, if it
was not the Church,

29. JTS, XLIX, 1948, pp,198-201
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"the existence of the Church presupposes the death of
30

Christ" if we see the Church as "the redeemed society"•

hut Hanson proposes an alternative view of the Church as

the Body of Christ, where to be a member of the Body of

Christ (and so of the Church) one must participate in
*31

Jesus's Messianic Ministry* Hanson wants to "posit a

larger measure of continuity between the story of Jesus

and the story of the Church" than Barrett will allow.

Which opinion we hold depends on which ecclesial tradition

we follow - though Hanson's argument suggests the reverse

sort of dependency:

On the one view we think of the Church as the result

of the Atonement, on the other as the continuation of
the Incarnation, tee also tend to think th&t we must

choose between the two views, or at least make one

definitely subordinate to the other) and 1 suspect that
32

the way we choose makes us Catholics or Protestants.

Hanson claims to see a similar distinction in die Hystik

des Apostels laulua where Schweltaser distinguishes between

Justification by faith and Justification by incorporation

into the body of Christ. This paradox can be traced back

into Jesus*s ministry and Hanson suggests that we cannot

get rid of it. Both parts of the paredox must be held in

tension. But in the first place the Church is the Body

of Christ which originated when Jesus invited the first

disciple to follow him. Only later did the Church become

the community of the redeemed after the death of Christ:

30. C.K,Barret, op. clt.. p.137» cited in Hanson's review p.199

31» JTS. XLIX, 1968, p.200

32, Ibid.
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"Pentecost is not the birthday of the Church; it is the

33
Church's coming of age«"~^ To this discussion about the

origin of the Church can be appended Hanson's argument for

the meaning of 'apostle* in the context of his disagreement

with Kenneth Kirk, Bishop of Oxford, about the meaning
34

and importance of 'apostolic succession'.'' Hanson

outlined two senses of apostolicity• The first is the

Catholic sense which implies direct continuity with the

Apostles) this leads to the episcopacy, apostolicity

restricted to an elitist group, and Apostolic Succession,

The second sense is the evangelical one of having been

sent by God, which leads to a ministry which is the duty

of all Chz'lstlans, and the Apostolate, Hanson rejected

the former view as an Illegitimate restriction and supported

the second theory) that is to say, as a Free Churchman,

he did not reject outright the idea of apostolicity but

on the contrary thought it a necessary mark of the Church,

Hanson thought that the clue to the meaning of apostolos

was the meaning of the word which lies behind apostolos

in the Septuagint, i.e. shaliach, Hanson discussed the

35
evidence for the meaning of ahaliach and concluded that

it means; i) someone who performs on behalf of someone

else, il) the activities of the shaliach, and sometimes

the duration of the activities is prescribed, iii) the

commission is not transferable - when the ahallach dies

33. Ibid.

34. iiiiiii. • Ch»2, pp.31-52

35. Ibid., pp.35-43, derived from K.H.Kengstorf in Kittel's
ThcoloKisches korterbuch zum hieuen Testament. I 397*"448
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the conuuissiort returns to the principal, iv) ghaliach is

a term of function not of status, v) the commission is

exercised in missionary work. This picture, of course,

is in perfect continuity with Manson's concept of the Church

and its ministry, but it can be argued that while he has

provided some valuable Insights into the Church*s ministry

Hanson has not necessarily proved his case* It may well

be that apostolos in the New Testament may mean something

rather different from shallach in Jewish usage, and that

•apostle* in later theology may aiean something further again*

Indeed Hanson himself accepted that we should not necessarily
37

accept something just because it is in the New Testament*

While Hanson's Interest in 'ministry* has allowed him to

see things in the text of the New Testament which others

had not previously seen, it is also a limiting factort

interest can blinker one to what lies outside the perspective

of one's interest*

The homogeneity which Hanson sees in the Church and

in Jesus's ministry is taken yet further to iuclude the

teaching of Jesust

The life and teaching of Jesus illuminate one another,
and the outline of the course of the Hinistry...tends
to confirm the interpretation of the teaching which I

38
have already suggested**'

Christian ethics, in the same way, is grounded in and

illuminated by Jesus's ministry:

36. Ibid*. p.63f.

37. Ibid*. p.85f.

3®. berh.« p*65
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•Love as 1 have loved you1 calls for a love which has

forgotten the meaning of self-regard, of what we call

'looking after number one*. It is totally unselfish.
It is love of the quality that aiarks the Ministry of
Jesus all through and reaches its crowning manifestation

39
on the Cross,

It was Hanson's interest, then, in the contemporary ministry

of the Church to the world that controlled his work on the

hew Testament, The concepts which make up pre-understending

for a hew Testament exegete were, in Hanson's case, all

oriented towards 'ministry1, ¥e shall see this in some

detail in the following sections of this chapter, but let

us note here the connections which Hanson made between

•ministry* and those other concepts, Hanson's chief

interest in eschatology was in realised eschatology and

he maintained that the Kingdom of God in the Gospels means

60
the exercise of the ministry here and now. The principle

significance of Jesus•s resurrection was that it implied

that Jesus was still present and active in the Church's
61

ministry, Revelation took place in history and particularly
62

in the life and ministry of Jesus,

39. l&G.. p.63

60, bee, for example, 'The Christology of the Now Testament*,

C&, 13, 1935, P«158x
His ministry is no mere prelude to the coming of the
Kingdom, nor even a preparation for it: it is the
Kingdom at work in the world,

61, *The bible and Immortality*, Ct£, 32, 1956, p,15:
Along with this perpetual presence of Christ living
on in the Church there goes the picture of the exalted
Chx'ist seated at the right hand of God in the heavenly
places. The risen life of the Lord is lived on two
planes,

62, £&J.f p,60:
In the life, death and resurrection of Jesus there is
at i v n £t now r»AVi< lat.inn nf (inr! I a riatiir,.
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Hanson himself told the story of hov F.C.Burkitt

caste to Westminster College, Cambridge while kcms on was

a student there. During the discussion which followed

Burkitt's lecture, Burkitt was asked about Schweitzer's

views on thorough-going eschatology and it was suggested

that if Christ's life is conceived on the line® of

thorough-going eschatology then it can only be described

as a gigantic mistake, Durkitt replied* "Mistake or no

mistake it has sent Schweitzer himself to Africa as a

medical missionary," Hanson's conclusion was that what

matters concerning the story of Jeaus is not the eschatological
43

theory but the ministerial practice. The same could be

said of T,W«Mansont it is not his theological ideas that

matter so much as his ministerial practice, except that

the two coincide to the extent that thoy are mutually

supportive.

History

The question we must now ask is, What concept of

'history' did T,W,Mauson bring to the text of the Mew

Testament? It is this question more than anything which

has differentiated recent New Testament theologies. In

practice we have to reconstruct Hanson's pre-understending

of history' from what he said about the problem of the

historical value of the Gospels and the facticity of the

life of Jesus,

43» SG£,, p,9
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We have already remarked (p*155f») that Sanson

declared that the test of liberalism - or any other

theological 'ism* - is what it makes of the life of

Jesus, what sort of a history it could write about Jesus*

Just as liberalism "was predisposed against a God who

intervenes in the world, or in history", so Hanson was

44
predisposed towards such a view* Nor was his predis¬

position a blind one for he saw liberalism not as a perversion,

but as the destruction of Christianity!

That God***is constantly watching over the course of

historyi that he actively governs its development;
that in Christ he has made the decisive intervention -

these convictions are so fundamental to the Christian

religion that to give the® up is not to reform
LK

Christianity but to abandon it*

We may outline Hanson's general outlook on the problem of

history and the Kev Testament by observing some remarks in

The Servant Heasiah* Hanson saw himself in the first place

as a historian, and wanted to understand Jesus in his

historioo-socio-political context, a context which was

bordered by the capture of Jerusalem by Pornpey in 63 B.C*

and by the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus in 70 A,D.

The reliability of "the facts presented in the Gospels"

is supported by what we know of Israel's history from
47

other sources, but Hanson also wants to take account

44. Du£>i p.95

45. Ibid*, p.103

46. SerM*. p.1

47. Ibid., p.10
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US
of the Israelite conviction that "Cod was 'making history'".

This does not, of course, commit Man&on to accept

the historical accuracy of everything contained in the

Gospels, but it does commit him to the importance and

indispensability of a core of historically reliable material

in the Mew Testament. Hanson said in a talk for BBC Radiot

Christianity is rooted in history, and the tap-root is
in what we call the Passion of Christ. it is therefore

of the highest moment that we should have as true a

picture as possible of those epoch making events

which altered bo drastically the whole course of human

affairs.'*9
Hanson did not analyse his own understanding of 'history',

but the individual character of his understanding emerges

in his discussion with and criticism of the positions

taken up by other Mew Testament scholars. None of these

scholars, however, with the exception of Rudolf imltmanxi,

is still alive, for the Post-liultmannians, whose ideas

are so influential at the moment, became widely known in

this country only after Hanson's death.

Professor Hanson discussed the views of Albert

Schweitzer and William Wrede, together with form criticism

in general, in hie article on Leben—Jesu—Forschung which

was published in the Festschrift presented to C.H.Dodd

in 1956, only two years before Hanson died,"*® It could

1*8. Ibid., p.38

U9» 'Steadfastly Towards Jerusalem', 1st talk of a series
for Holy Week given on 19th .March, 1951.

50. LifeJ., pp.211-221.
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be said that Hanson had spent more than a decade in trying

to write this article; the first draft appeared in the

Expository Times in 19**2,^' and a revised and much altered
f

version was given as a lecture at Westminster College,
52

Cambridge in 19**9 before the final polished version was

published in 1956* The chapter headed 'Thoroughgoing

Scepticism and Thoroughgoing Eschatology* in Schweitzer1s

kueat of the Historical Jesus presented the following

disjunction!

The inconsistency between the public life of Jesus and
his Messianic claim lies either in the nature of the

Jewish Messianic conception, or in the representation
of the Evangelist« There is, on the one hand, the

oschatological solution, which at one stroke raises
the Marcan account as it stands, with all its
disconnectedness and inconsistencies, into genuine

history; and there is, on the other hand, the
literary solution, which regards the incongruous
dogmatic element as interpolated by the earliest

Evangelist into the tradition and therefore strikes
out the Messianic claim altogether from the historical

53
life of Josus* Tertium non datur,

Hanson is understandably reluctant to accept this disjunction,

because on the one hand one must doubt that Jesus knew

what he was up to, and on the other hand one must doubt

the reliability of the first of the synoptic evangelists*

51* 'Is it possible to write a Life of Jesus', LxpT* LXXX,
Hay 19**2, pp,2h8-251, reprinted as 'The Life of Jesuss
A Study of the Available Hateriuls', SGE* pp*13—27*

52* 'The Quest of the Historical Jesus - Continued', SGE,

pp.3-12*

53* A.Schweitzer, Quest of the historical Jesus* p*335
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Hanson maintains that the disjunction will not stand because

it does not exhaust all the possibilities: tertimro datur.

Hanson is more concerned, however, to discuss the developments

which arose out of the solutions proposed by Schweitzer

and Wrede, which are, respectively, Realized Lschatology
54

and Form Criticism, Form Criticism, Hanson asserted,

has dono about all it can, and more than it should have

done. If it had satisfied itself with no more than

cataloguing units of form in the Gospels It would have

provided a good deal of interesting but unremarkable

information, "A paragraph of Hark", he remarks, "is not

a penny the better or worse as historical evidence for

being 1<*boiled 'apophthegm' or 'pronouncement story' or
5 5• paradigm*,**■" But Form Criticism got mixed up with two

other things | one was K.L .Schmidt *s attack on the Marcan
56

framework, and the other was the use Sitz im Lcbcn.

Hanson refuses to accept Schmidt's contention that, with

the exception of the Passion narrative, Hark had contrived

the chronological order of the events reported in his

Gospel, Hanson disputes this because he finds it difficult

to believe as literary history. By the time the first

Gospel was written — between 58 and 65 A.D., suggests

Hanson - there were people who wanted something more than

"disconnected anecdotes", they wanted "the story of the
57

Ministry as a whole,""" i-ven within twenty or thirty years

54, T.W.Man#on, llfeJ.. p. 212

55. Ibid.

56, K.I.Schmidt, her Rahman dor Geschlchte Jesu (1919)

57. T.W.Hanson, LifeJ.. p,213
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of the end of the ministry, Christians were interested in

the course of the ministry for its own sake* This* of

course* is unprovable one way or the otherj the only

proof for the early Church's interest in the chronological

order of Jesus's ministry is the order to be found in the

Gospels and this is precisely what is being questioned*

However, Hanson finds it extremely improbable that the

first generation of Christians should have been uninterested

in the ministry to the extent of totally forgetting

everything about its sequence, while the second generation

of Christians were sufficiently interested to expect the
r O

presentation of an orderly account of the ministry*

From his own personal experience Hanson was conscious of

remembering his own life as a series of vivid, important

experiences, and that he also remembered the order in

which they occurred* It may be objected that although we

remember our own life in this way, we do not remember the

life of another so vividly, but Hanson thought that Peter's
59

own reminiscences formed the basis of Nark's Gospel*

Hanson concludes that! "Prolonged study of Mark goes to

confirm this a priori probability"an assertion which

has been challenged on logical grounds by Norman Perrln,

as we shall see in a moment*

58* Hanson writes in SGE*, P.27»

Nevertheless, before the end of the first century
we have gospels which offer a narrative of the
Ministry. foe have what luke calls in his Preface
a die^esis of the things that happened, a detailed
narrative that links the Ministry with the Passion,
How was the transition from keryi.ma to diegesia made?
There lies one of the most fascinating as it is one
of the most vital of Gospel problems,

59. SGh*. pp.33-^5

60* i P.213
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The idea of Sitz iat Lebcn demands that individual
■MMHMMM mmmrnmm MMMMNW

pericopes are to be understood within the context of the

interests| problems and practical needs of the people who

first used them* While some parts of the Gospels would

have been remembered and preserved because of the relevance

they had in the primitive Christian community - and Hanson,

as we have seen in his review of Jeremias*s book on the

parables (p*158f« above), found it perfectly understandable

that the Church should have put remembered material to new

and sometimes Inappropriate uses - Hanson also suggests

that some material about Jesus would have been remembered

for its own sake, because of the interest of the Christian

community in Jesus as a person* However, advocates of

Sitz im i-oben suggest, and this Hanson will not in general

allow, that this Gospel material originated in the interests

of the early Church* It was for this reason that Hanson

wrote,

we should be prepared to look first for a Sitz im Leben

Jesu or a Sitz im Leben dee Judischen Volkes* and not

resort automatically to a Sitz im Leben der alten Klrche*^*

61* 1bid * * p*214* Hanson went on to say that this is,
a procedure which may easily involve us In circular
arguments} since the alleged modifications or
inventions in the Gospels are used to define the
positions of the early Church, and these positions
are then used to account for the phenomena presented
by the Gospels*

Yet this is precisely the procedure Hanson himself

adopted in his review of Jereiaias's book on the

parables of Jesus (p*158f, above), a procedure which
w© found was perfectly Justifiable provided that it
was not abused* It does mean, however, that Hanson
was not Justified in using this argument against the
advocates of bits ita Leben * and that he was being

self-contradictory in doing so*
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There are a great many utterances in the writings of Paul

which could have been ascribed to Jesus, and yet not one

of them is* The early Church certainly altered material,

but did it create original material? Sanson thought it

much more likely that Jesus had an effect on those who

lived with him and that this was carried through to the

kerygma, so that the Church remembered what it wanted to

remember from a broader mass of material* In fact we

know so little about the early Church that to prove something

about the life of Jesus on the basis of what we know about

the literary activities of the Church is to prove what is
62

better known from that which is less well known, On

this attempt to describe what the Church got up to in the

first two or three decades of its existence, Hanson said

that,

there is a good deal to be said for abandoning the study

of the branch of fiction known as Dberlieferungsgeachichte

in favour of an unbiased examination of the evidence

supplied by the Gospels* ^

Ve must now interrupt our discussion of Form Criticism

as such to examine what Hanson said about Cberlieferum;s-

geschichte* In the first place he did not mean the same

as Pannenberg (see p«113 above)* Fannenberg* e concept

refers to a transmission of traditions which links us with

the first century and also with earlier Jewish historyj it

is a characterization of history as a whole* Hanson restricts

SGL*, p*T« bee also F*G.Downing, The Church and Jesus.

^3* ibid *. p,8 Note the use of the word "unbiased".
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tiie idea to what happened in the first few decades of the

Church* Kanson's bland dismissal of the attempt to describe

the activities of the early Church as "a branch of fiction"

is particularly unfortunate not only because the charge

cannot be Justified in its entirety, not only because it

fails to do Justice to the proponents of Form Criticism,

but also because it contradicts passages that bansou

himself wrote elsewhere* lie did not attempt a thoroughgoing
bit

analysis of what the early Church got up to, indeed he

was very conscious of the limitations of our ability to

do this, but Hanson was aware of some of the activities

of the Church* In his review of hie Cleichnlsse Jeau by

Joachitn Jeresiias already referred to, Manson tried to

guess what the "mind of the Church" might have been like

and how it might have dealt with the original Gospel

material* Hanson commended Jereiuias for his attempt to

Justify such a hypothesis by an examination of the evidence*

He was conscious of the editorial activity of the evangelists

and of the changes undergone by some of the oral and written

matter with which they were dealing* Hanson was aware that

the Sermon on the Mount was a "composition", though he

64* The most comprehensive attempt at this so far has been

Birger Gerhardsson's Memory and Manuscript* Oral

Tradition and Uritton Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism

and harly Christianity* Gerhardsson, however, has
been criticised for his use of Rabbinic sources by
Morton Smith, *A Comparison of liarly Christian and

Sarly Rabbinic Tradition', JBL« 82, 1963, pp*l69-176*
Gerhardsson has replied to Morton Smith in Tradition
ana Transmission in t-arly Christianity (j-und, 1965),
See also the criticism of W.D.Davies, The Setting of
the Sermon on the Mount, Appendix XV, pp.464-480.
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65
insisted that it was not a "fabrication1** Yet it is also

true to say that Hanson did not pay enough attention to

possible faults of Ki©u.ory in early tradition*^ None the

less he did have some understanding of the tradition which

lies behind the Gospels as we now have them* In what was

originally a schools broadcast for the BBC Hanson said;

The gap between the events and the earliest of our four

gospels, Hark, is not more than thirty to thirty five
years} and, as we saw, we have good reason to think
that the gap is bridged by the spoken words of those
who could tell what they had seen and heard, and by
written records that were quite probably made before
the Gospels as we know them were composed,,,, The

speeches in Acts take us back within months of the events*

Of course, we wish we had far more reports than we have
from the very earliest days) but what we have is very

67
good auu takes us back a very long way*

when Hanson said that oberlieferunM»fc,esctiichte is a branch

of fiction he presumably meant that we cannot know with

certainty whether the Church invented parts of the Gospels

for its own purposes* But this is to suppose that we may

assume the reliability of the content of the Gospels

unless the contrary can be clearly demonstrated* It is

precisely this assumption which has been challenged by

Norman Perrin (who was at one time one of Hanson's students)*

65. E&G.* p.50

66. ibid.« pp*50 and 101

67. 'Events in the Gospels — IIf in Jesus Christi History,
interpretation and Faith, p•25• Hanson's belief in
the general reliability of the Gospels is supported

by Gerhardsson (see n*64)«
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At the mid-point in the article in the Uodd Festschrift,

Hanson wrotei "The farther we travel along the kredestrasse,
68

the clearer it becomes that it is the road to nowhere."

In an article called 'The Wreciestrasse becomes the

Hauptstrasse', I'errin has noted the irony that Hansou's

defence of "the business of treating the Gospels — as

69
wholes and in detail - as historical documents" was placed

immediately before Bornkarora*s 'knderwartung und Kirche

liB Hatthausevangelium' In the Dodd Festschrift, which was

an attempt to show that this could not be done, and which
70

began the movement known as dedaktionsgeschichte. The

methodological procedure of Kedaktlons/eschlelite is not

to begin with the life of Jesus and to assume the historical

reliability of the Gospels, but to begin with the final

redaction and to move backwards in time to find a cause,

if possible, in the circumstances of the primitive Church

which, would account for the origination of any particular

part of the Gospels. Only that which necessarily goes

back to the life of Jesus can be accepted as being

historically reliable, and this approach, writes Perrln,

is not one that promises very much in the way of

knowledge of the historical Jesus and his ministry,
and it must be stressed that it is indeed the case

that the knowledge of the historical Jesus which is

at issue in the current discussion of the "question
71

of the historical Jesus" is very limited knowledge.

68. iiiSLSlL* • p.21b

69. Ibid., p.219

70« Ibid.. pp.222-260

71. N.Ferrln, 'The hredestrasse becomes the Hauptstrasse:
reflections on the Reprinting of the hodd Festschrift',

J£, LkVI, 1966, p.299.
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When all that could have been included by editors has been

removed, there remains only the parables, the Kingdom

proclamation, the Lord's prayer, involvement with tax

collectors and sinners, some aspects of discipleship, some

idiosyncrasies of speech, and the crucifixion* This list

conforms to what Perrin elsewhere has called the 'criterion

of dissimilarity*, i.e. authentic material must be

dissimilar to what we know of first century Judaism and
72

apostolic Christianity*' J .hi.Robinson has also criticized

Hanson on the same grounds because redaction criticism

"automatically shifts the burden of proof,*.the detection

of such a sufficient 'cause' in the life of the Church

would place the burden of proof upon the person who wished

to affirm the existence of another 'cause' of the item

under consideration lying still further back, i.e. back
71

in the life of Jesus,"Yet the criterion of dissimilarity

illegitimately excludes any material which Jesus may have

repeated or adapted from Jud&ism, just as it excludes

authentic material which still had relevance for the

74
problems of the Church even after Jesus's death*

72, N,Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus. p*39ff.
See also the trenchant criticism of Perrin by

K.S.Barbour, Tradltio-Historlcal Criticism of the
Gospels » PP.5-13.

73. J.M.Robinson, A New quest of the Historical Jesus* p*38 n*1

74* Hanson had in fact answered Perrin and Robinson

proleptically when he wrotet
The question of the oitz 1m Leben. the concrete
historical situation to which a Gospel story or
saying really belongs, is of the highest importance*
As it is usually posed the question requires us to
decide between a Sltz lm Leben Jesu and a bitz lia
Leben der alten Kirche. In most cases it would be
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Similarly there is not an automatic shift in the burden of

proof of authenticity. In other words, the fact that the

Church may have created some material does not entail that

it au8t have done so. There may also have been a continuity

of adaptation, as Hanson suggested (though it is true that

Hanson could not tolerate the view that the Church

fabricated any part of the Gospels),^ Whether we assume

the authenticity of historical material in the Gospels

until it is proved to be inauthentic, or whether we assume

its inauthenticity until it is shown to be necessarily

authentic as Perrln and Kobinson insist, is a matter which

cannot be decided on purely logical grounds, Kg must

make our choice on the basis of what we consider to be

the balance of probabilities. To that extent Hanson was on

as safe ground as is possible when he thought it likely

that the Church would not have been the original creator

of the Gospels, but would have selected from a larger mass

of material. Although it may well be argued that he should

have been generally more sceptical than he was.

relevant to add a third possibility, a feitz lis Leben
des Judischen Volkes. The question is not one that
caxx be answered a priori, but only after very careful
examination of each case. In particular it is
necessary to be on guard against the tacit assumption,
all too easily made, that the possible historical
contexts of a story or saying are mutually exclusive,
that if it can be shown that a saying is the mot
.juste for some Church situation ill the fifties of
the first century, it cannot also be the actual
spoken word of Jesus in some situation in the Ministry,
The truth is that the history of the Church and the
story of the Ministry overlap, (SG&.. p,23f»)

75« See Maxison's review of Jeremias in NTS, 1, 195^-5» P»59t
It is significant for the general question of the
reliability of the Gospels as historical documents
that it is absorption and adaptation of existing
material with which we are presented, and not the
creation of new material ex nihllo.
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Professor Hanson was certainly unhappy with the

possibility that the Christian faith might depend on the

literary creativity of the evangelists and he shared the

conviction of the author of 2 Peter that "we have not

followed cunningly devised myths" (2 Pt*1*l6). Indeed

it was precisely this problem that brought Hanson's

attention to the question of the historical reliability

of the Gospels* In a review of a book by Alan Kichardson,

Hanson wrotet

If we once admit the distinction between meaning that

is inherent in the event and meanings foisted upon it -
with the further possibility of events created to be
the bearers of the meaning it is desired to convey -

it becomes the more urgent to discover what did happen
76

in any given case*

If we now return to Hanson's article in the bodd

Festschrift we must note that he does not really discuss

at all bchweitzer's opinion that Mark reported Jesus's

eschatological views correctly and that Jesus was in
77

consequence "a deluded fanatic", ' But Hanson proposes

that we can account for Jesus's eschatological sayings

in a way which does not involve Mark's unreliability or

Jesus's fanaticism* This is the way of 'realized eschatology'*

which we shall discuss in the later section on 'eschatology'*

What emerges from our examination of Hanson vis-a-vis

Wrede, Schmidt* Perrin and J.M.Robinson is that Hanson was

unable to relinquish the fundamental historicity of the

76* Review of A.Richardson* The Miracle btorles of the
Gospels. In JTii* * XL1I1, 1942, p.93

77# LifeJ.. p.216
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Gospel narratives* At the centre of Christianity is a

man who said certain things, did certain things, and had

certain things done to him* This is what Hanson holds

fast, and this is why he assumes the essential authenticity

of the Gospels as historical evidence* He does not want

to protect this evidence from rigorous historical criticism,
78

but neither does he want to see it dismissed as evidence*

Hanson*a concept of •history* comes out best in his

review of the first volume of ilultmann's Theologie des

Dieuori Testaments* Hanson wrote in his notice that it was

a very important book, though he hesitated to put it into

th© hands of theological students* He found much to

appreciate there, but he also found its structure lop¬

sided because of the way flultmann had dealt with the

history of Jesus in only 30 pages, and, Hanson found much

to object to in iiultmann*s concept of 'history*. The

almost total reduction of Historic In Josus's life had

led to an equally exclusive concentration on what Jesus

had said or, better, whet the evangelists said he had said*

?8« Ibid * « p.219f.:
All this weans that we are driven back to the business
of treating the Gospels - as wholes and in detail - as
historical documents, using all the resources of
exact scholarship and strict historical method for the
task* be need not ask that the documents should be
exempt from any of the tests that are applied to other
ancient historical texts; but we must ask that they
should be treated seriously as evidence for the events
they purport to describe, and in the first instant as
evidence for those events rather than for the states
of mind of first century Christians*



This divorce of history and faith means that history
becomes pointless and faith arbitrary. The original

disciples decided to follow Jesus for reasons which
remain obscure. The primitive community decided to
believe in the crucified Jesus as the risen Christ for

reasons which are equally obscure. As we are told on

p,76 "the community had t© overcome the scandal of the
Cross and did so in the Easter faith", Whether the

Laster faith has any basis in fact or whether it is
a compensatory fantasy which the Church created as a

counterpoise to the hard fact of the Crucifixion we

are not told, and we are given to understand that the

question, "vie sich diese cntschcidungstat ius einzelnen
vollzog, wie der Oaterglaube bei den einzelnen 'Jungera

entstand,,,ist sachllch von keiner Bedeutung,M This
need not surprise us, for we are moving in a world
where all the really important historical events have
been consigned to the realm of the legendary* Peter's

confession, the Transfiguration, the Baptism and the

Temptations, the Triumphal Entry, and to a large extent
the Passion (p,27). V.hen faith has become arbitrary
decision independent of history, historical criticism

79
can afford to become arbitrary too.

It is clear that J-ianeon would not tolerate a distinction

between Historic and Geachlchte, It often appears that

by 'history' Sanson slipped buck into the historlcist

meaning of Historle, wie es eigentllch gewesen. Certainly

Hanson has no sophisticated idea of history as linguistic

tradition or anything of that sort, but there are a number

of passages in his work where he explicitly binds Hlstorie

with Geachlchte (without ever actually referring to this

German distinction) and he does this for the sake of faith

for the sake of the ministry, as the following passage

makes clear*

79. JTE., E, 1949, P.204
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It may be grintad that the? materials available are nothing
like sufficient for a biography of Jesus, i.ven so,

scholars come back to those materials, determined that
if tliey will not furnish a biography, they shall at
least provide a portrait. It ie recognised that the
essential problem of Christianity has to do not with
ecclesiastical questions of orders or belief or ritual,
but with the historical question of a person and a

life. The supreme task of N,T. scholarship is to make
Jesus Christ Crucified a living reality in the thought
of our own time, to bring out all that there is of
fact and meaning in those three wordst and the supreme

task of Christian preaching is but little different
to make Jesus Christ Crucified a living reality in the

lives of men and women in these days, to renew in them
the awe and wonder, the faith and courage, which He

inspired in men and women who knew Him in the days of
His flesh,80

There is certainly a hint her© of Harnack's view that Christ
81

communicates with us by the force of his personality, but

it is equally clear that there is here no Buitmannian

distinction between history and kerygma. In Chambers

Encyclopaedia he wrote, "the gospel is a combination of

historic fact and religious interpretation, these two

features being present from the outset and quite inseparable
8

one from another,"

If we cast our minds back for a moment to the various

concepts of history proposed by German theologians in

80, 'The Foundation of Christianity', (Xj,, 11, 1933* P«12

81, See 'Jesus Christ* in Chambers Encyclopaedia, vol 8,
p.84b, where Hanson thinks that we can reconstruct
the personality of Jesus from the Gospels,

82, Ibid., p.83b



Chapter Two, we will notice that Mancon clearly and

explicitly differs from Uarnack and fiulteann, as he would

have done from Heinrich Ott. Nor would he have been too

happy with the hesitant approach to the historical Jesus

made by Fuchs and tbdling, He seems to have been closest

to iiarth and Pannenberg in his sense of the importance of

history, but we shall now see that Hanson differed markedly

from berth in his understanding ef 'revelation',

Revelation

iiarnack*s concept of 'revelation', as we have seen

was a very simple one — there was no such thing;

Revelation is not a scientific concept; science can

neither draw together under one generic concept nor

explain in terms of 'revelation* the Cod-consciousness
of the paradoxical preaching of founders of religion

83
and prophets (and religious experience in general).

Iiarnack had placed, as Hanson puts It, "a thick plate-glass

window between Cod and the world" so there could be no

84
movement of revealed knowledge from Cod to man. The

only knowledge man could have of God would be some 'natural'

truth, as Kent suggested. houseet and other members of

the Religionsgeachichtliche Schule were unable to make any

special claim for a Christian revelations

When all history has thus been brought to a level It
is impossible to believe in a Divine revelation, in
the old acceptance of the term, which restricted

83* Harnack's last letter to Barth quoted in H.M.Kumscheidt
Revelation and Theolor.v. p.33

84. T.W.Hanson, Dug.. p.93
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revelation to one special province., ,« Only a bold

step forward will save us. If the science of history
demands that the seals be broken and the special
revelation be surrendered, then we must seriously

85
consider the idea of a universal revelation, ^

The significance of Jesus, according to Harnack, was that

ho gave "perfectly simple expression to profound and

all-important truths." But Nanson was afraid that if

revelation was precluded by science then it may prove

to be the case that science might also docide that religious

belief was a matter of the constitution of one's glands,

Hanson was quite clear that unless revelation could be

given a more concrete, a more objective base, then

Christianity would become untenable. He set himself

against the liberals in the following wayj

This means that we no longer think of Jesus as the

religious genius who clearly perceived and forcefully

proclaimed a few simple but profound truths about

God, man and the worldt we are led rather to say something

like, 'God was in Christ teaching lite world the knowledge
of hitaself'.87

Hanson differed from Barth in two respects. The

first was on the matter of our response to revelation,

and the second was on the relationship between revelation

and history. On the first issue, Barth proposed that

85, W,Bousset, What is Religion?, p,289f., quoted in

Manson, Dug,. p.94f,

86, A, von Harnack, What is Christianity?, p,7*»» quoted
in Hanson, Dug,, p»99

87, A review by Hanson of W,A,Curtis, Jesus the Teacher
in JTS,, XbV, 194**, p,218
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scripture speaks the Word from God which demands absolute

obedience* Hanson agreed that scripture is the "linguistic
88

vehicle*1 for the Word of God, but his writings arc less

than unanimous about our proper response to it* Commenting

on iJultmaan's Jesus * Hanson said:

Seeing that he is ono of the more advanced foral—critics
it is at first sight surprising that he managed to
write a couple of hundred pages on his subject* Now
the teaching of Jesus, as bultaiaim interprets it,
turns out to be essentially that neo-Calvinisns that is

working with such force in Germany at the present time*
words like i.ntscheldung and Cehorsani appear with almost
monotonous regularity on page after page, and the Gospel
becomes a demand for decision, for complete submission
and absolute obedience to the will of God* I pass no

judgment on the liarthian movement and its ideas* I

merely note the fact that when a N.T. scholar living
in the context of those ideas sits down to write a

book about Jesus, they come out as surely as if he
89

had sat down to write a book about Karl Earth.

Hanson never wrote an extended review of anything by Barth

and it is Impossible to discover whether Hanson had any very

detailed understanding of Earth's theology, but it is

certain that he was suspicious of Earth's demand for

obedience to the 'Word of God, and this may account for his

reluctance to call scripture the 'Word of God', an expression

which he used only rarely. A more accurate statement by

88, 'Translating the New Testament', a review of Konald
Knox's translation in the Manchester Guardian* 26,3*46

89* 'The Foundation of Christianity*, Ch£,, 11, 1933, P*15»
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Hanson of our relation to scripture can be found in a

lecture on Fault

Again the hearing of this good news has its proper

response from man in plstia (nYo-xis ), which is not
correct opinion, but trust. i,e» the kind of submission
to God that is bused on the assurance of his love, not

90
like islam a mere self-abasement before his power*

If one toned down the language a little, it would be

possible to substitute *Barth* for 'Islam*. Wanson was

also repelled by any tendency to make revelation remote

and objectified; revelation is objective, but it is also

human and personal* In notes for an unpublished lecture

on •The Greek Conception of Salvation with Special Reference

to Athanasius's be incarnatlone ¥erbl*« Hanson says that

Xo-gos has a double meaning. It means i) the pre-existent

world creator, and il) the human crucified Jesus* The

trouble began when the two separate meanings were identified

and i) took over ii)* "At one time", Hanson wrote, "the

X050S is the actual historical person with whom Christians
enter into a personal relation," When meaning i) takes

over meaning ii) salvation becomes cosmological and not

personal* This is why Hanson made the historical Jesus

the focus of revelation, and why he found the kerygmatic,

de-personalized salvation of Bultinann so unsatisfactory*
91 92

Revelation is of a person and between persons.

90, P&J.. p,31

91* 'The Rature and Authority of the Canonical Scriptures*
in A Companion to the Bible. 1st edition edited by

T,fc.Hanson, p*9

92, * Some Reflections on Biblical Religion* in Memoirs and
Proceedings of the Manchester literary and Philosophical

Society (Manchester Memoirs). XCVI, 195^-5, P*tO
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For revelation to be a revelation for man it ciust

take place in history, and nowhere did T,W.Man»on claim

that any event, or anything which purported to be an event,

in the life of Jesus should be excluded frota historical and

critical examination, But what is revelatory for Hanson

is not so much the resurrection, as it is for iiarth and,

in a different sense, for Pannenberg, as the minis try of

Jesus, This is where God is revealed, and in a subsidiary

sense Hanson would be bound to say that the ministry of

the Church today is also revelatory in so far as it copies

faithfully Jesus's own ministry. Again we see Hanson's

interest in 'ministry' regulating his pro-understanding,

Hanson sums up his position as followst

The Good News is the announcement of a historical event,
as that 'God so loved the world that ho gave his only-

begotten Son'| or that 'God was in Christ reconciling
the world to himself; or that 'If X by the finger of
God cast out demons, why then the Kingdom of God has
come upon you', fchat is claimed by Jesus, and by his
followers on his behalf, is that in his Ministry God
has revealed himself in saving action. This revelation
does not stand by itself. It is unique in quality but
it is not solitary. It is the crowning example of

something which, the Bible declares, is always liable
to occur in history. But if God does reveal himself
in history, it is there if anywhere that we must find

him. If God did in fact speak through the prophets
we cannot absolve ourselves from the task of finding
out as exactly as we can what was said and what it

meant. If God did in fact speak to us through the

life, death and resurrection of Jesus it is vitally
important to know as fully and as accurately as possible
what sort of life, death and resurrection became the
medium of the divine revelation. There is no escape

from the historical Inquiry, And there is no need to
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be despondent about its prospects. We may venture to

hope that as it progresses, we shall find that the

Ministry of Jesus is a piece of real history in the
sense that it is fully relevant to the historical
situation of its own time, to the hopes and fears ,

the passionate convictions and the gnawing needs of
our Lord's own contemporaries. And Just because it
was so relevant to their time, we shall find it

93
relevant to our own. ^

Bultwann's concept of 'revelation' came in for a

good deal of criticism when Hanson reviewed the second

volume of Theologle des Neuen Testaments which deals

94
principally with Johannine theology. Hanson's complaint

is that Bultmann's concept has no content. Bultmann says

that Jesus "els der Offenbarer Gottes nichts offenbart,

als daes er der Offenbarer ist" (p«413)« Bultinann

isolates the fact that Jesus is the Kevealer of God

from what is revealed in his words and actions. It can

be noted here that Hanson did not see the sayings of Jesus

as ends in themselves but as illustrations or elucidations

95
of the ministry. The only clue to the content of

93» lifeJ.. p.2201. The last sentence is a very considerable

assumption and indicates Hanson's 'hermeneutische
Kontinuum' (hertueneutical axis;, i.e. that which links
the reader with the text, that which stakes the text

relevant. But this particular axis is unhistorical

because it fails to take account of the historical

gulf between Jesus's contemporaries and ourselves.

9k, JTS.t 3# 1952, pp.246-9

95* Review of W,A.Curtis, Jesua the Teacher. JTS.. XLV,

1944, p.218f.
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revelation in Bultciann is the faith that it evokes. Yet

faith does not have very much content either: it is

"Entscholdung gegen die foelt fur Gott" (p.623), Hanson,

however, insists that John makes the creative love of

God the content of revelations "The commandment 'Love

one another as 1 have loved you* has its basis in the

statement 'As the lather has loved me so I nave loved

you* (jn 15*9 &■ 12)", and Hanson wishes that Bultraann

had mado as much of the fatherly love of God in his

account of revelation as he had of the brotherly love
96

of believers in his account of their faith. Hanson

developed this theme of 'love* elsewhere:

That is to say the whole life and death of Jesus is
to be regarded as a revelation of God's love. There

above all we are to see the love of God in action;
there we are to find the demonstration iii concreto

that God really does love us. In this connection it
is significant, as Michael notes, that John does not
use the verb ^><*v£jOoto ('manifest' a 'reveal') of the
Apostolic preaching. The revelation is once and for

97
all in and through Jesus.

And even more specifically here:

And what is this revelation? It is the manifestation

of the truth concerning God: and the truth is that God

is love. And how is it manifested? hot in the mere

statement of the proposition 'God is love', but in the
fact that the Jesus of the Fourth Gospel is in the

first instance perfectly and coaspletely the object of
God's love; and then in His own life the perfect
manifestation of that love to men, in the laying down

96. JTb., 3. 1952, p.268
97• i£J.# P.93
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98
of His life for them.

tthile Sanson never approached an identification of

revelation and history as Pannenberg has done (see p.1l6f.),

he did make it clear that God reveals himself in history

and to that extent he is closer to Pannenberg then to any

other dogmatic theologian. The following quotation on

Jesus's us© of the Old Testament shows how close he comes

to Pannenberg in general intent)

The aiatter can be put in this way that the whole corpus

of the Hebrew scriptures.•.is regarded as the revelation

of the divine purpose. Rightly understood, it illuminates

history) and history rightly understood, refers back
to it. Since the revelation is from God, who knows
the end from the beginning, and in whom there is no

variableness, we may expect that on all vital points
a genuine continuity and consistency will be discernible

throughout the process of revelation and the course of

history, that what is fulfilled in the life of Christ
99

is foreordained by God from the foundation of the world. ^

Hanson had nothing to say about the total revelation of

God's nature which will ultimately take place at the end

of time, with which Pannenberg is so concerned, and the

reason for this is that 'ministry' is Hanson's focus of

attention and it is in the ministry of Jesus that Hanson

looks for and finds the revelation of God.

98. 'The Christoloey of the hew Testament', Ctj., 13* 1935*
p.162

99* 'The Old Testament in the Teaching of Jesus', GJRL..

3**. 1952, p.312f.
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Kesurrectlon and Miracles

Before an exegete can opt for

one interpretation or another of the miracle stories in

the Gospels (and a fortiori the story of the resurrection)

he must decide whether miracles are inherently incredible

or whether they are, in principle, possible events in the

world, whether we think Jcbus actually performed miracles

is another matter again. But for Harnack and Bultmann

there is no problem here because miracles, by definition

if you accept their 'scientific* view of the world, are

impossible, T, v. ,i anson, however, was not prepared to

preclude the possibility of miracles in this way. He

believed that if you, provisionally at least, accept the

view that God created the world and man, that he governs

the course of history and that he made the decisive

intervention in Christ, then "ve at once reopen the

question about 'miracles* and 'special revelations"1,100
Of course, for some Christians, this argument is circular,

because one of the reasons for accepting that Christ

is God's "decisive intervention" is that he performed

miracles and was raised from the dead. But Hanson was

correct in supposing that no plausible reason can be

introduced for precluding the possibility of any event

in the natural world. Whether some possible but improbable

event has actually occurred depends on the sort of evidence

produced for it.

100, Bug.. p,103
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Bultmann made the distinction between Wunder and

Mirakel, and while he would not entertain the possibility

of the latter he accepted the V>under of what God has done

for us in faith*Hanson also seems to make this

distinction, for in one place he refers to revelation
102

as a miracle, in fact as the miracle. Lis©where he

calls this a k=<ivrj kt'wiS and identifies it largely with
the creation of the ministry • both Jesus*s and the

103
Church's. However, Hanson does not use this distinction

in order to deny the possibility of Mlrakel. In his

review of Alan Richardson's The Miracle Stories of the

Gospels. Hanson said that the miracle stories are an

integral part of the kerygma, they are signs of the
104

Kingdom of God and Christ's place in it. in the one

article he wrote on miracles he sees them as representing

what the ministry stands for - satisfying the needs of
103

others. Hanson does not treat them as symbols without

an historical basist "They are not trimmings or decorations

attached to the ministry! they are part and parcel of the

ministry itself."Hanson's interest in the ministry

101. See p.79 above, ©specially n,47

102. 'The Nature and Authority of the Canonical Scriptures'
in A Companion to the Bible, p.10

103. 'The Christology of the New Testament', £$£», 13,
1935, P.160

104. JTS.. XL1I1, 1942, pp.92-4

105. 'The Gospel Piracies', Kfc.. 19, 1952, p.45f. This
was originally a schools broadcast given on 19.11.1951

106. Ibid., p.46
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acts as a discriminating factor because 'miracles' which

do not have a personal or social purpose, i.e. a ministerial

purpose, are consigned to the shadows of doubt* This is

why Hanson sees no reason for rejecting the healing

miracles in general and, while he maintains a certain

scepticism, he thinks that restorations to life by Jesus

are possible* But he thinks that the nature miracles are

107
much less likely and certainly are of much less importance* *

In order to be consistent with this, Hanson thought that

the resurrection of Jesus was a possible event* Yet

Hanson was critical of the content of the Bible| there

is indeed Sachkritik in Manson, ke have Just noted that

he was quite ready to dispense with nature miracles*

Hanson seems also not to have believed in the existence

of 'demons'I

Our instinctive dislike of these vestiges of primitive
Semitic superstition should not blind us to the fact
that Jesus saw clearly***that the evil-doer may be,
and often is, the victim of forces that seem to lie

108
outside his own control altogether*

Similarly, Hanson found it difficult to believe in a

personalized 'devil', while still believing in the
109

objectivity of the forces which Jesus had to overcome*

When discussing 'resurrection* Hanson's chief task

is to distinguish the Jewish and Christian concept of

•resurrection* from the Creek idea of •immortality't

107* ibid., p.48f.

1°&« SerM.* p*b8

109* i'&J * . p.22
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It is the resurrection of Jesus that is asserted and

believed* not the immortality of souls* including the
soul of Jesus*

It is therefore important that we should be clear
about what the word 'Resurrection1 meant in Hew Testament

times* It had nothing whatever to do with the survival
of disembodied spirits in some heavenly sphere. On the

contrary* it was essentially a restoration to life
this world« a bringing back of the dead person from
the cold and shadowy underworld to resume his place

among his kinsfolk and friends and to recover the
health and vigour that were his before he died* fcven

if the conditions of life were supposed to have been

drastically changed before the resurrection takes

place* it is recognisably the same person who returns
to Join people* who will recognise him. Ana however
much the conditions may have changed* it is assumed
that there will be a real continuity of purpose and

activity between the new life and the old, just as

there is real continuity of personality between the
man who died and the man who returns to life*

The closest comparable experience with which we are familiar

is that of falling asleep and waking up* and it is no

coincidence that the first unmistakable reference in the

Old Testament uses this image,St Paul uses the same

sort of language (1 Cor 15»18*20,51)• Unlike Darth,

Hanson sees the resurrection of Jesus as an historical

event in this world; he does not move it into the quasi-

historical world of •primal history1. The point at stake

here is whether there can be any evidence for the resurrection,

Kaneon is clear that there can be and is, though he never

110* DerM,, p»&9f,

111, Daniel 12,2, see Hanson, ibid,* p,90
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explicitly drew the implication that there can also in

principle be a lack of evidence which would make it

impossible to believe that Jesus had been raised from

the dead* Vie may, however, assume that Manson was aware

of this implication and that he found it theologically

acceptable - like Pannenberg, but unlike Barth, Hanson

is very close to Pannenberg in his discussion of the

evidence for the resurrection (it is after all a very

traditional position):

It is usual, and correct, to say that the hew Testament
evidences for the resurrection fall into two classes:

those which report the finding of the empty tomb, and
those which report appearances of the Lord to various

, 112people*

Hanson seems to have seen the resurrection of Jesus as a

ratification of the ministry which had preceded it (an

idea developed by Pannenberg whose principal interest is

in verifying Christian belief in contemporary society),

and also as a ratification of the Church1a ministry which

followed it (an idea which, so far as X know, is unique

to Manson):

Consequently the Cross became for him an essential

part of his taskj whereas his friends and his enemies
alike could only see it as a defeat for him* The
events that followed the crucifixion served to confirm

that he was right and they were wrong. Whatever else
the experiences of men and women after the crucifixion

may mean, they meant at least two things: first, that
the way that Jesus had chosen was God's way} that what

appeared to be the death of Jesus was, in fact, the

Ibid,, p*91» Cf. V,Pannenberg, Jesus. God and Man,

pp,88-106
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triumph of* the Kingdom of God* And second, that the

Ministry of Jesus, so far from being ended by the

crucifixion, continued through it and beyond it with
113

increasing power*

This latter point leads us to what is peculiar to

Sanson's concept of ♦resurrection1. Again the crucial

factor is Professor Hanson's interest in 'ministry'.

Just as a man who has woken up continues the work of the

previous day, so it is with Jesusj that Jesus has been

raised means that he can continue his ministry with his

disciples* But now Jesus is freed from the limitations

of his earlier existence; he is no longer confined to

one locality and one time* Hanson goes ont

But these features of the story, interesting and

important though they are, should not be allowed to

divert our attention from the central fact that the

work taken up again by the Risen Lord is the work of

the earthly Ministry* strengthened, intensified,

enlarged, no doubt, but still in all essentials the
same tasks, informed by the same spirit and directed
to the same ends* The Risen Christ still 'has

compassion on the multitudes', is still 'the friend
of publicans and sinners', still 'comes to give
service rather than receive it', still 'seeks and saves

11k
the lost'*

The staying-power of the Church over more than nineteen

centuries is attributed to the fact that it is the risen

Christ who is continuing his ministry here and now* ke

are not Jesus*s successors but his companions:

113* The Beginning of the Gospel* p.2k

114* SerH,, p,96
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The Resurrection means above all Just this, that
Christians do not inherit their task from Christ.

IIS
they share it with him.

Kschatology

Professor Manson'a concept of *eschatology' is

dominated, even distorted, by his interest in 'ministry*.

It is at this point that Sanson's pre-understanding (and

consequently his exegesis) is weakest. It is at this

point that traditional ideas of eschatology run counter

to Sanson's interest in the ministry and he has to

manipulate his concept of *eschatology* in order to

avoid a stark confrontation. Only if he had been prepared

to loosen his interest in ministry would Hanson have been

able to avoid any sort of clash here. It is true that

Hanson attacked liberalism for not being able to make

anything of eschatology, but even there he made no

specific statement about the importance of future

eschatology.^^ As we shall see, Hanson did affirm in
✓

a number of places that a future 7T<*p°<-><=•'«■ still awaits

us, and in principle this would allow him to deal adequately

with Jesus's eschatological sayings which obviously imply

a future Kingdom of God. but Hanson does not in fact

seem to have been able to make theological sense of these

futuristic sayings| he could not Integrate them very

convincingly into his theology. These affirmations of

115. Ibid., p.98

116. Bug.. p.lOO
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future eschatology stand in isolation from the sweep of

Hanson's theology# Of course# it way be argued that

he was correct in working out his ideas in terras only

of an esehetology realised in the present because there
✓

will in fact be no future jr^po^o-io. and because Jesus did

not imply such a future# But we shall have to see whether

such a view can be justified by the texts# for our

concern here is with the exegesis of texts# i#e# with

what Jesus said or what the evangelists said he said#

rather than with what will in fact be the case in the

future# 1 shall# however, postpone this task until the

next chapter; sty concern here is to uncover Hanson's

understanding of 'eschatology'.

The thorough-going eschatology of Albert Schweitzer

had been most impressively answered, thought Hanson# by

F#C#Burkitt in the following passage:

There is a sense# on the eschatological view# in which
it is true to say that Jesus had radically changed
the messianic ideal# He had changed it, not by

•spiritualizing' it, but by adding to it# The ideal
of King Messiah# coming in glory on the clouds of
heaven to judge the world and vindicate the elect of

God# he left untouched# but he prefixed to it a

Prologue# He prefixed to it not a doctrine about

Messiah# but the actual course of his own career#

We call it hie Ministry - why? Because his view of
the office of the Man who was predestined to be Messiah
was that he should 'minister' to the needs of God's

people# According to Hark# Jesus went up to Jerusalem
to die# to be killed, believing that thereby the

Kingdom of God would come# And this great resolve
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117
has to be judged in the light of its amazing success*

Hanson used this passage to depreciate all future eachatology;

it is difficult to imagine how any affirmation of future

eschatology could be integrated with what Hanson says

after that quotation from Burkittt

But when we come to consider these points seriously
it emerges that what really matters is not the

eschatological theory but the ministerial practice*
The Prologue* of which Burkitt speaks* in fact makes
nonsense of the expected sequel} so much so that It
is no calamity but a positive relief that there is

118
no Parousia of the conventional Jewish pattern,.,.

In a word* the most significant thing about the Jesus
of the eschatological theory, the permanently effective

thing right down to the life of Schweitzer himself*
is the non-eschatological* even the anti-eschatological
element* The interim ethic is the abiding moral forcei

119
the Prologue has become the whole drama*

Hanson's suggestion is that* given the fact that even in

Schweitzer's thorough-going eschatology it is the ministry

which really counts, it is time thorough-going osohatology

was dropped in favour of a theology which gives a better

account of the ministry* He finds such a theology in the

'realized eschatology1 of C*H,l)odd as presented in The

Parables of the Kingdom. In hie more restrained mood

117* F*C.Burkitt, The Larliest sources for the Life of

Jesus, p*130f** quoted by Hanson in LifeJ * * p*2l6f*

118* Hanson wrote in 'Jesus* Paul and the Law* in Judaism
and Christianity, Vol 111 - Law and Religion, ed* by

E.i,J.Rosenthal, p.128s "It is not* perhaps* going
too far to say that at the beginning of the Christian
era there was scarcely a devout soul in Israel that
was not looking for the coming of the kingdom,..."

119. LifeJ.. p.21?
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Sanson wrote that:

Th© kingdom is not something to be added to the Ministryi
120

it is already present in the Ministry*

But more often he made a total identification between the

Kingdom of God and the ministry, in the first place as the

ministry of Jesus and in the second place as the ministry

of the Church. However •ministry*, *church* and 'kingdom

of God* may have been differentiated in the history of

theology, all are identified by Martson, as the following

quotations showt

His [Jesus«a] ministry is no mere prelude to the coming
of th© Kingdom, nor even a preparation for iti it is

121
the Kingdom at work in the world.

The task of the [christian] society is not to bring the
Kingdom of God but to be th© Kingdom of God by repro¬

ducing in itself the life and ministry of Jesus*
But this carries us still further. For the life and

ministry of Jesus are the Kingdom of God in action in
the world and in history. Jesus Hiuiself claims that
the Kingdom comes in the doing of the things He did
in the course of His ministry, and in the doing of the
tasks He set His disciples to do* That is, the nature
of God's rule is only to be discovered by considering

122
th© nature of the ministry of Jesus*

It is of the essence of the matter that, while the

Kingdom of God is not created by human effort, it is
manifested in and through human lives* The manifestation
is supreme and perfect in the Person and Life of Jesus,
insomuch that we can say, as Qrigen did, that He is
the Kingdom* In the disciples of Jesus the manifestation
is derivative and less than perfect, but still real and

120* 1 p*77

121* 'The Christology of the New Testament', C£., 13» 1935*
P. 158

122* 'Christ and Society', Toe H Journal. 15» 1937» P»8
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true* I'or our understanding of the nature of the
Church it is necessary to know the ways in which the
manifestation of the kingdom takes place in the

121
Ministry of our Lord*

And finallyi

The society of those* who have been thus touched by
God*s love so that it has become the ruling motive
in their own lives, is the kingdom of God on earth,
the Church, the body of Christ, whose task it is to

12k
continue the work of Christ in the power of his spirit*

Hanson seems to have absorbed vestiges of the liberal

theory that the kingdom is created by Christians here

and now in their individual and social behaviour* It is

true that Hanson says explicitly in the last but one

passage above that the Kingdom of God is not created by

human effort, but he did propound the view that the

Kingdom of God exists wherever the will of God is performed,

and this is a human activityi "The Kingdom of God cosies

when and where God,s will is done on earth as it is in

125
heaven." No doubt Hanson could have coped with such

an apparent contradiction between the Kingdom of God as

the creation of God and as an act of man in a theology

of grace* But he never did so, and statements like the

last one that "the Kingdom cornea when and where God's

will is done" inevitably sound like a forai of neo~liberalisi»*

123* CMin#, p*16

124* 'Heliglon and Morality in the New Testament* in The
Bible and Modern Keligious Thought. 6, 1935# P»19

125. 'The Foundation of Christianity*, C£., 11, 1933# P*19
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In an early work, The Teaching of Jesus. Manson again

understands the kingdom in terms oi doing God's will

and the kingdom of God becomes an expression of a nexus

of individual relationships between God and men. It is

because of this that the time element is transcended and

the question whether the kingdom of God is a present,

past or future reality is rendered superfluous:

Once these distinctions are made,,,it becomes clear

that the old dispute whether Jesus conceived tho

kingdom as present or future, whether he pictured it
as brought about by a gradual moral and social evolution
or by a catastrophic super natural act of God, has arisen
out of the confusion of matters in the Gospel which are

really distinct. The kingdom of God in its essence is
the keign of God, a personal relation between God and
the individual: and there 1© no point In asking whether
it is present or future, just as there is no point in

asking whether the fatherhood of God is present or

future. It is something independent of temporal or

spatial relations. It is a standing claim made by
God on the loyalty and obedience of man. From time
to time individuals admit this claim and accept the

sovereignty of God, This is what is meant by the
1 26

phrase 'receive the kingdom of God',,,*

bishop Gosta Lundetrom in his study of the interpretation

of the Kingdom of God has criticised T«to,fanson for making

the Kingdom transcend time in a way which in effect makes

127
it impossible for him to speak of future eachatology.

126, T., p.135

127, G.Lundstroai, The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of

Jesus, pp,107-113* P,107 contains an extraordinary
footnote in which Lundatrom claims that T.to.Manaon
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In general this is a fair criticism, but it is not entirely

accurate because Hanson did occasionally speak of future

eechatology, Clearly Hanson wanted to hold on to this,

but he did not seem able to make very much of it. The

important point is that Hanson never quite abandoned a
/

future n«poua/cn as we can see, for example, in this quotations

It is not possible to make a complete distinction
between a heavenly kingdom and life on earth. What
we may observe is a certain shifting of emphasis,
and 1 think that Bibelius is right in pointing out

that the main emphasis lias shifted from the future
consummation to the present realization. But I should
hold that both elements are part of the authentic

v.4 , 128teaching of Jesus,

In sermon notes headed "A Cup of Cold Water", Hanson wrote

that the whole point of the inter-relation between the

present ministry and the future Judgment is that those

who are on Cod's side now are those who will be on Cod's

wrote Christ's View of the Kingdom of Codi A Study

of Jewish Apocalyptic in tho Hind of Jesus Christ,

London 1918} it was actually written by William
Hanson, Lundstroia also claims that Hanson wrote the

section on Hark in The Hission and Message of Jesust

Hanson wrote Part Two on 'ti*, The sayings of Jesus,

Evidently Bishop Lundstrotn failed to check his

secondary sources. These faults do not affect

JLundstrom's exposition of Hanson which he has derived

from The Teaching of Jesus, 1931» hut the exposition
is limited because he used only this one early source.

1 • E&G. i p,48
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side then* Hanson wanted both something to await us in

the future and he wanted that something to be in continuity

with Jesus's and the Church's ministry. He could not bear

the thought that God would negate the ministry; he could

not bear, understandably, the prospect of his own ministerial

interest being made futile* It is for this reason that

he wrotet

It seems to me to become increasingly clear that the
essence of 'realized bschatology' or * sich realisierende

lachatologie' is the fact that Messianic Ministry of
Jesus the Son of man Is the Kingdom and the power and

the glory, in a word, that the Parousia must be
129

homoousios with the Ministry,

Ministry and Parousia are of a part, though tliey form

different sections of the time scale (in contradistinction

to hi® earlier view in The Teaching of Jesus). There will

indeed be a Parousia, and there will be a future resurrection
130

of Christians, Sanson came closest to abandoning his

his early liberal views in his article on Jesus Christ for

Chambers Lncyclouaedia published in 1950, but even here he

could not finally resist the view that the Kingdom is to

be identified with the doing of God's will:

The message [of Jesus J proclaimed first that 'the new

age has dawned** The old aeon has reached its final

days and the new aeon has begun* For a time, until
the consummation, the two ages will exist concurrently#
In the dawning of the new age * the kingdom of God has
drawn near'* Seme interpret this to mean that the

129# Review of J.Jeremias's bie Gleichniase Jesu. NTS *. 1,
1954-5, P,61

130. See, for example, 'baptism in the Church', sJT.* 2,

1949, P«39S» "Full sharing of the resurrection life
lies still in the future,"
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kingdom is now realized t in the work of Jesus ; some

that the kingdom while not present is imminent} and

others that it is far in the future* The correct view

must neglect neither present nor future aspects* The

kingdom has already begun to break in, is present in
the work and ministry of Jesus, But the kingdom is
also of the future, for it will not be consummated
until the parousla* The present is an interim between

beginning and completion of the kingdom*

The kingdom is an act of God* rather than the result
of human activity. It breaks in suddenly, unexpectedly,
rather than develops as the continuation of the present

earthly age* Its essence is to be found in the new

relationship between God and man, a relationship of
immediate communion* ho longer is there an intermediary,
rather God is present with men and dwells among there,
for in Jesus the barrier is broken down and man is

reconciled to God, This implies that the trite nature
of the kingdom is most clearly seen in the life and

ministry of Jesus, for the kingdom of God must be
understood as the exercise of the kingly rule of God,
a state of affairs in which the will of God is truly

known and fully obeyed; in Jesua's teaching the will
1 '31

of God is declared, in his acts it is obeyed,

Such, then, in general outline, is T.W,Hanson*a pre-uiider-

& tending.

131• 'Jesus Christ* in Chambers encyclopaedia* vol 8, p*85a
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C H A JP T fc K F I V h

T.ii.MAN^Uh: PKh-L'NDfcKSTANDIKG AT WOHK

The task of this chapter is to see how Professor

Hanson's exegeticai work is related to his pre-understending;,

which we have outlined in the previous chapter* In order to

do this 1 shall take a limited number of examples which are

typical of Hanson's exegesis as a whole* It would( of

course* be hardly possible - and no doubt there would be

diminishing returns even if it were possible - to cover the

whole of Hanson's exegesis of the New Testament* but there

are several outstanding examples which are especially

characteristic of Hanson* Hy point of focus is the relation

between pre-understending and interpretation and 1 shall

not be particularly concerned with the detail of the

argumentation which supports Hanson's conclusions* for

pre—understanding guides only the general trend of

interpretation and not every final detail*

The Son of Han

Hanson says that o u'os too ^vQpionoo could

either be a slavish translation of the Aramaic bar naaha

which would mean no more than 'man', or it could act as a

symbol as it does in Daniel* The Similitudes of Dnoch and

XV ksdras*' If Jesus used it as a symbol Hanson supposes

1* T*W.Hanson* T.* p*212
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that its meaning will depend on the source from which it

was derived. Manson thinks that 'the hon of Man' is the

last of a series of symbols which occur in the course of

the Old Testament} these are: the Heisimnt, the servant of

Jehovah, the *1' In the 2©alms and the Son of Man in

Daniel. He argues that it is the idea of the 'Servant*

understood as the Remnant of Israel which is the key to

this concept as used by Jesus.

In other words, the Son of Man is, like the oervant of

Jehovah, an iueal figure and stands for the manifestation
of the Kingdom of God on earth in a people wholly

2
devoted to their heavenly king.

If the Son of Man is the embodiment of the rtemnant of

Israel how Is it, Hanson wonders, that the concept has

become Identified with Jesus? The answer lies in the

course of Jesus's ministry.

His mission is to create the bott of Man, the Kingdom
of the saints of the Most High, to realise in Israel
the ideal contained in the term. This task is attempted

in two ways: first by public appeal to the people

through the medium of parable and sermon and by the
mission of the disciples: then, when this appeal

produced no adequate response, by the consolidation
of his own band of followers. Finally,when it becomes

apparent that not even his own disciples are ready to

rise to the demands of the ideal, he stands alone,

embodying in his own person the perfect human response
3

to the regal claims of God.

Hanson rejects the view that the Son of Man lias been

derived from hnoch where it stands for an individual,

the Messiah, for two reasons. The first is that it i®

2, Ibid.. p.227

3. Ibid.. p.227f*
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by no means clear that * the Son of Han* - as well as * the

Righteous one*, *the Elect one* and *th© Anointed one* -

stands for an individual rather than a group even in

Enoch* Secondly, there is no evidence that Jesus was

familiar with Lnoch (nor even that it had been written
u.

by the time of Jesus ), and when Jesus does quote ha

quotes, as we would expect, from the Old Testament, from

Daniel and not from Enoch (Mk 13*26), Jesus was evidently

familiar with the Danielle Son of Man and there the

symbol represents "the people of the saints of the Most

High" (Dn 7.13),5

It might well be objected at this point that the

derivation does not prove the meaning and that it is

quite possible that if the individualistic meaning of

•Son of Han* found its way into the Similitudes of Enoch

in the first century A,D* it may also have been well

known in contemporary Pharisaism and that Jesus may have

known about it too* On the other hand Dr C.Fitxhugh

Spragins states that the wumran scrolls support Hanson's

communal interpretation,**

4* See J*C*Hindley, 'Towards a Date for the Similitudes
of Enoch* An historical Approach*, NTS,, 14, 1967-8,
PP»551-565, esp, p*553f» 1 Enoch 37-71 contains all
the references to the Son of Man and is absent from the

Dead Sea Scrolls, and so was probably not written until
after 70 A,D,

3* r*W.Hanson, T#, p*228f*

6* 0*F*spraglns, T.h.Hanson* Neuteatamentler. p*29s
It now appears that Hanson's theory can claim some
support from the evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls*
This is found particularly in 1QS viii* Iff* where
within a very few verses the Qumran sect appears
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Sanson also noted that, with two exceptions in Mark,

two in Q and one in H, Jesus only began to speak of the

Son of Man after Peter's confession (Mk 8.27-30) which
7

hanson took to be an actual historical occurrence. Manson

claimed that in both Marcan exceptions the original reporter

had mistranslated bar nasha as the son of enan, so that both
8

passages in fact refer to 'man* and not 'son of Man*.

Manson removed the other exceptions on the grounds that

they were either mistranslations or interpolations. His

final conclusion is that the Son of Man refers to all those

who seek to carry out the messianic function of service

and suffering!

But the striking correspondence between the predicted

fate of the Son of Man and the actual fate of Jesus

may easily blind us to another correspondence, equally

striking, between the 'bon of Man* predictions and the
demands made by Jesus on his disciples. Again and

again it is impressed upon them that discipleship is

synonymous with sacrifice and suffering and the cross

itself. This at once suggests that what was In the
mind of Jesus was that he and his followers together

should share that destiny which he describes as the

to have brought together certain aspects of the
Isaianic Servant of the Lord and the Danielle Son
of Man, and has applied them both to its own
eschatological function as a community. This is
an important consideration which weighs heavily in
favour of a 'corporate* interpretation of the Son
of Man title contemporary with Jesus.

See also M.Perrin, The i\ingdout of God in the Teaching

of Jeaus, p.99| and M,black, 'servant of the Lord and
Son of Man*, SJT. . 6, 1933-** * pp • 1 -11 ♦

7. The exceptions are 3 Mk 2,10 & 28; l.k 6.22/Mt 5.11;
Lk 7.3k/ht 11.191 and 10.23.

8. T.«.Manson, T», p.214. .Manson later revised his view on

hk 2.28 in Conlectanea heotestamentica XI (in honorem

Antonii !• riedrichsen ) » pp.138-46.
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Passion of the Son of Mans that he and they together

should be the Son of Nan, the Remnant that saves by

service and self-sacrifice, the organ of God's redemptive
9

purpose in the world.

'The Son of Wan', then, was meant to refer to the whole

of Israel, but by force of circumstance it was narrowed

down to the disciples and finally to Jesus himself. hut

now it refers to all Christians who share in Jesus's task.

It is obvious enough how Hanson's interpretation was

derived from his Interest in the ministry. Hanson came

to modify his views slightly, but this did not uffect the

general character of his exegesis. in a later paper on

the Son of Han he saw the term as an example of what

Wheeler Robinson called 'corporate personality' where

there is a "constant oscillation between the conception

of the social unit as an association of individuals in

the plural or us a corporate personality in the singular.M

hut one of the marks of 1 corporate personality' is that

sometimes a singular name can stand both for the group,

and for part of that group, and for an individual who

represents that group. See, for example, Isaiah 49.1-6

whore the Servant represent® first an individual, then

Israel, and then a remnant within Israel. Let us now see

how Hanson's general interpretation worked with particular

texts.

9. Ibid., p.231

lO. 'The Son of Han in Daniel, Enoch and the Gospels' in
sGt.| p.142



Hanson's Interpretation of the 'Son of Man* is at

ita best In Mt 25«31~it6» where the Son of Man separates

the sheep from the goats at the final Judgment,*' The

problem in this passage is that of identifying the various

characters who appear in the scone. Mauson says that it

is clear that the King's Father is God and that God is

not the Judge of the scene. The King is Jesus and the

King's brethren are the disciples, Jesus as Judge, then,

Is the representative of a group ("my brethren") who are

not being Judged, Those being judged are the Gentiles

and those Jews who did not openly accept the Kingdom,

¥ho or what, then, is the bon of Man? if the i>on of Man

is the King the concept stands for ari individual as in

Knoch, but if the son of Man stands for the King and his

brethren then the concept follows the pattern of Daniel 7*13

By looking at the details of the text Mai ison reckons that

the Son of Man is different from the King, On v,40 he

comments t

The answer of the King brings out clearly the solidarity
of Christ and his brethren. He and his brethren are

12
many, but together they are one - the boti of Man,

11, b« , pp,5^0-4, and T,, p»264f« Jercwias counts
Mt 23»31-46 as one of the few references to the

Con of Man which may well be authentic, see Mew

Testament Theology, Vol 1 Ihe ireclamation of Jesus,

p,2b3, though he casts a certain amount of doubt
on this on the following page,

12, S.t p.51*3



Sanson's interpretation works less veil with Mt 19*28

Jesus said to them, "Truly, I say to you, in the new

world, when the Son of Han shall sit on his glorious

throne, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve

thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel."

In his exposition of this passage Hanson did not press
tu

his coiununul understanding of the Son of Han, But

clearly this type of interpretation would not work here

where the bon of Han is explicitly differentiated from

the twelve who represent the tribes of Israel, as Hanson

realized to groat effect in his discussion of *up03tolicity
1 5

with Kenneth Kirk, There Hanson stated that apostlcship

is limited to the twelve precisely because they represent

the twelve tribes, Vincent Taylor noted a number of other

passages where a personal reference to the oon of Han

cannot be ignored,^ The main criticism which can be

13* J.Jeretuias, op, cit.. p,262f, thinks this inauthentic
because the parallel Lk 22.28-30 has egw instead of
o cuos tou «vQptinou and in every parallel where this
occurs Jeretaias reckons that to be more authentic -

the change to 6 tou wv0punou i8 a vaticinlum ex
eventu by the early Church, If the version in
Lk is indeed older then clearly a corporate inter¬

pretation cannot be omde,

14, T.W.Hanson, , p,506i ,

15* CHin., ch.2

16, V,Taylor, The >\atr.es of Jesus, p,32. These passages

are: Mk 2.10; 9.9| 9.31» 10.33f.| 10.45} 14,21; 14.41;
Ik 7*34; 9.38; 11,30; 18.8b; 19*10; and 22,48, A
nutubex* of these come from the passion narrative and

Hanson admitted that here Jesus was speaking of
himself because his mission had by this time been
abandoned by his disciples.
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brought against Hanson here is not that he has Tailed to

gain an insight into the meaning of the New Testament -

he certainly succeeded in doing that - but that he smoothed

over a number of difficult passages in order to offer a

homogeneous interpretation* And this is precisely the

danger of being led too far by one's pre-understending,

when one fails to criticize one's pro-understanding in

the light of difficulties in the text* Hanson's prior

interest in ministry has led here to a startling new

insight, but it has also blinkered him to other dimensions

of meaning* 'The bon of Man' is a more differentiated

concept than Hanson would allow*

In order to highlight the individuality of Hanson's

exegesis let us contrast it with the exegesis of someone

who set out with a quite different pre-understanding.

Let us briefly see how Buitmaim interpreted o o'oe toG

ivQpcSuou with a pre-undorstanding which diminishes interest

in the historical life of Jesus and which is eager to

diminish any possibility of future eschatology* Bultmann

says that the Son of Man sayings in the Synoptic Gospels

fall into throe groups* Taking these in reverse order,

the third group which Bultmann identifies is that in which

the Son of Man is said to be at work in the present*

Bultmann says that this group is based on a Eiisundtrslanding

in the translation into Greek:

In Aramaic, the son of man in these sayings was not a

messianic title at all, but meant 'man* or 'I'* bo
17

this group drops out of the present discussion*

17» K•k *Buitmann, Theology of the Mew Testament, vol 1 p,30
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The second group describes the Son of Han as suffering

death and rising again* These are said to be vaticinia

ex eventu. which are not present in Q and which have been

read back into the mouth of Jesus* so to speak* by the

early Church* The first group of sayings speaks of the

Son of Han coming in the future. This group in no way

overlaps with the second* and the peculiarity of these

sayings is that Jesus speaks of the Son of Han in the third

person and does not identify himself with this messianic
18

figure* iiultmann thinks that this group is part of a

very primitive tradition* "the predictions of the parousia
19

are old and are probably original words of Jesus"*

because of his conclusion about this group* Bultmami

refuses to discuss material which is peculiar to Hatthew

and Luke because they do in fact identify Jesus with the

Son of Han and bulteiann simply says that these evangelists
20

have lost the original meaning of the expression*

BuItmaim•s final conclusion is that the Son of Man and

the Messiah are equivalent expressions because "both mean

21
the eschatological bringer of salvation*" He writes*

18. Ibid,. p*29

'9. Ibid.* p*30

20* Ibid*

21* Ibid.. p.26 n*1. See also p*49 where he gives the

meaning of 'Son of Han* as "a supra-mundane, pre-

existent being who at the end of time will come down

from heaven to hold judgment and bring salvation,"
bultmann does not seem to have considered the

possibility that Jesus and the evangelists might
not have been using this expression in quite the
same way as the author of the Similitudes of ivnoch*
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further, that Jesus is not this eschatological bringer

of.' salvation, that he aid not consider himself to have

been the boa of flan, and that the synoptic evangelists

and haul "leave no doubt about it that Jeaus'a life and

work measured by traditional messianic ideas was not

22
messianic." Since fiultmaun, a number of theologians

have gone even further in insisting that not even the

first group of the bon of Man sayings goes back to Jesusf
23

all are fabrications of the Church. Surprisingly

perhaps, Joachim Jereraias has followed bultaann's threefold

division of the ben of Han sayings and he agrees that only

the first group can be reckoned authentic. Jereulas'a

approach is to exclude those sayings which represent a

misunderstanding of the original Aramaic bar misha when

It meant only Wu#, and those sayings where a parallel
at

c e\ " 3 A ' 24
preserves rather than o eios too cxvyptenou . Jeremiaa
also recognizes that Jesus spoke of the oon of Han only

in the third person in those sayings which are authentic,

but here his interpretation differs from that of dultmannt

The answer can only be that when Jesus speaks in the
third person he makes a distinction not between two

different figures, but between his present and the
future state of exaltation. The third person expresses

the 'mysterious relationship* which exists between
Jesus and the Son of raant he is not yet the Son of MB,

22. ibid., p.27

23. i .C.Grant, The Gospel of the AXii>,domt J.Knox, The heath
of Christ« and H.Conselct&tm, Ah cutlino of the

Theology of the New Testament. pp.131-7.

24. J•Jereraias, New Testament Theology, vol 1, pp.260—k
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25
but ho will be exalted to be the Sort of uim.ii,

Whether one finally identifies Jesus with the con of Han

(with Jeromins) or not (with Bultiuann) would seam to

depend on chrlstologlc&l assumptions which are derived

from more than textual analysis of the synoptic Gospels*

If one does identify Jesus with the Son of Man one can

agree with Matthew Black when he writes that,

it still seems to tue that what Professor Sanson wrote

in this connection remains the most penetrating insight
w© have obtained in this century into the mind and

intention of Jesus, however much we may differ with
26

details of his exposition*

25. Ibid*, p®27b

26* M*Black, 'The Son of Man Problem in P.ecent Hesearch
and debate', BJKL* 45» 1962-3, p.318. Jeremias, in
general agrees with this:

As the universal ruler he is head and representative
of the new people of God* His followers share in
this rule (Lk 12*32j Matt 19*28 par* Lk 22,28, 30b),
This is the correct insight of T.W.Hanson's thesis,
much discussed in Anglo-Saxon scholarship, that the
Son of man is a 'corporate entity'. This view of
the oon of man sees rightly that in Dan 7.27 the
'one like a Biari* is identified with the 'saints of
the most high' and that for oriental thought the
king or the juriest represents his people or his
community, [footnote, T**,Manson has regularly
been ticked off for the one-sidedness with which
he originally put forward his thesis of the oon of
man as 'corporate personality'. But this is to
underestimate the nucleus of truth which can be
read off above all from the effect such an Idea
had on Paul* For without the idea that the one

includes the many, Paul could hardly have conceived
his ideas of the first and second Adam and the body
of Christ,j (Hew Testament Theology, vol 1, p.274)
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The Kingdom of God

We have already seen (pp,198—206 above)

that in his scattered remarks in various articles and books

T*W*Kanson was able to get on quite well, for the most

part, without any firm reference to future eschatology*

What references there are to futui-e eschatology seem to

be largely nominal, a tacit acceptance that there is

still something to come, while very often even these

future references are dropped in his ldentification of
27

the Kingdom of God with the ministry of Jesus* ' However,

his exposition of the •Kingdom of God' in The Teaching of

Jesus. published in 1931* (and more than half the book

is devoted to the Kingdom of God, pp,116-284) presents

us with an altogether more careful and balanced account*

And at this point I must take issue with two of Hanson's

commentators who in their individual ways have each been

less than fair to Hanson* Gosta Luntistrom, basing his

exposition of Hanson exclusively on The Teaching of Jesus,

has attacked Hanson's view of the Kingdom of God for

being limited to the present with a not very significant
2g

acknowledgement of the Kingdom which is still to come *

27* bee, for example, Hanson's statement on p*200 n*119
that the absence of a final cataclysm is a "positive

relief".

28, G.Lundstrom. The Aingdom of God in the Teaching of

Jesus, pp*104-5l 107-113* Lundstrom says, for example,
"Certain Lnglish theologians have interpreted the

kingdom of God as a present entity, allowing its
futuristic character to sink altogether into the

background," (p.104). And in another place, "Hanson's
interpretation is a manipulation* nothing remains of
the expectation of an imminent end of the world" (p*113)»
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This may be true of uiany of Hanson*s popular articles

(which Lundstrom anyway does not appear to have road) but

it is just not true of The Teaening of Jesus as I shall

now show* C* Fitsshugh hpragina similarly accuses Hanson

of having held a liberal view of the Kingdom in the early

part of his career where the Kingdom is identified with

doing the will of God in the present, but Spragins maintains

that Hanson gradually moved away from this in his later
29

writings* This shift of position is illusory as Hanson
30

stated the very same liberal view in an article in 1955*

We must rather agree with Jereuiias when he says that it

was one of Hanson*s main concerns in The Teaching of Jesus

to work out the twofold aspect of the Kingdom as present
31

and yet as future* To what extent Hanson was successful

in this remains to be seen* What has changed, as Norman

Perrin has pointed out, is that in the Teaching Hanson

used Uabbinic Judaism as the background for Jesus*s views

on the kingdom, whereas in The servant Hessiah (published

in 1953* though based on lectures given in 1939) Hanson
32

used Jewish apocalyptic as the background*

Professor Hanson is quite clear what the kingdom

of God is not* It is not a mechanical production; it is

neither a description of natural evolution nor a programme

33
for social revolution* It is God*a rule and it cannot

29* C.F.Spragins, T.W *Hanson. Neutestamentler« p*39fi»

30* T,W.Hanson, *The Lord *s Prayer (1)*, 13JRL« 1955-6, p*108f*

31* J.Jeremias, New Testament Theology* vol 1, p*98 n,6

32* N *Perrin, The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesus* p*951

33# T.W.Hanson, T,, p*1l6f*
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be controlled by man (this assertion must qualify to some

extent the judgment tiiat Hanson*s interpretation in

•liberal* in a pure sense)* Hanson considered the

references to the Kingdom of God separately in the four

sources which Streeter had analysed in the Synoptic
34

Gospels*"7 The chief characteristic that Hanson observed

was that the early references speak of the coming of the

Kingdom, while the later references speak of entering the

Kingdom, though these later sayings are addressed only to

the disciples in Hark* The turning point is Peter*s

confession of faith (Mk 8*29)t

There is thus evidence in hark that in the latter part

of the ministry Jesus began to speak of the Kingdom
of God as something into which men enter* This way

of speaking is employed only when the disciples are

the audience, and the first occurrence of the phrase
•enter into the Kingdom of God* is in the period
which lies between the Transfiguration and the beginning

35
of the journey to Jerusalem, 7

tohen Hanson looked at the use of 'Kingdom of God' in G,

however, he found that Jesus*s talk of entering the Kingdom

was not restricted to the disciples* hut all four sources

do support the shift from •coming* to * entering* the

Kingdom after Peter's confession. There is a single

exception} "Thy kingdom come" as it appours in the

document L (Lk 11*2)* Hanson suggests that this has been

assimilated from Matthew and was not part of Luke's text*

34* Streeter, The Four Gospels (1924)

35* T,to.Hanson, T., p,120

36. Ibid*, p.129
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In fact Hanson did not repeat this conjecture in The
37

Sayings of Jcsug. and the real reason Hanson made this

unsubstantiated suggestion that "Thy kingdom cotae" was

not written by Luke was that it spoilt the pattern Hanson

had detected in his sources. This pattern, Hanson thought,

is reinforced by the fact that Jesus speaks of the Father

and about the Son of Han only in the latter part of th®

ministry# Why did this change come about in the ministry

of Jesus?

The most obvious solution to this problem is that
Jesus held that the kingdom had come in some real sense

during his own ministry# Further w© way suppose that
the coming of the kingdom is to be identified with
one or other of the outstanding events which mark the

turning-point alike in the teaching and in the ministry#
The most plausible conjecture will be that which

equates the coming of the kingdom with Peter*® Confession:
•Thou art the Messiah*# This great saying was — one

can hardly doubt - evoked in the first instance by the
cumulative effect of continuous living with Jesus#

It was a spontaneous tribute of the disciple to the

master, an attempt to make articulate a growing sens©

of reverence which mingled with the affection and

loyalty and admiration that were already present#

But it was more than that. It was an acknowledgement

of th© authority of Jesus in a new way. To the
reverence due from the disciple to the teacher was

added a new thing - th© loyalty and devotion of a

subject to a king# And no mere earthly potentate,
but one divinely anointed# It was in fact th©

recognition of th© kingdom in the person of Jesusi
and with that recognition the Kingdom could be said

*lg
to have come#

37. $.» P.557f.

38. T., p#129f.
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The first instance of tlie coming of the kingdom,

then, is marked by Peter's acknowledgement of Jesus as

King, as Messiah# Hanson's conclusion is that th©

Kingdom of God is not spatial, it is not an empire, nor

is it political:

Th© Kingdom here is a personal relation between th©

king and the subject# The claim on God's part to

rule, and the acknowledgement on man's part of that

claim, together constitute the actual Kingdom: and

Peter's Confession may fairly be regarded as just
that acknowledgement that was needed to make the

19
Kingdom de Jure into a Kingdom de facto,J/

The main weakness of this view is that the kingdom of

God is made into the kingdom of Christ} the reign of

Yahweh had in fact been recognised long before the arrival

of Jesus and Peter's confession# ho matter, the point

here is that Hanson characterizes th© kingdom of God

as personal and spiritual:

Ve are thus brought face to face with what may be
called the first manifestation of the kingdom in the

world# Primarily th© kingdom is a personal relation
between God as King and the individual as subject#
Then it appears in th© world as a society, something
which might be called the People of God# This consists
of all those who are linked together by the fact of
their common allegiance to one king#### Out it cannot

be too strongly emphasised that the society is not the

kingdom, but only a manifestation or product of it:
and that membership of th© society is not entrance

40
into the kingdom, but only a result of entrance#

This community accepts God as protector, guide and legislator,
41

and responds with loyalty, trust and obedience# Hanson

39. Ibid,# p#131

Ibid., p.134

Ibid,# p.194
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further eaiphasises that Jesus did not bring the Kingdom

of God jto men so that they could possess and control itt

but h© tried to lead tuen _ti> the Kingdom so that they

could enter it if they followed the pattern of Christ*®
42

suffering and service as disciples*

bp to this point it would seem that, as Lundstrom

alleges, Hanson's view of God's Kingdom is limited to the

present, and certainly this is where the weight of Hanson's

interpretation lies* But there is more* Hanson distinguishes

three aspects of the Kingdom* God*s Kingdom is non-temporal

because It is "a standing claim made by God on the loyalty
43

and obedience of man," he says that there is no point

in asking whether the Kingdom is present or future Just as

there is no point in asking whether the Fatherhood of God

is present or future* But this last remark is muddled

because Hanson goes on to show that the second aspect of

the Kingdom is that it is present because God is acknow¬

ledged to be King and because he claims our obedience in

the present* And the third aspect of the Kingdom is

future because of a final consummation still to arrive,
44

a consummation which cannot be Just personal and spiritual*

Hanson provides a list of passages in the New Testament

outside the Gospels which refer to a future consummation,

and he points in particular to 1 Cor, 15,20-28 which

discriminates "between the Kingdom as a present manifestation

in the lives of taenj the final consummation of the Kingdom

42* ^ p»2G6

^3. Ib*d*. p,135

44* Ibid*. p«136
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at the Parouaiat and the Kingdom as the eternal sovereignty
4 5

of God." On this point Hanson concludes that the

Kingdom is present in the ministry of Jesus and the ministry

of the Churchy that Jesus expected a future "coming of the

Son of Han', and that the present and future dimensions are

46
not contradictory. It was because of this that in later

years Hanson was reluctant to adopt Model's expression

'realised eschatology*; he preferred 'inaugurated escha-

tology* or, more often, Jeremias *s *sich realisierende

Kschatolofrtie' (which he usually used in the German), If

one must criticise Hanson, it is not for omitting the

future Kingdom, but for relaxing the tension which should

be produced by the continual expectation of its immediate

arrival. In practice Hanson seems to have felt the need

to relax this eschatological tension in order to provide

breathing-space, so to say, for his prime interest - the

ministry of the Church,

Bearing in mind that Hanson's major interest in the

Kingdom of God was in its presence in Jesus*s ministry,

let us see how he Interpreted selected texts. The

interpretation of the Kingdom as a present reality works

well with Lk 10.8-1It

Whenever you enter a town and they receive you, eat
what is set before youf heal th© sick in it and say

to them, 'The kingdom of God has come near (£^^«kc.v )
to you', etc.

Hanson's comment on this verse is that the raison d1etre

45. Ibid., p.140

lbid. . p,l40f.
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of the mission which is being described here is to proclaim

the Kingdom as a "present reality" which has come near

"in the person of its members* in their power to help
47

and heal* and in the message itself." The dealings of

these messengers with the people are to be a manifestation

of the grace and power of the Kingdom.

Hanson is also very much to the point in the

controversy about Boelzebul in Lk 11,20/ht 12.28;

But if it is by the finger of God that I cast out

demons* then the kingdom of God has come upon you

(ecjjQcxaeiv ) *
In his commentary on this passage Hanson writes that

Jesus's exorcisms are a manifestation of the kingdom

and a sign of the struggle between the kingdoms of God

and of Satan; "Jesus himself is the medium through which
48

the power of the Kingdom becomes operative."

Lk 17,20-1 shows how Hanson*s pre-understanding

takes him in a direction different from that of Harnackt

Being asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God
was coming, he answered them, "The kingdom of God is
not coming with signs to be observed| nor will they

say* *Lo* here it is J* or *Ther©|* for behold* the
/

kingdom of God is In the midst of you (q p«cri At-iot
TOU Qtoti tvTOS UMtJV eOTlV )»"

Harnack interpreted the Kingdom of God quite spiritually

and Individualistically so that the last phrase for him

47. 5., p.367

48. Ibid., p.378
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4o
meant 'within you1. Sanson recognizes that 'within

you* would be the most natural translation for the Greek

£Vto? but that there is an ambiguity in the Aramaic which

lies behind it and that Ivros is only one possible translation
50

of this* Hanson rejects 'within' in this passage because

it is the Pharisees who are being addressed and Jesus

could hardly say that the Kingdom of God was within them*

And secondly the Kingdom here is not a psychological frame

of mind but something which is to arrive in history*

"The whole weight of the teaching of Jesus"* writes Hanson*

"seems to be in favour of saying* *Lo, the Kingdom of God
51

is among you**" The problem is, then* is this a description

of a present state of affairs or a prophecy about the

future? The Pharisees' question shows that they are thinking

of it as something which is future* Jesus's reply may mean

that it is idle to ask when the Kingdom will come because

it is already present among them* or it may mean that the

question cannot be answered because only God knows the

answer* This passage is interesting because* given Hanson's

interest in 'ministry'* we would expect him to choose the

former interpretation* In fact he resists this temptation

and opts* on balance* for the latter view that we cannot

calculate the time of its arrival* Hanson finally coBimentst

This interpretation of Lk 17«20f, can be maintained

without in any way uiinio<ising the importance of those

other passages in which the Kingdom appears as a present

kSm A, von liarnack, uhat is Christianity?. pp*52 and 61f*

50. T.fc.Hanson, S* * p.595f«

51* Ibid*, p.596
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reality at work in the world, The general view of the
whole matter of the kingdom as both present and future

can best be realised in the parable of the Seed

(kk 4*20-9)•••• The ministry of Jesus has set in motion

supernatural forces whioh go on inevitably until thoy
reach their consummation*,,* The Kingdom is a present

52
reality working towards a future consummation*-'

ky only difficulty with this interpretation is that there

is no sense of tension* no air of crisis* The agricultural

image of planting seed brings to mind only patience and

cultivation*

This lack of a sense of crisis has an important

bearing on Hanson*s interpretation of the parable of the

ten virgins (lit 25*1»13) where the kingdom of heaven is

likened to the maidens who were woken from sleep but at

the crucial moment only five of them were prepared for
53

the arrival of the bridegroom, ^ Hanson notes that the

point of the parable is not to stay awake but to be ready*

But Hanson says that the point of the first four verses

seems to be that the foolish maidens have insufficient

oil to last through the night and that the moral of the

54
lamps is "perseverance In faith". Again the stress is

on patience rather than immediacy*

The connection between Hanson*s emphasis on the

presence of the kingdom of God in Jesus and his followers

and his overall interest in 'ministry* should now be clear

52, Ibid*. p*596f*

33. Ibid** p.534f*

54. Ibid.* p.535
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Hanson's interpretation by contrasting it with that of

Bultraann. Bultmann affirms that the *Kingdora of God* as

used by Jesus stands firmly within the Jewish expectation
55

about the end of the world and "God1a new future". h©

makes Jesus's us© of the expression wholly eschatological

and wholly future. The language Jesus used was that of

Jewish apocalyptic. but while the kingdom lies entirely

in the future it "wholly determines the present."

The future of the kingdom is the immediate future, it is

the next moment. The kingdom of God is breaking in and

now is the time of decision. Jesus is not the don of han9

but in his own person he "signifies the demand for
57

decision". ' Bultmann affirms all this only to show that

Jesus*s apocalyptic language was mistaken unci misleading.

To this extent he is like Schweitzer, but while Schweitzer

says that all that remains is the "interim ethic",

Bultnann determines to interpret Jesus•s oschutological

Kingdom of God. Bultraann differs frois bchweitzer in that

Bultmann sees Jesus as a •thorough-going eschatologist*

but not, like Schweitzer, as a * thorough-going apocalyp-

ticist*. Buitmaim sticks to his methodological principle
cQ

that religious mythology has to be interpreted.

53« H.K.Bultiaann, Theology of the New Testament, vol 1, p.

see also Primitive Christianity in its contemporary

Setting, p.84

36. Jesus ami the Word, p.44

57» Theology of the New Testament, vol 1, p.9

38, *hew Testament and Mythology' in Rerygma and I-.yth.
vol 1, p.12;
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First, it must again be stressed that the oschatological
message of Jesus, the preaching of the coming of the

kingdom and of the call to repentance, can be understood

only when one considers the conception of man which in
the last analysis underlies it. and when one remembers

that it can have meaning only for him who is ready to

question the habitual human self-interpretation and to
measure it by this opposed interpretation of human
existence, Then it becomes obvious that the attention

is not to be turned to the contemporary mythology in
terms of which the real meaning of Jesus' teaching
finds its outward expression. This mythology ends by

abandoning the fundamental insight which gave it birth,
the conception of man as forced to decision through a

future act of God, To this mythology belongs the

expectation of the end of the world as occurring in

time, the expectation which in the contemporary
situation of Jesus is the natural expression of his
conviction that even in the present man stands in the
crisis of decision, that the present is for him the

59
last hour,

Bulttaunn's stress on crisis ana decision emphasizes the

luck of eachatological tension in Hanson's exegesis, but

the legitimacy of the other aspects of Bultsaann * s inter¬

pretation is more questionable. The coming of the

Kingdom of God is not an event in the world, "it is

supernatural, superhistorical"because of this it

is not already present, as Manson alleged, for it is not

an 'it':

Perhaps we may put it schematically like this: whereas
the oldex* liberals used criticism to eliminate the

mythology of the Kew Testament, our task today is to
use criticism to interpret it,

59» Jesus and the Word. p,47

Ibid,, p,35



Future and present are not related In the sense that

the Kingdom begins as a historical fact in the present

and achieves its fulfillment in the future* *»*^*
i Q

The call to decision is a call to individuals and it

represents the end of all human interests and possibilities*

Bultmann compares the Kingdom of God with death, and the

only difference he seems to see between them is that death

represents annihilation while the Kingdom can be faced

positively by Christians* In the former case one can

only live the rest of life as a dying man, while Christians

can live life positively* This is reminiscent of Iris

Murdoch*s interpretation of the Good in Plato, which she

does not see existing in a non—terrestrial ideal world,

but as a metaphor which calls us to a higher form of

behaviour and which determines our ethical language and

64
activity* If) Bultmann's interpretation we can see that

everything is reduced to existential significance, while

Manson's pre-understanding of eschatology and history

leads him in a quite different direction towards the

actualization of the Kingdom of God*

Peter's Confeasiont hk. 8*27-30

Throughout his life Professor

Kansoii took the occasion of Peter*a confession to have

61* Ibid.. p.44

62* Theology of the Kew Testament, vol 1, p*23

63* Jeaus and the Word. p,46

64* Iris Murdoch, *Th© Sovereignty of Good over other

Concepts* in The bovereinnty of Good. pp*77-104
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been a real event, and he believed that Mark's account

of the event takes us right back to the ministry of Jesus,

As late as 1931 he wrotei

In Mk 8,27-33 it seems to me that ve are in contact

with the hard - and bitter - facts of history, I
should still hold that Caesarea Philippi marks a

critical point in the Ministry} but I should want
to make some considerable revision of our notions

65
about the nature of the crisis,

Hanson went on to say that he did not have space in the

context of a review to discuss these revisions and he never

indicated what they might be. But the "crisis" remains

and we can only discover its nature by examining Hanson's

early work The Teaching of Jesus, Hanson's exegesis is

remarkable not for his acceptance of the authenticity of

the event of Peter's confession, but because of what he

pinnod onto it, something of which we have already observed

in a different contoxt in the two previous sections.

The general significance of Peter's confession in

Mark's narrative is stated as followst

The most obvious and striking division is that marked

by Peter's Confession, It has long been recognised
that this event marks a turning-point in the life of
our Lord} what is perhaps not so clearly realised is
that it marks the close of one period and the beginning
of another in the teaching. It is possible to draw up

a list of important terms, key-words, that make their
first appearance in the recorded utterances of Jesus
after this event, and another list of words that form

part of the vocabulary of his teaching before the

65, T,W,Hanson, Kevlew of h,H,Llghtfoot, The Gospel Message
of Hark, JTS., 2, 1951$ P«201
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Confession and afterwards recede into the background
bb

or disappear altogether.

The list of these words can be found in the five appendices,

and especially the first of these, at the end of The
67

Teaching of Jesus. iiut what is of wore concern to Hanson

is the shift in the nature of Jesus*s teaching of key

concepts. In Hark, Jesus speaks of God as "Father" only
|Ciy

after 8,38 and in the stain only to his disciples. Hanson

finds this pattern confirmed by Q and, in general, by L

but not by M (though he noticed that *Bj}r Father* occurs

in M only after the confession 7). While this pattern

is true of the four sources which Hanson analysed, he

did observe that it is not true of the three composite

Synoptic Gospels. There ia an order in Hark whereas
70

Matthew and Luke are "confused and indecisive",' We

are not, then, presented with a choice between the order

of Hark and the order of either Matthew or Luke, The

choice is between order and disorder. This disproves,

Hanson observes, Papias * a allegation that Hark did not

present the correct order of events in Jesus * s life 2 if

66. T., p.13

67* Ibid., pp.320-9

68. Ibid.. p.94f, An attempt has been made to give a

methodological justification for Manson*s classification
of synoptic material according to whom it was addressed

(i.e. disciples, general public or opponents) by

J. Arthur iiaird, Audience Criticism and the historical
Jesus. However, the book is not likely to receive
much critical support.

69. Ibid.. p.97 n,1

70. Ibid., p.2k
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we do not acc«pt Mark1© order there is no order* It is

because of this that Hanson decided to analyse the sources

Nkt Qv M, and L rather than the Gospels as such* Moreover

he finds that Mark's order is supported by Q and L» though

not by M, The reason why this order is not supported by

the composite Gospels of Matthew and Luke is "partly

because they are compilations! partly because of editorial

modifications of the sources used by St Matthew and St

Luke."71

We have already seen that Hanson saw Peter's confession

as the turning-point in Jesus's teaching about the Son of

Han and the kingdom of God* Hanson claimed that ail the

authentic uses of •Son of Man' by Jesus occurred after

Peter's confession and were somehow made possible by it*

The early sayings about the Kingdom of God speak of its

•coming* whereas after Peter's confession one can 'enter'

into the Kingdom* However, there is a curious disjunction

(contradiction would be too strong a word) in the relationship

between the development of these two concepts which Hanson

does not seem to have noticed* Hanson explained that

•the Son of Han* basically referred to Jesus and the crowds

that followed him, but that when the Jews did not respond

the concept became limited to Jesus and the Twelve and

finaliyt from the last supper, to Jesus alone* In this

development the concept becomes increasingly insular and

Jesus becomes increasingly withdrawn, hut Hanson also

maintained that, in the period after Peter's confession!

71. Ibid** p.25
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Jesus became increasingly open about the Kingdom of God,

increasingly trusting with his disciples. This Juxta¬

position does not ring true because of the opposing lines

of development and one is led to doubt the reliability of

Hanson's exegesis. His exposition is unquestionably sound,

what one doubts is that this pattern can be traced back to

Jesus's ministry.

Hanson•s own •unwary is as follows j

The decisive point is Peter's declarations 'Thou art
72

the Christ*. From this point onwards the life and

teaching both move in a new direction. We have to

notice a number of striking features in the teaching.

(a) A regular feature of the speech of Jesus before
this point is the demand for insight and understanding
on the part of his hearers. This is now replaced by a

demand for loyalty and endurance on the part of his
71

followers.

(b) The disciples are admitted much more fully than
before into the confidence of Jesus. That this is the

72. In a number of places in Hark (5.41j 7»34j 14.36I 15*3*0
there occurs an Aramaic expression which is then

translated for the Greek reader, which suggests that
there is present a very primitive tradition and quite

possibly the words of Jesus. Hut this is not the

case in Peter's confession, oven though we find in
• «-* / v /■/./» ~ /

Jn 1.41 * E\JprjKC>L^£.v TOV f^iCrcr IC.V \0 SCJTIV yU£fc)2p^5jV£ O Cyj £ VO V
XpiCTTOs).

73* In ;£• # P*204 Hanson writes:
It is plain that after Peter's Confession Jesus makes
the claim for a loyalty to himself which elsewhere
is reserved for God. Loyalty to Jesus is identified
with loyalty to the Kingdom.
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case we have seen in connection with the doctrine of

the Fatherhood of God*

(c) The title 'Son of Han* belongs exclusively to the

period after Peter*s Confession,

(d) As we hove already noticed, the 'coming* of the

Kingdom is replaced by 'entrance* into the Kingdom*

(e) There is a subtle yet unmistakable change of tone
in the utterances of Jesus, He becomes, if possible,
more authoritative, more dogmatic in his speech than
before•

(f) To the period after Peter's Confession belongs
the enunciation of the three great paradoxes of the

Kingdom:
He who would save his life shall lose it, and he
who loses his life shall save it.

The last shall be first and the first last*

He who would be chief in the community must be
the servant of all,^

On the basis of all this Hanson says that the moaning of

th© later utterances must be the "canon of interpretation"

for the former, i«e« those which occur after and before

Peter's confession,

It might be thought that Hanson was remarkably

uncritical of Mark's editorship, but that would be unjust.

In an article written in 19kk he wrote that wo can know

what Matthew and Luke did with their sources becmuse w©

can see how they used Hark, but we can only guess what

Hark did with his sources. He was, then, aware that

Hark was a redactor. In the samo article Hanson questioned

76* Ibid,, p.201

75. Ibid., p.205
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Mark's dating of the last supper,and no doubt he would

have preferred John's version of the length of the ministry*

Nor was Manson necessarily being uncritical in accepting

Peter's confession as an actual event* It is doubted by
77

Bultinonn and Hacnchen (who discusses the German literature
ry p

on this poricop© up to 1963)# but Manson is supported by
79 HO

JeruE-ias and K.L,Schmidt, Nevertheless it seems to

have been important for Sanson that it should be possible

to trace loter's confession back to the life of Jesus#

and he provided the justification for this in seeing

Peter's reminiscences behind the Gospel so that the

confession in Mark can be accepted as an eye-witness
81

account* Similarly it was important for Manson that

the language about the Son of Man and the Kingdom of God

should be traceable to Jesus*s ministry* That Mans©n

76. 'The Foundation of the synoptic Traditiont The Gospel
of Mark* in SGb*. p,35f»

77, k.k.Bul tiaaxm, history of the oynoptic Tradition, pp,257-9

78* ii.iiaeiichen# 'hie Xomposition von Mk viii.27 - i**1 und

Par#'# NovT*« 6# 1963, pp,81-109

79* J.Jeromias# Mow Testament Theology* vol 1, p,257 n*6

80, K,L*bohmidt, Dor uahmen der Geschichte ue-su. p*2l6t
Wir stehen hier auf deca notion der Sltesten
Cborlief©rung. Kino echte Krinnerungstatsach©
ist hier erhalten geblieben.

This may seem surprising because Manson vigorously

opposed Schmidt's view that Mark had pieced together
isolated pericopes of tradition on a theological
and topical basis rather than an historical basis

(®e© ilfeJ* * p*212f *)* Obviously it is the origin
of Mark's structure which is of crucial importance
in Manson'» interpretation*

81, T*W«Mansonf SGk.■ pp*33-65
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was correct in noticing certain patterns in Mark's narrative

is undeniable* But why exactly does Hanson want to take it

back one stage further? This is partly because of Hanson's

pre-understanding of 'history' which finds its expression

in Peter's mediation between Jesus and Mark (see pp*l67«"

184 above)* But there is more than this* Hanson seems

to be looking for a legitimatlng factor for the Church's

ministry in the ministry of Jesus rather than in the

ministry of the early Church* Bultmann can manage without

any such legitimating factor (other than the Pass of

Jesus*s preaching and death)* but Hanson cannot* But

what is» this legitimating factor? 'Why must the evangelist's

narrative be traced back to Jesus? Hanson never stated

what it was because he does not seem to have ever asked

this fundamental question*

The Messianic Secret

In his essay in the Dodd Festschrift*

Professor Hanson quoted a passage from Schweitzer which

claimed that as regards New Testament eschatology there

wore only two possible solutions* One could either accept*

with Schweitzer* that this apocalyptic eschatology was an

authentic part of Jesus's teaching* or on© could agree

with torede that it was a dogmatic element imposed by the
82

evangelist* In the same article Hanson suggested that

there was a third alternative: realized eschatology* the

view that Jesus did propose an eschatology but not an

apocalyptic one. Essentially this was an answer to

82. LlfeJ*. p.211
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Schweitzer* It accepts Schweitzer's presupposition that

what Jesus said about eschatology in the Gospels is authentic,

but it offers another interpretation of the same logia*

The Kingdom is not cataclysmic and future and, therefore,

a mistake, as Schweitzer suggested, it rather "comes in
O O

the Ministry itself"* J Manson, however, set himself the

additional task of discovering whether realized eschatology
81*

was an answer to V.rede's 'thorough-going scepticism**

Virede's argument can be summarised in the following

way* In Mark's Gospel Jesus is openly shown to b© the

Messiah of Jewish expectation* hut at the same time this

is accompanied by a considerable number of injunctions

that this should be kept secret until after the resurrection

of Jesus, or at any rate until after the death of the Son

of Man (Mk 9»9)# The secrecy passages occur throughout

Mark. They include the silencing of demons (Mk 1*23, 3**t

3*12), commands to keep silent after miracles (1*i»3ff*|

5«*»3l 7»36| 8*26), the instruction to say nothing after

Peter's confession (8*30) and the Transfiguration (9»9),

and the attempts to travel incognito (7»2Uj 9»30f*)*

These injunctions to secrecy are not only unexpected but

they clash with the disciples* inability to understand

the teaching and purpose of Jesus (why, for example,

83# HhHd*. p*210

84* Ibid*i "1 propose to discuss in this paper the question
whether the interpretation of the Gospels offered by
Kealized Eechatology is aii adequate answer to the

searching questions asked by «rede half a century ago*"
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should they be silent about what they do not understand?)

and the disciples* failure to understand the death of

Jesus* On© of krede * a presuppositions is that all these
85

passages must be explained on the basis of on© »iotive
86

and this is a presupposition which Hanson attacked vigorously*

Wrede suggested that the only way to make sense of all these

passages is to suppose that the early Church, which believed

Jesus to have been the Messiah even though Jesus had not

claimed to have been the Messiah and so was probably not

conscious of the fact that he was the Messiah, this Church

read back into the pre-resurrection ministry claims by

Jesus that he was the Messiah* In order to reconcile this

with the crowds* failure to respond to Jesus, the early

Church coupled these claims to an acknowledgement of

Messianic Identity and with commands from Jesus that this

should be kept secret from the crowds* Wrede maintained

that the Church's earliest belief about Jesus was that he

became Messiah after the resurrection, but that at some

later date - a date before the composition of Miark -
87

Jesus's life was filled with Messianic content# So the

messianic secret was put into the earliest Gospel by Hark,

83, «»Wrede, Has Messiasgwhelnmis In den avangellen. p»46j
Die hxegese hat das fort und fort, bis in die
letzte Zeit wiedorholte Gebot Jesu von seiner
Messiaswurde zu schwcigen nlcht zu erklaren vermocht*
.Derm sie hat einen einleuchtenden, fur den
geschichtlichen Jesus denkbaren und auf alio
hinsceltalle auvendbaren iieweggrund nlcht ermittelt*

86* T. W «Manson, iUMz> * » p * 2121
Ho voice from Heaven has declared that all the
injunctions to secrecy in Hark spring frota the some
motive, and there is no reason on earth why we
should suppose that they do*

87# W *Wrede, op* cit*. p»228
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It must be pointed out that Manson and Wrede approach

the text vith very different pre-understandings of 'history1

Hanson'e understanding of 'history* predisposed him to

accept the Marcan order, but is logically independent of

the decision to accept it j while Wrede * s understending of

'history* made it impossible for him to accept the harean

order* Hanson's outlook is as followst

I am Increasingly convinced that the harcan story

presents in the main an orderly and logical development!
and that this development or framework has as good a

title to be considered reliable historical material
88

as any particular anecdote incorporated in it,

Wrede on the other hand approaches the text in this way!

Die heutige Evangelionforsohung geht durchweg davon

auB, dass Markus bei seiner Geschichtserzahlung die
wirklichen Verhaltnisso des Lebens Jesu annahernd

dcutlich, wenn auch nicht luckenlos, vor Augen habe,

Sie setzt vorau#, dass er aus dew Leben Jesu heraus
denke, die einzelnen Ziige seiner Geschichte nach den
realen Urnstanden dieses Lebens, nach den realen
Gedanken und kmpfindungen Jesu motiviere und die

Ereignisse, die er schildert, ira geschichtlich-
psychoiogischen Si tine verkette,

Diese Ansicht und dies Verfahren muss prinztpleil

als falaoh erkannt warden. La muss offen gesagt

werdent Harkus hat kelne wlrkliche Anschauung mehr
89

vota geschichtlichen Leben Jesu,

Hanson is predisposed to look for motives which could

have led to the use of the messianic secret by Jesus

himself. And he is prepared to look for different motives

88, T,W »Hanson, I ifeJ,. p,213

89, to,Wrede, op, cit., p,129
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in different contexts* Concerning the commands to silence

after the performance of miracles* Hanson says that it is

impossible to keep the cures themselves secret* What is

to be kept secret is the means of the cures* Hanson

writes that*

it is the method of the cure rather than the cure

itself that is to be kept secret*^0
After examining the text Hanson concludes that a healing

miracle is the result of co-operation in faith and love

between Jesus and the patient* Where faith is weak it

may be helped by some word or action of Jesus* but the

patient must not suppose that the words and actions are

91infallible magical techniques* And so these words and

actions must remain secret*

Wrede maintained that the predictions of the Passion

and the injunctions to secrecy which go with them are

vaticinia ex eventu because the predictions cannot be

reconciled with the bewilderment of the disciples after

the predictions were fulfilled* Hanson* however* insists

that these predictions are not predictions tlie cruciiixlon
of Jesus the hessiah* but predictions of the suffering*

death and resurrection of the Son of Han (and we now

realise what Hanson understood by * the Son of Ban*).

Wrede says that the three Passion predictions present us

with a complete failure of the disciples* understanding

and the absence of any attempt by Jesus to help this lack

of understanding, Hanson disagrees* He again attempts

90* T*W.Hanson* RhMb.« p,212

91. Ibid*. p*213
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a corporate interpretation, this time of the Passion

predictions* Only at the last supper (Hk 14*18) is the

Son of Man identified with Jesus alone* The earlier

predictions point to the sufferings of the collective

Son of Man which at that time* Jesus no doubt hoped*

would have included all his disciples* «hat the disciples

fail to understand is the ideal represented by the

suffering Son of Man* Maneoti further maintains that

Jesus did try to help his disciples to understand the

role he and they were destined to perforin a© the bon of

Man in suffering and death* The difficulty which the

disciples experienced was that they were totally preoccupied

by the political* apocalyptic view of the messianic Son
92

of Man* Hanson shows that before the actual resurrection

of Jesus from the dead Jews could only have thought of
93

resurrection in communal terms# He further draws up

an impressive list of passages to show that Jesus predicted

in detail the same future for the Son of Man and for the

disciples* All are to be delivered up, brought before

authorities, treated with hatred and contempt, scourged
94

and put to death*' In terms of function, the Son of

Man and the disciples are to be identified* Hut this

pin-points the disciples' failure of understanding.

They cannot accept that this inglorious future await©

the Messiah - and themselves too. They do not understand

because they do not want to understand. Hanson finally

92. Ibid*. p.2lor.

93. Ibid., p.218

94* ibid., p.218f.
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concludes, in complete opposition to Wredet

They [the disciples] are willing to postpone the glory
and humble themselves to the role of the servant in

the meantime. They are not ready or willing to find
the supremo glory in the role of the servant,

I suggest that it is here that we meet the real
messianic secret and that it is an open secret, given
in the words of Mk 10,42-5. Hero we have stated in a

nutshell the true nature of the Kingdom of God as

opposed to the Israelite world-empire that the

disciples have in mind, here we have the messianic
task clearly and simply defined. It is and remains
a secret until after the Crucifixion and Resurrection,
simply because no secret is ever so well kept as that
which no one is willing to discover,,,,

Against all this [the failure of Wrede's arguments]
we have to place the simple fact that the messianic
secret, which undoubtedly exists in the Gospels, is
not concerned with the identity of the Messiah but

' —-

with the nature of hia task.

Manson suggests that Jesus was the first to seriously

challenge the Jewish messianic tradition!

While others were asking *Who is the Messiah?*, he
asked 'What is the Messiah?',®

What remains a secret - an open secret - is the nature of

the kingdom and the role of the Son of Man, the secret

that both ©re to be identified with the ministry.

Here again we have the now familiar motifs of

exegesis in terms of ministry, in terms of the suffering,

the service and the sacrifice of the group of faithful

95. Ibid., p.219f. My emphasis,

96. Ibid., p.221
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followers* Again we have the autheutification of the

97
evangelist's text In the life of Jbhus/ There is,

however, one serious difficulty about Hanson's interpretation*

Hanson has trieu to explain the lack of understanding on

the part of the disciples so far as the Passion predictions

are concerned, but he has lost sight of the commands to

secrecy themselves as they stand in the text (e,g, Mk 8,30,

"And he charged them to tell no ono about him")* The "open

secret" of the nature of the Son of Han and his role in

the Kingdom is for Hanson really no secret at all* At

best it i® a metaphorical 'secret'. The 'secret* represents

only the failure of the disciples to understand what

Jesus openly taught them*

The Cursing of the Fig Tree? Hk 11.12-14* 20-25

In a lecture

which appeared in the Bulletin of the John Hylands Library

entitled 'The Cleansing of the Temple', T,W,Hanson presented

a very individual interpretation of the cursing of the

98
fig tree,*' This article i® interesting because it shows

how Hanson approached the account of a nature miracle, and

it shows how Hanson gave historical credence to material

which a great many other exegetea would say did not deserve

it. And having given the material historical credence it

97. Vincent Taylor offers a not dissimilar interpretation in
•The Hessi&nic Secret in hark', KxpT,* LIX, 1947-8, p.130f.
It is possible that Hanson was not uninfluenced by this

articlel

98, T,W.Hanson, 'The Cleansing of the Temple', liJKL.. 33*

1950-51# PP.271-282.
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shows to what use he could put it* All thist as we shall

see, was to the end of dating the ministry of Jesus as

accurately as possible*

Hanson*» purpose is to show that the period between

the healing of Bartisaeus (.Mk 10.46-52) and the finding

of the empty tomb on the following Sunday morning (Mk 16*1-8)

was not in fact a period of one week but of about six

months. In order to do this Manson wants to give an

alternative date for the cleansing of the Temple to that

suggested in Mark's narrative, and his moans for doing

this is to suggest an early date for the cursing of the

fig tree* By means of this and other information in

Mark, Manson finally suggests a reconstruction of Jesus's

final months* The crux of the matter so far as pro-under¬

standing is concerned is Manson*s acceptance of the fig

tree story and Mark's redaction of it around the cleansing

of the Temple (Mk 11*15-17) as offering reliable historical

information* Bultmann thinks that the story was originally

a unity and that it has been broken up and inserted into
99

its present position by Mark, 7 Many commentators deny

the historical value of the story and Vincent Taylor

suggests that the parable of the fig tree in Luke 13*6—9#

or a similar parable, has been transformed into a story of

fact,'®® Clearly the story is a difficult one and it is

not easy to accept it at its face value* It seems that

99* U.K.Bultmann, History of the synoptic Tradition, p.218

100. V.Taylor, The Gospel according to :at Mark. p.458f.
This had been previously suggested by bchwartas,

Weilhausen, Veiss and Goguel.
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onti has either to deny its historical character altogether,

or one has to rationalize it, thereby heightening its

historical character, and this is what Hanson has done*

Hanson accepts that the story of the fig tree has a

sound historical basis because of his view that Hark used

101
Petrine reminiscences in compiling his Gospel* And

Peter seems to have taken the occurrence as an arbitrary

destruction of a tree* Hut Hanson is predisposed to

explain the incident on some other basis* There is no

report in the canonical Gospels of any similar incident}

the only parallels are in the apocryphal Gospels* Hanson

comments:

It is a tale of miraculous power wasted in the service
of ill-temper (for the supernatural energy employed
to blast the unfortunate tree might have been more

usefully expended in forcing a crop of figs out of
102

season)} and as it stands it is simply incredible*

Hanson tries to restore credibility in the story by

considering the information D&ltsan provided about "the
103

yearly vicissitudes of the fig tree" in Arbeit und

t'ltte in lalastina* Vol 2*

At the beginning of the year there are neither leaves
nor fruit (b&lman 1* p*289f«)

In April there are new leaves (p*331. P.378)

Early in Hay new figs begin to form, and by the end of
the month they are fit to eat* In June early figs are

on sal© in Jerusalem (p*332, p*379)

101* T*W.Hanson, SGE*. p*33!f«

102* •The Cleansing of the Temple '• MUki 33. 1950-51. P.279

103* Ibid., p*277f*
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From August to October the main crop of fruit is

gathered (p,3bl)

During this period the leaves begin to droop and change
colour (p.57)

In October and November the leaves fall off, and by
December the tree is leafless (p,1GQt p,255)«

burkitt had suggested that the description of the Triumphal

bntry into Jerusalem pointed to a celebration of the Feast

of the Rededication of the Temple •which took place at the

end of December, but if the fig tree story is to be

connected with the entry into Jerusalem, Hanson points

out, it cannot have been the kededication Feast because

at that time there would have been no leaves on the trees.

Nor is the situation any better if we accept the usual

date for the story - one week before the 1 assover, A

very late Passover (the third week in April) and unusually

good weather might have produced leaves and immature fruit

on the fig trees on the Mount of Olives, but even if this

were the case it is unlikely that the fruit would have

been fit to eat and no one would have gone to look for

fruit. Whoever wrote the last clause of v,13 - "it was

not the season for figs" — realized that there was no

sense in looking for fruit in the week before the Passover,

but it is only that clause that connects the story with the

Passover, If that clause is removed as an editorial

addition then the story can be dated at any time between

May and October when fig trees have leaves and edible

fruit, Hanson adds t

Now the Feast of Tabernacles falls in this period?
and,, ,tlie peculiar features in the story of the

Triumphal kntry are as easily explained by reference
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to Tabernacles a® by reference to Hanukkah (the Feast
of Kededication) .

Manson cannot accept that the story was produced out

of nothing and he Insists on holding together this story

with the entry into Jerusalem and the cleansing of the

Temple• he rationalizes the fig tree story in the following

way;

(a) The incident took place at a time when the leaves
of the fig treo were beginning to droop and change

colour, but when one might still expect to find a few

figs left over from the main crop, Jesus went to the

tree in the hope that this would be so. Actually there

were nonet either there had never been any or they had
all been taken already,

(b) Jesus said soruething in Aramaic which could meant

"Let no one ever eat fruit from thee again" or

"No one shall ever eat fruit from thee again" or
105

"One will never eat fruit from thee again".
In the first case we have the 'cursing* of the fig tree
as it is understood by Peter and Karkt in the second
the natural interpretation of the saying would be that
Josus expected *thc Day* (or the destruction of

Jerusalem) to come before another fig-harvest fell
duet in the third case we should take it to mean that

Jesus knew that he would be put to death before the

fig tree should again bear figs. It is at least

possible that Jesus meant the second or third of theset
and that - not for the first time - he was misunderstood.

104, Ibid., p.279

105, Manson adds the following footnotes "These possibilities
arise as soon as one puts the Greek of Mark back into
Aramaic, They are Inevitable partly because there is
no distinction of form between the simple imperfect
and the jussive in Aramaic,"
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(©) The •withering' of the tree remains* if the
incident is dated in autumn* it is possible that
some combination of circumstances hastened the

shedding of the leaves* so that by the next day
the tree was bare* It is clear that it stood some

distance from the road (ckrro ^cx.Kpo§£v Hk 11 * 13 ) f hut
there is nothing to say that on the second day the

disciples went over to study more closely what had

happened* If they supposed that Jesus had cursed
the tree on the previous day* they may well have

Imagined* on seeing it leafless, that the curse

had taken effect*'®**
On this basis Mauson supposed, though somewhat hesitantly*

that Jesus*s entry coincided with the Feast of Tabernacles

six month's before Jesus's death* Hanson couples this

with other historical deductions* Hk 14*1 marks a new

beginning with a reference to the Jewish calendar — "It

was now two days before the Passover and the feast of

Unleavened bread" - and It is not directly connected with

what has gone before i.e* the Triumphal antry, the fig

tree story* the cleansing of the Temple* various parables

and the 'little apocalypse•* Hanson accepts the

Alexandrian reading of Hk 10,1, KoM £k£iQ£V ivaaras
a/ 'j \ «. / 0 s n / ^ojr/
WT°U £l£ Tot, Oplc* Tf|S JOUOa/o^S KcW TT£pcxv T OU /opbocVOU^
because the alternative readings offer an anachronistic

picture of Palestine in 27-33 A,D,'®^ Hark 10,1, then*

"does not describe a trip from Galilee to Jerusalem but

a ministry in Judea and Ferea." This is strengthened*

argues Hanson, by the use of the plural o)(Aoi which suggests

that crowds came to Jesus repeatedly over a period of

106« Ibid*. p.279f.

107. Ibid.. pp*271-3
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*1 Oft j

time* The use of ttoOjv together with the imperfect

e&i&oiaKtv probably means that Jesus was returning to

Judea and Perea for a further period of teaching* There

is nothing improbable In such a ministry* Perea was part

of the territory of Herod Antipas and John the Baptist

may have had his headquarters there rather than in Judea*

If Jesus had spent any appreciable time with John he

would have been returning to "familiar ground and known

people"* Mk 3*8 shows that Jesus had already established

his reputation in Judea and Perea though we are not told

how he did this* Hanson concludes with the following

reconstruction of the final stage of the ministry»

I should accordingly outline the course of events

thus* Gathering of the five thousand men in the

spring of the year, followed by Jesus' withdrawal
to the districts of Tyre and Sidon and lator to the

Decapolis* Next comes a second movement to the north

via Bethsaida, in the territory of Herod Philip,
towards Caesarea Philippi* This is followed by a

secret journey through Galileo ending in Capernaum*

The total impression is one of continual movement

in and out of Galilee to north and east* Finally
comes a movement to the south (Mk 10*1)* *hat route
was followed? Usually it is thought that it was a

detour through Perea. This must now be seriously

questioned| more probably the route was through
Samaria into Judea* A ministry in Judea and Perea

(in that order, which is Mark'a [lO*t and the whole
story]) follows* This means that Jesus at some point
crossed over the Jordan into Perean territory. The
Perean ministry ended for the time being when Jesus
went up to Jerusalem (via Jericho) for the Feast of

Tabernacles* On this occasion the cleansing of the

Temple took place* We are then left with a period

108, Ibid.* p,2?3f.
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of some six months (Oct - April) between the cleansing
of the Temple (hk 11. 11-25) and the opening of the
Passion narrative proper (Mk 14.1)* If this is correctv
we can explain one feature of the Passion story that

has always been baffling, the sudden volte-face whereby
within a week the enthusiastic crowd shouting Hosaunas

at the Triumphal Lntry is transformed into a howling
mob demanding the release of Barabbas and the crucifixion
of Jesus* If we are really dealing with two different
feasts separated by six months, the change of attitude
can be more readily explained as due to a growing
sense of disappointment and disillusionment caused

by the failure of Jesus to lead a great national

uprising*'

The Last Supper

For Manson, the main problem of the last

supper is whether it should be interpreted as a paseover

meal or not* But his most important attempt to interpret

the meal showed, he claimed, that the essential meaning

of the meal is independent of whether it was celebrated

on 14 Kisan or 15 Nlsan* Certainly the date of the meal

is of some importance} in a review in the Journal of

Theological Studies he discussed the question of whether

Jesus drank from the cupi

It is said (in the book under review] that Jesus did
not partake of the cup at the Last Supper* The

question whether he did or not is of real moment

since there are at least two discernable ideas about

the cup. It way represent sacrificial suffering

(hark 14*3^), which the disciples would be called

upon to share (hark 10*38—40)* In that case one

1°9* Ibid*. p.280f.



would expect Jesus to drink* On the other hand it

may stand for the shedding of Messianic blood by which
the disciples benefit* This would not demand that

Jesus should drink and might even exclude his drinking*

No doubt Hanson was predisposed towards the first of

these possible conclusions as Jesus's sharing of the cup

and, by implication, his sufferings with the disciples

would support Hanson's interpretation of • the Son of Man**

Hanson consistently favoured the Johannine dating

of the last supper*'*' He nowhere argued explicitly and

fully for his conclusion, but in his review of Die

Abendoiahlsvorte Joau he mentioned the difficulties that

Mark*® Passover uccount makes no mention of the use of

lamb and herbs nor have these ever been used in the

Christian eucharist, and that tv -tq £°p"i"Q need not
be translated (as Jereoiias does) *not in the presence

112
of the festal crowd** Hanson was not so much convinced

by the arguments for the Johaunine account as unconvinced

by the arguments for the Harcau account* Hanson rejected

as pure speculation Hillerbeck*s explanation of a

110* Review of J.Jeremias, Die Abendmahlaworte Jesu*
JTS * * 1, 1950, p* 203

111* 'The Jewish Background' in Christian worship, ed, by

N.Micklem, p.47f. (1936)
•The Gospel of Hark* in SGfc.. p*35f« (1964)
Review of Jeremias, op* cit.» p*200f« (1950)
P&J* * p.87f» (published posthumously In 1963)

112» 1» 1950, p*200f.
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Pharisaic and bauducean Passover celebrated on the Thursday

and the Friday respectively, thus making the last supper

a Passover meal on one reckoning and a non-jussover meal on

in
the other* Hanson also rejected the view that —

assuming the Johannine account to be correct - this

non-Passover meal was a Kiddush, In the first place the

evidence for the Kiddush order of cup and loaf is not

very strong. And in the second place the last supper

can have been neither a Sabbath Kiddush nor a Passover

kiddush ushering in the feast, because the Johannine tueal

anticipated the feast by 24 hours, "There is no evidence

for a Passover hitiuush which takes place twenty-four
114

hours before the feast,"

Hanson supposes the last supper to have been one

of a series of meals which Jesus shared with his disciples,

and he thinks that there are hints of this series of meals

in the Gospels, He accepts the post-resurrection appearance

in Luke 24,13-35 kb authentic history, What Hanson thinks

is important about this story is that Cleopas and the

other unnamed person who were walking to Buonaus only

recognized Jesus when he broke bread with them - and they

were not present at the last support This seems to imply

that, even though the last supper may have been a Passover

meal, Jesus presided over other non-Paschal meals with

other followers, and that these meals had distinctive

113, 'The Jewish Background' in Christian worship, p,45|
cf, P,Billerbeck, *Der Todeatag Jesu* in his
kommentar, II pp,812-853•

114, Ibid,. p.46
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recognizable features,' " There are similarities also

between the last supper and the feeding of the multitude

(Mk 6.39-44} 8.6-8 and parallels). The essential differences

are that there is no cup and no words of institution. Yet

John attached a long eucharistic discourse to this Incident.

There are further recorded occasions when Jesus ate not

only with his disciples but also with tax collectors and

prostitutes (Mk 2.15-17). Hanson thinks that Jesus's

obscure saying about salt in Mk 9.50b ("Have salt in

yourselves, and be at peace with one another") can be

explained in the light of a passage documented by Kobertson

Smitht "If I have eaten the smallest morsel of food with

a man, I have nothing further to fear from hiiaj 'there is

salt between us*, and he is bound not only to do me no
« « Z

harm, but to help and defend me as if I were his brother,"

These meals, then, would be a sacrament of brotherhood.

And Lk 22.30 suggests that these meals will continue into

the new age} the Messianic banquet is anticipated and

realized in the present (just like Hanson's interpretation

of 'the Kingdom of God*), Hanson concludes!

If this is the case, we have a long series of significant
common meals, of which the Last Supper is in truth the

last. And the Last Supper gains added significance
from the fact that the death of the host is imminent.
It is this approaching death which gives peculiar

meaning to the cup and new meaning to the breaking
of the bread. And it is to be noted that all this

holds good whether the Last Supper was a Passover meal

115. ibid., p.47f.

116. Kobertson Smith, kellglon of the Semites. p,2t>9f.,

quoted in T.W.Hanson, Ibid., p.48,
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or not. If it was a Passover meal* there would be
further meanings in the symbolism drawn from the

associations of the rite. But they would be additional

to those already involved in the meal.in any case.

The essential significance of the Last Supper would
still be that it was the last of many fellowship-

meals, the last because the death of Jesus was at hand,

tee are thus brought to a somewhat strange conclusion.
The question whether the Last bupper was a Passover
meal or not, becomes important chiefly as a means of
deciding the chronological question of the date of
the Crucifixion, The deepest meaning of the Supper
itself is independent of its connexion with the

Passover, and must be sought in the purpose and method
i|7 "

of the whole ministry of Jesus, '

This interpretation of the eucharist in terms of

ministry, community and fellowship can be taken too far,

as the following example will show, Hanson tried to show

what Paul meant in his eucharistic passage, 1 Corinthians

11,17—3^* The clue to the meaning of the eucharist in

this passage, says Hanson, lies in the abuses which Paul
llS

was attacking amongst the Christians at Corinth, The problem

lies in what Paul means by * the body of Christ', In

1 Cor, 10, 'the body of Christ* means both the loaf and

the Churcht

The cup of blessing which ve bless, is it not a

participation in the blood of Christ? The bread
which we break, is it not a participation in the

body of Christ? Because there is one loaf, we who
are many are one body, for we all partake of the
one loaf, (1 Cor, 10,16)

117« Ibid,, p,49« My emphasis

118, 'The Corinthian Correspondence (l)*» bGL,. p,202f.
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shove that the 'body of Christ* refers to what is eaten

as veil as the one Church* This double reference of

• th© body of Christ' is also possible in 1 Cor* 11*17-3i*»

even though there is no reference in this passage to

* the body of Christ* as the Church, The central part of

this passage is as followsj

For I received from the Lord what 1 delivered to you,

that the Lord Jesus on the night that he was betrayed
took bread, and when he had jgiven thanks, he broke it,
and said, "This is my body which is for you* bo this
in remembrance of me*" In the same way also the cup,

after supper, saying, "This cup is the new covenant
in my blood* Do this, as often as you drink it, in
remembrance of me*" For as often as you eat this bread

and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until
he comes* Whoever, therefore, eats the bread and
drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner will
be guilty of profaning the body and blood of the Lord*
Let a man examine himself, and so eat of the bread
and drink of the cup* For anyone who eats and drinks
without discerning the body eats and drinks Judgment

upon himself* (1 Cor. 11*23-29)

It is clear that the Corinthians were profaning the body

and blood of Christ i.e. the sacrament, and, by implication

they were betraying the unity and brotherhood of the Church

But Hanson avoids any reference to the 'body* as the

sacrament of the death of Jesus and he interprets this

passage entirely in terms of disrupting the unity of the

Church)

Against them [the Corinthians] he [Paul] insists on

its [the eucharist's] significance as the Sacrament
of the unity of the Church, the Body of Christ*
Failure to discern - and respect — this Body and
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thin unity entails judgment. It is the same thing
as despising the Church of God.

In all this the fundamental thing is the unity of
the Church, the body of Christ, and the real fellowship
of believers vith Hint and with one another in the

119Church.'

Hanson's ecclesiological pre-understanding has here led

him completely astray. It is quite clear that Haul is

saying, in some sense, that at the eucharist ve eat the

body of Christ and we drink his blood. But Hanson says

nothing of this, and he oven avoids it by speaking of

the 'body of Christ' only as the Church, This highlights

the danger inherent in the idea of pre-understanding.

Our pre-understanding can limit our vision and stake us

blind to certain perspectives• The remedy is to bring

pre-understending into the open and to constantly criticise

it in the light of the texts we are interpreting.

The Resurrection Appearances

"The resurrection of the

120
Lord is vitally important. The Gospel hangs on it."

Hanson's own words explain why we must look at his exegesis

of the resurrection appearances and the story of the empty

tomb. How a Christian chooses to interpret these texts

determines to a large extent the type of Gospel message

he will believe. And nowhere is pre-unders tending store

crucially important in interpretation. How one interprets

Ibid. . p.202

120. 'The Corinthian Correspondence (1)* in SGE.. p.205
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•science' and 'lavs of nature', •history* and *eschatoiogy*

How one interprets these texts depends also on one's

anthropology (in the continental sense of that word i.e.

philosophical, not social, anthropology) and on one's

understanding of the concept 'resurrection', Hanson, in

fact, wrote only a little about these texts. He spoke

about his general understanding of the resurrection in

a number of places and this has been described in the

previous chapter (pp,194-8), but only in two places in

his writings is there anything of substance about the

New Testament texts which speak about the appearances

of Jesus and the empty tomb.

The first pioco of exegesis occurs in a posthumously

published lecture and covers 1 Corinthians 15» It Is a

brief exposition of what Paul meant in this passage by

•resurrection'. As the exposition is fairly short it

la possible to quote it in full:

In 1 Cor. 15 Paul begins by speaking of 'the Gospel
which I preached unto you', and then goes on to state
its contents as follows:

(i) that Christ died for our sins according to the

scriptures,

(il) that he was buried,
(ill) that he was raised on the third day according

to the scriptures,

(iv) that he appeared to various witnesses.

If this is not the case certain consequences follow:

(a) '...our preaching is in vain and your faith is
in vain'(14)|

(b) Paul turns out to be a 'false witness to God*(15)I
(c) '...your faith is futile and you are still in
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your Bins*(17)|
(d) *•••those also who have fallen asleep In Christ

have perished•(18),
Xn shortt 'we are of all men most to be pitied1(19)«

Then leaving suppositions on one side Paul comes back
/ \ ✓ y

to the facts (vuvi 5e ), Christ ijs raised from the dead
and is 'the first fruits of those who have fallen

asleep'. His resurrection is the first installment*
The process will be completed at the Parousia, when
'those who belong to Christ* will bo raised* Then
comes the end (to t£^oh ), The kingdom he will hand
over to God, after having subdued ©very hostile force

, / ~ s \ \ .» ® /
(oTotV K<*Tcxp^ q <3 Cj TV C*<T<xV KoCi TTcXO"eXV £goucT/o(V KO(f
/ . /

Suva/iiv for he must continue to reign (pwo-iAcuov,
present) until ho put all enemies under foot* The last

enemy to be subdued is Death, The end is that God is

♦all in all' (7Tc*vYoi £v rrotcjiv).

The final chapter in The servant PesBlah is entitled
122

'The Risen Christ and the Messianic Succession*,

Hanson here discusses the final chapters of the Synoptic

Gospels in a general way, and this discussion will quieten

any doubts there might be about the previous quotation that

Hanson agreed with Haul that the resurrection was an event

in time. This exposition makes it quite clear that Hanson

grounded the resurrection in history (unlike Bui tmaim for
1 23

example ) and he here explicitly connects the resurrection

of Jesus Christ with his own interest in 'ministry*. He

has no problems about the meaning of the resurrection on

121, 'The Cosmic Significance of Christ' in P&J,, p«24f«j
the oddities of style and syntax are Hanson's,

122, SerH,, pp.89-99

123» R.k.Bultiuann, History of the oynoptic Tradition, pp.284-91
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the simplest leveli Jesus was killed and then was alive

again* Hanson is quite clear that this is different from

the hellenic belief in the inuaortality of the soul; in

this case Jesus was dead and then restored to life, a

124
restoration to life of the body as well as of the soul*

However* if one examines the motives that the Roman and

Jewish authorities might have had for killing Jesus, what

is the likeliest explanation?

The only possible answer is that thoy were trying to

put a stop to what we call the Ministry, and what they
would have called the subversive activities or the

dangerous teaching or the pernicious influence of this
false prophet or bogus Messiah from Nazareth..,,

There are many uncertainties to be reckoned with
in tracing the history of Jesus and the early Church,
but here is one certainty: the Ministry of Jesus was

125
not stopped*

The ministerial task continues: it began with the Apostles

and is still being carried out today in the Church* That

the Church is still successfully carrying out this task

two thousand years lator is something like a proof, for

Hanson, that Jesus has been raised from the dead and is
126

supporting the Church here and now. The accounts of

the resurrection appearances are substantially true: BThe
127

Crucified was alive again and active among them.w '

The resurrection is a validation of the previous ministry

124* T.W.Manson, SerM.. pp.89-91

125. Ibid*, P.89

126* Ibid*. P.98

127. Ibid*, P.89
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1 2H
of Jesus, but more Importantly for Sanson It is a

guarantee for the success of the Church's future* The

resurrection of Jesus implies his continued leadership
129

in a continuing ministry* Nowhere is Hanson's exegesis

of the resurrection isolated from the ministry* He

accepts Paul's account of his experience of the risen

Christ on the Damascus road as being "a substantially

accurate report"(Acts 26,15-19), But the point Hanson

makes is that previously Paul had been a vigorous opponent

of Christ, and after this experience he began to work

for Christ. To experience the risen Christ is to work

1 30
in his ministry* We also saw in the previous section

on the Last Supper that Hanson took Jesus's appearance

on the Eaaaus road (Lk 2k*13-35) as a demonstration that

Jesus had celebrated meals with his disciples during the

ministry* Hanson never treats the resurrection in

isolation* But his is not the only way of understanding

the resurrection and his very individual exegesis ia an

indication of the pro-understanding with which he approached

the text*

The Lord's Prayer

Professor Hanson wrote about the Lord's

t28» Ibid*. p*92f«

129. Ibid** p.95f.

130. Ibid., pp.92f. and 97f*
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131 132
Prayer on three separate occasions, in 1931# in 1937#

133
and in 1955# The first and third of these interpretations

are in general agreement and are non~eschutological( while

the second is quite different and is much more strongly

eschatological in character* This is a slight exaggeration

because the only major differences concern the interpretation

of 'Thy kingdom1 and 'Thy will', but the tone of the

second exposition in The paying's of Jesus is very different

from the basic line taken by hanson in his two late articles

of 1935* it is curious that there is little sign of

development between the interpretation of 1931 R"d that

of 1933# while the second interpretation is completely

ignored (its eschatological tendency is not even refuted)

in the later articles* That Hanson chose to ignore the

eschatological tendency of his second interpretation is

also curious because of the very strongly eschatological

expositions by Jereinias^knd hrnst Lohraeyer'of which the

131. T., pp.113-5

132* S., PP.659-63 and 557-8

133* 'The Lord's Prayer I» and 'The Lord's Prayer Il» t

BJRL.. 38, 1955-6, pp. 99-113 and 436-668.

134. J.Jeremias, Kew Testament Theology, vol 1, pp.193-203,
which is a condensed version of 'The Lord's Prayer in
the Light of Recent Research' in The Prayers of

Jesus , pp.82—107.

135# L.Lohiaeyer, The Lord1 s Prayert "...all is focused on

the imminent future, and even the one petition that

speaks of 'today* puts this very 'today* in the
context of the coming age and the coming world."(p.278)
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latter appeared in Germany in 1952 only three years before

Hanson's final interpretation*

The Lord's Prayer occurs in two different versions

in Mt 6,9-13 and Lk 11,2-4* and the first problem is to

reconstruct the original text, Jeremias's conclusion is

that the shorter length of Luke is original because it

is entirely contained within Matthew and liturgical use

tends to lengthen prayers. But* Jereiaias supposes* the

wording of Matthew is closer to what would have been the
136

original Aramaic, He also concludes that the two

versions represent the versions in use in two liturgically

independent Churches: Matthew in the Jewish—Christian Church,

and Luke in the Gentile-Christian Church, Compared with
137

this Hanson is very conservative. He adopts Matthew's

length, with the exception of the opening 1Our Father who

art in heaven', and Luke's wording in the petition for

forgiveness:

Father* hallowed be thy name.

Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

136, J.Jeremias, hew Testament Theology, vol 1, p,195f»

137» In The Sayings of Jesus. Hanson offers as the original
exactly the same version as Jeremias, viz.:

Father, Hallowed be thy name.

Thy Kingdom come.

Give us this day our bread for the coming day.
And forgive us our sins, as we also have forgiven
those who have wronged us.

And bring us not into temptation, (p,558)
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Give us this day our bread for the coming duyt
And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who

trespass against us*

And lead us not into temptationj but deliver us from
the evil*'^

The one place where Hanson was prepared to euiend the text,
139

and there he agrees with Jeromias, was in adopting

Luke's Abba:

X do not myself think there is any room for serious
doubt* We know from other places in the Gospels that
the form of address used by our Lord in prayer was,

in fact, the simple word "Father"* This appears

from the most solemn and impressive of all the prayers,

that in Gethsamanej and it is corroborated by the

teaching of St Paul in Romans viii.15 and Galatians

iv.6t where he indicates to us that one of the primary
results of the working of the Holy Spirit in the
hearts of Christians is that they are able to address

God as "Father" simply* More than that, Paul uses the
same word that is used by Jesus - the Aramaic Abba *

That seems to me to make it very probable that the
intention of our Lord was that his disciples should
learn to pray to God in the same way as he did himself*

Why then do we have in Matthew "Our Father who art in
heaven"? There need be little hesitation about the

answer to that question, since "Our Father who art in
heaven" is a stock phrase of Jewish Synagogue piety -

one way in which a reverent and devout Jew spoke to

God*11*0
Hanson also suggested that Jesus was proposing a new

alternative to the Jewish address to God| instead of

calling God "Adonai - Lord", Christians should call God

138. 'The Lord's Prayer II', HJKL.* 38, 1955-6, p*J*36

139« J *Jeremias, hew Testament Theology, vol 1, p*196f,

140* T*V> .Hanson, 'The Lord's Prayer X1, BJKL,, 38, 1955-6,
p*104f«
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141
"Abba — Father*# In Fact In hie earliest work# Hanson

said that "the Lord's Prayer ie the aura of the teaching
142

of Jesus on the Fatherhood of God"#

In The sayings of Jesus Hanson thought that the

Kingdom "is certainly the final consummation###still future
143

and an object of hope rather than experience", and in
144

this he agreed with Jeremias# He also agreed that

God's "will" had an eschatological reference, a reference

to that time when his will will be fully achieved, though

he thought that it did not have an exclusively future

connotation# Tortullian had reversed these two petitions

so that the doing of God's will would precede the coming

of his future Kingdom, but Hanson, when he later reverted

to an interpretation which reflected the view of the

Kingdom of God to be found in The Teaching of Jeaus#

thought that Tertullian was wrongs

Tertullian is apparently not in favour of any inter¬

pretation of the coining of the kingdom simply in terms

of man's obedience to the will of God here and now#
145

In this he is surely wrong#

So Hanson seems to remove completely all possible

eschatological content from the Lord's Prayer# He thinks

that the meaning of the coming of the Kingdom is elucidated

by the petition "thy will be done on earth as it is in

141. 'The Lord's Prayer II', BJKL.« 38, 1955-6, p.437

142# T., p.115

143# •§,#» p#461

144# J.Jereuiias, hew Testament Theology, vol 1, p#198f#

145« T#'» .Hanson, 'The Lord's Prayer I', BJKL#« 38, 1955-6
p# 108
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heaven"• The coming of the Kingdom moons exactly the

same as the doing of God's will) "thy kingdom come" means

"thy will be done"* And the Kingdom has a threefold time

reference, as has the doing of God's will, which is the

same as that which we find in his exposition of the

Kingdom of God in The Teaching of Jesus* It is eternal,

it is present, and it is future. Me pray that God's will

may always be done, we pray that his will may be done by

men here and now, and that it may be done fully at the
146

future consummation. So there is_ finally an escha-

tological reference in Hanson's interpretation but it

is not a strong one, for primarily the coming of God's

Kingdom and the doing of his will are to be looked for

and worked for in the present. At this point X must

criticize the exposition of Hanson's theology offered

by C,F,Spraglns« He criticized Hanson for identifying

the coming of the Kingdom with the doing of God's will

and he called Hanson's position 'liberal'. He showed

that this could be found in The Teaching of Jesus but

147
Claimed that Hanson never repeated it. Yet here more

than twenty years later in the two articles on the Lord's

Prayer we see the same liberal interpretation. It must

be said that Hanson never abandoned this liberalism.

146, 'The Lord's Prayer II', BJKL., 38, 1955-6, p,439f,

147* C,F,Spragins , T,W,Hanson: K'eutestacientler, p,39f**«

Spragins also criticizes Jereaiiaa's interpretation of
the Lord's Prayer for being excessively eschatulogical
without realizing that Jereiaias is supported totally
by Lohtseyer and by Hanson's own modified-oschatologieal

interpretation in The Sayings of Jesus,



But this interpretation is not so much liberal as semi-

Pelagian, or so it seems outside the wider context of a

theology of grace, What one really misses here is a

theology of sin and judgment, grace and free will. It

may be objected on Hanson*s behalf that he was not a

dogmatic theologian and was not competent to offer such

a theology, but that does not prevent hie being labelled

* semi-Pelagian*, Banson could only have cleared himself

of this charge by clarifying his position within a

theology of grace, and this he never did, What this

criticism of Hanson does show, besides Hanson's own

shortcomings, is the inextricable interconnection and

interdependence of biblical exegesis and dogmatic theology

When we pray in the Lord*® Prayer for bread, the

problem is to know what sort of bread is being prayed for,

and the key to this is the meaning of err/oucr/os. is it
a / at

derived from £rn-ou<ric* in which case it would mmmn fr©alff

*true* or * substantial *, or is it derived from the verb

ctti£.\/c*.i t which would mean * tomorrow's bread*. For the
z> /

word £/Tiou<r<oSf which occurs in both accounts of this

prayer, does not appear anywhere else in the hew Testament

Indeed it has only been observed in one other manuscript,

published by Flinders Petrie in 1889 and now no longer

extant, and there it probably refers to the daily rations

which were given to household slaves in the evening and

which were to suffice during the following day. The

language of this papyrus is similar to that of a latin

wall inscription where the cm out, ,, of the papyrus

(probably an abbreviation of Irnoucntjv) corresponds to
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diarla on the vail inscription, which means 'daily'* So

tov ocprov tov tmouoiov , if it has the same meaning
as the papyrus and wall inscription, would refer to the

bread which would keep us alive for the next twenty four

hours* Hanson accepts that this is the derivation of the

petition for bread in the prayer and he accepts the

consequent interpretationi

The picture that is presented in this petition, if
this is the right way to understand epiousios« is the

picture of the follower of Jesus doing his daily tasks
as God wills and receiving from God's hands whatever

148
is needed to keep him going at work for another day*

Jeretnias, on the other hand, is more convinced by Jerome

than the admittedly weak manuscript evidence which Hanson

used* Jerome reported that the Gospel of the f.azarenes

used roahar. This Gospel was in fact a Targum-like

translation of Matthew into Aramaic, but Jeremias thinks

that at this point it is older than Matthew because the

translator would not have translated Matthew*s Greek back

into Aramaic, he would have quoted from memory the Lord's

Prayer as it was used in the K&ssarene liturgy* In which

case roahar is the Aramaic that underlies erri ouctios *

Jerome also adds an interpretations mahar quod dicitur

crastinmn* ut sit senaust panem nostrum erastinum* id est

futuruin. da nobis hodle* Jeremias think© that the future

bread which is asked for is tomorrow's bread, but that

•tomorrow* has the primary meaning of "God's tomorrow,
149

the future, i.e* the 'end-time'"» Christians ask for

148. T*¥*Manson, 'The Lord's Prayer I*, BJHL** 38, 1955-6,
p.111f*

149» J *Jeremias, hew Testament Theology, vol 1, p*200



the bread of salvation, the Messianic banquet, to be given

today#

The request for forgiveness poses fewer problems#

Hanson adopts the present tense of Luke in the apodosis

£t<pioyu&v to Matthew*s aorist ot<f>/}wxp.£V in order to avoid
1 50

any suggestion of a do ut, daa attitude# But whereas

Jeremlas sees this as a request here and now for God*a
151

eschatological forgiveness, Hanson is more concerned

that we should share here and now God's forgiving

disposition)

Now the implication of that, I think, is that genuine
communion with God is somehow blocked by disharmony
with one's neighbour# human beings out of harmony
with one another are thereby prevented from being
in harmony with God# Another way of putting that is
to say that to have a hard and unforgiving spirit is
to have in, oneself the roost effective obstacle to the

—** ■

152
receiving of God*s forgiveness#

The meaning of * temptation* for the modern reader

is that of moral temptation, and the last part of the

prayer seems to suggest that God might lead us into

moral temptation and we pray that he should not# But

peipcxapos as Hanson points out, means not only that but

also * trial* and 'testing*. We find similar language

150. T.W.Hanson, *The Lord»s Prayer X*, BJRL.. 38, 1955-6
p* 109

151* J#Jeremias, New Testament Theology, vol 1, p.2Gl

152. T.W.Hanson, *Th© Lord's Prayer I*, BJRL.. 38, 1955-6
P.109
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in Hk 14*38 and parallels, Yvw prj £A§q-r£_ eis rrnpoiGpov
which refers to a trial of ultimate eschatological significance -

it is the temptation to apostasy* nanson writes:

We may conclude that "temptation" in the Lard's Prayer
stands for those forces which would entice or drive God's

servants into disloyalty to him; and since to fall into
such disloyalty is to fall under the greatest misfortune

possible, it is very right and proper that one should
ask to be spared the trial* At the same time it is of
the very nature of the case that he who prays this

prayer should bo ready and willing to undergo the trial,
if need be, in the service of the Kingdom. In that event
the second part of the petition, "Deliver us from the

153
evil" appears in ifcs full significance.

The meaning of "deliver" is that we should be snatched away

from pressing dangers* But what is toZ rrovppod ? It could
be neuter and refer in the abstract to 'misfortune*, but

Hanson thinks this to have been unlikely in the first

century* It could be neuter and refer to evil action, but

such & moralistic interpretation would necessitate our

understanding rreipo<cf>ios in the previous petition as •moral

temptation', Hanson thinks it more likely that its gender

is masculine and refers to the Devil, the leader of the

forces of evil. But having rejected a moralistic inter¬

pretation of this petition in favour of a religious and

eschatological interpretation, Hanson's final sentence is

somewhat pallid:

The whole petition says in effect to God: "If possible
let us serve thee in peace and quietness; but keep us

1 54
faithful come what may,"

153» 'The Lord's Prayer II', BJHL.* 38, 1955-6, p.445

154* Ibid,, p,448
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Hanson summed up the meaning of the prayer in the following

lengthy passagei

At this point 1 venture to state my own conclusions,
for what they are worth, as a kind of summing up of
the discussion so far* I think that the Prayer probably

began with the simple address "Father". That set the
tone of the prayer as a whole. It is a way of expressing
at the outset a simple, direct trust and love akin to
that shown by our Lord himself in his earthly life.
This is followed by the petition that God's name may

be sanctified. That is, the address is intimate and
familiar but is accompanied by all the reverence and
devotion that are due from man to God} and, as the

early Fathers said, this petition means in the first
instance "hallowed by me". "Thy kingdom come. Thy will
be done on earth as it is in heaven" I think are

sufficiently near to the original and 1 think they

belong together and the second half Is explanatory of
the first. "Thy kingdom come" means first and foremost

"thy kingdom come in my case." Our Lord's prayer in
Gethsecnane explains perfectly what is meant both by

"thy kingdom come" and by "thy will be done on earth
as it is in heaven". Complete obedience on the part
of him who prays is the explanation - and the realization -

of the kingly rule of the divine Father. The second

part of the Lord's Prayer is the request for the things
that are necessary in order to be good and faithful
servants of the heavenly kings enough material provision
to do one's work efficiently} a gracious and forgiving
attitude to us in the mistakes and disobedience that

none of us can hope to avoid, coupled with the

acknowledgement that if we are to have that, we must be

prepared to show a forgiving and kindly spirit to our

neighbours in their mistakes and disobedience and

trespasses. The request regarding temptation,..ought
to be understood as a request that we should not have
to face trials or temptations that might lead us into
absolute disloyalty. That goes with the final petition,
for deliverance from the powers that are hostile to the
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will or God.

This. then. 1 think is the substance of the prayer

in what seems to me to be its original form. It is a

proclamation and personal acknowledgement of the

kingship of the divine Father made in confident love.
deep reverence, and willing obedience} and this is
Joined with a request to hia for all things that are
needed in order that we may be in the fullest and

most real sense his loyal subjects and servants as
155

long as we live.

Manson1s interpretation, then, is individualistic and, in

general, non-eschatological. And, in the light of the

earlier exegesis of his which we have examined, his

concluding paragraph is what we would expect:

When we look at the Prayer as a whole, it points to a

God who is to be loved, honoured, obeyed and trusted
In all circumstances. When we look at the ministry

of Jesus we see the prayer prayed and the answer

givenj and it becomes plain that the best exposition
of the Lord's Prayer is the life, death and resurrection

1 56
of him who prayed it.

Joachim Jereinias has attempted to present the original

meaning of the prayer, the meaning it would have had for

Jesus anci for the disciples and the primitive Church.

He does not say so explicitly but his general interest

in the jpsisaima vox Jesu and his reconstruction of the

prayer in Aramaic show that this is so. Hanson in his

interpretation is no more explicit about what he is

trying to do. Me does claim to offer the original form

of the prayer, but the meaning he gives to the petitions

155* 'The Lord's Prayer I», MJRL,, 38, 1955-6, p.112f.

156. 'The Lord's Prayer II•, BJKL., 38, 1955-6, p.kk8.
My emphasis.
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has a quite different ring from the meaning suggested by

Jereiuias. V*hy have they offered such distinct interpretations

of the same text? This is the general problem 1 have been

dealing with throughout and the answer for the most part *

I suggest* is that they do not share the same pre-understanding.

But there taay be another factor in the interpretation of

the text at present under review. Hanson*s exegesis

coincides better with the needs of the Christians of

Hanson*s own lifetime* Christian congregations that did

not experience any great eschatological tension. This is

what we would expect in view of Hanson's own practical

interest in the Church's ministry. It may be* then, that*

perhaps without being entirely conscious of the fact* he

was offering a 'modern' interpretation of the text* while

Jereuslas was offering a more 'archaic* interpretation

(though one may argue that the more archaic interpretation

is the more modern). In other words it seems likely that

they were each working in different historical contexts

with different interests. In which case it is more

difficult to argue that on© of them was right and the other

wrong. If they had both been offering the original meaning

or the modern meaning* then logically one of them would

have been wrong* or both of them might have been wrong*

or both of them might ltave been right but in different

respects} that is to say, they could not both liave been

correct. But if they were in fact working in different

historical contexts it may be that Jeremias has Indeed

offered the original meaning (or something like it), and

it may be that Hanson has Indeed offered some valuable

insights for the modern reader (the reader alone must
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decide)* The meaning of a text need not be exhausted by

any one interpretation* But it vould be helpful if exogetes

in all similar circumstances were clear and explicit about

the kind of interpretation they were offering.

Now that we have surveyed the exegesis of T*W.Hanson

we may note the predominantly •historical* approach to the

text coupled with an acceptance of the historicality of

the order of Mark*s Gospel, where •historical* has a sense

not entirely dissimilar from that of nineteenth century

liberalism* His attention is constantly focused on the

ministry of Jesus* And there is a marked tendency to

remove future eschatology from the Gospels* We shall

now examine the work of Hanson*s contemporary,

H.H,Lightfoot, who adopted a very different stance

which is at the same time both more modern and more

old-fashioned than that of Hanson,



CHAPTER SIX
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CHAPTjbft b 1 X

K.H.LICHTFOOTI fHb-UhLi..,hsTAXD±hG AAAb\oAO

hethodolony and rre-uiiaerstanuiitf;

Around 1930 K,H,Lightfoot

becaisti convinced that T,k.Hanson and C,H,Dodd, though he

admitted that they were better scholars than he wus, had

misjudged the historical value of the Gospels, C.M.Dodd

advised him that if he thought that this was the case he

should learn German and visit Germany to become acquainted

with the recent work of Bultmann and Dibelius, he went to

Germany in 1931 when he also met Lrnst Lohmeyer who had a

lasting effect on Lighti'oot,* When he returned from

Germany Lightfoot overcame his excessive modesty and

nervousness arid he applied to give the Hampton Lectures

in Oxford, This he did in 193** under the title *Hietory

and Interpretation in the Gospels* despite his initial

difficulty in actually producing the lectures, (There is

a story, which speaks volumes about Lightfoot's character,

that when he was once asked to tea in Oxford he replied

that he could not come because he had to write a university

sermon for the following month)) These lectures were

Lightfoot's attempt to introduce form criticism to an

Lngli&h audience (despite the fact that Vincent Taylor's

The i ori..atio)i of the Gospel Tradition hud been published

1, D.L.Nlneham, •Kobert Henry Lightfoot 1883-»1953'» i*1
tunics in the Gospels: ba»»y» in fernery of K.h.Lightfoot,

ed. by D,E,Nitiehaai, p.ixf.
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in 1933) »"cl Austin Farrer testifies to the effect

Lightfoot had on his generation»

Sow© of Dr Lightfoot's readers may have felt that under
his guidance thoy were rediscovering the evangelist and

losing the facts of the evangel* Whatever the loss may

be, the gain is solid and unmistakable - by dr Lightfoot's
aid we find ourselves in touch with St hark, a living
Christian mind, and a mind of great power. And this
discovery comes like water in the desert to men who
have been trained to see in hi© gospel a row of

impersonal anecdotes strung together by a oolourloss

compiler,

R,H,Lightfoot*e first book, History and Interpretation

in the Gospels, Is a very unusual and very remarkable

presentation of form criticism. The chief characteristics

of form criticism are that it attempts to analyse the

literary elements which make up the Gospels and to classify

them according to their literary typo (though the

delineation of these types is necessarily arbitrary).

The literary stylisation of these forms, it is hoped,

will reflect the views and activities of the apostolic

church in which the gospel material was preserved - or

3
in which it originated, a,h,Lightfoot, on the other hand,

2, A, Ft, I urrcr, A Study in hark. p,6f, See also S.Neill,
The Interpretation of the hew Testament 1861—1961. pp,251-3

3, Cf, J.Hohde, Rediscovering the Teaching of the bvan^elists.
p.4f,s

The most important insights and presuppositions of
the form—critical method as applied to the synoptic
gospels may perhaps be summarised in six statements}
(1) The synoptic gospels are not homogeneous
compositions, but collections of small units,
(2) In the pre-literary stage oxily small units
(single stories, short groups of sayings, single
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devotee only a few pages to a description of these literary
4

forma* In his version of form criticism he looks at the

structure of each Gospel as a whole in order to identify

patterns, usually of geography and chronology, which show

how the evangelist has used traditional material so that

he can communicate his own understanding of Jesus and the

gospel* In other words, R.M.Lightfoot discovered redaction

criticism twenty years before it was invented. Norman

Perrin makes this point, though he does not make it clear

that Lightfoot had not realized that he was doing anything

other than describing the methodology of form criticism:

in the first two hampton Lectures Lightfoot reviews
critical work on the synoptic Gospels, with special
reference to Lx-ede and kellhausen, and relying mainly
on Dibelius, presents the main tenets of j orrefseschlchte

(Lightfoot does not use "form criticism" but retains

lofela) were handed on in the oral tradition,
(3) when the small unite have been detached from
the framework of the synoptic gospels, definite
characteristic genres can be recognized (short stories,
paradigms, legends, etc.). During their pro-literary
oral transmission, the individual genres had a
particular Litz lia Leben in the Christian community,
(4) The evangelists collected the small units and
strung them together loosely to form their gospels,
the first one being Mark, the creator of the genre
•gospel*. Matthew and Luke certainly used Mark, but
in addition they also drew material from oral tradition
(sayings-material from the source Q),
(5) The synoptic gospels are not biographies in the
historical sense, but testimonies to the faith of
primitive Christianity,
(6) The Luster faith of the community did not remain
without influence on the accounts of Jesus' life.
They have been fashioned under the influence of the
commtmity*s theology ,

4, P.M.Lightfoot, h&i., pp,42-56
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the German term)"* as they would apply to the Gospel of
hark* It is the third lecture that is most interesting
in our particular context because here Lightfoot

attempts "to examine the doctrine set forth in this

gospel (Mark)" in the light of the discipline of
form criticism and finds "interpretation continually

present in a book most of us were taught to regard
as almost exclusively historical*" To all intents
and purposes this lecture is an exercise in redaction

criticism*••* Over and over again narrative features
of the Gospel* or aspects of the arrangement of the

material* or evident selection of transitional material
is explained in terms of the evangelist's theological

purpose just as they would be by a redaction critic

today,^

This tribute to Lightfoot1o unconscious anticipation

of Hedaktionsgeschichte serves to introduce us to the basic

problem of analysing his exegesis as a whole and of

uncovering the pre-underatending which controls this

exegesis* The difficulty is that there is a fundamental

dichotomy in Lightfoot*s thought in that this advanced

methodology is linked to a very conservative spirituality

and the two only marginally come to terms with each other*

And this difficulty itself derives from an almost total

lack of solf-reflection and critical self-awareness on

Lightfcot's part which has resulted In conceptual fuzziness

and ©xegetical inconsistencies - in his work as a whole.

Lightfoot's advanced methodology is reflected in his first

three books * History and Interpretation in the Gospels*

Locality and i;octrine in the Gospels, and The Gospel

5» This is Just not true,

6* N.Perrin* What is Redaction Criticism?. p,23f»
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h0saa.RO of St Hark, whereas his conservative other-worldly

spirituality dominates his commentary on John's Gospel and

his unpublished sermons. It is, however, possible to make

some connection between these two dimensions of Lightfoot's

work as 1 shall show below when 1 discuss what X consider

to be Lightfoot's cognitive-interest and his concept of

•history'•

The introduction of this criticism of Lightfoot's

lack of critical self—awareness provides a suitable point

for examining his awareness of the importance of pre—under¬

standing. Lightfoot seems to have only related presupposi¬

tions to misunderstanding} his model for correct understanding

was that of an understanding without presuppositions. For

example, he thought that the nineteenth century misunder¬

standing of the Gospels was caused by presuppositions

peculiar to that century, and the following passage suggests

that Lightfoot thought that further intense study by

twentieth century scholars had removed these presuppositions!

If it be asked how this new view of St Mark's gospel
has come into being, and on what grounds it is based,
the answer must be that it is due to a more thorough

study of this gospel, in the light of the problems
raised by Wretie, Wellhausen and others. The earlier
view with regard to ot Mark, as we have seen, was due
to contemporary presuppositions, and to an imperfect

appreciation of the contents of the book. It is not

so much that new light has come from history, or.

subject to certain reservations, that fresh conclusions
have been drawn from what is now known of contemporary

belief and expectation. The increased emphasis on

eschatoiogy. due chiefly to the work of Albert Schweitzer,
has been indeed of influence, but on the whole the change
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is due to further study and a freah reconstruction from
7

internal evidence.

Lightfoot used this same model when speaking of conversion.

When we are converted to something - God, or Jesus, or

whatever - we usually begin by misunderotanding it because

of "preconceived ideas of our own, which must gradually

fade, or perhaps rather be transformed, as we come more

8
closely to know the reality." blsewhere Lightfoot speaks

q
just as easily of our reading a text "without presuppositions".

When Lightfoot related the nineteenth century understanding

of the New Testament with nineteenth century presuppositions

he was quite correct, but he failed to go on from there to

reflect on the relativity of his own historical position —

though he had this failing in common with most exegetical

scholars of any generation. Similarly he spoke of the

influence which the practical needs of the early church

had on the preservation and presentation of the Gospel
10

material, but he failed to reflect on the practical needs

of his own ecclesial situation and his mid-twentieth century

understanding of the Gospels.

There is one further hermeneutical tendency of

Lightfoot*s (and of many other exegetes too) which is not

directly related to the problem of pr©-understanding,

but which still needs to be criticized. Lightfoot is a

strong exponent of the psychological method of understanding,

7• R.H.Lightfoot, H&I., p.24f.

8. P.k7

9. L&b., P»53

10. H&I.. p.217
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usually known by literary critics as * the intentional

fallacy*, This technique supposes that in order to

understand a text correctly we must understand what the

author intended to aiean by the text* Lightfoot writes

as follows t

One great aim which 1 suggest that we should keep before
us in these lectures is to seek to look at this [i*sark's]
gospel through the eyes of its first readers* What
did the evangelist wish them to learn? What are his

assumptions and his outlook? What is his purpose*

and what means does he use to accomplish it? If we

keep these questions steadily before us, we are more

likely to refrain from putting to the evangelist questions
which he was not concerned to answer, and in this way

we may not only avoid any sense of disappointment with
his book, but also discover what a very remarkable

12
work, as X am persuaded, it actually is*

However, any attempt to understand the intention of the

author of a past text is bound to be an unreal task

because the only evidence we have of his intention is the

text itsolf* We can understand the author and his intention

only by understanding the text* It is illusory to suppose

that there is any other way by which we can understand

the author*s psyche which will then allow us to understand

the text correctly* How can we ever be sure that we

understand the author's intention? The only confirmation

we can have is from the text, but it is the meaning of

the text which is in question* Background information

about the author may be helpful, but in the case of St Work's

11, See W,K*Wiiustatt Jnr and H.C*Beardsley, The Verbal Icon*

pp*3~18; this has been challenged by B*D*llirsch Jnr,
Validity in Interpretation. pp*1-23*

12* H*11*Lightfoot, £M£i., p.14
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Gobpel there Is no background information other than

rudimentary patristic citations of the Gospel's authorship*

We cannot be certain who Mark was, or even what hie

nationality was* How then can we, so to speak, get inside

his psyche? Further, the text may mean more (if there

are hidden reserves of meaning)than the author intended

(doman Catholic and some Protestant scholars have traditionally

referred to the sensus ulenior of scripture), or the text

may mean less than the author intended (if the author

botched his Job)* In either case any critical talk about

'intention* can only fog the issue at stake in understanding

the meaning of a text, and Occam's razor demands, in

consequence, that we should not use such language*

Cognitive-Interest

There is not in R,H*Lightfoot any

obvious cognitive-interest, at any rate not one which

can immediately be related to the Marxist idea of 'praxis'

as there was with •Maiison* Hanson's interest in

•ministry• is quite obvious when the whole of his work is

examined and it is clearly practical in the sense that it

is related to human activity* ithat we do find in hightfoot

is the recurrence of a rather old fashioned (relatively

speaking) other-worldly, neo-platonlc spirituality, which

seems to be the reverse of a practical interest* but a

cognitive-interest it is because it dominates Lightfoot's

general approach to Christianity and theology, it controls

aiuch of his exegesis, and surprizingly perhaps it provides

the motivation for his comparatively advanced methodology*

This spiritual interest occurs only occasionally

in his Hampton Lectures, but even there, in the Preface,
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Lightfoot uses a quotation from Orlgen as an epistemologic&l

principle for interpreting the Gospelss

It was the purpose of the four evangelists, Origen says,

"to give the truth, where possible, at once spiritually
and corporeally, but where this was not possible, to

prefer the spiritual to the corporeal, the true spiritual
meaning often being preserved, as one might say, in the

13
corporeal falsehood,

Lightfoot later speaks of Mark's Gospel being "mysterious'*

because it is an attempt "to set down in the form of an

historical narrative truths which cannot receive their

14
full expression in that form,"

R.H.Lightfoot was an extremely religious man who

communicated an intense piety especially when celebrating
1 5

the euchariat. This personal piety kept hiin apart from

any interest in ecclesiastical politics, the hierarchical

structure of the Church and from sacramental theology, and

an example of the latter tendency may be seen in his

interpretation of those New Testament texts which deal

with the last supper. His philosophical and theological

Weltanschauung is summed up in an article by Dean Inge
16

on the theology of John's Gospel, Inge wrote extensively

13# H&.I», p«xiv, quoting Grigen, Commentary on pt John's
Gospel, x, 4,

Ibid, , p.21

15* D«E,Kineham, 'Robert Henry Lightfoot 1883-1953* in
Studies in the Gospels, ed, by D,E,Nineham, p.xiii,
Lightfoot's piety is suggested by his capitalization
of 'He* and 'His', by his use of 'the Lord' and 'their
Haster' for Jesus, and by his use of 'SJb Hark* and
'St Peter* and so forth,

16, tt.R.Inge, 'The Theology of the Fourth Gospel* in l.saays
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In his life-time advocating- a Christian neo>platonism«

His article which so influenced Lightfoot makes rather

extraordinary reading in the nineteen seventiesv but it

has tremendous literary panache, Inge sees the fourth

evangelist exclusively as a platonist, and happily quotes

lamt to sum up his theology: "Alles vergangliche ist nur

17
eln Gleichniss*, He maintained that John's Gospel

rests on a philosophy whose chief characteristics are

18
Idealism, Mysticism and Symbolism, Under Idealism

Inge wrote a small essay on Plato's Ideas, a Christianized

version of which he ascribed to Jolrn, and Inge's point

about Symbolism was taken up by Lightfoot in much of his

exegesis of the Fourth Gospel as we shall see, Lightfoot,

however, is never as extreme as Inge in making John out

to be a Greek philosopher; he suggests that there is

rather an equal balance between Jewish and Greek thought

in the Fourth Gospel, The historical, earthly reality

of Christianity comes from Judaism, while the non-teraporal,
19

spiritual dimension coxaes from Greek thought. And these

two aspects correspond to the history and interpretation

which Lightfoot finds in ail the Gospels,

Lightfoot'a spiritual interest expresses itself,

on some Biblical Questions of the bay (Cumbridge
Biblical issays) ed, by H,B,Swete, pp,251-288,

Ibid,, p,257, quoting Goethe's Faust■ Fart 2, Act 5»
Lines 12104-5, the beginning of the final Chorus by
the Chorus Mysticus,

18« Ibid,, pp.258-262

19, K,H.Lightfoot, J,, p,49ff*
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under the foraiatlve influence of Inge, repeatedly in the

form of & philosophical dualism. Lightfoot speaks of this

dualism as a distinction between heaven and earthj "A

knowledge of earth could be the pathway to a knowledge
20

of heaven." He speaks of Jesus feeding the multitude
21

"physically and spiritually". He uses John's concept

of 'flesh' to emphasize this duality!

In John the word 'flesh' is used to describe the realm

of the (merely) huisan, in contrast to the realm of the
divine* the (merely) earthly, as opposed to the heavenly*

22
the (merely) material, as opposed to the spiritual....

Li&htfoot speaks of our "merely human birth" as opposed to

23 2k
our divine rebirth, and of "the unseen world". He

makes the distinction between the "temporal" and "eternal

25
aspects" of Jesus's character. This dualism is at its

most marked in the fourth Gospel, the one which most

attracted Lightfoott

The first three gospels consist chiefly of surviving
historical traditions of the lord's deeds and words*

St John's gospel, though it also contains historical

traditions, is chiefly devoted to making clear the
religious and spiritual meaning and implications of
these traditions.

20. Ibid.■ p.kk» This statement is not consistent with
some of the quotations which follow; this is a mark
of Lightfoot's lack of critical self-reflection.

21. Ibid.. p. 6k

22. ibid., P.83

23. Ibid•■ p»259

mJtN Ibid.. p. 241

25. Ibid,, P»56

26, Dowdoin lectures 1937-8» given at Uowdoin College,
New Brunswick (unpublished), 1st Lecture.
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The spiritual meaning of Jesus*8 deeds and words is expressed

as follows t

In and tiy itself the fleshly or earthly is barren} it

only becomes life-giving if and when it is penetrated
27

by the spiritual or heavenly,,,,

The religious philosophy of St John, if we may so

speak, regards that which exists or happens in this
world as deriving its importance and value from the
fact that it represents, or embodies, an invisible

28
and eternal reality,

Lightfoot sometimes speaks of an inner-outer distinction,

but still in dualiatic termsi

it seems, then, that the Person of the Lord is set
before the reader of St Johxi*8 gospel chiefly, although
not exclusively, in the light of an inner truth or

reality usually thought to be, if existent at all,
at any rate concealed from men's eyes, as long as they

2b
live in this world, '

Lightfoot also held a platonic view of time in which,

for Jesus at least, all aspects of hi® life were somehow

present at the same moment! "...His Person includes in

itself, at all times and in all places, incarnation,
30

crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension,,,,"^ This is

complemented by a platonic epistemology where knowledge -

true, religious, knowledge - becomes a sharing in the

non—temporal, non-locatable world of the spirit, Lightfoot

27. J,., p. 14

28. Ibid., P.23

29. Ibid,, P.61

30. Ibid,, P.132
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speaks of the disciples having "to rise to what we may

describe as a spiritual understanding, an understanding
31

not bounded by material physical considerations,"
332

Elsewhere he refers to the disciples* "supernatural knowledge".

It is because of this that he can speak of the reader of
33

John*s Gospel approaching the text as a worshipper,

And it would be worth bearing in mind that when w© come

to examine Lightfoot's account of the influence of the

redactor's theology on the historical tradition of Jesus,

the background to Lightfoot's concept of 'theology* is a

platonic epistemology in which knowledge and understanding

are located outside the world as we know it.

There is no consistency in Lightfoot's description

of the relationship between the two worlds, though a

pattern does finally emerge. In the natural state of
34

things "the gulf between flesh and sjjirit is absolute",

"the gulf between flesh and spirit can only be spanned
35

froai above." ^ In this context, Lightfoot has a platonic

christology in which Christ bridges the gulf between the

two worlds. He sees Jesus as a "bridge" or a "ladder" as

in this quotation from an unpublished lectures "The

Incarnation is a ladder fixed between the divine and the

31* Ibid-* P.154

32. H&I., p.78

33* J.» P.3o6

34• Ibid.. p,1l6, On p.145 He speaks of "the immeasurable

gulf") see also n,20 above,

35. Ibid., p.117
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human, the real and unreal.""*^ Lightfoot's other metaphor

for the incarnation is 'the unveiling of heaven', Again

he says that ",,,in the lord's ministry, being that of

the Word become flesh, heaven, as we may say, has come

37
down to earth, and eternity is made manifest in time,,,,8>'

It is because of Christ's role as the bridge across what

was formerly thought to be unbridgeable that Lightfoot
38

can speak of "the superhuman character of Jesus", and
39

of his "supernatural being", of "the supernatural Son

ko
of man", and we see an "unearthly light" on the path

L 1
Jesus is treading, how that Jesus has bridged the two

worlds of matter and spirit, Christians too can share in

them both. In one sermon Lightfoot even speaks of our

meeting spirits in the street (he means meeting other
v 42

people in their inner spiritual dimension). His view

of daily Christian life receives typical expression in

the following sermont

For in religion the distinction between earth and

Heaven is not final, bven if we are compelled, as

we are, through our woakness, to regard them to the
end as more or less distinct, we ought to make it our

aim to pass from the one to the other, and vice versa,

many times each day. And w© have not very far to go.

36, Unpublished lecture on New Testament Theology headed
•Lectures about 1919-28*, p,l6

37, J., P.175

38, M&I.. p,186

39, QHM,, p.43

Ibid., p.51

41. Ibid.. p,12

42. Unpublished sermon on John 16,7, dated 20,5.17
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L 3
There Is not much between the two,

Xt should now be clear that Lightfoot's theology

was dominated by a very individual Christianized version

of neo-platonisas, though this was never worked out

systeeiaticaliy, It is also clear that this acted as a

cognitive-interest lor Lightfoot, and this will be brought

out when we look at some of his exegesis. But in abstracting

the significance of Christ and Christianity from the present

world and locating it in a spiritual, eternal realm, it

looks as though Lightfoot had a remarkably unpractical

cognitive-interest. Such a spiritual, other-worldly

interest would appear to have no social or political

relevance, and this would agree with his Judgment that
llll

Jesus had no "political ambitions". But as Sartre has

said, to refuse to make a choice is_ to make a choice.

And to claim that Christ and Christianity have no

socio-political relevance is itself a socio-political

Judgment, To interpret the New Testament entirely in

a spiritual, other-worldly manner has implications for

the role of Christianity in society - extremely conservative

theological and political implications, bo while there

is no direct connection between a spiritualizing exegesis

and one's socio-political views, such a form of exegesis

can be used to buttress a conservative political position

43 • * Be Childreni Be Men' preached in Hertford College

Chapel, Oxford and published in The Christian v.or Id
Pulpit. 27th November, 1930, p,257f»

44. J., p.253
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by refusing to allow Christianity and the New Testament to

criticise the political status quo. Now it would not be

quite legitimate to suggest that there is an (unconscious)

conservative political basis for Lightfoot's exegesis

simply from speculation founded on the evidence of his

dualism. But among his unpublished papers there exists

a small number of sermons in which he expressed extremely

conservative opinions about social and political affairs,

opinions which could indeed have come from a previous

century, as could - so it is said - his social manners.

One further point should be made in parenthesis, so to

speak, about these sermons. Bany of them were written

before the 1914-18 war and they were repeated time and

again unchanged until shortly before he died. That is

to say, because of his other-worldly theology Lightfoot

was able to repeat the same sermons in a period which

included two world wars, the depression and the invention

and use of the atomic bomb.

Lightfoot never suggested that Jesus was not interested

in people, but the interest was always in individuals and
4 5

not social groups. But note Lightfoot's opinion of

Jesus'a attitude to povertyi

It should be remembered that Our Lord showed no particular

eagerness to abolish poverty, where the necessities of
life are secure, to be from the point of view of

45» Lecture on New Testament Theology. p.7» "Our Lord's
detachment from external things was combined with
the most intense interest in a love for the personalities
of men and women."
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spiritual wealth, preferable to that of the rich - and
it is the acceptance of this standard which makes a

46
man a Christian,

In a sermon given as late as April, 1951 in Gloucester

Cathedral he appealed to the traditional virtues of the

English gentleman as a means of preserving the greatness

of England's past, and in a much earlier sermon he even

47
referred to "Paul, the Christian gentleman". Elsewhere

he referred to nationalism and patriotism as "the strongest

and also the noblest emotion uniting large masses of men,"

And he continues! "Those who cannot feel this loyalty to

such a country as ours are not to be envied; while to those

who wish to abolish love of country as an evil thing, may

we not say, He that loveth not his home and country which

he has seen, how shall he love humanity in general, which
48

he has not seen?" Lightfoot was rather more lenient

with the rich than was the Jesus of the Synoptic Gospels:

As a matter of experience, the man who is surrounded
and burdened with superfluous wealth hardly ever 'enters

the Kingdom of God': not only has he few If any chances
of disciplining his character, but he is often too much

pre—occupied. In many cases he really has no time to

guard both his wealth and to save his soul.

And finally here is part of a sermon preached in 1930:

I do not think that as Christians we are bound to attach

***** Ibid , , p.10

4?» Sermon on Philemon given in Haslemere Parish Church
on 7th Kovomber, 1909*

48, Sermon on Psalm 133*It undated,

49* Sermon on John 18,36 'My Kingdom is not of this world',
Hasleusere Parish Church, 12th December, 1909# My

emphases,
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ourselves to one political party rather than another*

Historically it is quite untrue that Jesus came to

preach an economic revolution* The Gospel is a message

of spiritual redemption, not of social reform. Some
of the Old Testament prophets plunged into the turbid
waters of political agitations Jesus walked over theiu

dry shod. He was willing to identify himself with
the apocalyptic hopes of those around him, which
almost destroyed their interest in the future of

society**,, The plain truth is that Jesus did not
concern himself with any form of government, ecclesiastical
or temporal; that he disclaimed any attempt to entangle
him in questions of distribution; and that he was not
interested in the paraphernalia of civilization,

beyond the very simplest necessities and comforts**,.
Still loss is it true to say that Revolution is the
Christian's business. This is the language of

exaggeration and it is most mischievous* The large

majority of business men live, not by robbing their

fellows, but by serving them**,. The system [Capitalism]
indeed requires and has created, a higher average level
of integrity and honest service than any other that the

50
world has seen.

50* bermon on Matthew 13»52 given in 1930* This was

preached just before the height of the depression,
about which Eric Hobsbawm has written in Industry

and Empire* p,208f*t
At all times between 1921 and 1938 at least one
out of every ten citizens of working age was out
of a job. In seven out of these eighteen years
at least three out of every twenty were unemployed,
in the worst years one out of five. In absolute
figures unemployment ranged from a minimum of
rather over a million to a maximum (1932) of just
under three million; at oil events, according to
the official figures, which for various reasons
understated it. In particular industries and
regions the record was even blacker* At its peak
(1931-2) 34*5 per cent of coal miners, 36*3 P«**
cent of pottery-workers, k3,2 per cent of cotton
operatives, 43»8 P®r cent of pig-iron workers,
^7»9 per cent of steel workers, and 62 per cent -
or almost two in three - of shipbuilders and
ship-repairers were out of work.
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Hiatory

K.H.Lightfoot developed his concept of 'history*

in opposition to the trend current in hew Testament

criticism in Britain in the nineteen thirties* And it

was by means of hiB re-evaluation of the historical value

of the Gospels that Lightfoot made his very considerable

contribution to these studies. His work was not

immediately received with any marked enthusiasm in this

country, and while he received some good reviews in the

bnited States he was quite upset by some of the

vilification he encountered from his colleagues in

Britain* Nonetheless * time has proved Lightfoot to

have been on the side of the angels in this matter.

His attitude is summed up in the introduction to his

Hampton Lectures}

Confining ourselves for the moment to St Hark and
St John* we may say that both their gospels are

constructions» works put together and arranged in
accordance with a definite plan and purpose* which
is never long forgottenj and in neither case was the

plain record of historical fact the chief purpose of
the author* Both books were written* not by or for

historians* but by and for disciples, in order to
awaken faith and love. They are presentations of a

revelation rather than biographies, and the hiatory
which they contain is therefore viewed in a peculiar

light,51
Lightfoot held a middle position about the historical

value of the Gospels* On the one hand he dissociated

himself from the extreme view that the only historical
52

fact recorded in the Gospels was the death of Jesus*

31* Mi»» p»*iif•

Ibid,* p.xv
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arid on the other hand he could not agree with C.H.Dodd

that there was a chronologically reliable outline of
53

Jesus's ministry. ^ The structure of each Gospel was

the work of each evangelist. and it was not a chronologically

accurate structure. The dominant theme in Lightfoot's

early books on the Gospels is that in them there is not

a bare report of historical fact, but historical material

and an editorial interpretation. There is history and

theology, fact and meaning. Working in his own historical

context, however. Lightfoot was not able to use 'history*

to refer to the totality of fact and interpretation.

•History' was always used in something like its positivist

sense of 'what actually happened* and historians are

those who investigate 'what actually happened*, while

at the same time Lightfoot was clearly struggling to be

free of this positivist sense of 'history*. One mark of

this is Lightfoot*s use of the word 'historicity•. This

is now normally used as the translation of Geachichtlichkeit

and refers to what Lightfoot means by 'interpretation*,

but he used 'historicity' to refer to the factuality of

history - Hlstoriach-keitI

It thus becomes clear that the great value attached
in recent years to St Hark's gospel was due above all
to what was believed to be its historicity, its

5k
closeness to the facts.

In other words we can see Lightfoot moving away from

Ranke's idea of scientific history, but he was not yet

able to use the German concept of Geschichtllchkeit.

53. Ibid., p.97 n.1

5^. Ibid., p.13
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It does not seem that, for Lightfoot, objective history

has its own inherent significance the extrapolation of

which is part of the historian's Job* It is rather that

objective history has to be given a suitable interpretation «•

and this is what the evangelists, and behind them the

communities of the early church, had to do* The historical
55

narratives have absorbed interpretation, so to say.

It is this poaitivist understanding of 'history* which

allows Lightfoot to speak of "a merely historical account
56

of Jeaus", "the facts, now in the past, of the life and
57

suffering and death of Jesus"* He can contrast the

account of the ministry of Jesus with the "more historic

passion narrative",^ Never at any stage did Llghtfoot

accuse his more conservative colleagues of having a

mistaken understanding of 'history'; his point was that

the Gospels contain more than history and the critic

ought to be looking for more than history* And this

'looking for more than history' in Llghtfoot's case is

a result of his platonist epistemology, for in such an

epistemology the history of this world is only a pale

55* Ibid*. p,24i
St Mark's gospel is probably in certain respects
as much the production of the church as of a single
writer, and it reveals most definite doctrinal
influence* Here also interpretation and selection
will have been at work* This is indeed less obvious
than in the case of St John's gospel, partly because
St Mark's doctrine ijs simpler, but also because the
doctrine is not interwoven with the narrative to the
same extent as it is in the gospel of St John* It is
present and it is growing; but in its Marcan stage
it is still to some extent many-sided, fluid, even
tentative*

56. Ibid., p.82

57. Ibid., p* 102

58. Ibid*. P.105
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shadow of the real9 ideal (divine) world* Scientific

history which restricts itself to what happened in this

world does not tell us all we need to know about Christianity*

In the nineteen fifties Lightfoot wrotei

In the last twenty five years, however, many of us

have been forced to the conclusion that this method

of approach to Mark, what I may call this primarily
historical method of approach, is an error* The matter
is of course one of degree; we may confidently believe
that there is much historical material of the highest
value in Mark, especially as, among the four gospels,
this one is nearest to the actual events; but in the
last resort this evangelist's purpose is theological,
rather than merely historical; or to put the matter

in another way, the historical material is being used
59

for a theological purpose,'

The Gospels were designed to communicate the truth about

Jesus Christ, "and of this truth the historical events

of His life, however important and however prominent in

Mark, only form a part*w^° It is because history, positivist

history, cannot do Justice to the New Testament texts or

to Jesus Christ that Lightfoot explicitly set himself

against nineteenth century liberalism and opened himself

to the influence of Wrede and Vellhausen*^'

Lightfoot'a general assessment of the New Testament

rested very largely on his understanding of 'history',

arid this led him to diverge from his predecessors about,

among other things, the suitability of the present ending

59* GMM* * p*16

60* Ibid* * p*17

61* Ibid«, pp*6 and 98f*
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of Mark's Gospeli

Our answer to this question is likely to depend to a

large extent upon our conception and interpretation of
St Mark's gospel as a whole* It will be remembered for

example that Professor Burkitt was ever a champion of
the "historical1* character of the earliest gospel* ***
From such a point of view the ending is indeed impossible!
intolerable*^

Lightfoot found the Mk 16*8 ending tolerable and possible

precisely because he had moved on to a different understanding

of history* History had two layers for him, fact and

interpretation* And these two layers are to be found in

all the Gospelst

Xt thus becomes clear that the great value attached in
recent years to St Mark's gospel was due above all to
what was believed to be its historicity* its closeness
to the facts* Hence it is not surprizing that during
the same period interest in St John's gospel tended*
if not to diminish* at any rate to assume a different
form* hot only was it generally agreed that..,it is

certainly the latest of the four* but also that there
can be little doubt that here the evangelist is as

intent upon the presentation of the meaning of the

fact* as he is upon the fact itself* St John has his
own view of the significance of the history which
lies behind the gospel story, and he wrote to impress
this view upon his readers. He is* indeed* determined
that they shall not miss it. He does not lose his hold

upon historic fact* but with him interpretation is

predominant* and we may not unfairly say that

interpretation has been the chief object of suspicion
in modern study of the gospels***« No theory of the

study of his [John's] gospel has at present won any

wide acceptance* nor has it been found possible to

separate with any confidence the history which he

62, IAD,, pp, 19 and 20
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gives and his interpretation of the history.

It is true, no doubt, that the presence of interpretation
in the record would be generally admitted also in the

gospels of St Matthew and St Luke, but here, it has

usually been thought, only to a very much more limited
extent,,,. But when we arrive at St Mark's gospel
the teoiptation to believe that we are at the other end
of the scale has proved strong,,,, It is claimed that
here at any rate we have historic fact without inter¬

pretation, And froia this presumption it is no great

step to the belief that since St Mark's gospel is

primarily a record of fact, we can and must attach
to its facts the interpretation which seems to us the
best or worthiest. The question has not been sufficiently

examined, whether St Mark's gospel is indeed so purely
historical as it is often thought to be, and whether a

careful and candid investigation will not reveal

interpretation already present, and in a large measure,

within our earliest gospel,^
Lightfoot goes on to show that Mark's Gospel as a whole

has been designed not so much to describe the historical

course of Jesus's ministry as to present his messiahship.

He also suggests that "the first thirteen verses of St Mark

will form a theological at least as much as an historical
6k

introduction to the gospel," He showed how the evangelist

used Old Testament quotations to support didactic motives,

though he could also use the idea of the evangelist's

theological interpretation to escape from genuine historical
65

problems which caused him some embarrassment.

63, H&I., PP.13-15

6k» Ibid,, p»64

65, See, for example, ibid,, P»156, where he writest
fee must all have been impressed with the parallels
between St Mark's passion narrative and certain
verses of the 22nd, 31ot» and 69th psalms, and
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Lightfoot's principal achievsient was hi© discussion of the

topographical structure of the Gospels, the impetus for

which ho owed to Ernst 1 ohc.eyer*s Galilaa und Jerusalem.

It is difficult to present such a broad ranging inter¬

pretation as an exegetical example in the following chapter,

so I will here give a very brief summary of Llghtfoot's

conclusions* Lightfoot saw that each Gospel presents a

different geographical background for the history of

Jesus *s mission* lie therefore supposed that each

evangelist had presented a topographical structure for

the ministry which indicated the evangelist's interpretation

of the relation between Jesus and the various geographical

areas of Palestine*

For St Mark Galilee is the scene of ultimate importance
in the ministry of Jesus Christ} in Galilee alone
occurs the conquest of evil, as represented by the
exorcisms of the demons, in which Mark sees great

significance} and from Galilee alone proceeds the

preaching and extension of the gospel, whether by
the Lord or by the disciples* This importance which
is assigned to Galilee rests not only on historical

grounds, but on doctrinal or, more precisely,
eschatologlcal considerations} it rests above all
on the conception of Jesus as the Son of man*

St Luke on the other hand records the ministry in
such a way that tho three chief districts of Palestine

perhaps also the 53rd chapter of Isaiah; especially
the distribution of the garments, the mocking of
the crucified, the offering of vinegar. And we
shall not do justice to the purpose of the writer,
if we merely consider whether these and like passages
in his record are all historical or not* We must
ask with what purpose he included them, and how
they are designed to confirm the reader, or perhaps
rather the worshipper, in his confidence in the
divine significance of a terrible event.
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are equally the scene of the ministry of Jesus Christ,****
In Mark and Matthew Jerusalem is where Jesus is rejected and

killed, it is no more than the place that has to be endured

for Jesus to complete his mission. In Luke, Jesus passes

from one district to another, with Jerusalem as the

culmination of his ministry. In John* s Gospel, however,

Jerusalem is the home country of Jesus, and it seems only

an historical accident that Jesus had been born in Galilee,

Jesus'» mission, in the Fourth Gospel, is concentrated in

Judea,

It must be j^ointed out that while Lightfoot reckoned

that the historical background of Jesus has been refracted

in various ways in the Gospels, he nowhere suggested that

the history of Jesus was of a different sort from ordinary

history. In much of his exegesis of the Fourth Gospel

Lightfoot supposes that the divine world has been

introduced into the material world, but the life of Jesus

is nevertheless a part of world history. There is no

suggestion of Bsrtb's distinction between Geschichte and

Urgeschlchte, or, with Cullmim, between Weltgeschichte

and Heilsfteschichte, Lightfoot's tendency is against any

such distinctions "The growth and the experience of the

Church had shown that the Lord*s life was not only an

67
event in Jewish history, but also In world history,"

L<U)«» p.1^2f,

67. J., p.49. See also ibid.. p,32 and L&D.. p,113
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Lightfoot's task In the Bampton Lectures and the

book which followed, Locality andJ>octrine In the Gospels.
68

was to analyse the structure of the Gospels. While the

basic material which found its way into the Gospels was

preserved, transformed and perhaps even created to some

extent by the Church of the first three decades, the

structure of the Gospels is due to the evangelists themselves,

the redactors. So Lightfoot was led to ask why Jesus*s

ministry in Galilee plays a different role in each of the

Gospels, and why for example the cleansing of tho Jerusalem

Temple is placed at the beginning of John and at tho end

69
of Hark. In Lightfoot's presentation of form criticism,

unlike classical form criticism as it had been developed

in Germany, he speaks of the influence of the evangelist

rather than of the anonymous communityt

It is significant that St Matthew and St Luke, especially
the latter, very seldom leave the sections in isolation.
Their tendency is to weave them together, and thereby to
work their way towards an increasingly literary form.
But it is clear that even St Mark has taken a long step

forward in this direction. It is possible to show,
with a high degree of probability, that it is he, to
a large extent, who has arranged the order of hie
gospel and imposed the framework on the originally
isolated sections, thereby welding them together
and giving some kind of unity, cohesion and forward

70
movement to the narrative.

This editorial structure is itself interpretative and the

K&l«» P.98i "Our task in the present lecture is to
examine the content and structure of the gospel of
St Mark in the light of its main purpose.

69# GHM.. pp.60-79

70. H&X.. p.36f.
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fact that St Luke has offered a more orderly and polished

literary narrative, which itself seems to have been a

presumption for historical veracity, makes one doubt its

authenticity. And the very roughness of Mark's Gospel

emphasizes its real historical value and the difficulty

Mark must have had in producing an historical narrative
71

at all*' As we proceed from Gospel to Gospel we might

expect an increase in the doctrinal content and a

consequent decrease in historical reliability, but Lightfoot

does not think that this is necessarily the case* In

John's Gospel there is more interpretation than in the

Synoptic Gospels but here history and interpretation

are not simply held in balance but are fused together

leaving no problems like those associated with the messianic

secret in Mark* In the last Gospel Jesus's words interpret
7 2

his works, the final discourses interpret the passion
73

narrative, There are indeed some inconsistencies)

compare his remark that "his [John's] interest is in the

theological development of the narrative rather than in
7k

its complete historical consistency" with $ "That St John

was altogether indifferent to historical fact is out of

the question) no evangelist is more insistent than he on

the historical truth which he regards as essential to the
75

Gospel," But despite these apparently inconsistent

71* Ibid*. p*183f.

72, J., p*19

73. Ibid*, p.319

7k* Ibid*, p.185

75. Ibid*, p.30
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though in fact reconcilable statements, Lightfoot regarded

the Fourth Gospel as the pinnacle of Gospel writing, and

he even went on to state that it should be used as a

herineneutical key for interpreting the Synoptic Gospels^
(an important point when it comes to discovering what

Lightfoot understood by 'Son of Man' and 'Kingdom of God'),

The ideal relation, then, between history and interpretation

occurs in John's Gospels

Only when we reach St John's Gospel do we find a completely

developed construction, as we may call it, of the ministry,
in which all the component parts are carefully and

elaborately set forth in reference to one central theme.

It is no longer necessary or indeed possible to distinguish
between the framework, or the interpretation generally,
and the content of the earlier historical tradition} here

77
they are indissolubly fused, *

The fact that Lightfoot saw in the Gospels the mature

reflection of the evangelists prevented him seeing the

Gospels simply as a collection of historical data} it also

prevented him seeing what historical data there is in the

Gospels as a bare relation between point A and point B,

where point A represents what happened ( and what we are

interested in) and point B represents the twentieth century

reader, Lightfoot saw that there is a continuum of

historical points between the life of Jesus and the text

of the hew Testament, and between the text and ourselves.

Bridging these two time gaps between Jesus and the New

Testament, and between the New Testament and ourselves

76, Ibid., p.34

77. H&I., p.189 and p.224
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constitutes the basis of the heraeneutical problem so far

as theology is concerned# Whereas earlier critics thought

they had immediate access to the text with uncomplicated

historical information about Jesus# Lightfoot was aware

that we understand the text in the light of how successive

generations of Christians have understood it (though in

practice he seems to limit these generations to the first

four or five centuries of the Christian era)# and that the

evangelists themselves understood Jesus in the light of

how the earliest communities had understood hita# Llghtfoot

did not develop this sufficiently to form a satisfactory

critical basis for interpreting the Gospels# but within

his concept of •history' there is a sense of the historicity

of interpreted tradition# he speaks of the "transmission"

of tradition,' and of the religious interests of the
79

early communities in shaping the tradition#'^ This

ecclesiologlcal context of historical tradition led

Lightfoot to be interested in and to interpret the last

supper, for example# in a way which was not possible for

T«W#Manson# But we shall see more of Lightfoot's

ecclesiology in the next section where it may be contrasted

with Hanson's Interest in 'ministry*#

We can now sum up the chief characteristics of

Lightfoot's concept of 'history*# He struggled to free

himself from a positivist understanding of history, and

saw factual history made acceptable only when it is

78. Ibid.. p,29

79. P.102
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interpreted in a social or ecclesial context. This,

prompted by his other-worldly religious instinct, led

hini to look for editorial interpretation, but this in

no sense allowed him to abandon the fundamental historical

reliability of the Gospels even though he spent little

effort (presumably from lack of interest) in demonstrating

the historical veracity of individual pericopes in the

way that, for example, T»W.Manson did. How much then,

according to K.H.Lightfoot, is there of the historical

Jesus in the Gospels? On the basis of our analysis so

far we would expect there to be quite a lot, even if

Lightfoot does not trouble to demonstrate Just how much.

The closing paragraph of his Hampton Lectures, then,

comes as something of a surprize (rather as it provided

such a shock for British biblical critics In 1935)*

It seems, then, that the form of the earthly no less
than of the heavenly Christ is for the most part
hidden from us. For all the inestimable value of the

gospels, they yield us little more than a whisper of
his voicej we trace in them but the outskirts of his

ways. Only when we see him hereafter in hi® fullness
SO

shall we know liin, also as he was on earth.

When applied to the historical character of Jesus Christ,

this is very close to Bultmann's classic statement)

I do indeed think that we can know almost nothing

concerning the life and personality of Jesus, since
the early Christian sources show no interest in either,
are moreover fragmentary and often legendary; and

81
other sources about Jesus do not exist.

But even in the introduction to the Bampton Lectures,

80. lii.I. , p.225

81, R.K.Bultinann, Jesus and the Word. p»1i*
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Lightfoot had said that "in ray opinion the historical

value of St Mark*s gospel is considerable, but perhaps

not always for the reasons usually alleged, such as

g2
Petrine reminiscence.n And he later added in a footnote*

"A warning, however, should be given that the latter

writer [Bultmann] is apt to set forth conclusions which
go

will seem to many needlessly negative in character,M J

Lightfoot finally made his true position clear in an

article originally published in 1941 *

It will readily be seen how liable the method [form
criticism] is to exaggeration and abuse* iorae of its
exponents indeed have tended to assume that any story

or saying, which could conceivably have been applied
in an apologetic or dogmatic interest, is as likely
as not to have been created for the purpose, and

probably therefor© has no foundation in fact* The

tendency to modify the narrative for particular purposes

is undoubtedly present in the gospels, and was recognized
long before form criticism was heard of; but there is
no reason to suppose that it is present to a disconcerting
degree, or to call in question the reliability of the
record as a whole,,,* It may be said at once that,
in the belief of those best entitled to express an

opinion on the subject, the historical basis of

Christianity, more essential to it than to any of the
great religions of the world, is in no danger whatsoever
and also that with the help of the gospels tut main
features of the Lord*s character and teaching may

become truly and well known to careful thought and

study.

At this point Lightfoot added a footnote referring to the

82, R,H,Lightfoot, H&I,, p,xv

Ibid,, p,43 n,1

®4, GMM,, p,102f,, originally published in kxpT,, 1941-2
pp,51-4.
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notorious last paragraph in the iiaiapton Lectures, in which

he pointed out that it contained a veiled reference to

Job 26*111%

Lo, these are but the outskirts of his vayaj

and how small a whisper do we hear of hint!
But the thunder of his power who can understand?

But this describes the majesty of God and it now seems clear

that Lightfoot did not us© this quotation from Job to refer

to the human character of Jesus} it seems primarily to

refer to Jesue's divinity, to Jesus as representative of

the spiritual world who has been "clothed with our human
85

nature" to use Lightfoot's own platonic language.

Lightfoot's use of a quotation which describe© the majesty

of God to say something about "the earthly no less than of

the heavenly Christ", taken in isolation from the rest of

Lightfoot's writings, suggests a docetic christolcgy.

In fact he was not a Docetist, but only because his use

of the Job quotation does not reflect his true position.

At the close of this article Lightfoot makes it clear

that the gains of the form critical method will be in
86

uncovering the religious significance of the Gospels,

and we have already seen that religion for Lightfoot

essentially pointed to a platonic outer world. It can

be seen then that it was his religious instinct which

led Lightfoot to look towards the form critical method

as a means of escaping from the scientific-historical

outlook of his colleagues. And it is small wonder that

they missed the significance of Lightfoot's allusion

to Job.

85. J.f P.331

86. GMM., p.105
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i.ccle8iolo»'cy

R.H.Llghtfoot* a account of the relationship

between history and interpretation was supported by an

ecclesiology which made possible a social theory of

meaning* This is itself an interpretation of Lightfoot

because he was not enough of a reflective thinker to

develop an ecclesiology in his writings and so there is

no explicit social theory of meaning, but it i® possible

to reconstruct the rudiments of his implied ecclosiology

and this makes it clear that Ligbtfoot thought that Jesus

Christ can only be understood in a social context*

Lightfoot speaks of the "transmission* of historical
87

traditions, of "the historical tradition, as it has
88

been handed down in the Church through successive generations",

and he emphasized the part which the community played in

the j>erpetuation and formation of tradition* This

insistence that our understanding of Jesus is mediated

to us by the early Church was a more startling idea then

than it is now, and of course by the time that Lightfoot

gave his Bampton Lectures such an idea was no longer

novel in Germany, The importance and necessity of the

Church as the preserver of the tradition about Jesus is

clear when Lightfoot refers to the Church as "the legacy
89

of the Lord Jesus to the world". And when he says that

"the present form and the setting of the contents of the

Gospels has probably been partly determined by the

87. H&I*. p.29

88. J., p*168

89. GMM*. p*20
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experience and development of the Church in the period

between the ministry of our Lord and the time when they
90

were written** it is only one further short step to talk
91

about "the Church's Gospel*** While the Church provided

an indispensable social context for the preservation of

the tradition about Jesus it has also moulded that tradition

to satisfy its own interests* both practical interests and

the interest of understanding the historical figure of

Jesus from whom the tradition is derived* For at no

stage do the Gospels present a purely past-historical

picture of Jesus* he is always presented as the Christ*

In moving towards this goal of understanding Jesus*

Lightfoot regards all the Synoptic Gospels as provisional

and tentative as they advance a "progressive interpretation
92

of an historic figure"* The one Gospel which is neither

provisional nor tentative is the last Gospel* similarly*

Lightfoot sees the Quicunque vult creed as a legitimate
93

extension of the Church's understanding of its founder*

90* 'The Critical Appro&oh to the Bible in the Nineteenth

Century' in The Interpretation of the Bible* ed, by

C*W,Dugmore* p*87* In this quotation "probably" and

"partly" should be taken as psychological stutters
rather than as logical qualifications! this
characteristic of Lightfoot's is best seen in the

following famous line: "I must be allowed to say

dogmatically that in the fourth gospel Judas is

probably 'the man of sin', the 'anti-Christ* (GXH,* p*52).

91* GMH* * p.47

92. H&l., p.218

93« J,*i p«43
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Llghtfoot could not agree with Burkitt in his attempt

to reconstruct the end of hark•s Gospel because he did not
i

just see it as the polished literary product of an individual

"but as the culmination of a considerable process of growth."

Lightfoot went on*

In the course of this process oral and for the most

part anonymous traditions with regard to the ministry
and passion of the Lord will gradually have taken

shape, partly though not solely in order to meet the
circumstances and experience of the growing and expanding

church, and they will finally have been put together,
no doubt by an individual writer, but one acting under

9k
the sanction and on behaif of the church.

while Lightfoot for the most part thought that the

interpretative transformation carried out by the Church

on the tradition was no bad thing, when discussing Mark's

Gospel he sometimes betrayed a feeling that in that

Gospel history and interpretation were imperfectly related.

He made it clear that "no Judgement can be passed a priori

upon the value of the tradition in St Mark, because we

are entirely unable to control it by means of other
95

earlier sources," But we must expect the process of

interpretation which we find in the other Gospels to be

present in this one too. In the earliest Gospel we see

"signs of increasing tension...between the narrative of

fact, and the significance seen in it by the early
96

church..,,"^ On the following page Lightfoot speaks of

a "contrast" between facts and the significance assigned

94. LAD., p.21

95. HAI., p.18

96. Ibid., p.81
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to them, and later he refers to them not being fully

harmonized though he admits that this vas not possible
97

at that historical stage# ' John's Gospel, from a later

period of the first century, has overcome these tensions,

contrasts and lack of harmonization, but only by bursting
98

the bonds of tradition, or at any rate by restructuring

the synoptic tradition. It is clear that, for Lightfoot,

the Fourth Gospel is the greatest, but his most considered

judgment of the early Church's historical understanding

of Jesus is that:

There is no one unchanging explanation of the person

of Jesus in the books of the Nev Testament. Lven in

the same writer or in the same book conflicting

explanations may stand side by side, without any sense,

as it seems, on the part of the writer, of difficulty
or consistency} nor were any of the synoptic writers,

strictly speaking, theologians.

All through the first century, and indeed much later,
the church was feeling its way towards a permanent and

99
satisfactory doctrine of the person of Christ,

While Lightfoot handled the New Testament with &

very cogent account of the ecclesial context in which

Jesus*® life and death had been understood in the first

century, he did not go on to reflect on the relationship

between the interests of the twentieth century to which

he belonged and its understanding of Jesus Christ and the

New Testament, Nor did he reflect on the historically

97. Ibid., p,103

98. Ibid., p.166

99. Ibid., p.216
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mediated understanding of Christiana in the eighteen

centuries which lay between the apostolic age and himself*

At one point there is a hint of these twentieth century

interests, but this ie nowhere developed,100 Khat

Lightfoot could not understand was the historical relativity

of his own understanding of the Gospels, There would have

been a basis for this if he could have developed his

eccleslology, but he was not finally sufficiently interested

in the Church,'®*

T.k.Hanson emphasized the importance of fixing the

moment when the history of the Church began (see p.l62f,

above). The decision we make about the origin of the

Church will determine the understanding we have of the

nature of the Church - or vice versa, the point is that

they are inter-related, Hanson thought that the Church

began with the calling of the disciples to share the

ministry of Jesus, as opposed to the picture of the

Church as the redeemed society inaugurated at Pentecost,

Hanson saw the Church as a centre of social and ethical

1°°* Ibid., p.xiv, where Lightfoot writesi
In the interest of the welfare and efficiency of
the church, which depend in the last resort on a
right judgment and a correct appreciation of its
Master, I hope that critics will pause, not once
nor twice but many times, before they decide to
level the charge against me that I destroy and
do not build,

101, K.Ii,Lightfoot was a low church Anglican, with a

very individualistic spirituality and piety, and
he avoided any involvement in the theology about
and politics of the Church,
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activity, as a ministry. With K,H.Lightfoot we find that

there is absolutely no consistency in his statements

about when the Church began* He speaks of the Church

beginning in Hark*® Gospel at 3«13ff* with the calling
102 y

of the twelve, or alternatively at Kk 1*l6ff* with
103

the calling of the pairs of brothers, *' Elsewhere he

refers to {4k 13 as Jesus*s farewell to the Church as

104
though it already existed, while later in the same book

105
he says that the Church began at Pentecost, Clearly

Llghtfoot was unsure in his own mind and did not appreciate

the point that was at stake, but his general remarks about

the nature of the Church in his commentary on the Fourth

Gospel make it clear that he had a very different, more

* catholic* understanding of the Church than Hanson,

Llghtfoot describes Jesus's ministry not as something

to be copied as did Hanson, but as an unveiling of heaven,

The purpose of the ministry of Jesus is to provoke belief,

to separate the disciples from the world and to consecrate

them in truth, Lightfoot speaks of the Church represented
107

by the disciples as "Hie new shrine", and says that

102. Il&I.. p*111, and L&1>.. p,119

103. L&D., p.116

104. Gkh,, P.50

105* Ibid,. p,95» a«ci ii&l.. p,82

106, J., p,252j "At 1.51 the Lord promised disciples that
in the ministry and work of the Son of man they would
see heaven unveiled, and perfect intercourse between
heaven and earth,"

ibid., p.245
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•'a new shrine will arise in which a spiritual and true
1 OS

worship will be offered to the Father," All these

references point to a concept of the Church as 'the

redeemed society* as Hanson put it, which had been inaugurated

at Pentecost, The purpose of being a member of the

Christian Church seems to be that one is put in diroct

touch with God, with the spiritual world. So again,

even in Lightfoot's ecclesiology, w© appear to be faced

with a form of neo-platonism.

Revelation

How an exegete interprets scripture depends on

whether and in what sense he thinks that scripture reveals

God, Lightfoot thought that the New Testament was

revelatory partly because he understood that the meaning

of scripture could not be accounted for entirely in

terms of history*

They [the Gospels] are presentations of revelation
rather than biographies, and the history which they

109
contain is therefor© to be viewed in a peculiar light.

Again Lightfoot is clear that the 'revelation* in the

Gospels is not Just something which has been put there

by the evangelist; there is some sense in which the

Gospels are independent of both the evangelist and the

community to which he belonged:

St Mark's record must always be treated as a gospel,
in which the will of God can be discerned, as it was

108, Ibid.. p,319

109. H&I*» P.xiii
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revealed, or believed to be revealed, In scripture.' ®
The essential characteristic of revelation is that it ie

God who is revealed; revelation la in some sense a thcophany•

Lightfoot speaks of the baptism of Jesus being followed

by u revelation tt> Jesus and of the transfiguration being

a "secret revelation" to the three disciples who were

111
present. but what seems to be revealed in each of these

cases is the relationship of the Son to the Father.

blsowhere Lightioot describes revelation as a disclosure
112

by God of himself to man, and of revelation being complete
113

only when the reader responds to this disclosure. He
11k

also relate© revelation to the fear of God, and if

awesome experiences can be counted as revelatory one

wonders if, in Lightfoot's view, all sj>iritual experiences

count as revelations of God. if this were the case such

spiritual experiences would have to be self-authenticating

and this would introduce problems of theological legitimation.

Lightfoot's more commonly expressed view was that

revelation was to be identified with Jesus, or more

precisely with Jesus in his historical life on earth.

He contrasts this view with the older Jewish emphasis on

the Old Testament scriptures:

110« Ibid., p.157

I*1* Ibid.. p.65 and p.122

112. 'The Critical Approach to the Bible in the Nineteenth

Century' in C.W.bugmore, op. cit.« p.88; and GMM.. p.69

113* C.W.Dugmore, op. cit.. p.91

114. GH£., p.88
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A Jewish reader could not fail to perceive that,
according to St John, the revelation of God is to be

sought no longer in the written word of the scriptures
115

but iu Him of whom they spoke, the Word maue flesh,
116

Lightfoot refers to "the revelation of the Incarnation",

and it is because of this that he can speak of Galilee -

as represented in Mark's Gospel — as "the seat of revelation"
117

or "the land of revelation". And elsewhere he says

Nore fully:

Galilee and Jerusalem therefore stand in opposition
to each other, as the story of the gospel runs in
St Hark, The despised and more or less outlawed Galilee
is shewn to have been chosen by God as the seat of the

gospel and of the revelation of the Son of man, while
the sacred city of Jerusalem, the home of Jewish

piety and patriotism, has become the centre of
118

relentless hostility and sin.

Revelation is also identified with "the Galilean ministry"*'^
and revelation is said to progress steadily in Luke's

Gospel, that is as Jesus moves on from Galilee to Samaria
120

and on to Jerusalem, Lightfoot refers to Jesus's
121

self-revelation in the Passion, to the revelation of

Jesus as Master on the mountain in Mt.28 before he finally
1 22

leaves his disciples, and of the "revelation of his

115. Lnpublisheu lecture On John

116, C.k.bugmore, op, cit., p.87

117. k.Jti .Light1oot, 1^1. | p,2Gf ,

118, Ibid,, p,124f.

119. ibid., p.123

120, ibid.. p,156

121, GHM., p.51

122, 14Jj. « p.97
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glory" in the ministry, crucifixion, resurrection and
123

parousia of Jesus*

In his commentary on the Fourth Gospel Lightfoot

is very explicit in speaking about Jesus and his self-
124

revelation, of "the Lord's revelation of Himself"*

But then Lightfoot seems to shift his ground slightly

when he sayst

There can be no doubt that the evangelist [John]
believes himself to be giving the true interpretation
not only of Christian revelation, but of the historical
Lord himself*

In this quotation Lightfoot holds apart the interpretation

of the historical Jesus and the interpretation of 'Christian

revelation*» The two are not at this point identified.

That is to say in one respect Jesus reveals something

about himself and in another respect he points to something

beyond himself* This position is maintained in other

passages in this commentaryt

He [John] has his own view of the Incarnation, and
of its place in the world's history, and the dominating
idea of his gospel is that of the Son as the full and

t 26
complete revelation of the Father*

God has now made a full and complete revelation of
127

Himself in the person of His Son* '

As regards the nature of the Lord's glory, it is

123. Ibid.* p.42

124* J,*, p*307l

125. Ibid.. p*4f.

126* Ibid.. p*32

127. Ibid.. p.59

also p.125 and p.270
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enough at present to say that it is His revelation
1 28

of the Being and the character of the Father*

129
The Son is the revelation of the Father.

There is no absolute consistency amongst these uses of

•revelation* but if we are to pay R.H.Lightf00t the

compliment of regarding them as the variegated expression

of a concept which was self-consistent in his own mind

it is possible to reconstruct this concept by referring

back to his christology (see p.288ff. above). This is

a platonic christology where Jesus acts as a ladder or

a bridge between two distinct worlds of spirit and matter.

So Jesus Christ can be identified with revelation in so

far as he is the divine representative of the spiritual

world, though ultimately revelation is of God and the

divine world to which we aspire, rather than of Jesus,

In Jesus, because of his divine and human nature, the

two worlds are brought close together.

The promise given in Jn 1.51 to disciples was that they
should see the heaven opened, and the unbroken activity
or coiiiuierce which Joins earth and heaven in and through
their Lord — this and nothing else. That therefore
which the Lord reveals in John is no particular fact
or piece of knowledge, without reference to Himself,
nor is it any exceptional or temporary illumination}
that which he reveals and imparts, both in word and
in action, is a life} and the life which he reveals
is the life of God, as made known in Himself, the

1 *50
kord become flesh.

As we would expect, then, Lightfoot has a platonic concept

128. Ibid., p.102

129. Ibid.. p.246

130. Ibid., p.142
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of ♦revelation* in which we are given a view of the life

of God in Jesus who has bridged the gap between heaven

and earth.

In Jn 3.1-21, to a friendly representative of the old
order at its best [i.e. Kicodeums], the Lord reveals
two truthss first, that the opening of heaven to earth,

promised at 1.31, which we may paraphrase as the full
revelation of God to man, is not due to any activity
or effort on man's part, but solely to the descent
therefrom of One who alone is able to bridge the gulf
between them| and secondly, that only he who is reborn
from above, by means of water and spirit, can understand
these things and see or enter into the Kingdom of God,

131
which is or gives eternal life.

132
So Christian® can be said to be "divinely enlightened",

for they have "a spiritual apprehension of the revelation
133

recorded in this gospel."

Reaurrection and Lschatolofc-y

Lightfoot makes a number of

clear statements affirming the factuality of the resurrection
1 34

of Jesus. He refers to the "fact of the resurrection"

135
and "th© reality of the resurrection". lie also speaks

of the disciples seeing Jesus after the resurrection.^^
Nor does he anywhere deny either the possibility or the

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

GMM., p.73

Ibid., p.112

L&D.» p.94

Ibid., pp.27» 51 and 106

Ibid.. p.102

h&I»» p.153f.
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reality of Jeaus's resurrection. He does, however, make

a clear distinction between the resurrection as whatever

happened to Jesus inside the tomb and the appearances

recorded by the evangelists after the discovery of the

empty tomb. Nevertheless, Lightfoot seems to have had

difficulty in giving any clear significance to the resurrection,

and this is hardly surprizing given his neo-platonist

presuppositions. He does not • with one exception (see

p,363 below) - speak of a future general resurrection,

and he fails also to suggest a consistent meaning for

Jesus's resurrection. At one point Lightfoot connects

137
the raising of Jesus with the founding of his Church,

elsewhere the resurrection is identified with the exaltation

138
of Jesus to his Father's side. Again he writes:

In His Father's house there is room enough and to spare}

let them rest assured of it} for the very purpose of
their Master's Journey (i.e. His death, resurrection,

139
and ascension) is to prepare a place for them there.

In April and May, 1911# lightfoot gave a series of three

sermons in Haslemere Parish Church on 'Immortality*

(these sermons may well have been repeated many times

as was Lightfoot's habit). In them the author perforins

the remarkable feat of not once mentioning the traditional

Christian belief of the resurrection of all Christians,

What he did was to offer a platonic sort of proof for

the indestructibility of the soul, as in this quotation:

••The very idea of personality - of a permanent self which

137. GMM., P.76

138. Ibid., p.93

139. jJ,. • p.269
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persists through and in spite of all kinds of change — is

itself a claim on immortality*M And in another undated

and untitled sermon on St Paul's treatise on the resurrection

Lightfoot wrote the extraordinary line: MIn 1 Cor 15 Paul

justifies Christian hope of immortality"*

With Lightfoot's platonic* spiritualising attitude

to the New Testament we would not expect hiia to make very

much of its eschatologyj nor does he* though he is not as

anti—eaciia tologxcal as we might by this stage expect*

In general* however, he is opposed to Jewish Messianism

and he is opposed to both bchweitsser and Weiss (though

he does not name them explicitly) for suggesting that

Jesus was an eschatological preacher who was mistaken in

his eschatological expectations. Of such *eschatologists*

he wrote:

But***! am still persuaded that the eschatologists
have done great violence to the documents*

Doubtless the eschatologists have done good work in

shewing conclusively that the Christ of the bynoptic

Gospels is not the humanitarian Jesus of liberalism*

Nevertheless, the price that the extreme eschatologists
il*0

demand is ruinous*

Lightfoot is repeatedly suspicious of the future and tries

to devalue anything which is connected with Jewish

Messianism* He even suggests that the Messianic is

without any religious* i«e* spiritual, meanixig:

In view of the subordinate place assigned to messianic
doctrine in this gospel [John] it seems unlikely that
the great words of the Baptist's witness to the Lord
in 1,29 should be simply a messianic title [footnote:

140, Unpublished lecture On John
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As is maintained by i)r C®H®Dodd, The Interpretation of
the Fourth Gospel. pp®230-8«] without deep religious
significance•'^'

Again Lightfoot paraphrases some of Jesus*s words in

Jn 11.9-IOs

Let them turn from their wishful thoughts about the

(messianic) future to live and act in the present,
while the light is still at their disposal, and can

142
show them whence they come and whither they go®

But in this passage he misses the point of future eschatology,

for the point is that one's attention is focussed not on

the present moment nor on a distant future, but on the

moment which immediately follows the present® That is

to say future eschatology should not make one look

towards a distant future but towards the immediate future,

the next moment® And it is true that Jewish expectation

of God's future led some of them to act politically in

the present, that is their contemporary present® But

in view of h.H.Lightioot's highly conservative political

outlook this political action is precisely what he would

not have wanted and might suggest why he preferred to

spiritualize, and hellenize, Jewish eschatological

expectations® This can be seen in one of Lightfoot's

references to the realization of God's Kingdom in Jesus *s

presence - necessarily a spiritual rather than a political

kingdom — which he opposes to the Jewish understanding

of the Kingdom of Godj

For with the arrival of Jesus on the scene the hour

141® J®, p®96» »ee also ibid.. p.356 and p.372ff below®

142. Ibid®, P.245
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may be said in some sense to be striking, as is
indeed suggested in the summary of the letter's

[i,e, John the Baptist's] preaching in kk 1*15, and
this is an idea which was foreign, if not impossible
to Jewish thought* For to the Jew the arrival of the

hour would necessarily mean an external transformation,
Ik 3

and to all appearances this had not yet occurred,

Lightfoot's suspicion of future eschatology can be

seen in these passages from his lectures on hew Testament

theology, the first of which describes the Jew, as opposed

to the Christian, as a materialist who looks to the future!

[For the Jew] The real as opposed to the apparent,
the divine as opposed to the human, were for hi® the
future a® opposed to the present. He was also a

stubborn materialist. To him the world as we know

it is the real worldf its goods and evils are real

goods and evils. There is no true grasp of the
Doctrine of the Cross in Judaism, and for it the
revelation of God had to be given mainly through
human history, with occasional interventions by miracle.
To the Jews a world in which their God never arbitrarily
intervened would be like a kingdom which never saw or

heard of its sovereign,

Tho bynoptic Gospels, though it may be that they give
a more accurate picture than St John does of the
circumstances of our Lord's ministry and of the manner

and style of his teaching, are obviously pervaded
throughout with the idea of the coming Messianic

kingdom.

But by contrast!

Paul's apocalyptic views are not central, and even lay
outside his deepest Christian thought.

U3. H£I.» P.107f.



And Lightfoot refers to,

the completely spiritual religion of St Jolm in whose

gospel there is no trace whatever of purely Jewish
144

eschatology or apocalyptic.

He also says of John's Gospels

By the Logos Doctrine Christianity was lifted entirely
145

above Jewish Messianisrn,

And yet paradoxically he was also prepared to say in an

unmarked sermont "The kingdom of God on earth remains a

hope for the future,"

Llghtfoot adopted a difficult and uneasy stance

in his understanding of cschatology, On the one hand

he was obviously not attracted to Jewish hopes for the

future and he could not fit these hopes into his neo-

platonic world-view. And yet on the other hand he no

doubt felt constrained by the New Testament texts as a

whole, despite his attraction to St Jolm, to maintain

some element of a hope for the future. His attempt to

spiritualize traditional eschatology can be seen in

this passages

The Christianity of the New Testament, va are now

often told, with a certain measure of truth began as

a religion of the former type, and ended as a religion
of the latter type. Certainly the former type is as

typically Jewish as the latter is Greek, All through
St Paul's epistles we can trace the gradual evanescence

of the simple Messianic belief, and tho approximation
to the spiritual religion which we find in its coroplctest

144, Unpublished lectures on New Testament Theology,

pp, 16, 15» 19 and 20, Note the extreme platonism
of the first paragraph.
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form in the gospel according to St John* There is,
it is admitted by all, abundant justification for a

spiritualized eschatology within the covers of the
146

New Testament,

And yet Lightfoot goes on to say that despite such "abundant

Justification" he believes that a synthesis of the two

types is necessary, Lightfoot's inclination was always

in the direction of a realized eschatology and even where

he includes a reference towards a future fulfilment

this does not substantially alter his preference for

an interpretation of the Kingdom of God (or salvation,

or whatever) as being already present. After quoting

a passage from C.H.Dodd on realized eschatology, he wrotes

On this view therefore the second advent is not so

much the final, supreme fact, to which all else is
preparatory! rather, it is the impending verification
of the Church's faith that, with the coming of Jesus

Christ, heaven has descended to earth, God and man
are at one! or, in more philosophical language, that
the work accomplished once and for all by Jesus Christ
has absolute value. The purpose of the Lord's
manifestation in the future is not so much to

introduce a new order of things, but rather to
147

complete that which already exists.

Repeating an idea of T.fc .Marison's, Light foot says that

what lies still in the future will not be a difference

of kind from present Christian existence, but only a

148
difference of degree. The promise in the Fourth

146. P.2 of unmarked, handwritten notes on the subject
of the Kingdom of God.

147. GMM»# P.8

148. J., p.26
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Gospel that the disciples would Hbe allowed to see the

unveiling of heaven itself in the unbroken intercourse

between His Father and Himself the Son of Han" would Hbe

realized in the coming ministry, not in some distant
1U9

future," Lightfoot says again)

In St John's gospel the whole message of salvation
is found within the life of Jesus Christ on earth,
if this be taken to include and to receive its

consummation in the passion and the death. Step

by step through his gospel he shews that the historic
life of Jesus Christ has brought to the world all
that had been hitherto associated with the thought

1 50
of the future consummation,

Lightfoot's most balanced and all-inclusive statement

occurs in the following extracts

The gospel preaching, so far as it was concerned with
events which had already taken place, concentrated
attention on three things in particular, the life,
the death, and the resurrection of the Lord| and these
events had indeed their essential and permanent

connection with all that had preceded and led up to

the«u| but the events themselves were not proclaimed
as merely one more link in a continuous chain; they

represented an end as well as a beginning, for in them
the church had been led to discern the fulfilment of

the promises of God, It had therefore now become

possible for men to taste the powers of the age to

come; the kingdom of God was no longer only a matter
of hope and expectation; the fulness of the time had
come and a new age or order was inaugurated.

In the light of this conception, it is not altogether
sufficient to say that the apostolic preaching of the

149. GMM.t P.74

150. L£D., p,157. hy emphasis.
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gospel on the one hand looked back to the ministry,
the death and the resurrection of the Lord, «uid on

the other hand looked forward to his future coming.

Such a statement fails to do Justice to the close and
essential interconnection of past and future in the
earliest preaching of the gospel, for the saving
events of the past were now seen in an 'absolute' or

»eschatological* light) and conversely the future,
whatever it might hold in store, was to goose extent

already known or guaranteed owing to its essential
connection with the part of the gospel which, already
a matter of past history, had received a living embodiment
in the church under the inspiration and guidance of the

Holy Spirit,

The eschatology of the early church is thus twofold.
On the one hand we have 'realized eschatology*t the
belief that with the coming of Jesus Christ the
fulness of time has arrived, the prophecies are

fulfilled, the kingdom of God is no longer wholly
a matter of the future. On the other hand we have an

eschatology which still looks to the future for the
consuxtimation of that which is already known and present.

This 'realized esehatology' 1© common to all the four

evangelists. They differ however with regard to the
relation conceived to exist between the fulfilment

which is already matter of history, and the further
151

fulfilment which belongs to the future.

When Llghtfoot says that the evangelists differ in the

relationship between the two types of eschatology, it

should be remembered that his own preference was for

the Fourth Gospel where, he claims, there is barely any

trace of future eschatology, Nevertheless we can see

that Lightfoot's preference for realized eschatology did

not lead him to abandon future eschatology entirely.

In fact his understanding of eschatology is remarkably

151. Ibid., pp. 109-111
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similar to that of T»W.Hanson, though it has not been

worked out so carefully. How this affects Lightfoot's

interpretation of the eachatological texts of the New

Testaraent| however, remains to be seen.



CHAPTER SEVEN
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C H A P T £ H SEVEN

K,H,LIGHT*UOT> PKn—UhDhRSTANblNG AT WOHK

The purpose of this chapter is again to take some

example® of K.H.Lightfoot's exegesis and to relate the

general trends of his interpretation to his pre-under-

stending which we have just outlined in the previous

chapter. However, Lightfoot's exegesis is not easy to

summarize or even to describe. His exegesis is rarely

systematic and he came nowhere near to writing a theology

of the New Testament or a theology of the Gospels (as

T.Vs,Hanson almost did in his Teaching of Jesus), His

exegesis is often disparate and piecemeal, so that his

interpretation of a text or of a concept of the New

Testament frequently has to be pieced together from a

variety of sources and from a mass of odd references,

Lightfoot's talent was for simplifying German authors

and for juxtaposing texts, but we very often find that he

does not tell us what a text or concept means. This is

true oven of his commentary on John's Gospel which is

more often a spiritual meditation on the text rather than

an explanation of it. Two of the examples used in this

chapter are ones which Lightfoot did not work out with

any rigour, but this is in itself of significance as it

shows where Lightfoot's interests did not lie. Nor do

we find the range of exegesis that we had with T.W.Hanson;

Lightfoot did not publish very much and a certain amount

of what he did publish Is repetitive. What Lightfoot
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offers the reader is a technique, or better, a style of

New Testament writing, but he is not the person to go to

for a general interpretation of the theology of the New

Testament* Nevertheless, despite these limitations, it

is still possible to analyse Lightfoot by relating his

pre-understending to hie exegesis*

The Messianic Secret

Under the heading of 'Peter's Confession:

Mk 8,27"-30' we sow how T*W.Hanson interpreted this text

as representing a real historical event which proved to

be a turning point in the teaching of Jesus, how Jesus's

teaching, particularly on the Son of Man and the kingdom

of God, moved in a wholly new direction after this event

(pp*231—238), R ,li.lightfoot dealt with this text in a

quite different way by concentrating on the secrecy motif

in Nk 8,30 to the exclusion of the part it might have

played in Jesus•s ministry as a whole* This is because

Lightfoot did not regard the structure of Mark's narrative

as offering an historically reliable order, chronologically

or geographically, for Jesus's ministry. He did not,

however, totally abandon the historical character of

Peter's confession at Caesarea Philippi, a® we shall see,

as did Rudolf BultatannJ What underlies any interpretation

1* H«K*liultmann, History of the .•■ynoptic Tradition, p.25?f• :

This passage can be characterised as legend. In no
sense does the naming of the place in v ,2?n ensure
the historical character of what is told,,,. The
fact that Jesus takes the initiative with his question
itself suggests that this narrative is secondary,
as does the content of the question altogether. Why



of this passage, then, is the oxepte's concept of 'history'

By examining an interpretation of this passage wo will get

sosie suggestion of the exepto's underslanding of 'history'

Hanson's inclination towards scientific historiography

encouraged him to accept the historicality of the Caesarea

Philippi incident and of its relation to the rest of the

ministry, and of necessity he rejected *reue's redaotional

account of the messianic secrecy motif in Hark (see

pp.238—2k5 above). Lightfoot, with his rather different

understanding of 'history', did exactly the opposite.

The first half of hark's Gospel contains a large

number of miracle stories which, Lightfoot says, have

been included to bear witness to Jesus's messiahship

without leading to explicit proclamations of this!

The first half of the book is largely occupied with

descriptions of the Lord's aiighty works or acts of power

There are twelve of these in all in hark, and ten of
them occur before Peter's confession at Caesarea

Philippi| in other words an overwhelming proportion
of them is found in the first half of the book. h&

may say with some confidence that to St Hark and his
readers these mighty acts of benevolence are certainly
evidence of the Lord's Messlahship; but the evangelist
is careful to make clear that they were not thus

regarded at the time when they were actually performed.

does Jesus ask about something on which he is bound
to be every bit as informed as his disciples? The
question is intended simply to provoke an answer;
in other words, it is a literary device.... This
then is a legend of faitht faith in the Messiahship
of Jesus is traced back to a story of the first
Messianic confession which Peter made about Jesus.
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They were received, it is true, with overwhelming
amazement arid awe, but they do not lead to a coniession
of Messiahship, at any rate by the majority of those

who witnessed them) and when the demons, who are

regarded as possessing spiritual insight, acknowledge
the presence of their conqueror, silence is enjoined

2
upon them.

The secrecy motif, then, does not seem to be a part of

the historical ministry of Jesus, but is an idea which

has been introduced by the evangelist to structure his

narrative and obviate certain objections from Jewish

opponents:

Part of St Mark's purpose may be to eBiphaslze that the
Lord's conduct, in spit© of the great impression which
He made, was wholly free from any effort to arouse

public excitement, which indeed He did Hie utmost to

suppress; and that it gave no colour whatever to a

charge of seditious messianic activity# The Lord is
not represented in these chapters as drawing attention
to His person, but from time to time the evangelist
show© his readers that there is a secret about Him

and His work# The events which are taking place are

concerned with some tiling which is not apparent on the
3

surface.

In his earlier Hampton Lectures, Lightfoot ascribed the

messianic secrecy to the more familiar motive of the

evangelist's having to reconcile the contradiction between

Jesus being recognized by the Church as the Messiah, the

Son of God, and his having been rejected arid executed by

the Jews#

St Hark, however, was faced with a peculiar problem#
He is making an attempt - the first, so far as v© know -

2# K.ll.Lightfoot, GHM. , p#36f#

3. Ibid., p#37
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to set forth, in more or less connected form, a narrative
of Jesus* public life} and the latter is put before us

from the beginning as the Christ, the Son of Godi the
fulfilment, that is, not only of Jewish but of all
men*a hopes* This was the conviction and the doctrine
of the church for which the evangelist wrote, and it

givos the keynote to his gospel* And yet it was also
the case that Jesus had not been generally recognized
as such on earth, and that his own nation, instead of

finding its own expectations realized in him, had brought
him to the cross*

This contradiction between what we may call outward
fact and inward faith is accounted for in St Mark's

gospel by the secrecy ascribed to the truth of the

Messiahship of Jesus* In this is found the explanation
both of the lack of recognition, and of the rejection.
According to this gospel the nature of Jesus is known

during the greater part of the ministry to no one but

himself* Only towards the close is it set forth by
St Peter, but at once the same injunction of secrecy
or silence is laid upon the disciples as previously

upon the deuions} and the only result of the insight,
which the disciples now have, is that they are able
to receive instruction in the meaning and duties of

l±
Messiahship, and in the implications for themselves*

Lightfoot follows this opening statement with a general

account of how in the early chapters of Mark*s Gospel the

demons and the people who have been healed by Jesus are,

artificially and unrealistically, told to be silent about

his identity* Llghtfoot also adds that the secrecy motif

only finds its place in a connected narrative where

separate incidents have been brought together. Individual

4* H&X,, p,66f.
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5
pericopes would not demand any explanation of secrecy*

bp to this point the Identity of Jesus as the Messiah has,

in general, gone unrecognized even by his disciples*

But at Mk 8,27ff» the evangelist presents St Peter, on

behalf of the disciples as a whole, confessing

that Jesus is the anointed one* So froai this point the

disciples too are told to tell no one of Jesus's identity

until after his death* Llghtfoot then adds that from

this point onwards Jesus makes it clear that he is not

the eschatological Messiah of Jewish expectation and the

evangelist replaces this title with "the mysterious title

Son of manw,<>

5* Ibid*. pp*68-74* That Lightfoot ascribes the secrecy

motif to the evangelist is clear from the following

quotations t

In these, the almost stereotyped form of the commands
to silence strengthens the belief that these also,
like the injunctions to the demons, are due to the
evangelist, who wishes his readers to see in these
mighty works of Jesus a revelation of Messiahship*

In St Mark, indeed, unlike St .Matthew and St buke,
tiie Messiahship is strictly veiled* **«

St Mark adheres (almost) faithfully to his general
plan, according to which no human being is admitted
to the secret or fiieaning of Messiahship before
8,27ff«| and those who then confess it are, like
the demons earlier, at once commanded to secrecy
and silence* These limits are overstepped in
St Matthew and St Luke; see e.g* Mt 14*33, bk 4*21*
In their gospels St Meter's words at 8*29 cannot
have the same signal importance that they have in
St Mark* (if&l. * pp*72, 83, and 221 n*2)

6. Ibid*, p.80
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There then occurs the following footnote which requires

separate commenti

For the significance of the expression "the Son of man"
in this connexion, see T,'*.Hanson, The Teaching of Jesus.

pp.231ff•(Cambridge, 1931).7
If we recall, Hanson said that the Son of Man did not point

to a divine individual of the future, but to a vocation in

the present, a vocation of suffering and sacrifice (pp.208~

218 above). Hanson supposed that the Son of Han was a

communal concept which referred not only to Jesus but also

to his disciples and to all Christians in so far as they

are prepared to share Jesus's own vocation of service and

sacrifice, and Hanson thought that the concept became

restricted to Jesus and the twelve and then to Jesus alone

only by historical accident, the accident that Jesus was

misunderstood and abandoned by his followers. This

interpretation is dependent on two thingst first, it

rests on Hanson's ecclesiology, his interest in the

practical activities of the ministry in which all Christians

share) and secondly, on his concept of 'history' which

leads to the view that this meaning (i.e. Mark's as

understood by Hanson) of 'Son of Man' which is derived

from the structure of Mark's Gospel is not redactional

but represents Jesus'® actual teaching. If the latter

were not true we could say that Hanson's interpretation

of the Son of Man may be true for Mark's Gospel but it

is not true absolutely. Hanson's position is perfectly

consistent, but l.ightfoot's is not if, as the footnote

suggests, he wants to adopt Hanson's interpretation of

7. ibid.
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•Son of Man'# This is because Lightfoot, as we saw in the

previous chapter, does not share Hanson*s ecelesiology

based on 'ministry*f and he does not share his view of

•history* or of the historical veracity of Hark'® narrative,

Lightfoot cannot logically adopt Hanson's under®tending

of *Son of Han* when he has shown that the narrative

structure of this gospel originated with the evangelist,

A number of questions, then, remain to be answered t What

did the 'Son of Han* mean for Jesus? for Matthew? Luke?

and John? for Jews of the first century? for the early

Church? and for us? fchat then does 'Son of Han' mean?

These are complex questions which are not dealt with

satisfactorily in the footnote of Lightfoot's which we

have quoted above,

while Lightfoot makes it clear that the secrecy

8
motif has been created by the evangelist, he also makes

it clear that the incident as a whole has an historical

(hlstorlsch) basis, he writest

I think it is open to question whether the scene near

Caesarea Fhilippi is meant to describe the first

acknowledgement by the disciples of their Master's

Hessiahshipi that it is in fact a divinely granted

discovery by St Peter, made by him for the first time
at this moment,,,. The evangelist, however, may

have been thinking not so much of the contrast between
a previously unenlightened and now suddenly enlightened

Peter, as of the contrast between those who perceive
and confess the divine nature and office of the Lord,
however and whenever they may have gained this

knowledge, and those who in St Paul's words still only

8, This was not krede's view, see p,2UO above.
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knew iilni alter the flesh. For the Lord has Just asked

His disciples, as they walk together, "Who do men say

that 1 am?* that Is, what does the world say about me?

and he has received answers which show that popular

opinion ascribes to iiiia high roles indeed - John the

Baptist, Llijah, one of the prophets — but all of
them roles of preparation, not the one final role of

fulfilment, consummation, of the achievement of salvation.
The question is then renewed to theuu But you, you who
form the nucleus of the new Israel, you, to whom has
been given the mystery of the kingdom of God, you,

whom I have called and chosen, who have consorted with
me, who do you say that I am? And I suggest that
St Peter's reply, *Thou art the Messiah', should

perhaps be taken as his and his fellow disciples'

acknowledgement and confession of their Master's person

and office, owing to their inner knowledge of him, in
contrast to the opinion of the world about Him, than
as a first and unrelated discovery, at that moment,

by St Peter.^
By this point Lightfoot has developed a complex and

difficult position because he has given the incident at

Caesarea Phillppi a sound historical basis; Jesus (in an

oblique way) claims to be the Messiah, Peter confesses

(though not here for the first time) that Jesus is the

Messiah, but the Injunction to keep silent does not

derive historically from Jesus but from the evangelist.

So what really happened to claims about Jesus'© identity?

Were they ignored by the populace, rejected, or what?

Wrede solved the problem by supposing that Jesus never

claimed to be the Messiah and the disciples never

acknowledged him to be the Messiah. But this solution

has been rejected by Lightfoot and he seems to be trapped

9» QMM.. p.33f•
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between an historical approach to the text (2-ianson) and

a redactional approach to the text (Wrede and fiultuann),

Lightfoot's only alternative seems to be that the Jews

culpably executed Jesus because they either ignored his

messianic claims or because they deliberately rejected

them, which is a consequence which has been avoided by

Mark, Hanson and Wrede.

The Cursing oi' the I ig Tree

M,H,Lightfoot *s interpretation

of the cursing of the fig tree (Mk 11,12-14; 20-25) again

allows direct comparison with T.W.Hanson who used details

of climatology and the fig harvest as a means of dating

this incident, together with the entry into Jerusalem

and the cleansing of the Temple, six months before the

crucifixion (see pp,245-252 above), Sanson, then, gave

a revised general chronology for Jesus * s ministry, the

final six months of which depend on his dating of the story

of the fig tree,

Lightfoot's longest account of this incident can

be found in the Speaker*s Lectures which he gave in Oxford

in 1930*

But before proceeding to what happened at the Temple,
Hark pauses to narrate the first part of a curious

little incident, the very unimportance of which suggests
its great importance in his eyes. The following
considerations may be kept in mind in trying to
understand why the incident of the fig tree had this

importance for him,

1, Between 11,11 and 11,15 the word ep^tcrGoo , or some
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compound of it, occurs no less than 7 times.
2. In e neighbouring context 13*28-9 Jesus uses the

picture of a ripening fig tree as a vehicle for the
climax of hie teaching. In this other context he

points out that a fig tree putting forth leaves

obviously implies the near approach of summer, and he

uses this iiluatration to teach that an imminent (v,30)
crisis of extreme distress will imply that something
unnamed - interpreted by Luke as q (3=*cr/Aticx too Qeou —
r» S o ^ r\ /

zcrriv em Uupous.
3* To return to the present context, 11.13* the presence

of leaves implies in accordance with 13*28 that the
time is (almost) ripe: there should be fruit somewhere,
but it is not on this tree.

We may perhaps say with some confidence that to
Jesus the tree symbolised in some form the Jewish
Church or hationi and he had come from afar (v.13)
to the central sanctuary, because the time was ripe,

1.131 but his scrutiny of the previous evening had
been enough to show him that he did not find there

what he sought.

v. 14 «7TOKpi9eiS , Mk only. In view of the train of
thought which was, w© have some reason to believe,
at this moment filling Jesus's mind, it may be that,
as soon as he found that the fig tree had no fruit,
the question occurred to him whether it might not be
a (divinely given) figure, for him, of those who held

authority (v.28) in that of which he himself was a

member according to the flesh, that is, of Israel,
and of everything for which they stood, and therefore
it «ay be a sign for him (sic). Was this ancestral
religion whose outward xtxTpeiV or service of bod was
to all appearances stronger than its inwaru state,

able to be the vehicle of that which was about to be?

According to our tradition, this question in
different forms had been before his mind more than once

already, 7,14-23, cf. Lk 10»38ff.| but it now returns
as an ultimate issue: and it is important to observe
that according to Mark no sign is given until Jesus
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has gone forward and ha® acted outwardly in faith

(Cleansing). Ho makes the venture, and only after
the action has been carried through, is he allowed
to know that he has acted rightly.

It should further be noted that having gone forward

and acted according to what he had reason to believe
to be the will of Cod, he did not need the sign he

may have craved the day before. It does not occur
to him to think any more of the fig tree; it is Peter
on the next day whose memory is aroused by the change

in its appearance, who draws attention to it. Jesus

is now only concerned to impart to his hearers what

ho himself has proved true (Cleansing), although the

strength of the language and the metaphors used are

sufficient proof of the tension he has undergone.

In v.21 the implication of Peter's ejaculation app»ears

to be 'how marvellous'. In the reply of Jesus in

v.22 there is no doubt a reference to Pe 46.12....

In any case, whether the words are understood as the

expression of a wish or of a fact, they imply that
that which has borne fruit will do so no more; there
will still indeed be fruit, but the tree in front of
Jesus will not bear it.*^

The chief characteristics of this passage are that the

fig tree is of great importance to the evangelist, it is

built round arid expresses the same significance as the

cleansing of the Temple; the fig tree represents the

Temple which in turn represents the Jewish worship of

God, and the apparent outward health of the tree Is

contrasted with its inner sickness. The tree then is

a symbol for the Judaism of Jesus's day. Something is

going to bear the fruit of Jesus'o ministry, but it is

not going to be official Judaism. At a later date

Lightfoot wrote;

10. Speaker's Lectures. 4, 23«5*30, unpublished.
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It is most significant that the Lord's violent action

in the Jewish temple is set between the two halves of
the story of the barren fig tree, which was destroyed
because of its unfruitfulness. We are meant to see

that Judaism itself is doomed} it cannot endure the
revelation of the coming of the Son, that ±s.,,of the
glory of God,"

The symbolic interpretation of this incident given in

the Speaker's Lectures was written before Lightfoot

travelled to Germany, but he does not seem to have changed

his interpretation in later years. In the Hampton Lectures

he said that the fig tree symbolized "both the Jewish
12

nation and the temple worship.** its position in the
1 3

text is due to its "symbolical significance" and it

contains "a symbolical reference in some way or another
14

to Jerusalem", Again in 1949# he wrotet "The incident

of the withered fig tree suggests that the existing order

of Judaism is doomed,"*"*

This symbolic interpretation is reinforced when

Lightfoot writes that the entry into Jerusalem and the

Temple cleansing (and a fortiori the cursing of the fig

tree) at an earlier stage in the tradition may "perhaps

have been vitally connected with, arid have formed the
« f

immediate introduction to, the Passion narrative,"

This directly contradicts Manson's account of the last

11, GhM,, p,45

12» H&I,. p.86 n,2

13* L&D,« p.123

14. Ibid., p.141

15. GWM,, p.48

16. Ibid.. p,6l
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as Lightfoot, vith his redactional evaluation of the

evangelist's narrative, could hardly have accepted

Manson's historicizing interpretation of the fig tree

incident* Lightfoot did not, however, ignore the problem

of whether the incident, in view of its connection with

the cleansing- of the Temple, took place at the beginning

of the ministry or at the end* Nor did he at any point

doubt that the cleansing and the withering of the fig

tree were historical events*

Whether in fact the incident took place early or late
in the ministry, it is not possible to say with

certainty, since the other evangelists [other than

John], in whose gospels, unlike that of bt John,
the Lord only cones to Jerusalem once, and at the

end, naturally place it late* If we have to make
a choice, we shall probably be right to give the

preference to the synoptic rather than to the

Johannine setting of the incident; it is an act

unparalleled in all that we know of the Lord's life,
and likely to have occurred towards the climax of

events* It must also have produced extreme tension
and excitement; and this condition of affairs is

expressed much more clearly by St Kark***than by

St John.^
In his last published work Lightfoot wrote this

extraordinary riotei

Good reasons can be given for thinking that, according
to St hark, six months or more may have elapsed between
the Lord's final departure from Galilee [9»30, 33; 10*l]
and the passover in Jerusalem, when he died (chs* 14
to 16), [Footnote! See an article by Dr T.W.Manson in
the Bulletin of the John aylanda Library, vol 33t no*2,
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March, 1951, pp.271-82,

But Lightfoot could only accept this si* month interval

between the entry into Jerusalem and the crucifixion if

he could also have accepted Hanson's use of the withering

of the fig tree as offering precise historical information,

and this in all his earlier published material and in hie

Speaker's Lectures Lightfoot had declined to do. Nor is

there any reason for supposing that he had altered his

interpretation of this incident late in life as there

is much more symbolic exegesis in his commentary on

John than in any of his previous books.

Hanson, then, with his historical presuppositions

takes the withering of the fig tree as a distinct historical

incident and he relates it with great Ingenuity to the

life and ministry of Jesus and his disciples: Lightfoot

treats it as a symbol of the demise of Judaism and relates

it primarily to the redactional activity of the evangelist.

But what is the origin of Lightfoot's preference for a

symbolic interpretation (in addition to his dislike of

using the text as an historical source)? I suggest that

it is rooted in his attraction to platonism and to this

extent is not dissimilar to Patristic allegorical exegesis.

This is not to say that all symbolic interpretations

derive from platonism or dualism, but a platonic or

dualistic outlook is likely to find symbolism congenial.

Lightfoot's predisposition for the platonic dualisy of

appearance and reality, and so for symbolism, can be seen

18. J., p.37
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when he writess

Thus in Nark the incident [the Temple cleansing} is
placed between the two sections dealing with the

withering of the fig tree, which, the Lord finds,
had indeed the appearance of abundant life but no

Id
actual fruit#

■kscna to logical Texts

In this section 1 want to look not

so much at individual texts which have some eschatological

content as at eschatological concepts which are scattered

throughout the text of all four Gospels# It will be seen

that R#H#Llghtfoot*s exegesis of the first two of these

is neither systematic nor particularly specific, but it

is highly significant that Lightfoot could allow himself

to be imprecise in such important areas# The point is

that Lightfoot never really tells the reader what *the

Son of Man* and * the Kingdom of God* mean# Nevertheless

it is important to reconstruct Lightfoot's understanding

of these ideas in order to see what sense he gave to

eschatological texts*

a) oon of Nan

A number of Lightfoot's reference© to 'the

Son of Nan* suggest to the reader that the concept is not

immediately intelligible# He describes it as a "mysterious
20 21

title" and a "mysterious expression", and he says

19# GNU#, p#78# My emphasis#

20. H&I.. p.80

21. GMM., p.37
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22
that "it is never explained ixi the gospels,M Light foot's

one specific point is that whereas it is a messianic and

apocalyptic concept in Jewish literature, in the Gospels
23

it is associated with suffering and death. We have

already seen that at one point in the Hampton Lectures

Lightfoot included a footnote in which he referred the

reader to T.V, .Manson*s Teachin, of Jesus for an explanation

of 'the Son of Kan' (see p,338 above) and he also hinted

at the correctness of Hanson's communal interpretation
24

in two other places. It has already been shown that

Hanson's Interpretation depended on his estimate of the

historical reliability of Mark's narrative which in turn

depended on his concept of 'history*, and it was also

supported by his interest in 'ministry', Lightfoot on

the other hand neither shared Hanson's understanding of

•history* nor his interest in 'ministry'. However,

Lightfoot's tacit assumption of the meaning of 'the Son

of Man* was quite different from that of Manson and his

instruction to read Manson must be regarded as no more

than a temporary aberration. The three main marks of

Hanson's interpretation were that ' iton of Man' referred

to a group rather than an individual, it describes a

vocation rather than a personal identity, and it points

to the present rather than the future, Lightfoot repeatedly

differs from Manson on all three points, though on the

last point he thought the synoptic evangelists were

using the idea to refer to the future while he himself

22, L&D., p.35 n,2

23, GMM.. p.42, and J., p,104

24, GMM,. PP.42 and 44
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finally preferred a present connotation.

There is no question that Lightfoot identified the

bon of Kan with an individual, and with Jesus Christ:

"the Son of man, identified silently with the person of

the speaker [Jesus"the disciples* Master, here

tacitly identified with the apocalyptic Son of man";
27

"the speaker, in his character of Son of man"; "Jesus
28

Christ, whose he [hark] believes to be the Son of man";
29

"He...is none the less the supernatural Son of man";

"There is obviously a tacit identification of the Prisoner

with the expected Son of man, whom one day every eye

30
shall see as both Judge and Saviour", And in a comment

on hk 8,33h, in direct contradiction to Hanson, he said

that: "This suction tacitly assumes that Jesus is the
31

bon of man, and his fate is that of the Son of cian."

Lightfoot often seems to use 'Son of Han* as a title for

Jesus which does not have any specifically determinable

content. There are a couple of places where Lightfoot

implies that the appearance of the Son of Man lies in
32

the futxare when he speaks of "the apocalyptic Son of man"

and "the doctrine of the coming of the Son of man to

25.

20.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

H&l.. p.112

Ibid.. p.125

Ibid.. p.179

, p.40

OHM., p,51

Ibid., p.54

Lectures on Hark.

H&l.. p.125

unpublished.
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33
Judgement and therewith the consummation," hut while

that eight be true for Hark, it is not necessarily

Lightfoot's own views

in the life and work of Jesus Christ, above all in
his death and resurrection, and in the life of the
Church which resulted therefrom, believers had found
the inauguration of a new dispensation, although

they still expected, when this gospel was written,
that a consummation would take place at the super¬

natural appearance of their Master as the Son of man

with great power and glory.

The early Church, then, seems to have been mistaken in

expecting a future appearance of the Son of Man, and

elsewhere Lightfoot thinks it possible to interpret the

consummation in Hark (though not in Matthew and Luke)

as the appearance of the risen Jesus in Galilee, the

appearance of whom is pointed to, but not described,
35

in the last chapter of Mark. Ana there is no room

here for a future Sou of Man.

Lightfoot's interpretation of * the Son of Man* as

it appears in John's Gospel deserves to be treated

separately both by virtue of its intrinsic content and

by virtue of the following methodological principle*

It seems that St John's gospel, if considered by
itself in isolation, is a riddle; but if it is

regarded as the crown and completion of our gospel

records, it falls forthwith into place. It may

indeed have become increasingly clear, ut any rate
in certain quarters of the Church, that such a gospel

33. L*Q.. P.26

34. Ibid., p.1I4f.

35. Se© L&D.. pp.63-5 ®«d 76-7
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as St John's vas needed, and that an interpretation
of the Person of the Lord chiefly in terms of the
Jewish Messiah,,,was rapidly becoming inadequate as

an interpretation of Him who was now worshipped by

Gentile even more than by Jewish Christians,,,, Let
the reader attempt the almost impossible task of for-

getting, for the moment, the existence of St John's
gospel and all that he has learned from it and by

means of it in reference to the Lord's incarnate

life, and then let him consider whether he would not
find considerable difficulty in answering certain

questions which might be put to him, how, for example,
is he to answer the question, 'kiiat think ye of Christ?*
In what sense is he to regard the Lord as the Jewish
Messiah? »hat is the relation between His cowing as

Jesus of Nazareth and the future coming of the Son

of man? ishat is the meaning of the mysterious title,
36

the bon of man?J

Lightfoot sees a complex of meaning in *Son of Man* as

it appears in the Fourth Gospel, In the first place it

refers to Jesus*s human nature as a counterpart to his
37

divine nature, as in the Chaicedonian tradition, ' In

this Gospel, and in Lightfoot's own mind too if we are

to accept the above long quotation at its face value,

the Son of Man's function lies entirely in the present,

the present of Jesus's life. This expression points to

Jesus as a judge, but a present judge not a judge who
33

waits at the end of time. Similarly, the Son of Man*a

function has been completed at the crucifixion: "His
39

work is complete, the Son of man can now rest," And

36, J,, p,32

37• ibid,, pp,6l and 312

38* Ibid., p.203

39. ibid., p.319
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the "glory or triumph of the Son of man" is identified

with the "imparting [of] ovn self to the disciples",
40

and this is said to be "now an accomplished fact"*

The Son of Man's role in the present is finally transformed

into a platonic function, Lightfoot speaks of "the ladder"

by which "the Son of man has Joined heaven and earth in
41

an indissoluble union". And he also sayst

It is to be their [the disciples] privilege to see

an unveiling of heaven, and a perfect contact between
heaven and earth, because of the presence with them

42
of their Lord, the Son of man.

At another point Lightfoot associates the Son of Man with

an ideal (platonic) humanity which he imparts to believers, J

And when commenting on Jn 6,27 he writesi

The Son of isan, and He only, has bridged the otherwise

impassable gulf between heaven and earth, the visible
and the invisible, and also that, if He is to accomplish
His task of giving life to the believer, He must be
lifted up, an expression which in John refers outwardly
indeed to the physical elevation of the Lord's body

on the cross, but inwardly to His 'exaltation* or

return to the Father, which according to St John
44

that elevation effected.

So finally we can see that not only did Lightfoot in

practice ignore and reject Manson's communal interpretation —

40, Ibid,, p.73* This platonic interpretation is

specifically rejected by C.ii.Dodd, see The Inter-

pretation of the Fourth Gospel, p.248f,

P*99

42. Ibid., p.93

**3* Ibid., p.104

44. Ibid., p.167
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as we would expect with his pre—understending of 'history*

and •Ministry* — but he found in this title 'Son of Wan*

the perfect vehicle for expressing his platonlc world-view
h 5

and Jesus's role in it*

b) The Kingdom of God

This is the other eschatological

concept that Lightfoot does not explain in any sys tenia tic

way* This would be very odd if we were to accept as his

considered Judgment Lightfoot'a opinion that the Kingdom
h (j

of God was Jesus*s "greatest theme"* But Lightfoot's

fragmented exegesis is more consistent with his view

that the Kingdom of God is much less important (in Mark's

Gospel) than is often supposed and that it is overshadowed
47

by what Mark ha® to say about Jesus as Messiah* And

in a later work lie adds: "Important as is the kingdom

of God, it is not the centre of gravity of the Christian

faith."U8

'»hen we ask what * the Kingdom of God* represents

Lightfoot offers us a variety of alternative expressions

45* for an alternative interpretation which in sosie respects
is similar to Hanson** interpretation of 'the bon of
Man* in Mark, see C.H.bodd, The Interpretation of the
Fourth Gospel. p.248f.j see also K.behnackenburg,
*Der Meuschensoim im Johannesevangelium•, KTS. 11, 1965

PP*123-137.

46. R*H*Lightfoot, GMM.« p.112

47. h&I*. p.60f.

48. J., p.42
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most or which have a predominantly spiritual rather than

a political or ecclesial meaning, he twice says that the
49

kingdom of God represents "eternal life". Llsewhere

he supposes that the expression stands for "the era of

salvation""*0 or jus t Salvation* t

in 10.23-7, after the decision against discipieship
made by an aspirant who none the less aroused the
Lord's affection 10.21, the Lord has been saying how

difficult, indeed impossible but for divine help,
is entry into the kingdom of God, and therewith

salvation.'*
In another place he Identifies it with the messianic age

but this is associated with his own individual version

of a realized eschatology rather than with a future

cosmic crisis. He writes:

And yet, if we are right in regarding the cleansing
as a sign or token that with the Lord's arrival at
Jerusalem the messianic age, indeed the kingdom of

52
God, was at the doors....

If the Kingdom was "at the doors" when Jesus arrived in

Jerusalem ^Lightfoot is commenting on the cleansing of

the Temple in Mark's Gospel in the above quotation) it

is identified neither with Jesus*a ministry nor with the

crisis envisaged in, for example, First Thessalonians,

but, it would seem, with either the death of Jesus or

his resurrection. In fact he associates the kingdom of

49• A&I•, p.80} GMM. , p.73

50. GMHt| p.20

51 • 1bid. , p.UOf.

52. ibid., p.67
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53
God with Jesus18 death In his commentary on John® In

one of the few places where he interprets a text which

contains this expression, Mk 1.15* Lightfoot offers the

translation! * The time if fulfilled, the kingdom of God

is at the doors* in contrast to C.H.Dodd's *Xt is the

54
climax of all timet God*s Kingdom is upon you*.

Lightfoot is obviously hesitant about commiting himself

to Dodd's realized eschatology, while at the saise time

excluding any possibility of a * thorough-going* eschatology.

He seems to be closer to sich realislertmde nschtxtoloalu.

but he nowhere used this expression coined by Jeremiaa

and taken up by T.W.Hanson. His translation of Mk 1.15»

however, fails to make any direct connection with the

quotation which brings the Kingdom of God close to Jesus's

death or resurrection, even though both occur in the same

book. Hut this inconsistency points to Lightfoot*s

evident lack of Interest In the concept and in eschatology

generally.

In an early unmarked sermon Lightfoot did say that

"The kingdom of God upon earth remains a hope for the

future" but this does not express his basic attitude.

In the Hampton Lectures, again commenting on Mk 1.15#

he said that "with the arrival of Jesus on the scene the

hour may be said in some sense already to be striking,

as is indeed suggested in a summary of the latter's

preaching in hk 1 • 1 5 • " And Lightfoot adds in a footnote!

53. J.» P.319

54. GKM., p.20
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"The words are probably stronger than is often thought ,

implying *The time of fulfilment has come, the kingdom
55

of God has appeared1,"^ The Kingdom, then, is a present

rather than a future reality, but Lightfoot's later

comment on hk 1.15 in The Gospel Hessage of - t i-ark shows

him being less coraiaitted to Dodd's interpretation than

here. A few pages further on Lightfoot writess

And yet the gospel opened with the proclamation of
the arrival (in some sense) of the kingdom of God.
In these parables [in chapter 4J a supreme confidence
is expressed in the certain triumph of good, and of
the kingdom, which we may soy is tacitly identified
with the cause and work of Jesus, and of his followers.^

In what sense the Kingdom is present is not explained,

but Lightfoot*s tacit identification of the Kingdom with

the ministry of Jesus and his disciples looks like another

case of Lightfoot*s having borrowed an idea from hanson

which has not been absorbed into Lightfoot's overall

pattern of thought - and it is difficult to see how it

could have been so absorbed with their very different forma

of pre—understanding. Kevertheless Lightfoot did make

this same identification in interpreting Mk 1.21—34s

As an alternative,..*© may suppose...that St hark
desires to give at the outset a picture of typical
activities of Jesus Christ under the form of events

loosely represented as occurring more or less within

twenty-four hours; to borrow a phrase from the pastoral

epistles, it is the day of the manifestation, or

epiphany, of our Saviour Jesus Christ; and although
God's day, that is, a sabbath, it is one of intense
activity and unceasing strain for the Lord. The

55» * p.io6f•

56. Ibid., p.112
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typical activities presented are the call to follow,
the teaching with authority, at first at any rate in
the synagogue, the healing of both mind and body,
the supreme impression made in vord and deed, the
retirement for solitude and prayer owing to the ceaseless

crowding; and the constant Journeying, If this is

correct, it is remarkable how strongly the influence
of the historic life and activities of Jesus Christ

has made itself felt upon the traditional aspect of
the day of the Lord, and the coming of the kingdom
of God,57

If we go through this passage frots the end back, to the

beginning we find that Ughtfoot has taken 1 the kingdom

of God* (prompted no doubt to the reference to it in

Mk 1,15) and he has identified it with *the day of the

Lord*| this Old Testament idea here has two meanings:

a) the sabbath, and b) the first day of Jesus's ministry

(in Mark's Gospel), And on the first day of Jesus's

ministry he preached, taught, healed and prayed. So we

have the following equation: the Kingdom of God « the

day of the Lord * the first day of Jesus's ministry *

preaching, teaching etc. Whether such an interpretation

can be Justified is another matter, but it is not

consistent with the meaning Lightfoot gives elsewhere

to 'the Kingdom of God',

On the whole Lightfoot suggests that the Kingdom

of God is not a set of activities in which we participate,

but a spiritual presence which we raay share and this is

given a decidedly platonic twist:

The kingdom of God which was to have been inaugurated

57.



for Jews at Jerusalem in the lifetime of the first

Christians proved to be the eternal presence of the

spiritual unseen world (Lk 17*21) which is the true

home of all men and accessible to each and all at any¬

time — a blessed state which can in part be ours now

but can only be won fully through the grave and the

gate of death (1 Cor 15.30)• And so it has been through
all the ages. hen have again and again tried to limit
the character and life of Christ by their own inter¬

pretation of it} in other words to imprison within
fixed limits or a system that which is essentially

58
spiritual and infinite.

And again commenting on Jn 18,37*

In 18.36 the Lord has declared that His Kingdom cioes

not derive or originate from this world. In 18,37
He adds that the purpose of His birth and entrance

into the world was to bear witness to the truth.

Clearly, therefore, although even now men can be
•of the truth1, it belongs to that which is •above*

[19.11], to a higher order of being than is capable
of full realization in this world,

Lightfoot, then, has no fixed interpretation of •the

Kingdom of God* and he moves between a spiritual, platouic

meaning and a hesitant realized eachatoiogical inter¬

pretation which associates the Kingdom sometimes with

Jesus*s ministry and sometimes with his death. Ultimately

the spiritual interpretation would be more consistent

with the concepts which make up his pre—understanding.

58, Sew Teatanient Theology, 1 *The Origins of Christianity*

p,3f.» unpublished and aiarked in pencil 'Lectures
about 1919-28*•

39. J., P.324
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c) Parousia

Hcxpoucslcx is an ambiguous word and its meaning

depends on whether it refers to a past, present or future

act. Its normal meaning is •coming* and if this is used

of Jesus Christ in the past it would refer to his

incarnation. However, Arndt and Gingrich do not find
oo

any trace of this meaning in the hew Testament, When

used of a present act, it should be translated 'presence*.

And when used of the future, it refers to the future

advent of the glorified Christ, and this is its normal

meaning in the hew Testament according to Arndt and

Gingrich, This last contention, however, lias been widely

disputed and the best known case in this country in

favour of always translating ritxpouafc*. as 'presence* has
been put forward by J ,A,T.Robinson.**' Whether one

inclines towards 'coming* (in its future sense) or

'presence* as a correct translation depends in part on

the textual evidence and in part on one's eschatological

pre-understanding,

When discussing the resurrection narrative in Mark's

Gospel, Lightfoot wrote:

If we are right in believing that in St Mark the

central figure is tacitly identified with the Son

60, W.F,Arndt and F«W.Gingrich, A Greok-hnfilish Lexicon
of the hew Testament and other Christian Literature.

p*635« They refer to Ignatius's Letter to the
Philadelphians 9»2, and The Preaching of Peter 6, p,15» 33*

61. J,A,T,Robinson, Jesus and Ills Coming (1957)
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of man of Jewish expectation, it seems probable that

the evangelist and his readers in the light of the
resurrection would expect to see their Master made

manifest as the Son of man and coming with great

power and glory* In St Mark the cardinal features
of the gospel are the ministry, death and resurrection,
and the expected coming. It must therefore be regarded
as possible that Mk 14*28 and 16,7 rightly interpreted

point to an expectation on the part of certain sections
of the early church that the death and resurrection
were to be followed closely by the parousia or presence

of the risen Christ as the Son of man, which would

take place in Galilee* If so, the verses are to be
understood as an invitation to the disciples to

proceed thither in anticipation of an imminent event,
02

which would be the consummation*

In this passage we can see how Lightfoot begins with a

"coming with great power and glory" and finishes with

a "presence*** He goes on to explain (as is suggested

in the last sentence of the passage) that, in Mark's

narrative, the consummation, the final coming, is to be

identified with the resurrection appearances which are

pointed to in Hk 16*7 but which are not described* The

details of Lightfoot's interpretation of the resurrection

appearances are better dealt with elsewhere, but for the

moment we can see how a possible future coming would be

interpreted as a spiritual presence here and now in virtue

of his appearance there and then* This is exactly what

Lightfoot did in an excursus in the bampton Lectures,

for in discuss ing "the relationship between the crucifixion

and the expected final consummation" he finds the

satisfactory solution in John's Gospel where "the disciples

62. H.H.Lightfoot, L&b*. p.62f*

63* H&l.* p*94
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are bidden to find the parousia or expected presence of

their Master in the coming of the Holy bpirit, or Spirit

of truth, which is only made possible by his bodily
66

departure."

Lightfoot is more explicit in his commentary on

the Fourth Gospels

His life, death, and resurrection...were the prelude
to His real "Presence*; for this, and not "Coming*
or *Return*, is the meaning of the word parousia
used in the New Testament for what we now usually

65
speak of as the Second Coming.

Again he writesi

In the fourth gospel, on the other hand, while the
future still has its part to play (the expression
* the last day* — curiously enough, a term peculiar
to this gospel in the Mew Testament — occurs in
reference to what we call * the end of the world*

six times, although it is now a distant future,
which is never brought into direct connexion with
the Lord*s parousia or presence), the Lord is presented
at the beginning, middle and end of His ministry as

unchanging and unchanged, and that which had been

thought to belong to the future, and to be at present

utterly beyond sen's grasp, is shown to be already
in their hands, if they can receive it and enter
into it.66

So, according to Lightfoot, there still remains something

of a future eschatology in John*s Gospel, but whatever

it is that lies in the future it is not the parousia of

Jesus Christ. In this Gospel the expected coming or

Ibid.« p.96

65* J»t p.^6

66. Ibid.. p.43
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presence of Christ is_ the presence of the Spirit.**"^ If

we want to see how Lightfoot comments on a particular

text we may turn to Jn 14,3 ("And when I go to prepare

a place for you, 1 will cone again and will take you to

myself, that where I am you may be also1* — the verb is

I'p^opou ) where the * coming* has been transformed into a
•reception*•

14*3 1* is often thought that this is the one passage

in John in which we hear of a final return of the

Lord, a *parousia* similar to that described in the
other gospels, ho doubt it is true that John speaks
of *the last day*} but this expression does not occur

here} and it also seems unlikely that, if he desired
the Lord*s words here to be understood in this way,

the reference, in the case of a belief held so strongly
in the early Church, would be so brief. On the other

hand, the Lord*s *coming again*, as mentioned here,
is perhaps unlikely to be the same as His *coming*
within a little while, which is promised in 14,18—9*
as also in 16,16—22, The *co«ing* in 14,18,19 and

16,1b—22 is undoubtedly a coming of the Lord to His

disciples while they are still active in the world,
whereas the coming in 14,3 seems to refer to the final

reception of the disciples by their Master in His
Father's house. Hence His words here are perhaps best
tinderstood in the light of 17*24, which speaks of a

vision, one day to be granted to the disciples (but
not, it seems, while they live in the world), of the
unveiled glory of the Lord, a glory granted to Him
by the Father's love. Then indeed He will receive
them to Himself,,,,**®

67. Ibid., p.49

68. Ibid.. p.275f



d) The Last Day

Lifihtfoot's comments on q tCT^ocrq ae^cx
are few but significant, for while he says that the future

eschatology of the early Church has been consistently

reduced in the Fourth Gospel, he admits that a little

remains and that little is found in the evangelist's use

of 'the last day*. So while Lightfoot reduces future

oschatology as much as possible — as we have seen in

the three previous examples — we have here the one

expression where the reference to the future is maintained.

Future eachafcology does not lie easily with a platonic

spirituality but no doubt Lightfoot felt constrained by

the text to keep some element of a future consuiantation.

It is after all very difficult to interpret "X will

raise you up on the last day" as an expression of realized

eschatology, though Bultmaun did the next best thing by

ascribing the saying to the redactor. We have already

noticed one of Lightfoot** references to * the last day*

when h© said: "the expression »the last day* — curiously

enough, a term peculiar to this gospel in the New

Testament — occurs in reference to what we call *the end

of the world' six times, although it is now a distant

future, which is never brought into direct conxiection

69with the Lord*s parousia or presence,"

Lightfoot*a only lengthy exegesis of * the last day*

is to be found in his comment on Jn 6,39*

6,39, 'the last day*. This expression, in the N,T»
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found only In John, occurs on the Lord's lips four
times in this chapter, at verses 39, kOf kk9 5k and
at 12.i48. It is also used by Martha at 11.214} and,
in the narrative, in a different connexion, of the
last day* of the feast of the tabernacles L7*37]*
Just as at 1.3, at the prologue, the universe is

said, in accordance with fundamental Hebrew beliefs,
to have been created at a definite time in the past,
so here it is regarded as subject to a definite limit
ih the future. The doctrine expressed here may be

summed up in the words of 1 Jn 2.17» * the world

passeth away...but he that doeth the will of God
abideth for ever*.

The twofold teaching of this chapter (Jn 6) on the

present and the future aspect of eternal life is

exactly parallel to that of 5*24—29 (cf. also 11.23~26).
He who, drawn by the Father, comes to the Lord and
believes in Him, he who eats the flesh of the Son
of man and drinks His blood, he abides in the Lord
and the Lord abides in him} he has eternal life and
the Lord will raise him up on the last day. A
distinction between the two aspects of eternal life,

however, may be noted. whereas the final paragraphs
of this chapter seem to show that in spite of the
Lord's choice of disciples and His present gift of
eternal life to the believer, that choice may be

annulled and that gift may be forfeited (cf. 17*12),
at the last day, we may assume, no such danger will
remain."*

This is the only passage in the whole of Lightfoot's

published work where he refers to the possibility of a

future resurrection of all Christian believers. This

expression, 'the last day', proves to be the exception

in Lightfoot's eschatological exegesis, for here there

is no platonixing and 110 obvious reduction of Jesus's

70. Ibid.. p.l67f
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role in the future# In general, however, we can see that

his approach to eschatological teats is broadly consistent

with his eschatological pre—understending as we described

it In the previous chapter# Lightf'oot does not, on the

whole, like future eschatology and is not especially

interested in manifestations of it# ¥here possible he

interprets it in a present rather than in a future sense

and where possible he gives a platonic interpretation —

as with the Son of Han, the Kingdom of God and the rarousia#

but he clearly was unable, because of the emphatic meaning

of the text, to do this with the Last Day and here we

find conventional future exegesis#

The Last aupper

Under this heading 1 would like to examine

Li&htfoot'& solution to the problem of dating the last

supper, that is deciding whether it vus held on \k Nisan

as John says or whether it was a passover meal on 15

Kisan as J'ark suggests# And 1 also want to show what

sense Lightfoot gives to the injunction to eat Christ's

flesh and to drink his blood in Jn 6# The answer to the

first problem will highlight the exegete * e preconception

of 'history* and, in Lightfoot'® case, 'eschntology*#

The answer to the second problem will reflect the exegete'e

sacramental theology (or lack of it) which in turn will

form part of a wider ecclesioiogy, and the extent to which

it reflects an ecclesioiogy will depend upon the exegete's

practical interest, or, in Lightfoot's case, his spirituality#



Both Mark (followed by Matthew and Luke) and John

are specific about the date of Jeaue's last meal in an

upper rooei in a house in Jerusalem. .Mark (14.12, 14, 16)

says that Jesus celebrated the passover with his disciples,

was arrested later in the night and was executed later on

15 Nisan, a few hours before the beginning of the sabbath.

John (18.28, 39I 19.14) says that Jesus shared a meal

with his disciples on 14 ftisau in the evening, was arrested

and then executed later on that day while the passover

lambs were being ritually slaughtered in the Temple,

and a few hours later the passover and the sabbath were

simultaneously celebrated, though not by Jeaus's disciples,

after Jesus had been laid in a stone tomb. Despite this

specific dating on John's part we might be tempted to

suppose that he might be wrong on this point because the

fourth evangelist in general does not lay great stress

on historical reliability. And this is the view taken

by Lightfoot in the following general statementt

We have found that the synoptic writers are probably
not uninfluenced by doctrinal beliefs and purposes

in their treatment of the topographical traditions
of the gospel storyj and this is even more true in
the case of St John. He has, it appears, accurate

knowledge of Talestinian localities and of the Jewish

feasts, but it seems probable that no evangelist
more readily subordinates the traditions which had
come to him about the ministry» including its

topographical setting, to the religious purpose which
prompted him to write his gospel.... In any case

for the sake of his purpose he handles details of
time and place with a considerable and fearless

71
freedom.



It is all the more surprizing, then, to find that Lightfoot

prefers John's date for the last supper, Lightfoot*s

concept of history is such that he pays only a little

attention to accurately fixing the date of the meal,

1 hat he does is to balance the New Testament texts on

each side of the problem. And it must be said that his

presentation of the textual evidence is tendentious, for

he claims that John's non-passovcr date is supported by

John, Paul and the synoptic tradition with the exception,

on the other side of the balance, of five verses in
72

Hark (14,12—16) and their equivalent in Latthew and Luke,1

But Lightfoot goes on to show what is probably his chief

reason for preferring John's date. He wants to uvoid

identifying the last supper, and a fortiori the Church's

eucharist, with the passover because the passover meal

had a future, messianic dimension. Lightfoot admits that

Mk 14,12-16 represents an alternative, primitive tradition,

but it is a tradition which he thinks is not the best

Christian, theological tradition and which he therefore

would prefer to be historically inaccurate. The relevant

passage is as follows:

If it be asked why St hark, in defiance of historical

probability and indeed of the rest of his own narrative,
identifies in this section the last supper with the

passover, the following suggestion may be made.

It was remarked above that, at the beginning of
our era, the Jewish passover was regarded not only
as coiiiiiteuiorative of a past event, the deliverance
from Lgypt, but also as containing in itself the

pledge of a future great deliverance, St Paul's
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words in * Cor 11.26 show that the church's Lucharist,
which was the Christian equivalent of the Jewish

passover, had a sin.ilar double reference from very

early times. On the one hand, it commemorated the

passion of the Lord, a past event| on the other, it
looked forward to and was probably considered to be

a pledge and earnest of his future coming.

Doubtless this second aspect, which has always been

represented in the Eucharist, was very strongly

emphasized in the first two generations of the church's

life, and it is possible that St Kark, when setting
forth the historical events connected with the last

supper and the passion, desired to emphasize the
future deliverance to be effected by the latter, of
which the Christian Lucharist was the permanent

reminder, and that he does this by identifying, in
73

hk 14.12—16, the last supper with the paschal meal. ^

It must be noted that Lightfoot does not want to remove

the future dimension of the eucharlst entirely, but he

does want to reduce it considerably and he has done this

by interpreting Hk 14.12-16 as a redactional device

which has been introduced (though not fabricated) by

the evangelist to incorporate a brief reference to the

future promise of the passover-eucharist.

There is no detailed account of the last supper in

the Fourth Gospel and Jn 6 has traditionally been inter¬

preted as representing John's eucharistic teaching,

though many exegetes have not interpreted this chapter

in this way. Lightfoot, however, does connect Jn 6 with

the eucharist and with Jesus's death on the cross.

Further, the two events narrated in the earlier

gospels, the Lord's feeding of the multitude and

73. Ibid., p.I40f
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His last meal with His disciples, vers regarded in

the Church from an early date as foretastes of the

anticipated banquet in the kingdom of God* It is
therefore noteworthy that in this chapter which,
as ve have seen, includes a narrative [6*1—14J of
the feeding of the multitude and an almost direct
reference [6*51-59] to the Eucharist, the Church*s
continued memorial of the last supper, St John

emphasizes that the Lord is the Giver of the food
74

to each, at the cost of His own life and death*

In the traditional catholic interjxretation, the verses

which Lightfoot takes to refer to the eucharist, 6,51*~9#

the verses which speak of the necessity of eating and

drinking Christ's body and blood, have been interpreted

with a strong sense of literalism* 1 say *with a strong

sense of literalism* because an interpretation which i©

absolutely literal would involve the eating of raw meat;

in the catholic interpretation the words of necessity

have been interpreted spiritually, but nevertheless the

bread and wine of the eucharistic meal are identified

in some real sense with the body and blood of Christ*

Lightfoot avoids any such clear identification. fchen

we eat the body and drink the blood of Christ (which, it

is suggested, is a metaphor for sharing Jesus*s life and

work), says Lightfoot, we consume or absorb the Spirit:

The Son of man is to return, by the ascent of the

cross, to the Father. At present the spirit has descended
and abides on Him alone} but after His return to the
Father those who, remaining in the world and eating
His flesh and drinking His blood, share in His life
and death, will, as a result of His completed work,
also be partakers of the Spirit, and so will have life*

74* i p*156
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If, after the emphasis laid in 6.53~8 on the necessity
of eating the flesh and drinking the blood of the Son

of man, it is thought strange that at 6,63 we read that
•the flesh profiteth nothing' # it is to be remembered

(l) that in 3.6 the gulf between flesh and spirit was

said to be, in itself and apart from the •descent* of
the Son of man, absolute and unbridgeable; and (2)
that the flesh spoken of in 6,53—8 i® the flesh of
the Son of san, the incarnate Word, on whom, and on

whoa, alone during Ills ministry, the Spirit abode in
75

full measure.

While Lightfoot has retained the language of consuc.ing

flesh and blood, the purpose of eating the eucharistic

bread and wine no longer seems to be to encounter the

physicality of Jesus Christ, but to encounter and absorb

the Spirit, This becomes clearer when we look at Lightfoot's

christology. He tells us that "in Hebrew parlance the

expression * flesh and blood* is normally used for man,

for physical, visible humanity, considered.,.apart from

God, apart from the divine, regarded as immaterial and

unseen."' This is not, however, the case with Jesus.

But in the case of the Lord, the Son of mart, no such

separation is conceivable, since He is the Word become

flesh. And we now learn that a condition of eternal

life, and of being raised up on the last day by the

Lord, is not only belief on Him, but a partaking of
77

His flesh and blood.

So the flesh and blood made available at the eucharist

are not ordinary flesh and blood, they are spiritualized

75. Ibid.. P.163

76, Ibid., P, 162

77. Ibid.
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and divinised flesh end blood* The purpose of eating it

is to absorb the Spirit and transform our material flesh

and blood* This eucharistic theology is almost identical

with that of Apollinarius of Laodecia, who was condemned
78

at the Council of Constantinople in 381* In Lightfoot*s

interpretation we do not eat flesh, but Spirit, or at

least spix'itualisced flesh.

In a passage froia a lecture given in 1940 Lightfoot

makes flesh the equivalent, not this time of spirit, but

of life s

According to this passage (Jn 6*49—51)# Jesus is the

living bread, by which a man is enabled to live for

everj and the bread is his flesh — may we say his life -
79

which he will give for the life of the world*

Lightfoot moves in a similar, though somewhat different,

direction in interpreting Hk. 14*22, 24, the words of

institution at the last suppers

The loaf is blessed, thanksgiving is offered over the

wine; both actions probably customary at a solenai
feast* But the words used carry a new and great

significance, implying that a new covenant and sacrifice

78, be© J *3i*b*kclly, barly Christian Doctrines* p*294f*

79# Lecture to the Origen society, Oxford, 1 Hay 1940* for
a similar view sec V.Temple, Headings in the fourth
Gospel. pp*92-7» from which we extract the sentences:

To 'eat the flesh* and to *drink the blood* of the
Son of ban are not the same* The former is to
receive the power of self-giving and self-sacrifice
to the uttermost* The latter is to receive, in and
through that self-giving and self-sacrifice, the
life that is triumphant over death and united to
God.(p.92)
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is taking the place of the Passover atoning sacrifice
in Egypt, when God established his covenant with Israel*

Thus, as regards the loaf, a new community, drawing
its life from the Lord, is to take the place of the
old Israel* As regards the wine, by the Lord's
self-sacrifice a new relationship with God is now

to become possible for those who share in his sacrifice
80

and form the other party to the covenant.

Here bread « body of Christ » new community or Church

(following Paul's metaphor)} it follows that 'this is my

body* means in effect 'this is my Church'* fee can see,

then, how Lightfoot consistently shied away from the

traditional catholic interpretation of the eucharistic

texts (though that need not be taken to mean that the

traditional interpretation Is correct and Lightfoot wrong)*

In different passages 'flesh' is taken to mean 'spirit',

'life' and 'a new community', but it is never taken to

mean 'flesh* even though John's original language has

been retained. This exegesis undoubtedly reflects

Lightfoot*s non-materialist spirituality and it would

also correspond to his low—church Anglican eccleaiology
81

which did not have much of a place for sacramental theology*

The Lanab of God

H,H,Lightfoot took issue with C*H*uodd

over the interpretation of 'the Lamb of God* in Jn 1,29 & 36*

80* Lectures on hark, unpublished, pages unnumbered*

81 * For a more common Anglican interpretation see

£,C*Hoskyns, The 1 ourth Gospel. pp,30^-7«
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There are four possible interpretations• The Laxb of

Cod could bet

(i) the lamb of the sin-offering; (ii) the paschal
lamb; (iii) the a/Avos of Is 53* i.e. the suffering

servant; (iv) the young ram which is oip^oJV kou

q^oupieivos tuv TTpo^cxroj/i,e. the I,es»iali as 1 iiing of
Israel*

83
Bodd favours the fourth interpretation, J while Lightfoot

8U
prefers the second* (The third possible interpretation

8
was suggested by iiurney and is looked on sympathetically

86
by C.K.harrett. ) Dodd*s evidence for a messianic

interpretation is as follows. He thinks that the Jewish

apocalypses form the background both for John's Gospel
■3 /

and the Hevelation of John and that <xpvos in the Gospel,

and o<pviov in kevelation refer to the bell-wether of the
flock. This animal was a horned rata, a young adult aniuial

that led the flock and fought on its behalf* There is no

3 /
suggestion here of an innocent infant sheep. This cxyuvos

in Jn 1*29 is said to remove sin and this was no function

of the paschal lamb* The context (Jn 1.41) shows that

the evangelist identified the lamb with the Messiah*

bodd thinks * the Lamb of God* is a messianic title, the

equivalent of * the King of Israel', so that *God*s lansb

who removes the sin of the world* means *God*s hessiah

who makes an end of sin'*

82* C.H.nodd, The luterpretatlon of the fourth Gospel. p*233

®3* Ibid., pp.236-8

84. K.H.Lightfoot, j., p*96f., p.327.. pp.3^9-356 (esp. p.356).

85. C.F.durney, The Arasaic Uri&in of the fourth Gospel, pp.104-

86. C.K.Barrett, The Gospel according to St John, p.l46f.
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Lightfoot supposes that 'the Lamb of God* points to

Jesus as the true passover sacrifice, the replacement

and transformation of the animal used in the Jewish

ceremony, Lightfoot thinks that the evangelist is drawing

on the Old Testament for the sacrificial language used

here rather than on non-canonical apocalyptic sources

for the background of 'the Lamb*, The identification

of Christ as the paschal victim is very early as we can

see from 1 Cor 5»7» And Lightfoot considers that the

Jewish passover is used to interpret Jesus's death

throughout the Gospel, and that there is great stress

in this Gospel on Jesus*s self-oblation. One further

problem is how Jn 19»36 should be interpreted. It is

usually cited as evidence to support each particular

argument, but its meaning is unclear and how it is

interpreted really depends on the final conclusion that

the exegete is drawn towards, 'Not a bone of his shall

be broken' (cruvTf>ifiqcrtTou ) could point to nx 12,46
(o"uvTpi|i£T£ ) and ku® 9«12 (aruvrpfyoLJcr/v ) which describe
the paschal lamb. Or it might be a free citation of

Ps 33(34),21 where the Greek verb is the same (ev ££

otu-rtjv ou cruv -rp<p>^<3£.Tou ), But this psalm is about the

righteous man, and there is no hint of the passover

lamb.

How one balances the evidence, however, is not my

chief concern here, I want only to note the nature of

the theological positions to which Dodd and Lightfoot

have committed themselves in their interpretations.

This is another way of saying that 1 want to note what
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forms of" pre-understanding they each bring to the text,

for this is likely to have influenced the way in which

they have dealt with the relevant evidence. Dodd's

interpretation is messianic, apocalyptic (though he

admits that the evangelist John has no sympathy with

apocalyptic eschatology), with an element of social

commitment in so far as the ram fights on behalf of his

flock to remove sin. It must be admitted, however, that

Dodd's interpretation is rather surprizing in view of his

early advocacy of realized eschatology. Lightfoot's

interpretation, on the other hand, is religious in the

sense that it is devotional; and he has allied himself

to symbolism and typology - Jesus is the symbol or type

of the passover sacrifice. Jesus as the paschal lamb

is a symbol which has had considerable influence over

the centuries on Christian iconography, which can be seen

at its best in the Adoration of the Lamb by the van Lyck

brothers in St Bavon's Cathedral, Ghent. And it is this

devotional, symbolic tradition with which Lightfoot has

aligned himself. Lightfoot's Interpretation can also be

called * religious* because of the way in which he refutes

Dodd, though it should be noted that Lightfoot uses the

word *religious* in an individual way where it becomes

the equivalent of 'devotional'»

If, then, Professor Dodd's view is correct, Christian

thought has poured into these passages a wealth of

religious interpretation and devotion, which the

evangelist at any rate did not intend them to bear.
The matter is one of great complexity; but after

considering to the best of my ability the difficulties
which can be urged against the paschal interpretations
of these passages, 1 still think that the 'reduced*
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interpretation which Dr Dodd offers is, if not improbable,
87

at least unproven,

Lighfcfoot's interpretation is also platonic because it

suggests that the Jewish passover was a shadow of the true

paschal sacrifice. In this passage we can also see further

evidence of Lightfoot's attitude to ffiessianism when he

refers to Dodd's "reduced interpretation".

The Trial of Jesus

Lightfoot's commentary on the trial of

Jesus in John's Gospel is a kind of political allegory.

As with 'the Lamb of God', Lightfoot opts for a symbolic

interpretation with very strong devotional overtones.

In this case Jesus represents the divine and, one might

say, the Church; the Jews represent the world (in the

Johannine sense); and Pilate represents the State. The

trial of Jesus, then, shows us how Lightfoot could interpret

a text in the light of hi© own political views. (it might

also be added that Lightfoot's use of symbols becomes

rather undisciplined in the pages which follow, where the

seamless robe is taken to represent the Church, John and

Jesus'» mother by the cross represent the Church, the

unbroken fishing net represents the Church, Kary is

contrasted with Lve, and the Garden of Gethsemnne is

contrasted with the Garden of nden. But, while this is

typical of Lightfoot * s approach to the text of the Fourth

Gospel, it does not directly affect our analysis of

87. w.H.Lightfoot, J., p.356
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Lightfoot* t> account of Jesug's trial*) There are three

fundamental options available: the i anichaean in which

the btate and politics are to be condemned as evil by the

Churchj politics and the Church are inter-related}

politics and the Church are not necessarily opposed

but they are mutually Independent and the Church must

view politics with suspicion* We can see that LIgilt foot

held the third position by the way in which he interprets

John's account of the trial of Jesus*

Jesus and Pilate are not necessarily in conflict,

but Lightfoot suggests that Pilate, in view of his position,

is inexorably led to condemn and execute Jesus:

It is sometimes thought that the purpose of the account
in John, which, like that in Luke, strongly emphasizes
Pilate's conviction of the Lord's innocence, is to

prove that the Hotiian empire had nothing to fear from
the activity and preaching of the Church* hut although
the record in John does make clear the nature of the

Lord's authority and shove that it need uot come into
conflict with the civil authority, yet the narrative
also describes a prolonged struggle between the secular

authority, represented by Pilate, and the Jews, who in
this case represent 'the world*, and shows bow and why
the secular authority is in the end borne down by and

yields to the pressure of the world* St John's story

thus reveals how, by the cross, the whole world,

including the State, is brought under the judgement
of God*88

Lightfoot portrays Pilate trapped between Jesus who

represents the truth and the demands of the Jews who want

to destroy Jesus* Pilate must decide between them and

88. Ibid.. p.309
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finally, of course, he is leu to condemn Jesus. While

the Jews vanted to execute Jesus for strictly religious

reasons, lightfoot supposes that they brought him before

Pilate on a trumped up political charges

Since there is no decisive evidence, apart from this

passage [18,31]» that the Jews could not, for religious
offences, pronounce and execute the death sentence,

it seems probable that, as 18,33 suggests, they seek
here to achieve the Lord*s death by means of & political

charge, on the ground of His claiming a (revolutionary)
kingship, ^

It is only at 19»7 that the Jews show that they have

brought Jesus before Pilate for religious reasons, and

Lightfoot implies that Jesus was not in fact guilty of

any political offence against Home. Under questioning

"The lord now implies that a kingship does belong to Him,

but makes it clear that it has no secular or political

origin or quality.,,. If, then, Pilate will listen to

the Lord's voice, he will recognize, both as a man and

as procurator, in what sense the Prisoner Is a king,

and will acknowledge His kingship without loss, to the
90

State, of its authority," Jesus*s kingship "need not

91
come into political conflict with the State" but when

conflict is forced upon them it is the State which must

yield:

When Pilate, seeking to persuade the Prisoner to

answer, points out that His fate rests entirely in his

hands, the Lord, disregarding the matter of His own

condemnation or release, reminds Pilate that the

89. ibid.. p.309f.

9°* ibid., p.311

91. ibid.
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authority of the State is derived not from 'the world *,
92

but 'fro® above* | it is divinely given.

This, of course, is a platonic view of secular authority and,

while this platonisis is undoubtedly present in John's Gospel

at this point, it is an image which Lightfoot finds very

attractive, Lightfoot's concept of the Church is not

dissimilar to Luther's view of the two kingdoms in which

the State has a divinely derived authority to execute

judgment and impose law and order on the lawless (i.e.

non-Christians and wayward Christians), while the Church

keeps out of secular matters. This is exemplified in a

comment by Lightfoot, in a sermon, on Paul*a letter to

Philemon:

St Paul regards even slavery as a thing indifferent
and apparently advises the slave not to seize the

93
opportunity of gaining his freedom,'-'

what is required is "filial communion with our heavenly

father", Por most exegetes Paul's attitude to slavery

presents a very considerable problem, but this does not

seem to be the case for Lightfoot as he cites Paul's

letter to Philemon in direct support of Jn 18,36 ('My

kingship is not of this world*) on which he was preaching.

It is impossible to believe that Lightfoot would not have

in fact condemned slavery but at least he could use Paul's

text to support the idea of the mutual independence of

the Church and the State,

92. Ibid,, p.313

93. Sermon on Jn 18,36, 'My kingdom is not of this World*,
first given in Masletnere Parish Church, 12 December, 1909.
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The Resurrection Appearances; Jn 20,1-29

We have already

suggested that Lightfoot was not consistent in the meaning

he ascribed to the resurrection in his occasional references

to it. This is not quite true, however, of his more

specific exegesis. It is true that he ascribed different

purposes to each evangelist in their respective resurrection
94

narratives, but we amy examine Ligbtfoot's interpretation

of the resurrection appearances as they occur In the Fourth

Gospel, to the exclusion of the other resurrection

narratives, because John was "the last and greatest
95

evangelist", Evidently Lightfoot thought that John's

account of the resurrection appearances was the most

satisfactory,

Lightfoot was quite explicit that Jesus*s resurrection

and his subsequent appearance to his disciples were real

historical and physicai eventsi

But even if the reader is fortunate enough to be already

fully assured of the spiritual truth of the secret thus

taught by St John, the latter will not allow him to

forget that the Christian religion is one of divine

incarnation, and that its truth must be found to

prevail in the realm of flesh and blood, subject as

these are to space and time, as well as in the realm
of spirit. For this reason the return of the Lord
in the flesh to His disciples, and the fulfilment of
His promises to them, must find their place in St John's
record, as matters of history which actually took place.
Hence the two points on which St John lays emphasis
in his resurrection narratives are, first, the resumption

94, See L&D,, pp,49-101

95. Ibid., p.89
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by the Lord of personal relations and intercourse vith
those who had followed Hi® during the ministry and,

secondly, the identity of the Lord's risen body with
96

the body which suffered and was laid in the tomb.

The factuality and historicality of Jesus*s resurrection

is emphasized in all the Gospels with the exception only

of Hark where only the empty tomb is described. In Luke*s

Gospel "the purpose of the appearances which are now to be

described, in Lk 24,13—31 33—51» is above all to

confirm belief in the identity of the risen and therefore
*97

victorious Keasiah with the crucified and suffering Jcaus/'

In John*s Gospel, however, this matter of factual

identification is not enough.

On the other hand, the purpose of the "resurrection

appearances" in St John is by no ateans simply to
assure the disciples that their Lord is risen.

Perhaps we may say that in this gospel no appearance
98

of the risen Lord is altogether an end in itself.

Something more is required in addition to the appearance

of the risen Jesus, This something more is the inauguration

of the spiritual life in which "intercourse with Him is

in future not to depend on physical proximity, sight, or

99
sound," The resurrection of Jesus does not, for

Lightfoot, have any apocalyptic significance by which,

for example, the future general resurrection is guaranteed,

Lightfoot suggests, on the other hand, that what is

guaranteed in the future by the resurrection of Jesus

96. J., p.330

97. L&D.. p.87

98. Ibid., p.100

99. J., P.331
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is the spiritual life of all Christianst

On the other hand the "seeing" of the Lord mentioned
in Jn 16.16-22 should by no means be regarded as being
satisfied by such brief resurrection-appearances as

are narrated in Jn 20, 21 or Lk 24 or 1 Cor 15«5-8.
The "sight" of their Lord promised to the disciples
in St John includes their knowledge of communion
with him as the bread of life, the light, the truth,
the true vine, and the resurrection,'00

Whereas in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke the

ascension of Jesus comes after the resurrection appearances,

in John*s Gospel, Lightfoot insists, the ascension to the

Father follows the resurrection but precedes the resurrection

appearances to the disciplest

According to St John, at the first reunion of the Lord
with his disciples on that "first day of the week",
as soon as they have been assured that they see him,
that it is their Master, he fulfils to them the promise
which he made at the last supper with regard to his

return; they are commissioned, and they receive the

holy Spirit; and this is his own presence, the presence

of the Son of man, under another and more abiding form.
For it is probable that the ascension is regarded as

having taken place before this meeting. In St John
the ascension of the Lord to the Father is secret and

is treated with very great reserve; but we notice that
the message sent to the disciples, before they see

their Master, is that he is now ascending; presumably
therefore at the time when he himself sees and speaks

with them, that of which he spoke in the message has
now taken place; otherwise why had the message been

sent, if he could have told them its content later the
same day? fee may observe also that on the morning
of the day Mary Magdalene was bidden not to touch her

100. L&li.. p.74
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Faster, because he had not yet ascended to the Father;
but at the second meeting with the disciples a week

later, St Thomas is expressly invited to do that which
had been refused to hary fcagdalene; presumably,

therefore, the reason given — that the ascension to
the Father had not yet occurred — had in the meantime,
that is at any rate before the second meeting, ceased
to be a difficulty. But on all grounds it is probable
that the return to the Father is regarded as taking

place between the appearance to Hary Magdalene and the

giving of the holy Spirit; and St John would thus be

following the earlier tradition, in so far as the

giving of the holy Spirit takes place after the ascension.

Vie may well wonder why Lightfoofc makes so much of placing

the ascension to the Father before Jesus*s appearance to

the disciples. The answer surely, in view of Lightfoot*s

general attitude to future oschatology, is that, in his

Interpretation of Jn 20, Jesus's return, his parousia

(as presence), and the consummation are all now Identifiable

with the post—resurrection appearances. Once this

identification has been made there is no place left for

a future eschatology for which we arc still waiting.

There is, as Lightfoot admits, still something which

awaits us in the future but - on the basis of Lightfoot's

interpretation of Jn 20 - this can only be our appearance

before the Father after our death.

There are, then, two consequences of Lightfoot's

exegesis of the resurrection appearances in Jn 20t

i) future eschatology is collapsed into the spiritual

presence of Jesus — and Lightfoot effects the same thing

Ibid.. p.98f«; see also J_,, p.331
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in his interpretation of Hk 16,1—8 as we shall see in the

following section} and ii) the purpose of Jesus'a post-

resurrection appearance is to impart the Holy Spirit to

the disciples* That it is the historicality of the

resurrection of Jesus which makes our spiritual lives

effective and actual can be seen in an extract frost an

taster Jay seraon on Jn 12*24 given by Lightfoot, He

argues that there is evidence enough for the fact of

Jcsus's having been raised, but he wonders why some

continue to doubt it:

Why is there this difference of opinion? Xs it not

mainly because some think of the resurrection as an

isolated and unparalleled portent, while t© others
it is the explanation of a living fact, which is confirmed

by experience and observation* The Christian believes
that Jesus Christ rose largely because he sees and feels
that Jesus Christ is risen**** If anyone wishes to

know the truth about the resurrection, let him try

to find out by his own experience what the death unto
sin and the new birth unto righteousness meant let
him spiritually die and rise in Christ, Then he will

gradually come to know the reality of which the

physical birth, death and resurrection of our Lord
102

are the sacraments*

For Hanson the reality of Jesus*s resurrection was

authenticated by the continuation after two thousand

years of the Church's ministry (see p*261 above), but

for Lightfoot it is the power of the spiritual life*

102, Sermon on Jn 12*24, Easter Day, year and location
not stated*
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The i.nditir. of Morkt -hk 16.1—8

The end of lark's Gospel is

notoriously abrupt and there seem to be three possible

solutions to the problems

1, The author had intended to proceed farther, but
was prevented from doing so, whether by death or

for some other reason*

2« The author did proceed farther, but at a very

early date all that he wrote after 16*8 was lost,
103

3, The author ended his work, intentionally, at 16,8,

Lightfoot, unlike Majison'0'1 and Dodd,'0"* favoured the third

explanation and he did so for two sets of reasons,

i) philological and ii) theological. His philological

reasons for accepting the ending of v,8 were designed

to meet three objections and can be summarized very

briefly. In the first place it is often argued that

a sentence cannot end with £<*p» Lightfoot produced
abundant evidence to show that a Greek sentence can and

often does end with ^ap,*® in the second place it i®
often suggested that IpoflouVTo i» unlikely to have been
used absolutely but would need to be completed with an

/

accusative, or an infinitive, orwith a clause,

Lightfoot again showed that £<j>o(3oov-ro Can be used

absolutely and, moreover, that lark himself uses it
107

absolutely, * The third objection i® a psychological

103. GHh.. p.80

104. T.W,Hanson, SerH., pp,93-9

105. C,H,Lodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, p,440 n,

10b, k.H.Lightfoot, L&D,, pp,10—16} see also GHH,, p,85f.

107, i-&Li,« pp.16-18j see also GKM,, p,86f.
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rather than a philological one, for it is often asked why the

women were silent. They were silent because they were

afraid* But of what were they afraid that would make

them silent? In other words something further is expected

after v.8 to explain why tne women were silent* Lightfoot

shows that silence is the appropriate reaction to a manifesta¬

tion of divine power throughout the Old and hew Testaments

108
and especially in Mark's Gospel* But the textual

evidence that Lightfoot produces is not his major reason

for accepting the women*s silence as a suitable end for

the Gospel*

Lightfoot's philological evidence would have been

enough for accepting 16*8 as a possible ending for Mark's

Gospel, but he also had a very individual theological

reason for finding 16*8 a satisfactory ending* On the

one hand he admitted that ait exegete who adopted a

primarily historical approach to the Gospel would find

the absence of any description of the resurrection

appearances intolerable, Lightfoot*s interpretation

of the resurrection appearances, on the other hand,

demands that they are not described* Furthermore,

Lightfoot was not primarily interested in philological

arguments, for "the problem**.also deserves study on the

religious 8ide,w^Jji

ii.H.Light foot's justification for accepting 16*8

108. LfcD., pp.29-35; see also CRM., pp.87-92

109. OMR.» p.80
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as the end of Mark was developed fro© an idea of Lrnst

Loinueyer*s whereby 16.8 "is only tolerable, as a satisfactory

conclusion to the gospel, if 16,7 points forward to an

event in Galilee which is u>uoli ©ore than an 'appearance*

of the risen Christ•"'The appearance pointed to by

16.7 is "much ©ore" because it is identified with the

parousia:

Aber auch bei Johannes (nicht bei Paulus, tier andere

Ausdrucke verwendet) ist: Mlhr we relet Ihn seheu",
der feste Ausdruck fiir die Parusie des lierrnj und

er outstauuut der apokalyptischen Prophetie des

Menschensohnes, die auch Jesus verwendetj Ihr werdet
sehen den Menschensohn (16.62 vgl. 13.26, auch 9.1)*
nam) kundet dieses Wort keine trocheinungen des

Auferstandenen an, sum ©indueten nicht solche, die
die Tatsache der Auferstehung beseugen, sondern es

apricht von der Perusie, die alles bisherige

eschatologische Geachehen vollendet•''1
"You will see hi©"# maintains Lightfoot, would have

brought to the Jewish mind the suggestion of the
112

consummation and the final judgment by the Son of Man.

Lightfoot makes a clear distinction between the

resurrection as that which took place inside the tomb,

the evidence for which is to be found in the discovery
113

of the empty tomb and the angel*s message, and

110. jLID, , p. 6 n. 1

111. M.Lohateyer, Has nvangel jute des Markua. p.356

112. H.M.JLightfoot, IAD., p.36

113* Ibid.. p.37 n.lj »ee also E.Lohiaeyer, op. clt., p.359f•»
a translation of which is to be found in L&D.. pp.65—8.
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Jesus•s appearances after the resurrection which are

independent of it. In contrast to the Gospels of Matthew

and Luke, Mark makes the resurrection an introduction to

the consummation. It is because the angel's message

tells the disciples to expect the parousia, Judgment

and the consummation immediately in Galilee that the

women are afraid and silent:

The women who were the first to receive evidence of

the reversal of their Master's death by his resurrection
are represented as having been utterly overcome by the
further news of the imminent completion of the action
of salvation, with the appearance of their Master to

his followers in Galileo, and we read that they went
out and fled from the tomb, in the grip of trembling
and amazement, and that they remained silent, owing
to their fear.*'

Elsewhere Lightfoot points out that "to the fact of the

resurrection St Mark has given full expression in 16.1-S -

115
a point which, as we have seen, is sometimes overlooked" *

despite the fact that there are no resurrection appearances

in Mk 16*1—8. This is because Lightfoot makes the empty

tomb the evidence for the resurrection, and he makes the

post-resurrection appearances (which are not described)

the evidence for the parousia. What we have in Mk 16.1—8,

then, is an account of the resurrection and a message

predicting the immediate parousia in Galilee, and it i3

that latter event which is not described by Mark.

Lightfoot states his position as follows:

We have to ask ourselves, frors a consideration of

114. Ibid., p.38

115. GMH.. p.93
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regard to their Master and his future state or office

is likely, so far as we can Judge, to have been in
the minds of the writer and the readers of this hook|

or, to put the question in a slightly different way,

what climax with regard to their Master would be most

clearly in accord with the previous teaching of this

gospel* And here the answer is not doubtful. There
is no suggestion in St Mark that the disciples expected

to enjoy after the crucifixion and resurrection a

longer or shorter period of occasional communing or

intercourse with their Master before his last complete
withdrawal and then to await the final consummation*

lie of whom suffering, death and resurrection are

predicated in the three instructions and elsewhere
in the gospel is the Son of laan. If we are right in

believing that in St Mark the central figure is

tacitly identified with the Son of man of Jewish

expectation, it seems probable that the evangelist
and his readers in the light of the resurrection
would expect to see their Master made manifest as the

Son of man and coKiing with great power and glory.
In St Mark the cardinal features of the gospel are
the ministry, the death and resurrection, and the

expected coming* It must therefore be regarded as

possible that Mk 14*28 and 16,7 rightly interpreted

point to an expectation on the part of certain
sections of the early church that the death and
resurrection were to be followed closely by the

parousia or presence of the risen Christ as the Son

of man, which would take place in Galilee* If so,

the verses are to be understood as an invitation to

the disciples to proceed thither in anticipation
of an imminent event, which would be the consummation***

In that case the divine promise at the tomb is that
the parousia will take place in Galilee, the risen
Jesus being identified with the bon of man of 13*26*

Galilee, not Jerusalem, is thus to be the centre of
interest and expectation for disciples; and the
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consluwnation, not a temporary appearance, is the

purpose of the "preventing" thither**
Lightfoot then goes on to summarize the total structure

of Mark•s Gospel vith particular reference to the last

chapters

On this view, the plan of St Mark's gospel, the book
of the divine message and action of salvation, will be
this: first, the heralding by St John the Baptist of
the iniminent day of the Lord vith the coming of the

mightier than he; then the ministry in and round about

Galilee; then the journey and the last days in Jerusalem,

ending vith the crucifixion, this being followed by
the resurrection in the saiue place; all this to be
consummated by the expected coming of the risen Christ
as the Son of Ban in Galilee, the vhol© record being

vitally interconnected as the narrative of a decisive
final divine event, wherein and whereby the kingdom
of God has come near*

Accordingly, if this interpretation is possible,
it should not be too readily assumed that St Mark is
a witness to "appearances" of the risen Lord in Galilee*
It may be, to judge from the plan and statements of
his book, especially if, as is possible, it ends and
was meant to end at 16*6, that St Mark should be

regarded as a witness to an expectation of one

appearance or manifestation of the crucified and risen
Lord in Galilee; and that this appearance or manifestation

117
was to be the consummation itself*

In the light of this interpretation Lightfoot can says

I or according to the view here taken, St Mark's gospel
in the full meaning of this word could not be complete*
If it may be said to begin at 1*1, it certainly does
not end at 16*8, except as a literary document; and

116. LAD*, pp.62

117• Ibid* * p.65
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its character as a literary document should probably
be regarded as altogether subordinate to its character

118
as an oxjjression of the gospel*

This Identification of the post—resurrection

appearances with the final coming of the Son of .Man,

which Lightfoot developed from a suggestion by Lohsseyer,

was not repeated in the chapter * St Mark's Gospel -

Complete or Incomplete?* in The Gospel Message of St Mark*

Whether Lightfoot had by this time abandoned the idea is

not clear, but instead he defends Mk 16*8 as the original

ending by means of another 'religious* argument* lie here

thinks it appropriate that Mark should end on the note

of the fear of God as he thinks it opportune that we

should re-appropriate the awe of God into our spiritual
119

lives, just as a previous generation had done*

¥e must note that by identifying the post-resurrection

appearances with the parousia in Mark, Lightfoot has

achieved the samo result as his interpretation of the

appearances in Jn 20. He has collapsed future eschatology

into a past event, the appearances* So, the parousia is

not something we are still waiting for, it is something

which happened in the past and which is continued into

the present by the spiritual and sacramental presence of

Christ* bxcept that Lightfoot never makes it clear

whether Mark himself (writing about 70 A.I>«) thought

that the appearances and parousia had in fact happened

118. Ibid,, p*44

119« GMK,, p*97» see also L&1>.. p*^5
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In Galilee and were to be identified* In other words,

was Mark still waiting for the parousia in JO A.1).? and

must we still wait for it in 197^ A.D.? For Lightfoot,

however, it is clear that Christ has appeared, the parousia

has occurred and is not still to be looked for in the

future. But our main concern here is to observe the

theological reasons which Lightfoot put forward for

solving a textual problem, the problem of where Mark's

Gospel ends. And it will be noticed that these theological

arguments are wholly in accord with Lightfoot's historical

and eschatological pre—understanding.
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bUMMAKY nhl> CUhCLUSlUftib

LuBiBiary

In the introduction we described the fundamental

problem with which the thesis was to be concerned: why-

do exegetes interpret the New Testament as they do?

The task of the thesis was to lay a theoretical foundation

to account for fundamental differences in interpretation

among hew Testament exegetes. We suggested that language

is not a system of tools which refers to objects in the

world and which allows a simple objective understanding

of the world (and of texts). Language structures and

reveals our world. In interpreting a text we bring a

personal and social prior understanding to bear on the

text, and the text must be integrated into that world of

understanding. The project of the thesis was to examine

the role of pre-understanning in hew Teetamont exegesis,

to give that pre-understanding specific content, and to

show the relationship between pre-understanding and exegesis

in the work of T.W.Manson and H.ii.Lightfoot as a weans of

substantiating the theoretical part of the thesis.

In the first chapter we described and criticized a

number of forms of the herweneutical circle as it has

appeared in philosophical hersieneutics. The attempt was

to show that understanding necessarily presupposes

pre—understanding. We first looked at the Formal Herweneutics

of Schlelernnacher and Dilthey in which the herweneutical

circle is on the one hand the inter-relation of parts
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and whole in the text, and on the other hand the understanding

or author and reader ue a 'communion of souls'. We also saw

hoH on this model, the circle dissolves into perfect

understanding. This is not the case with Heidegger*s

existential Hersieneutics in which understanding always

remains conditioned by pre—understanding. But here the

heriaeneutical circle is constituted by the human (Dasein)

understanding of Being (Sein); the circle consists of a

movement between our understanding of ourselves and of

reality. We also saw how Bultmann interprets religious

texts with the object of deepening self—understanding

so that the individual can take decisions for the future.

In the Heflective Hermeneutics of Paul Hlcoour there is

a long reflective movement between belief in the content

of the text and subsequent understanding of the text.

We modified this model so that an initial provisional

faith in the content of the text can lead to understanding,

and so to a firmer belief, and deeper understanding, and

so on. On this model the circular movement does not

spiral away into perfect understanding because the historical

distance between the interpreter and the author of the

text is reflected in this model in the refusal to allow

the dissolution of the circular movement. While this

provisional belief is necessary for a sympathetic reading

of the text, it is a personal subject who trusts the

text and the text has to be integrated into that subject's

prior understanding of reality. The concepts which make

up our understanding of the world are multifarious. The

concepts which constitute our pre—understanding of New

Testament texts include *history', 'revelation*, •miracle',
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•resurrection* and *escliatology* • In the first excursus

we saw soaie of the presuppositions which have been at

work in historiography, and in the second excursus we

saw how Tiliich, Bultmann and Culltuann have discussed

the idea of *pr©-understanding*•

In the second chapter we attempted to lay a dogmatic

theological basis for hew Testament pre-undex'standing.

By examining the concepts of *history*# *r©velation* etc*

in six German dogmatic theologians of the twentieth

century we got some idea of the wide range of possible

understandings of these concepts. »e saw how Harnack

proposed a positivistic * scientific* theology at the

turn of the century, and how karl Barth retreated into

a theology of an authoritative revelation after the

first world war. We saw how Bultiuann preserved the idea

of an authoritative revelation but in the context of an

existential quest for self-undei'stending, and how Lrnst

Kucha and Gerhard Lbellng continued this movement while

moving back towards the historical Jesus as a legitimation

of the Church's kerygma. Heinrich Gtt, by contrast,

has proposed an extreme concept of history which precludes

the possibility of research into the past. And finally

we saw how WoIfhart Pannenberg has reacted against all

Lutheran theology since Bax*th and has attempted to move

dogmatics in a new direction. It can be seen that the

concepts under discussion form an Integrated matrix in

each author ami, while each concept is usually understood

in a different way, the balance of understanding between

the concepts In each theologiai#s matrix is quite different.
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The third chapter expounded the main ideas of

Jiirgen Habereas's ^.rkenntnis und lnteresat, Knowledge

results from practical interests. There is no knowledge

which is not initiated and in some measure determined by

practical cognitive interests. This applies to the

sciences seen as a whole, and to the motivation of each

scientist, i.e. each exegete in our case. We also saw

how the bible can be interpreted quite legitimately under

the influence of non-theological interests. This is the

consequence of there being multiple layers of meaning

in the text and the irreducible plurality of possible

interpretations. That is to say, there is not necessarily

Just one single correct Interpretation. We saw how

£rich Auerbach interpreted the story of Abraham and Isaac

from a literary point of view by contrasting it with a

passage from homer} how Garbavsky interpreted the story

of Jacob in a Marxist perspective} and how Edmund Leach

interpreted the narrative of Solomon's succession to the

throne in terms of structural anthropology.

The first two chapters of the second part of the

thesis, chapters four and five, consisted of a detailed

examination of the writings of T.W.Hanson. In the first

of these chapters we showed that he was unaware of the

role of pro-understanding, and we also described his

practical cognitive-interest which was an interest in

♦ministry', the ministry of Christians in the contemporary

Church and the ministry of Jesus and his disciples. We

saw that while Maneon repudiated a positivistic under¬

standing of 'history' his tendency was to move strongly
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towards such a concept in which details of past events

can be firmly determined, principally the past events of

of Jesus's ministry. •Revelation* from God is accepted

and is focussed on the ministry of Jesus. •Resurrection'

and 'eschatology' are similarly identified very closely

with Jesus's ministry. Eschatology, for example, is, for

the most part, realized in the ministry of Jesus,

In the fifth chapter we showed how these concepts

of pre-understending have affected Sanson's exegesis.

The very original exegesis of 'the Son of Han* is given

a communal, ministerial interpretation. 'The Kingdom of

God' is related to the ministry of Jesus and is determined

by Hanson's understanding of realized eschatolo&y.

Peter's confession has been treated in a strictly historical

manner and the historical reliability of Mark's narrative

was accepted in order to trace a development in Jesus's

teaching. Hanson accepted the historical basis of the

messianic secret as an actual part of Jesus's ministry.

The cursing of the fig tree was used to provide historical

material in order to date more accurately tho last months

of Jesus's ministry. Hanson judged the last supper to

have been a passover meal but made its true meaning to

be independent of that fact} its true meaning is Interpreted

in terms of ministry, community and fellowship. The

resurrection appearances show that Christ is still active

in the ministry of the Church. And we finally saw how

Hanson's interpretation of the Lord's Prayer is

individualistic and noii-eschatological,
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Chapter six and chapter seven repeated the same

technique with the writings of R.H.Lightfoot, ste noted

how Lightfoot was less reflective, less consistent and

less systematic than Hanson, Lightfoot*s exegesis is

dominated by a neo-platonic spirituality which he discovered

in the works of Dean Inge, This other-worldly spirituality

is in perfect conformity with his very conservative

political opinions, and to this extent his spiritual

cognitive-interest can be said to be practical. This

led to a shift in his understanding of history, for his

platonism encouraged him to look for theological interpre¬

tation of •the divine* rather than historical facts about

•the earthly*, We saw how Lighti'oot*s advanced historical

methodology was a result of his flight from the mundane,

the earthly. The practical interest of a theologian

will in part determine his ecclesiology and we saw how

Lightfoot*s ecclesiology is very different from that of

Hanson: in the former the Church is a vehicle of the

divine and is a redeemed society, in the latter the

Church is a group of, shall we say, suffering servants.

We then described how Lightfoot*s concept of * revelation*

is associated with a platonic christology in which Jesus

is the bridge between the spiritual world and the earth.

We noticed that Lightfoot accepted the factuality of the

resurrection but also how he tended to avoid discussion

of its meaning. And finally we saw how Lightfoot had a

strong antipathy for future eschatology.

In the seventh and last chapter we looked at some

examples of Lightfoot*s exegesis. He accepted the

historicality of Jesus * s claim to be the Messiah but
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combined this with a belief that the messianic secret had

been constructed by the redactor* He also declined to

use the cursing of the fig tree to provide historical

information, but interpreted it symbolically. We examined

a range of eschatological concepts and saw how Lightfoot

interpreted 'Son of Man', 'Kingdom of God* and 'Parousia*

in a present rather than a future sense. The only element

of future eschatoiogy is to be found in his interpretation

of 'the last day*. He accepted John's dating of the last

supper as a non-passover meal, and interpreted the meal

symbolically whereby the elements represent, alternately,

the Spirit and the Church. The Lamb of God is interpreted

non-messianically and devotionally. We found that

Lightfoot*s exegesis of the trial of Jesus in the Fourth

Gospel was a form of political allegory in which he

showed how the Church and the State are mutually independent,

except when the State tries to impose its authority on

the Church in which case the State must yield. We

finally showed that Lightfoot's interpretation of the

resurrection appearances associated the appearance of

Christ with the gift of the Spirit ana the indefinite

delay of any possible future eschatology. And he accepted

that Mark deliberately ended his Gospel at 16.8 because of

his dislike of future eschatology.
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Conclusions

1 want to state very briefly the conclusions

which may be drawn from this study* We must first note

not only the actuality of pre-understanding as a factor

in the understanding, of biblical texts* but we &ust also

note the very important, indeed crucial, role it has to

play. In interpreting a text (or in assessing an

interpretation made by some other exegete) we must take

account of the pre-understending which we ourselves (or

the exegete) bring to the text at least as much as the

historical and philological evidence used to Justify the

interpretation. it may bo an exaggeration to suppose

that assessing an interpretation in this way, as in our

examples from T,« .Sanson and U.ii.Lightfoot, amounts to

a new technique, but it does supply a whole new perspective

in New Testament exegesis. 1 must of course add the rider

that when assessing the interpretation of another exegete

we will only be able to uncover his pre—understanding

with any reliability if we place that interpretation in

the context of the whole life-work of that exegete.

We must also remember that the exegete's interpretation

is itself an historical text which must in turn be

interpreted through our own pre-underalanding. Further,

pre-uaderatanciing is a complex of concepts and interest(s)

and not all of these will be evident in any one exegetical

example. But soxne - at least one — of these concepts will

be there.

A number of practical conclusions for the exegete

tuay be drawn. He tuust be conscious of the conceptual
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matrix which constitutes his own pre-uuuors tending, unci

of the prior practical interest he has in interpreting

the text. And he would help his readers enormously if

he could be explicit in his publications about this pre—

understanding. he must be sure that his understanding

of the concepts of pre-understanding stands up to

philosophical and theological criticism, and that there

is an inner coherence between these concepts. he must

be aware of other forms of pre-understending and be

satisfied that his pre—understanding is the most

satisfactory of those available. He must put his pre-

understanding to work on the text consciously and

deliberately so that there may be an inner consistency

between his pre-understending and his exegesis. If the

exegete senses that part of his work is for any reason

unsatisfactory (i.e. if his iutcrpretation does not

ring true), he must make his intuitive understanding

of the text reflect back upon and criticise the concepts

of his pre—understanding - for the process of understanding

always remains circular. Only if all this is carried out

consciously and explicitly and systematically can clarity

of understanding be achieved. And the exegete should

also be aware that his interpretation, no matter how

satisfactory it may be in itself, will always be limited

by his cognitive-interest. Lqually valid, alternative

interpretations will always be possible.

Let us reflect for a moment on the achievement of

Manson and Lightfoot. The purpose of the second part of

this thesis ha® been to clarify and understand the work
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oT these two. The reader way draw his own conclusions

about the reliability of their interpretations - and this,

in some measure, will depend on the reader*s own pre-

uiuiers tanding. V,e may, however, in consequence of the

general conclusions outlined in the previous paragraph,

note the perspicacity of Manson * s writings. tie does not

seem to have been aware of the role of pro-understanding

(which is hardly surprizing for one of his generation)

but he was conscious of the importance of dogmatic theology

in the general assessment of the hew Testament and he

attempted to clarify his own position vis-iS-vis other

dogmatic theologians of his age (e.g. Harnack and duituana).

He was also beautifully consistent throughout his work.

One need not always agree either with his prc-understanding

or with individual pieces of his exegesis, but one can

only admire his masterly achievement. The same cannot

in all honesty be said of Lightl'oot. his achievement

was considerable and his influence on 3omc of his pupils

was very great, but reservations must be made whether or

not one is sympathetic to his pre-understaxiciu,. his

interpretation of the hew Testament. Lightfoot was not

a reflective person, he does not seem to have been aware

of the importance of dogmatic thinking for hew Testament

interpretation, and he showed no great critical ability

in assessing the conceptual background of scripture. We

may remember how he borrowed ideas from Hanson which had

been derived from a form of pre—understanding which in

some respects was incompatible with his own; and these

Hanson-derived interpretations did not fit in with the

rest of Lightfoot'a work. hor was Lightfoot's interpretation
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always self—consistent: he often offered various arid

some times opposed interpretations of a single text or

of a single concept* This lack of self-awareness, this

lack of reflection and this lack of consistency detract

from the many virtues of Lightfoot as an exegete. We

may also note the paradox (and this is not necessarily

a criticism) that Lightfoot is famous for his comparatively

advanced historical methodology, while the primary

characteristic of his work — and it is from this that

his historical methodology was originally derived - is

a comparatively old—fashioned neo—platonic spirituality*

Finally, in order to illustrate the methodological

advance that is possible when pre-understanding is taken

into account let us observe a passage written by Stephen

Neill only twelve years ago (and first published only

eight years ago in 1966)* Among the outstanding tasks

that remain for hew Testament scholars Neill refers to

the bewildering variety of meanings of *history* which

are to be found in biblical theology.* He then discusses

the apparent insolubility of hew Testament eschatologyj

We must come back in the end to the question of

eschatology* What is the Church'# hope for the future?
An extraordinary variety of views on this subject is
still held by scholars* Some think that Jesus never

spoke at all of his own coming again in gloryj the
words which suggest this are all editorial additions
or explanations supplied by the faith of the early
Church, Others hold that this •coming of the Son of

1, S*Neill, The Interpretation of the New Testament
1861-1961. p.342
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man* was central to the proclamation of Jesus, and that
the disciples had rightly so understood it. Some have

condemned Luke for bringing the life of the Church into

relation to 'history*, and so reducing the *eschatological

tension*, which is the only true condition of the
Church's life* borne seem to bring eschatology entirely
into the present) to live eachatologically is to live
as though every moment is the moment of decision, in
which history is made and the future is determined*
It is not perfectly clear how this differs from *life
in the Spirit* as this has been understood in earlier

periods of the Church*s life* Some maintain that

history is o.oving to a great and final crisis, but that
•the end of history is beyond history** Others hold
that the kew Testament clearly speaks of a final

triumph of God in time and space, though we can no

more conceive of what this triumph might be like than
the saints of the Old Testament, for all their forward-

looking and eager yearning, could really foresee and

picture the Incarnation of the Son of God* Clearly
not all of these views can be right* What are the

sources and origins of these divisions? We are all

trying to interpret the same texts* Why is it that
we interpret them so differently? Is it possible to

eliminate some of these divisions, and to draw nearer

to agreement? Or are we here face to face with a problem
2

that will never be solved?

What may have seemed an insoluble problem only a few years

ago can now be solved* The origin of our disagreements,

some of them at least, can now be traced* Our disagreements

can be explained and possibly even overcome in a

hermeneutical critique of pre-understanding.

2. Ibid., p.345
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